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Welcome...
BEEN...
There have been many legends in the field of speaker design,

eIXIT

and naturally many classic designs, during the history of
hi-fi but arguably one of the speaker world's most influential
figures today is Karl- Heinz Fink. HiFi News caught up with him
recently .3this HQ in Essen, Germary to see some of the work
he could talk about and some of that he couldn't!
•FOR THE KARL- HEINZ FINK INTERVIEW GO TO PAGE 44...

SEEN...
In the past eight months or so I've seen and heard the new
speaker brand Bolzano Villetri at shows in London and
Las Vegas. This month Andrew Harrison has taken time out
to test tie beautifully styled Piazetta floorstanders ( with the
Vecchia E;ubwoofer) from ' By' and to find out much more about
the technology and history behind this intriguing Russian/
Italian collaboration.
•FOR THE BOLZANO VILLETRI TEST GO TO PAGE 40...

EQUIPMENT...

AIL
Steve Fairclough • Editor
email us at: hi-finewsfflipcmedia.com
Website: www.hifinews.co.uk
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In this month's GROUP TEST we put six high- end CD players
[ranging from £ 1400 to £ 2925 in price) through their paces with
full lab tests conducted by Paul Miller and listening tests by
Steve Harris. They are the tests you can trust as all lab work
is done usimg the audio industry standard QC Suite testing
equipment originally developed by our very own Technical
Director Paul Miller.
•FOR THE FULL GROUP CD PLAYER TEST GO TD PAGE 25...
thr Hest
systems
for / IOW

w. OC.

/Map
separates

GREEN
DAY

After meetings with Warner Bros Tom
'Grover' Biery and Michael Hobson of

1

Classic Records at CES 2006 I've recently
discovered the joys of high performance
vinyl. Two of the most recent Warner
platters to hit my desk ( and deck) have
been by Donald Fagen and Green Day.
Ken Kessler has been lending his ears to

the American Idiot magnum opus as well and his review can oe
fourd on the 'Audiophile' reviews page, 103.
•FOR MUSIC REVIEWS GO TO PAGE 97...

rewebabb CD recorder
HI-FI NEWS: 1956-2006
CELEBRATING 50 YEARS OF
AUDIO EXCELLENCE
To find out how traditional
two- channel audio battled back
agairst home theatre, DVD, and
the onslaught of MP3 players go
to page 23!

HiFi News... FOR PEOPLE PASSIONATE ABOUT GREAT SOUND >
JULY 2006 • www.hinnows.co.uk 3
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HiFi NEWS SHOW

PIAZZETTA:

The Hi -Fi News Show 2006 will

Omnidirectional

mark 50 years of the magazine and

speaker 10 years
in the making

feature atribute to hi-fis past with a
special hi-fi museum.
As well as agentle nod to the past
technologies tied up with hi-fi the
event will feature an impressive array

Hi-FiNews

SHOW
c

2006

Renaissance
Hotel, Heathrow
22, 23, 24 September

of speakers and
special events. This
year's show takes

News

place from 22-24
September [ first day
is trade only) at the
Renaissance Hotel,
Heathrow, London.
www.hifinews.co.uk
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SUBSCRIBE TO
Subscribe and get aFREE
copy of the superb Sound
Bites book worth £ 14.99!
Turn to p70-71 for details...
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NEWS

VINYL KILLED
THE CD STAR
NDUSTRY TRENDS
A new generation of vinyl

those in the 1950s and 60s
that allowed customers to
listen to viryl music before
buying In addition Virgin

FRESH AIR
FROM NAIM
1111111111=Mem

believes that digital music

During the development of

raconteurs prefer vinyl to

downloads may only account

its CD555 high- end CD player

CD. When the Raconteurs

for 10% of the cverall music

Naim worked on a project to

latest single was released

market by 2009.

develop anew signal cable to

recorc lovers is emerging to

80% of high street sales

snap up 45rpm singles and

were for seven-inch vinyl
and only 20% were for CDs'.

3::1/3rpm LPs according
to figures from the British

listening booth; akin to

The CD age had meant

The music industry
statistics back up much

better its existing standard
cable. The result, just out, is

of the talk n the hi-fi

the Hi- Line interconnect as
well as anew Air- PLUG.

Phonographic Industry

that record processing

industry about areturn
to two- channel habits.

(BPI) and music retailers,

plants in the UK closed

Interviewed receltly by

interconnect comes with the

as reported n The Business

down so many of the inch&

Hi Fi News vtarantis Brand

CD555 but can be purchased

newspaper recently.

labels are pressing offshore

Ambassador Ker Ishiwata

separately and is said to offer

According to BPI
statistics in the physical

in limited editions - making

stated: Maybe you heard

improved stereo image and

vinyl releases instantly

enhanced detail.

sincles market [ non -

collectable.

about it - the shirt of product
sales from multi- channel to,

downloads) in 2005 vinyl

Virgin is planning

two channel is lappening.

accounted fcr 14.7% of
all sales, up from 12.2%

to open aMegastore in
Manchester's Arndale

You've started to see that
the two- channel, market is

in 2004. However, unlike

Centre that will include

much stronger low'.

the pre- CD age when
majpr record labels

The DIN- to- DIN

The Air- PLUG decouples
the cable from the equipment
into which it is connected
and is said to vastly reduce
vibration transmission.
•Look out for the 50th
anniversary edition of HiFi

dominated ynyl sales,

-..;2r.f
0.41

smaller independent labels
re.eas ng sirgles by bands
such as The Arctic Monkeys
anid The Strokes have

News, out on 30 June, which
will include afull test of the
Naim CD555!
Naim Audio • 01722 332266 •
www.naim-audio.corn

dr ven much of the recent
comeback of vinyl.

RIGHT: The Hi- Line

14.7%

Head of Music at Virgin
Megastores, Rob Campkin,
explained. The fans of
popular new rock bands

interconnect
and Air- PLUG

VINYL SHARE OF
SINGLE SALES: 2005

like Arztic Monkeys and the

NEW CONSTELLATION DISCOVERED
LEEMA SYSTEM
Constellation is the name of
a new system from Leema

can swing over 50 amps of
current, ensures precise

offers bass extraction, trim,

multi- channel source, with

control of loudspeakers.

filtering and phase control

full bass management in

of mono, or uniquely: stereo

mono or stereo.

The Hydra amp has

control system. This section

Acoustics that has the

exactly the same topology as

subwoofers, in both multi-

Tucana stereo amplifier as

the Tucana and can be used

channel and stereo systems.

configured to play a

All three units retail at
£2995 each.

its system controller to ' talk'

singly or in pairs to drive the

to other components - the

surround channels in a5.1

input has been selected and

291357 • www.teema-acous-

Hydra stereo slave amp and
the Corvus amp - using the

or 7.1 home cinema system.

activates any ° her required

tics.com

It can also be used to bi-amp
astereo or multi- channel

units, selects the correct
input and sets tne volume. For

System' ILI PS).
The 1
Lcana : sadual
mono design that uses three

system and input selection

instance, if CD is selected,
just the Tucana is powered
up for stereo replay. If

heavy-duty toroidal power
transformers, one for each

commands.

leema Intelligent Protocol

and volume controls track
that of the Tucana via LIPS
The Corvus features

The Tucana looks at which

amulti- channel input
were selected then

channel and one for the

both asingle channel

both the Hydra

control circuitry. This coupled

amplifier for centre channel

and the complete

with arefined bi-polar output
stage of which each channel

use and a 'studio quality',
comprehensive subwoofer

powered up and
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Corvus would be

Active Distribution • 01635

NEWS
NICE AND PC
LINN INTERFACE
Linn has unveiled anew
home theatre system control
interface - KINIK ( pronounced
'ki-NEEK1 - that enables
wireless control of the Linn
KISTO system controller ( and
soon the Linn KINOS system
controller) and any source
components connected, via a
pocket PC.
KINIK operates on many
pocket PCs running Windows
Mobile 2003 SE or Mobile
5and can be fully set-up
possible in just afew minutes.
The interface will control
all Linn source components
with RS232 compatibility,
and also non- Linn sources

DOUBLE REPS

including CD and DVD players,
satellite and cable receivers,
controlled by KINIK via aLinn
DEKODA IR translator.
KINIK provides two-way
communication between the
user and system, allowing
the feedback of track, volume
and source information on

Jasmine Audio has appointed Audio Atmosphere
as its UK representative for
its audiophile amplifiers
and components, including
the Piano push-pull valve
amplifier and the Serenade

UNIDISK
-

DOLBY DIGITAL

SIM

SET mini- amplifier with
integrated DAC and USB
input. Audio Atmosphere
is also now representing
Nanotec Systems of Japan
exclusively in the UK.
Nanotec produces a
proprietary range of
audiophile components and
accessories, including the
award- winning Nespa # 1
optical disc finaliser. Tel:
01785 711232 or go to www.
audioatmosphere.com

the screen of your pocket PC.
KINIK is awireless application
so it can be used anywhere
within the range of asuitable
router, offering extremely
flexible control of any home
theatre system.
Linn UK • 0161 766 1021 •
www.linn.co.uk
RIGHT: Linn's KINIK interface
works via apocket PC

RIMBER CABLE

SHOWTIME FOR NEW GEAR

Russ Andrews Accessories
has announced the launch

HI-FI NEWS SHOW
Top hi-fi brands are beginning
to reveal some of the product
that will star at the Hi -Fi
News Show 2006 although
many companies are still
playing their cards close to
their chests as they prepare
to launch the world's newest
hi-fi at the event.
Derek Wilson of Overkill
Audio revealed: ' We will be
launching our new flagship
loudspeaker system ' The
Finale', our ' Oasis' 12 S
digital transport and our
unique digital crossover/
room correction/6 channel
DAC, ' The Conductor'. Also
on display will be our new
on wall loudspeakers and
the worlds first invisible
subwooferr
Antony Michaelson of
Musical Fidelity explained:
'We're going to be showing
the Kw250S one- box, the
Kw550s and our new XT100
hybrid super integrated
amplifier'.
Nick Green of UKD told
us: ' We will be displaying
the Final 1000i full range
electrostatics which look
extremely nice, plus anew
loudspeaker range from

„

e

ABOVE: The Musical Fidelity Kw2503 one- box
Triangle. As well as that
there'll be the latest from the
top Italian brands such as
Pathos, Opera loudspeakers,
Unison Research, Audio
Analogue, and Graaf'.
Also now confirmed to be
at the show is asuperb DIS
seven- channel sound and AV
experience that's being shown
in the UK for the first time.
It will feature in the Windsor
Suite on the lower ground
level of the show venue.
Meanwhile the line-up of
special ' free- to- see' guest
speakers to appear at the
show has been bolstered with
the addition of David Wilson of
Wilson Audio who joins other
hi-fi industry heavyweights
such as Bob Stuart of
Meridian and Ken Ishiwata of
Marantz, who you can come
and listen to at the event.
Look for details of additional

confirmed speakers and
special show events in future
issues of Hi Fi News.

of the Kimber GO Mini
Cu interconnect for use
with iPods and other MP3
players. The GO Mini Cu
interconnect is available
with either 3.5mm mini
jacks at both ends ( for linking to such devices as Tivoli
radios) or with 3.5mm jack
and two Ultraplate phonos
to enable connection to a
full-blown hi-fi system.
www.russandrews.com

ACUSTIC RAVEN
•The Hi -Fi News Show 2006
takes place at the Renaissance Hotel, Heathrow from
22-24 September 2006. For
more details go to
www.hifinews.co.uk

e-

Hi-FiNews

SHOW
ELT!

2006

Renaissance
Hotel, Heathrow
22,23,24September

GT Audio has been
appointed UK distributor
for the TW Acustic Raven
turntable. The deck weighs
65kg and is priced at £4995.
For more contact GT Audio
on: 01895 833099 or go to
www.gtaudio.com

THORENS
Thorens has announced
its new line of electronics
that includes the TEM3200
monophobic power amp,
the TEP 3800 preamp, and
the TE 23 phono stage. At
the time of going to press
they were due to be shown
at the High End 2006 show
in Munich, Contact A Audio:
0870 199 3914.
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BOLZANO,VILLETRI

RoundStream® Technology
Bolzano Villetri RoundStream® technology delivers cutting
edge technology for the loudspeaker market through the
introduction of Counter- aperture technology, unique only
to Bolzano Villetri.
In counter- aperture, the achievement of exceptionally
realistic reproduction of staged and acoustically generated music is delivered through our stunning 360 °sound
output loudspeakers. The frequency is not dissipated at
an unstable distance from the driver, but is concentrated
between the two drivers to form awell-balanced distribution of sound in all directions. This is how distance zonal
problems are greatly reduced and why the listener does
not have to stay at a certain distance from the drivers.
Consequently, Bolzano Villetri speakers, through the use of
counter- aperture technology, will sound superior in a
room with poor acoustical properties.
RoundStream® Technology
1. Low & mid- frequency
radiator ( top)
2. Low & mid- frequency
radiator ( bottom)
3. High frequency radiator
4. "Surround sound"
area of sound pressure
formation
5. Means of reflected
sound distribution

One amazing fact is that counter- aperture acoustics
greatly increase the " sweet- spot" of sound. This is of enormous importance for the modern listener as they enjoy the
freedom to move around a room with minimal impact on
their listening pleasure.

For a demonstration of Bolzano Villetri's amazing loudspeakers visit
www.bolzanovilletri.com for your nearest dealer.

YBI Distributions Ltd, Exclusive Distributors for Europe, Telephone: +44 ( 0)20 72448240, Fax: + 44 ( 0)20 73704828, Email: bv@ybidistributions.com
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BRITISH THINK CD
COPYING IS LEGAL
consumers - 80% - are
unaware that they are
infringing any copyright

f_

TUNING IN
DENON TU-1500AE TUNER

two-line dot-matrix
display that shows all station

Denon has replaced its
TU -2601I tuner with the new

and RDS information, 100

fairly against consumers by
putting unrealistic limits on

TU -15004E FM/AM radio

last function and back-up

tuner, designed to fit- match

their private listening and
viewing habits.

the company's Advanced

memory, plus aremote
handset that can direct preset

Evolution hi-fi systems.

access, tuning and memory

The £ 129.99 unit is said to
be better than the old

functions. The TU-1500AE is
available in achoice of either

NCC SURVEY RESULTS
The majority of British

NEWS

f-

Jill Johnstone author of

law by making copies of

presets for FM/AM stations,

CDs they've purchased
onto other MP3 players or

NCC's submission explained: We need to shake
up the copyright law to

TU -2601I unit in terms of
sound, while having greater

silver or black.

computers, according to a
new survey for the National

incorporate consumers 'fair

sensitivity, abetter display,

www.denon.co.uk

Consumer Council(NCC).
The YouGov poll,

use' rights including the

and full remote control

right to copy for private use.

possibilities.

conducted among over 2000

Johnstone added:
'Whether for films, literary

adults during April 2006,

Amongst its spec is a

Denon • 01234 741200 •

BELOW: The two versions of
Denon's TU-1500AE tuner

or musical works, sound
recordings or broadcasts,

revealed that the practice is
common across all ages and
social classes and high-

the length of all copyright
terms should be reduced
to fit more closely the time

lighted that most people
think copying is perfectly
legal despite the fact that

period over which most financial returns are normally
made. The current cam-

current UK law doesn't
allow the right to reproduce
copyrighted material for

0

—
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0
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paign by the music industry
to extend copyright terms

private use, including CDs,
DVDs and downloads.
In the poll 59% thought

for sound recordings beyond
50 years has no justification.

it was perfectly legal to

Evidence shows that music

make copies of CDs onto

companies generally make

any other equipment, while
afurther 21% answered that

returns on material in a

they didn't know if it was
illegal. Only 19% admitted

Current terms already provide excessive protection of

they knew it was against the

intellectual property rights

law to copy CDs.
The survey results

at acost to consumers'.

THE UNIVERSAL DIVA
ARCAM ARRIVALS

matter of years not decades.
Beefing up the Arcam Diva
range of equipment is the
new DV137 1080p upscaling
universal DVD player and the
AVR 350 HDMI AV receiver.

Playback includes
DVD-Video, DVD-Audio, CD
(said to be of true audiophile
standard), SACO, and DiVX
video playback.
The AVR350 7.1 channel
AV receiver is said to have

appear to back up the

•For an exclusive HiFi
News investigation into the

NCC's recent submission to

problems created by copy

the government's Gowers
Review that the law is out

protected CDs go to pages
14 and 15 of this issue of

DV137 is the company's first
universal player ever and
according to Arcam MD

of step with modern life

Hi Fi News.

Charlie Brennan: The DV137

and includes two-way HDMI
switching plus HDTV

and discriminates un-

www.ncc.org.uk

is the result of the most

compatible component and

intensive development project
Arcam has ever undertaken.

ROB switching. Power output

ei.ICC Notional

MOM
Soma

C011surner Council

• 11•••••

,•••••«•••••••••••

derived many features from
the development work on
the Arcam FMJ AV9 receiver

is seven x 100W per channel.

We can now deliver universal

• ,••••••
•

In fact the £ 1250 Diva

...ma..

BELOW: Arcam's Latest Diva

music replay, stunning overall
video performance and even

arrivals - the DV137 universal

better CD sound quality'.

player ( top) and the AVR350
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Digital Cinema Sound.
At

just 9cm in size fll-Cubes revolutionary style. powerfJt performance
and sound quality embraces everyihinp you enjoy about music and
film in a sleet). compact de;ipn.
Harmonise with the way you want to eHperience home entertainment.

WHAT 141•Fl?

SOUND AND VMON

* * * *
wvvvv.mission-cube.com
lAC. House, Sovereign

COLlfl,

Tel 01480 447700 Fax

Ermine Business Park, Huntingdon, Cambridgeshire, PE29 6XU,

01480 431767

IVI•CUBE

NEWS

US AUDIO GIANT
BOLSTERS LINE-UP
LATEST MCINTOSH HI-FI

US audio giant McIntosh has
recently added the MCD201
SACD/CD player and the
MA6300 integrated amplifier
to its product line-up as well

CD formats. Another significant feature is the precision
214- step active volume control that's capable of correctly
driving apower amp.

as announcing it is poised
to introduce the new C220
vacuum tube preamp during
June 2006.
The £3400 MCD201 player
sports amechanism that
spins CDs at up to four times
normal speed to deliver less
reading errors on poor condition discs - it features separate lasers for the SACD and

The £ 2995 MA6300
integrated amplifier is rated
at 100W and features new
thermal tracking transistors
that instantly adjust bias to
operating conditions: ' giving
low heat output, low distortion
and very long service life'. It
features the familiar McIntosh
illuminated glass front panel
and blue VU meters but, in a

IT'S A SHURE THING
SHURE E500 ' PHONES
in early July Shure will
launch its E5OOPTH Sound
Isolating earphones as the
new flagship product in its
ESeries earphone line for
portable personal audio
players.
The E500 earphones
feature adetachable
'Push- to- Hear .( hence the
PTH in the name) option to
alternate between complete
isolation and aconnection
with the outside world.
The earphones use three
miniature speakers - one
tweeter and two woofers
-and come in atiny in- ear'
package with anew black

chrome design.
Using personal
monitoring technology,
previously only available to
musicians, Shure claims
that the E500. is the first
in Shure's earphone line to
offer unparalleled acoustic
accuracy, sound isolating
design and personalised fit
for added comfort'.
In addition you can
choose from an accessories kit for the E500 that
includes a114in adapter for
other units with 114in jacks,
acarrying case, and alevel
attenuator.
Shure Distribution UK •
020 8808 2222 • www.
shuredistribution.co.uk

departure from the norm, no
tone controls.

ABOVE McIntosh's distinctive

As we went to press
McIntosh's C220 vacuum tube
preamp was due to be unveiled at the Home Entertainment Show in Los Angeles in
early June. Its unique feature
is aHeadphone Mute Mode

integrated amp

styling shows on the MA6300

and the unit also has eight
source inputs with independent adjustmert level sett ngs.
'A' Audio • 0870 1993914 •
WWW. mcintoshlabs.corn

ULTRA-SONIC
CRYSTAL CABLES
Dutch cable company Crystal
Cable has introduced anew
top- of- the- line range called
Ultra that includes interconnects, RCA and XLR speaker
cables, spade and banana,
single ana biwire, ana power
cables.
Crystal Cable President/
CEO Gabi van der Kley told
Hi -Fi News: ' The ultra thin
conductors are made of pure
silver with gold infusions to fill
molecular gaps. We use helically wrapped Kapton film for
the toughest, most impervious
insulation on the market, far

ahead of the ubiquitous Teflon
used by the competito-s.
Our advanced metallurgy is
perfected at famous German
and Dutch laboratories using
the most sophisticated test
equipment in Europe'.
Like many of the previous
Crystal Cable products the
emphasis in the Ultra range is
adiscreet design that makes
the cables unobtrusive in any
room setting.
Absolute Sounds • 020 8971
3909 • www.crystalcable.com

BELOW: One of the top- ofthe- line Ultra cable range
from Crystal Cable

AMP STYLE
EMILLE AMPLIFIERS
Select Audio now has the new
range of Emille amps including the Ki 270W integrated
amp shown at CES 2006,
the Ki -120 tube monoblock
integrated, and the KM-300SE
single ended tube stereo
power amp. For more details
contact Select Audio on: 01900
813064.

ABOVE: The Emille Ki -270W
integrated amp is now
available in the UK

JLLY 20J6 • www.hifinews.co.uk 11
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www.usheraudio.com

Usher Dancer II Beryllium
* 2005 " Golden Ear Awards"

The Absolute Sound

* 2005 " Editor's Choice Awards"

The Absolute Sound

* 2005 " Best Show at CES " Jimmy Awards
* 2004" Most Wanted Component"

SoundStageAV.com

Stereo Times

* 2003 Home Entertainment Show" Best of Show"
* 2002 CES" Most Recommended Flagship"

The Audiophile Voice.

Stereo Sound

CP-8571
3- way system: Be dome tweeter 1.25" ( 9980-20BeA),
mid- low woofer 7" ( 8948A), and low- bass woofer 8" ( 8955A)
sensitivity: 87 dB @ 1watt / 1m
nominal impedance: 8ohms
frequency response (- 3dB): 28 Hz - 40 kHz
power handling: 150 watts
crossover frequencies; 282 Hz and 2.52 kHz
weight: 80.5 kgs ( including base)
dimensions ( w xdxh): 31.5 cm x76 cm x 124 cm

CF- 8871
3- way system : Be dome tweeter 1.25" ( 9980-20BeA),
mid- low woofer 7" ( 8948A). and low- bass woofer 8"x2 ( 8955A1
sensitivity: 90 dB @ 1watt / 1m
nominal impedance: 4 ohms
frequency response (- 3dB): 25 Hz - 40 kHz
power handling: 150 watts
crossover frequencies: 276 Hz and 2.72 kHz
weight: 105 kgs ( including base)
dimensions ( w xd xh): 31.5 cm x85 cm x 137 cm

Chief Design Consultant

Dr. Joseph D'Appolito

USHER AUDIO TECHNOLOGY
67 Kai-fong Street Sec.1 Taipei 100 Taiwan

Te1:8136-2-2381 6299

Fax:886-2-2

71 1053

E-mail: usher

HIAudio
9 Sovereign Gardens Miskin nr Pontyclun CF72 852
Tel/Fax: 01443 231458

Mob:07968 272614

Web:www.hiaudio.co.uk

Email: hughehiaudio.co.uk

. net

Don't miss the bumper 50th
anniversary issue of Hi -Fi News
Celebrating 50 years of pure audio
excellence...
It's packed with great features
including...
•The 50 most important people in hi-fi history
•Landmark hi-fi equipment
•System battle - 1956 y2006
•The best music of the past 50 years
•Classic hi-fi anecdotes

NEWSANALYSIS

DO COPY PROTECTED CDs
REDUCE SOUND QUALITY?
Have you ever bought aCD only to find that it won't play on
your CD player, your PC or in your car? Chances are you've
bought a copy- protected' CD. David Allcock explains how
copy protection works and how it can affect sound quality

joined in mid- 2003 by V3 were
also rapidly defeated: V2 by
freeware, V3 by holding down
the keyboard shift key when
loading the disc onto aPC.
The latest version is V5.0

(now known as Media Max

C

ompact Disc didn't
launch with copy
protection. It was the

arrival of Digital Audio Tape
(DAT) in the mid- 1980s that
provoked the introduction of the
Serial Copyright Management

HOME TAMUSIC
PING I
KILLING

System [ SCMS). This worked

CD- 3), which toads amemory
resident driver when the disc is
inserted and remains resident
whenever you reboot the PC;
but like Sony's controversial
XCP system it has been found
to install silently without the
user's permission. As long as
you prevent aWindows PC or

by encoding asingle bit in the

Macintosh from auto running

subcode of each frame of data

when adisc is inserted, this

to define if it was acopy or

system is rendered useless.

pre-recorded, and asecond bit
which defined if arecording was

DROP IN SOUND DUALITY

copy protected or not.

Cactus Data Shield ( CDS( was

Musicians hated SCMS as

released at asimilar time to

it meant that mastering and
duplicating tapes on domestic
DAT machines was impossible,

AND IT'S ILLEGAL

but some Dutch electronics

MediaCloq, and is available in
CDS100, CDS200 and CDS300
variants. CDS100 was released
late 2001 and introduces noise

engineers came up with acircuit

ABOVE AND BELOW: The BPIS 1980 Home Taping anti-piracy campaign and ( below) the

into the actual audio in the form

to invert these bits of data in

IFPI logo used in the UK, Europe and America to denote acopy- protected disc

of errors that the CD player

each frame to allow digital

has to correct. This results

duplication to take place on

certainly didn't prevent many

in anoticeable drop in sound

systems being tried.

quality as it means the musical

FIRST SYSTEM

at rather than being rendered

CD recorders, MiniDisc and

The first CD protection system

accurately. This system also

Digital Compact Cassette IDCC),

was announced by SunnCom

prevents discs playing in car,

but is ignored by CD-ROM and

and released commercially in

portable and many audiophile

CD burners in PCs.

September 2001. MediaCloq

CD players.

TM

domestic DAT machines. SCMS
was implemented on all digital

information is being guessed

recorders including consumer

V1.0 used acorrupted table of

As of now the CDS300

A BIGGER THREAT

contents designed to confuse

system is being used on EMI

As CD burners and blank

CD-ROM drives. Nevertheless,

discs carrying the International

CD- R discs for PCs became a
commodity, making CD cloning
cheap and easy for anyone, a

be replaced with several new

second enemy to the record

peer- to- peer networks having

companies reared its head: the

no central server), the record

MP3 format alongside peer- to-

companies started researching

peer networks. The combination

how to prevent computers

of the two posed the biggest

ripping audio data in the first

'Celine Dion's New Day Has Come
caused havoc with some Apple
computers, becoming jammed in the
drives of slot-loading iMacs'

threat to record companies'

place. The lack of provision in

this was beaten quickly

business yet. After attacking

the Red Book standard meant

by commercially available

Industry ) IFPI) copy control logo

Napster and succeeding in

this was afraught endeavour

freeware. Version 2, released

in the UK. Europe and America;

shutting it down ( only for it to

from the outset, but this

less than amonth later, and

however copies of these albums

14 wvmhifinews.co.uk • JULY 2005

Federation of Phonographic

COPY PROTECTION
LEFT: UK release of Dido's Life For Rent

NEXT M ONTH:

features the noise- adding Cactus Data
Shield CDS300 copy protection system

We continue cataLoque copy

faces potential litigation in Texas

video, and lire - reso.ution audio, and

and California that, if it loses,

look at the neYt-generation of

protection upboitls nthe field of OVO,

could cost the company up to

copy- protection botinologies, along

$1 00,000 per PC affected.

with hearing filar ore of the hackers
who takes pride h inlocking the

DIGITAL COPYRIGHT ACT

consumer « estricticms on the music

If Sony's XCP debacle eroded

and media we be

confidence in media companies,
the trend could be seen to
be set by the RIAA who, in

The IFPI [ Europe's ecuivalent

September 2003, began suing

to the RIM) began suing users

Internet file sharers using

across Europe in March 2004,

the USA's Digital Millennium

and in October 2004 the British
Phonographic Industry ( BPI)

Copyright Act IDMCA).
This act, lobbied for by

began su ng uses in the UK.
So far technological anti- copy

music companies in the USA,
made it easier to obtain user

systems have only succeeded

information without substantive

in inconveniencing legitimate

evidence and was used to

music buyers, degrading the
sound quality of CDs to MP3

purchased in Australia, New

files in the manner of a ' root kit'

pursue ' major threats' to

Zealand, Japan and Taiwan

(malicious software that hides

the music companies. These

levels ( see Ins de Track...) and

don't use this : echnology, and

its presence in your system

included a12- year- old girl and

eroding consumer confidence in

don't feature the corrupted

while either copying data or

her single mother.

media compani

musical data as found on

taking over your system).

UK- released discs.
Key2Audio was used oriefly

Sony had denied this
software worked like ahacker's

INSIDE TRACK...

CONSUMERS

25. CI

& COPYING

As we went to press with this issue of Hi Fi News the National Consumer Council

by Sony, with Ce.ine Dion's

root kit until security researcher

New Day Has Come as its

Mark Russinovich found the

(NCCI released details of aYouGov poll conducted during athree-day period in

highest profile release. This

software had installed itself

April 2006 of 2135 British adults ( over 18 years of age) about consumer CD copying

disc caused havoc with some

without authorization onto his

habits. The key results are as follows...

Apple Macintosh computers,

system. After initiak denial, Sony
0: Do you bel eve that it's perfectly

becoming jammed in slot -

released apatch to remove the

0: Do you ever copy CDs onto other

load iMac drives, resulting in

software, but this patcn was so

equipment - for example your

legal to make copies of your CDs for

numerous service calls being

badty designed that it exposed

computer, iPod or MP3 player?

your own use?

made and computers having to

any ' patched' machine to the

be returned to dealers. Once

potential of being remotely

again PVC tape, ablack marker

hacked from the internet.

pen or freely downloadaâle

The result of this software

software proved the nemesis of

and its subsequert patch was

this system and it was quietty

that five million CDs had to

withdrawn. It was replaced

be withdrawn, and Sony had

with Key2audioXS, which uses

to give an undertaking not

software that ' autoloads' onto

to use the software again in

the PC combined witn acorrupt

the US market without afull

table of contents information.

consultation process. Sony still

no:
I1 19 % yes:
59%

don't

21%

The key2audioXS system has
also been defeated.

INSIDE TRACK..

LISTENING TESTS WITH COPY- PROTECTED DISCS

MOST NOTORIOUS

There has been plenty of conjecture that copy- protection

done single-blind - one person changing the discs, the other

The most notorious system is

mechanisms that deliberately introduce disc read- errors into

two listening and noting their preferences - the original

Sony's XCP, ceveloped in. the

he bit stream would necessarily degrade sound quality.

untainted ( Australian) disc was clearly preferred and correctly

UK by First 4Internet. It came

We investigated this issue, using the Dido album Life For

identified 90% of the time. The CDS300 protected disc and the

to notoriety in late 2005 when it

PentIBMG 82876545982) that has been released in the UK

MP3 disc were frequently confused, with the MP3 disc being

was discovered that it installed

with Cactus Data Shield CDS300.

preferred 6% of the time, and the CDS300 4%.

software into the PC as soon as

We compared the CDS300-treated Dido disc with

From this simple test we could conclude that the use

the disc was inserted, without

an Australian import that has no copy protection ( BMG

of copy protection by record companies in this instance has

disclosure in the End User

82876557422), and added aCD- Rmade from 320kbis MP3

degraded these non- Red Book discs to MP3 quality levels,

License Agreement ( ELLA) as

taken from the unprotected disc, compressed then

leaving the quality- conscious listener witI little choice but

to wnat the software was doing,

re- expanded to create amusic CD.

to source true music CDs from outside the UK. Or put up with

and installed siently without

On three high- resolution systems, and with the test being

MP3 level sound quality from protected UK- bought discs.

users' consent, and then hid the
JULY 2005 • www.hifinews.co.uk 15

LETTERS

SOUNDING

A BUNCH OF
GRIPES
Ihave two gripes from the April

This month praise for our Sound Bites book and the strange
case of the Pro-Ject amplifier. Send in your views on all
things hi-fi to: Letters, Hi -Fi News, Leon House, 233 High
Street, Croydon CR9 1HZ or you can send your opinions to:
ru-tinewsidipcmedia.corr - please name your e-mail ' Letters'

2006 magazine:• Why oh why with all those
pages covered in adverts do
you put acompetition entry
form on the back of apage
containing areview?
• Ken Kessler, top man that he
is, drops another one of his
annoying little snipes against
people who are not interested

COLDPLAY = EXCREABLE SOUND
Re: Mr. Leonard's letter in April 2006's HiFi News
he certainly isn't the only reader to have winced

Colciptay: time to fix their
recording sound quality

at the excreable sound quality of Coldplay's X&Y.

in home cinema. Ken, most
people buy this magazine
because it purports to be a
specialist hi-fi magazine, not
home entertairment, not
video world or any other of

Iadmit it's not one of my better purchases on the

the multifarious magazines

sonic front, but nice tunes, Isuppose, or, should

that support the home cinema

Isay, nice iTunes, which is exactly where it will
stay in my home.

interests of those people that
are that way inclined. Oddly

X&Y was recently awarded Best British Album

enough many of your readers

at the Brit Awards. This amply demonstrates, as

would like to keep it that way

if we need reminding, the current priorities of a
music industry that once feared downloading and

so we can enjoy reading you
doing what you are best at.

is now its most avid supporter, with not acare in the world as to the
drop in sound quality standards it is inevitably leading to.

Andy Aldridge, by e-mail

Couple this with Barry Fox's article on Powerline

Steve Fairclough replies: ' The

Communications and you have areal recipe for disaster for the

competition form is atricky one

quality end of the audio industry. Will solar panels be the next

as imagine acompany like

upgrade path? Maybe, but they won't make that Coldplay album
sound any better!

Naim, for example, wouldn't
want us to print aform backing

Chris Wright, Ipswich

on to their advert especially if the
prize was from acompetitor'.

BETTER SOUND

others curiously ' mushy' from
'good' acoustics. This leads

Iwas most interested by

skills. Our household listens

of concert halls and one's

to aplea from me that live'

the article by Jim Lesurf

seat in them? Don': forget

to classical music often with

material should be recorded

performances where guts

formidable forces. We have

with necessary compression

concert sound possibly being

virtual line of sight to Rowridge

somehow overtake the polish of

etc, effected in more relaxed

better on TV than radio. But,

rehearsals. Measurement can

transmitter for FM. As for

conditions. Rather sadly

remembering the failures to

improve domestic Istening; the

DAB's ' black hole' silences, I

the best sound, to my ear

'pointless' trial of ' double speed

News, March 2006( on

conditions and the variability

correlate measurements with

can only hear noise from FM

emanates from broadcasts of

aural experience ( the downfall
of afamous name with aCD

when it's at ' full tilt' and my

tape' that led to SACD has

'good' CDs. And acredit to my

ear is close to the tweeter.

demonstrated that.

Creek tuner; it induces me to

player which measured well),

BBC Engineering has

it may be as well to qualify his

improved and live broadcasts
surely need to

16 www.hifinews.co.uk • JULY 2006

buy abetter CD player!
We are back to musicality
versus measurement. I'm

Meanwhile I'll hang on
to ' obsolescent' equipment
nevertheless capable of
sifting out the livelier human

be supported.

broadly of the John Crabbe

performances - until they

The difficulties

generation and have been

can be replaced. The ultimate

for engineers

deeply moved by performances

sadness of hi-fi purely for hi-fi

are obvious yet

heard on older equipment - and

is reflected in comment dating

some broadcasts

at many live performances. We

back to mono: ' High Fidelity

are excellent,

are told that alayer of paint

enthusiasts tend to be childless

on astudio wall can damage

males; their wives tend to

LEFT: The TV

sound quality ( unless this was

prefer low fidelity arid high

yradio concert

apublicity stunt]. How much

frequency'.

sound feature

more variable are domestic

Tony Briggs, Chichester

YOUR VIEWS
very surprised at what was

the quality of sound which now

inside the amp and referred it to

just seems perfectly balanced,

Nairn who where very concerned

Inow know that the quality of

A few years ago Ipurchased

at what they found. Iwas feeling

sound Ihad before was mediocre

from ahi-fi dealer what

rather sickened at this point and

compared with what Ihave now.

Ibelieved to be an ex-

was wondering what the cost of

Iwould like to say ' thank

demonstration Naim NAP250,

repair would be.

BRAVO NAIM

and until recently this worked

you to everyone at Moorgate

Acouple of weeks later I

HI—FI SNOBS
leHaving just mac your April
2006 edito -iah Ithink that you
are making abig mistake by
cutting back en all AV content.

Acoustics and Naim for their

Ihave astrong interest in

OK with the rest of my Naim

received the amp back. It had

help in this matter.

both hi-fi and home cinema

system. In January this year

been totally rebuilt at avery, very

D.R. Baxter, Sheffield

and have relied on your

Inoticed distortion on one

reasonable cost as agoodwill

channel and took the NAP250

gesture. On connecting back into

BELOW: Naim's NAP250

what Iconsider afantastic

into alocal dealer in Sheffield.

the system Iwas astounded by

-fixed after afright

'high- end' system that fulfils

excellent rev'evys to build

The engineer at Moorgate

both roles extellently.

Acoustics was very helpful and,

Few o' us have the luxury

on inspection, discovered that

of having two dedicated

the circuitry wasn't that of the

rooms fo- listening and

Naim 250.

watching exclusively, and I

The people at Moorgate were

would guess fewer have the
funds to finance two systems.
Idoubt that the ' many

BITING BACK
u CDJHt

ttu 1,2dLIC:1

readers' you mentioned have
ever auditioned agood ' hyb -id
ors our future listening one

system' - you should take on

of the magazine since the late

way or another. But what has

1950s and have an almost

happened to the Index for

complete set of copies since

2005? It's usually published in

mutually exclusive - took at

the late 1970s. Istill look

the next year's January issue.

how many established hi-fi

forward to receiving the next
copy when it is due out. I'm

sn educational role.
Hi-fi and AV aren't

Ialso was delighted with

manufacturers are involved

Sound Bites purchased and

in both ( Linn, Chord, Naim,

very pleased to see the new

have since subscribed for two

Mark Levinson, B&W to

system of scoring the merits

years to be sure of receiving

came but afew). These

of the relative performances/

all future copies. Imust admit

manufacturers have realised

recording quality, particularly

Iwas abit surprised to see in

that they must adapt to

in the classical section. The

the March 2006 issue Icould

current rnarket demands o-

expansion of the Letters

have now got my copy of

go the ' way of trie dinosaurs'

section is also pleasing to see.

Sound Bites as part of a

:excuse Ihe cliche). Surely you

subscription. Ihope this is not

'should embrace the present

the video entertainment area

due to poor sales response,

marketplace and corsumer

is essential in the present

but Ifeel this is abit rough on

trends and not give ira to your

environment along with

those who have purchased the

complaining hi-fi sncbs?

Ialso believe the move into

other developments such as

history in good faith.

various audio compression

John Spicer, Melbourne,

issue and as far as I'm aware

schemes IMP3 etch computer

Australia

Sound Bites is selling well, so

Steve Fairclough replies: 'I

much so that Ken Kessler is

agree with you Jason. I've

audio etc. These strike me

Jason Kamal, by e-mail

as current facts of life that

Steve Fairclough replies: ' The

threatening to pen Sound Bites

said it before and I'll say it

will, unfortunately, impact

2005 index is on page 95 of this

2: Turn Up the Volume'.

again: we won't ignore any
technologies that could affect
the future direction of hi-fi.

THE ' UNKNOWN' AMP
Wdb

interested to cad the

review of the Pro-Ject RPM 10

number with the dials on the
underside and cones for feet.
its sound

It was large enough to be used

quality that has never been in

as asupporting platform for a

upeiation, but

db to

AV MUST DIE!

turntable in HiFi News (
April

question. Was it amodel any of

turntable (hence cones). It came

I've read HiFi News for over

2006). I've long been an admirer

your contributors remember?

out at atime when remote on an

40 years. Kill the filthy AV

of the company's products for

Martyn G. Miles, Witney

amp was becoming fashionable

Tech. Beautiful Bach, not

quality and value for money.

and really didn't take off despite

beastly Schwarzenegger, and
you don't even get any advert

About 10 years ago Ipurchased

Laurence Armstrong from

its stunning performance. The

aPro-Ject 7amplifier and have

Pro-Ject's UK distributor,

unit sold for around £300 and

revenue!

never regretted it. OK, it's a

Henley Designs, replies: ' The

was head and shoulders above

C.H. Lawton, by e-mail

bit quirky in appearance and

Pro-ject 7was aquirky little

its competition for sound quality'.

• Correspondents express their own opinions, not those of Hi Fi News. We reserve the right to edit or shorten fetters for publication. Correspondents using e-mail are asked to give their fulf postal address Iwnich won't be published)..tetten
seeking advice will be answered, in print on our 08A pages, but we regret that we're unable to answer questions on buying specific items of hi-fi We regret that we cannot answer ht-foqtrries over the tefephione, by post or by e-mail
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OBJECTS OF DESIRE

COOL

THIEL CS3.7 SPEAKERS • £tbc

ARCAM FMJ C31 PRE-AMP • £ 1200

Corning afull 14 years after the classic

Said to be the best pre- amplifier Arcam has

Thiel CS3.6 speaker the CS3.7 is, as we go

ever built and also an all- new spec rather

to press, still being tweaked and is set to

than just an update of the C30. According

ship into the UK in late summer. As Thiel

to Arcam it delivers: ' alevel of performance

approaches its 30th anniversary ( in 2007)

and flexibility that will delight even the most

we still have to wait to find out where in the

demanding music enthusiast'. Well be

pantheon of speakers this unit, with all- new

checking that out with afull listening and

drivers, will sit. However, if looks and styling

tab test in the very near future.

are anything to go by we're in for atreat.

www.arcam.co.uk

www.symmetry-systems.co.uk

WE THINK: Set to be another Arcam

WE THINK: A fascinating replacement for

success story in the wake of the superb

the CS3.6 that's now eagerly awaited

Solo one- box

18 www.hifinews.co.uk

McINTOSH MCD201 SACD/CD
PLAYER • £3400
The brand McIntosh is afirm favourite with
audiophiles across the USA brut doesn't
have quite as high aprofile over in the UK
(despite being afavourite of The Beatles).
However, the classic McIntosh design
features on this new SACD/CD player that's
said to spin discs up to four times normal
speed to offer fewer reading errors on poor
condition discs.
www.mcintoshlabs.com
WE THINK: A ' Big Mac' that's worth buying!

CHIC AUDIO PIECES

A delicious DAB radio, some stunning electrostatic speakers and
seriously cool CD players from the US feature in this round up of
pulchritudinous pieces of audio architecture

FINAL 6001 SPEAKERS • £ 3000
(a pair)

ESOTERIC X-03SE SACD/CD PLAYER
•£4995

ROBERTS SOUND 39 DAB RADIO •
£120

Arguably the most elegant ( and sliml

Although the original X-03 is shown here

Radio-meister Roberts has come up with

electrostatics in the world the Final range
includes these 152cm-high floorslande -s

Esoteric's new X-03SE SACD/CD player
is now in the UK as part of the company's

the Sound 39 DAB unit that is sure to gain

that have asatin silver anodized frame.

Component series of high- end hi-fi units.
Ken Kessler is set to get his hands all over

From the Dutch firm Final Sound
Corporation's Reference range they made

the X-03SE player in an upcoming HiFi

their debut at CES 2006 and will be tested

News review, so watch out for that one.

very soon in Hi Fi News.

www.symmetry-systems.co.uk

www.ukd.co.uk
WE THINK: Superbly styled electrostatic

WE THINK: Certain to be an extremely cool
two- channel source

elegance

many admiring glances. This stylish unit
features the PausePlus facility to enable
listeners to pause and rewind programmes.
It also sports adesignated Classic FM
button, 10 station presets, and an auxiliary
inout socket for MPViPod qtereo playback.
www.robertsradio.co.uk
WE THINK: One of the best DAB packages
seen yet
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ULTRASONE
Put on apair of Ultrasone PROline 750 or PROline 2500 headphones with patented
S-LogicTm technology and you'll be immersed in an amazing 3D environment.
A world where decentralised speakers allow you to hear sounds coming at you from
all directions, perceive distance, pick up every chord, every note, every living breath.

www.ultrasoneuk.coll

AuLl

UK Exclusiv

Sole UK distribut

LISTENUP!

IN MY OPINION

Two tomes that set
the record straight
Stellavox made professional open- reel tape decks, while
EMT produced broadcast- quality turntables. Their fascinating
stories are told in two must- read books, says Ken Kessler

T

'Pasini is an
Italian journalist
with a passion
for the finer
things in life
— Lamborghinis
and martinis'

hink about it: how many
hi-fi books are published
every year? Recently

we've had the sublime history

DEUTSCHE
PERFEKTION

of Thorens' TD- 124, Schweizer
Prazision by Joachim Bung,
and now Stellavox - The Voice of

0>
lilt L4W,l4lkY EM1 11,1,1ABLES

the Stars, by Roland Schellin.
Another brand from the
Swiss/German axis - EMT - was
represented by atome that

Here Pasini recounts the

somehow eluded me, so I'm now

story of EMT's founder, Wilhelm

alerting you to apair of books

Franz, and of his broadcast-

you really need to buy.

standard record decks, from

While as much a ' catalogue

pre- WWII roots to the end of

raisonné' as ahistory, Stellavox
-The Voice of the Stars is an
absolutely marvellous book that
sets the record straight about the

MOVE: The fascinating stories of EMT turntables heft) and the Stellavox brand ( right) are in
two books that come highly recommended by hi-fi author Ken Kessler
Deutsche Perfektion - The

production in the mid- 1980s
to, finally, the acquisition of the
brand by Barco. As far as audio
lore goes, this book clarifies

contributions to the recording

breakdown of Stellavox's entire

arts of Georges Quellet. His

output, including its mixing

History of the Legendary EMT

EMT's connections with Ortofon,

company Stellavox was one

consoles and accessories.

Turntables, by Stefano

Thorens and others.

It's amust- have for the

of few real rivals to Nagra,

with Hans- Michael FabritiLs, has

The meat of the book is
the detailed coverage of every

copious illustrations, with

been out for acouple of years. I

past half- century the suoreme

product shots, catalogue images,

came across it when researching

model, such that collectors

manufacturer of professional

circuit diagrams and delightful

the Thorens TD- 124. It's far too

need no longer puzzle over the

portable open- reel tape decks.

period adverts. Because

good to miss. Pasini is an Italian

specifics of the EMT 920-925,
R80, R80S, 927, 930, et al.

the latter having been for the

Stellavox was so low-key, most

journalist with apassion for

ENGINEERING GENIUS

of this material will prove an eye-

the finer things in life - he's an

Pasini has provided the sort

The story is asaga of ' wnat

opener for even the most well-

expert on Lamborghini, Porsche

of exhaustive production lists,

might have been' had fate been

informed collectors. And there's

and martinis! Most importantly,

with serial numbers and spares

kinder to Queltet, an engineering

the bonus in the back cover: a

he's aspecialist in the rebuilding

identification, such that not even

and electronics genius who

DVD of live material recorded on

and servicing of classic EMT

aJapanese obsessive could find

deserves greater recognition

Stellavoxes by Kostas Metaxas,

turntables in the upper echelons

fault. These should take care of

amongst tape devotees. The

with no overdubs. You'll leave

of hi-fi collectors and vinyl

your summer holiday reading!

author interweaves Duellers tale

the book dismayed that Stellavox

connoisseurs, EMT turntables

with what constitutes the bulk

never achieved the success and

are the most respected and most

ORDERING INFORMATION

of the book: amodel- by- model

stability of its great rival.

highly- coveted).

Stellavox - The Voice of the
Stars, by Roland Schellin. ISBN:

THE INSIDE TRACK ON.-

RH'S 'NOT YET PUBLISHED' WISH LIST

3-936124-80-9. Available from
www.funkverlag.de, price is € 35

Some brands are just begging to be the subject of whole books:

plus postage.

11

Deutsche Perfektion - The

Acoustic Research - beyond question, the most important brand in hi-fi history, responsible as it was
for the infinite baffle speaker and the suspended subchassis, belt- drive turntable.

History of the Legendary EMT

21

Tannoy - the recent- published volume was adelightful, personal remembrance of the family, but the

Turntables, by Stefano Pasini,
with Hans- Michael Fabritius.

31

brand still needs its coffee table extravaganza for collectors!
Maranta - aside from amagazine- format softback acouple of years ago, this most important of the
golden era brands is overdue for its definitive study.

stefanopasini.it, the price is € 2

No ISBN. Available from www.
plus postage charges.
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HI-FIHISTORY

THE 1990s

Audio Bates

•

00 24-8IT CD PLAYER
PLUS
home ••••

IN

The emergence of home theatre, OVO, MP3 and other new
audio formats in the 1990s saw audio purists fighting to save
two- channel. Ken Kessler reviews how it all panned out
of the 1980s, made its way into

player

tt, j
We pia, the
winning
wngente.
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dal. 0000
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uncompressed content. To be

votai' barely conveys
¡
the importance of

cars and personal hi-fi as well

frank, though, recordable CDs

the developments of

as domestic systems. It would

were simply an extension of

the 1990s. When the decade

enjoy dominance throughout the

normal CDs.

started. CD was pretty much the

1990s, until the iPod and other

Even more important than CD

only commercially successful

MP3 players usurped its role in

in the evolution of hi-fi and home

ABOVE.

incarnation of digital. But by

the first half of the new decade.

entertainment during the 1990s

rewritable CD recorder in the January 1998

One item that gave the CD

were two complementary trends:

issue - the Philips CDR 870, which cost £499

the end of the 1990s digital

an extended lease on life was

applications would see off VHS
tape and audio cassettes, and
most forms of personal hi-fis,
while FM radio and terrestrial TV
would be under threat.

CD DOMINANCE
It wasn't pure, two- channel
audio that saw the greatest
changes due to the digit. It's true
that CD had already established
itself as the dominant form of

'FIRST

rewritable CD recorder

I
IMO

Hi Fi News tested the world's first

home theatre and custom
L.ustom installation was

'The success of
MP3 would prove
emphatically
that the majority
of people couldn't
give a toss about
sound quality'

less loathed by the audiophile
community because all it did was
add convenience, practicality and
room- friendliness to equipment
that 1-iad for decades been
anathema to wives and interior
decorators. Only part of the
drive was the demand for sound
throughout the home at the
press of abutton.

stereo playback, with the LP
ABOVE: Sony's MiniDisc arrived in 1992

PURE AUDIO

record industry was no happier

installation, the latter owing its

and the 1990s saw the continued

as 2006, well into the iPod era,

about this than they were about

success to the former.

success of commercially- savvy

companies such as Meridian

audio cassettes, to its credit,

would be talking about increased

the recordable CD represented

somehow managing to survive

the arrival, via computer, of

as aresilient cult object. CD's

recordable CDs. While the

dominance was huge: as late

the last new format that

CD player sales. CD had,

would contain

by the end

To this day, diehard

Traditional audio

companies such as Krell entered
the home theatre market during the 1990s.
This is the Audio

Video surround preamp/processor

from 1996 - claimed by Krell to be ' the world's first
nigh- end home theatre preamp/processor

companies unafraid to serve both

audiophiles refuse to

pure audio and home cinema,

acknowledge home theatre even

brands such as Mark Levinson,

as avalid form of entertainment.

Knoll, Meridian, MartinLogan

Even the most eloquent

and even Linn. Thus the line

commentators couldn't convince

between the larger specialty

the ' two- channel- only brigade'

brands and the more quality-

that surround sound could bring

driven majors leg, Denon, Rotel,

them even closer to that dream

Ma -antz, etc) blurred, while the

of sound reproduction in the

cottage industry carried on as

home that's indistinguishable

if it were 1982. Horn speakers,

from the real event.

single- ended triodes, vintage

Once DTS and Dolby Digital
LEFT:

Pu eaudio fought on gamely,

equipment and anything related

arrived in the early- to- mid-

to vinyl playback held their own

1990s with discrete multi-

in the face of the AV juggernaut.

channel sound, it was obvious

Heralding the new

that greater realism could be

milennium were two formats

achieved, had audiophiles only

that would fail miserably thanks

given it achance. But they didn't.

to the audio community's
loothing of multi- channel sound:

THE INSIDE TRACK ON...

1990S HI -FI HIGHLIGHTS

SACD and DVD-Audio.
Meanwhile the success of
MP3 and other compressed

1990 • Dolby proposes a5- channel surround- sound scheme

releases, calling them ' enhanced COs'; experimental digital

for home theatre systems; the write- once CD- Rbecomes a

recordings are made at 24- bit and 96kHz.

codecs would prove emphatically

commercial reality.

1997 • DVD video discs and players are launched. An audio

that the majority of people

1992 • Philips DCC and Sony's MiniDisc, which uses digital

version with 6- channel surround sound is expected to supplant

cculdn't give atoss about sound

audio data reduction, are offered to consumers as record/play

the CD as the chosen playback medium in the home.

quality. So it is to humanity's

hardware and software.

1998 • MP3 players for audio downloaded from the internet

credit that the discerning music

1996 • Record labels begin to add multimecia files to new

make their first appearance.

lover saw in the new millennium
listening to valves and vinyl. 13

4011111•11m.grom•-'
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Walrus

11 New Quebec St, London W1
Solid Tech

Radius

a2t
air tangent
amazon
amplifon
apollo furniture
argento
audible illusions
audio aero
Shanling
audio physic
Some of the most stunning products in
black rhodium
recent years have come from this small
bocchino
specialist manufacturer, from the flagship
breuer dynamic
limited edition CD-T300 " Omega Drive"
brinkmann
at £ 3999 to the humble but extremely
cartridge man
popular (and superb sounding) CD-T80
cawsey
at only £ 650. All their products use valves
clearaudio
Solid
Tech
for anatural but exciting sound, and, in this
consonance
What we really don't need is another brand of
age of " plastic" products, all feature sturdy
decca london
equipment stand! Agreed, unless it's very special
metallic construction finished to avery
duevel
as we believe Swedish made Solid Tech to be...
high standard irrespective of cost.
dynavector
Solid Tech
• flip ••••
ear yoshino
funk firm
Rack of
goldring
Silence
graham (tonearms)
The ultimate in
graham slee
equipment isolation
hadcock
No solid shelves to
heart
resonate, and up to
heed audio
Horning
three stages of
horning
The Horning SATI Ultimate Transference turntable, only just available
isolation.
hyperion
in the UK shows what can be achieved by adedicated specialist
A totally modular
incognito
manufacturer when not constrained by price. As well as being highly
design which can be
¡solda
exclusive ( it is only possible to make very small numbers) this turntable
expanded as your
jadis
is one of the finest we have ever heard, having aneutrality coupled with
needs grow. There
kr electronics
incredible detail retrieval which has to be heard to be believed.
is no better stand.
klimo
koetsu
The Horning Sati 300B amplifier (one chassis is the amp, the other the
lavardin
power supply) is equally impressive. Even jaded cynics ( like ourselves)
lyra
will be hugely impressed by the refreshing neutrality ( aHorning trademark)
magneplanar
together with the insight available into the performance. We really are very
mcintosh
pleased to be able to demonstrate these superb products!
michell engineering
morch
musical fidelity
nordost
ottingham analogue
opus 3
origin live
ortofon
pro-ject
rega (turntables)
A2T
revolver
We have the amazing A2T Mezzos on
ringmat
demo now. These beautiful French made
roksan
compacts (with astudio pedigree) offer
shun mook
wonderful detail levels whilst sounding
shanling
utterly natural at aprice lower than the
shelter
performance would suggest. These just
sme
Funk Firm
might be the answer to all your speaker
solid tech
The
new
Funk
V
(
V
means
Vector,
not
problems!
something solid
"five") is astunning looking and affordable
sonneteer
turntable (£ 750 without arm) that some of us
spendor
have been waiting eagerly for since the sad
stax
demise of the designer's previous company,
stirling broadcast
Pink Tr..! Looks are striking, performance is
sugden
stunning, well worth waiting for. Come and
sumiko
hear it now whilst it's still easily available.
tannoy
tci cables
What else is Hot right now?
tom evans
Stirling Broadcast 3/5a, marginally updated version of the classic BBC monitor
townshend audio
transfiguration
Tannoy Autograph Mini, adelightful scaled down Autograph, only 14" high!
Graham Phantom tonearm, proving itself one of the top arms in the world
transparence
Audio Aero's latest CD and SACO players are absolutely stunning
trichord
Bocchino cables, outrageous interconnects from the well known plug manufacturer
van den hul
voodoo
wireworld
We deliver by City/ink 24hr service (subject to stock availability), and internationally by DHL or TNT.
xlo
Major credit/debit cards accepted, even known to take cash on occasions!
It looks like other
smart modern
stands do, until you
realise that virtually
concealed between
shelves and frame
is acunning and
flexible adjustable
suspension system
which really does
isolate individual
components from
each other, and from
the outside world!

Please visit our website for more info (even if we don't update it often enough')

tel: 020 7724 7224

fax: 020 7724 4347

contact©walrus.co.uk

www.walrus.co.uk

SUB-£ 3000 CD PLAYERS

CD PLAYER GROUP TEST

1111111000
DOOM]
1:13013C1C1
1:11111=111
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• •

THE JOY
OF SIX
With DVD-A and SACO dead or dying,
and no sign of anything from the blue
laser formats to excite music lovers,
the time has never been better to
enjoy music from Compact Disc. We
spread the net to find the finest player
under £ 3000. Steve Harris undertook
the listening; lab tests by Paul Miller

I

fyou've beer thinking of upgrading your CD player, now is
probably the time. Many manufacturers have learned to make

good use of upsampl ng DAC technology and CD-ROM drives,

so the current generation of mid- to upmarket players have alot
to offer. So for this month's group test, we have assembled and
compared six key models ranging from just under £ 1500 to nearly
TRACr ij
TIME

£3000. Here's a Drief rundown

'The only SACD
player here is
the Marantz, a
flagship for the
company's
two-channel
product range'

on our six contenders.
Most of Arcam's R&D effort
these days probably goes into
home cinema, but the company
still keeps ahead of the CD
game too, with the multi040, £ 1400 FMJ C036. Next
comes Audio Analogue of Italy,
with its second-generation
192kHz upsampling player,
the newly- revised Maestro at
£1650. Meanwhile, French valve

amplifier specialist Jadis still ploughs its own furrow with the
Symphonia Evolution player, at £ 2599.
Then we have the only SACO player in this test, the
beautifully- made Marantz SA- 11S1, aflagship for the company's
two- channel product range at £ 2000. Meridian is represented
by the 008, an advanced design originally launched at the end
of 2003 as the senior audio player in the all- new GSeries' and
priced at £ 2250. Finally, we have the most expensive and arguably
the most specialist' product in the group, superbly built and
uncompromising with its unique manual swing- arm disc- loading
system - Naimi's CDX2 at £ 2925.
So how do they compare?
We used asystem consisting o'

WHAT WE TESTED

Arcam FMJ 432 amp and Dali
Ikon 6speakers, with Chord

Arcam FMJ CD36

£1400

interconnects and spealker

Audio Analogue Maestro

£1650

cables. All players were

Jadis Symphonia Evolution

£2599

run-in for more than 48 hours

Marantz SA- 11S1

£2000

and kept warmed in another

Meridian GOB

E2250

room up awaiting their turn on

Naim CDX2

E2925

test. Read on for the results... »
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ARCAM FMJ CD36 • £1400

different sample) for some time.
On Ladysmith Black Mambazo's
Long Walk To Freedom, there
was agood sense of presence,
the sound quite forward - but it
did not impress as particularly
'tactile' or sparkling.
On the perennial Rickie
Lee Jones Easy Money*, the
overall effect was pleasantly
light and fairly well detailed,
Despite its flagship status,

civilq
jCAM
A
First up is Arcam's premier CD spinner, a neat
and understated- looking player with plenty to
offer when it comes to contrast and detail
DETAILS
Arcam FMJ CD36
£1400
www.arcam.co.uk
#

01223 203200
Neutral, detailed, good
presence, fine contrast

e

Dynamics not the best

the bass convinc .ng enough

the 430 x85 x290mm CD36 is a

as afoundation for the music,

decidedly unpretentious- looking

while on Jennifer Warnes' ' First

machine. The central display

We Take Manhattan*, similarly,

window offers CD Text while

the bass guitar was well-

additional functions available

proportioned and had bounce to

on the remote include repeat,

it but did not seem to propel the

programmed and random play,

track as well as some here.

Ind display off.

One subtle but particularly

Well-equipped for multi- room

positive aspect was the way

use, the CD36 back panel carries

sounds could sometimes seem

aremote- in socket to receive

to emerge from blacker silences

his is an upsampling
player that uses Analog

remote commands by wire, a

than with some of the other

12V trigger input for automatic

players, asubjective effect that

Devices* AD 1896 sample-

switch on and asecond pair of

for once may possibly tie in with

T

rate converter to convert the

analogue audio outputs to feed

the lab findings. Overall, the

44.1 kHz data from the CD to

an additional amplifier or zone.

Arcam was always consistent

192kHz. The 192kHz audio data

and seemed generally very

is then converted to analogue

SOUND DUALITY

neutral with good levels of detail,

using four Wolfson Micro W8740

Arcarn*s FMJ C036 was the

even if the subjective dynamics

24- bit stereo DACs. Each

known quantity for me, as I'd

were not outstanding in the

channel uses apair of these

been using this player ( though a

context of this group.

stereo DACs operating in dualmono configuration. Arcam says
'the resulting four mono signals

LAB REPORT

are summed together to help
improve dynamic range, linearity
and therefore distortion.*

FINDINGS
Arcarrrs use of multiple, dual- differential Wolfson WM8740 DACs should nelp the
CD36 achieve both astate-of-the-art S/N ratio, low-level linearity and low distortion
which, at least in part, it does. The A-wtd S/N is the widest on test at 116 5dB, lowlevel linearity is good to within 0.5dB at - 110dBFs while the idle pattern test (see
reports on www.milleraudioresearch.com/avtech) show the player's residual noise
down around-145dBV. At the other end of the dynamic scale, just below its high
2.25V peak output, distortion reaches aminimum of 0.0004% but, probably due to
the op- amps rather than the

REAR

DACs. this increases slightly

Anon FIAJ C034

ve MOW Bird L.

to - 0.001% at full tilt. Jitter

Two sets of standard RCA phono

is low, too, at just 115psec,

outputs are provided, along with coaxial

the response flat to - 0.2dB at

and optical digital outputs

20kHz and 1M distortion just

INSIDE

at it, the C036 is avery low

Large aluminium slab across the

noise, low distortion player.

0.0002%. Either way you look

(Deuming) Deal Sigrul Level

centre of the chassis hides the audio
board, mounted upside down under this
screen. Two small toroidal transformers
provide power for DAC and controller

VERDICT

sections. Chassis is treated with

Well-balanced, smooth and always dependable, the Arcam FMJ C036 delivers

Acousteel mechanical damping, and

asound with plenty of detail in an unfussy way. It could deliver areasorable

'stealth mat material to absorb EMI

account of the recorded acoustic and coped well with *difficult' discs that have
some players turning nasty. It is also straightforward and easy to use.
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AUDIO ANALOGUE MAESTRO • £1650

space around the voices well
described, and caught the ear
with realistic breathing detail.
And from the opening bars of the
Rickie Lee Jones ' Easy Money'
track, that string bass had afine,
resinous quality which helped
bring the number to life. Rickie
Lee's voice sounded fluid and
bright, and you could relate to
the studio acoustic here. On

AUDIO ANALOGUE
MAESTRG

phono connectors, and there is

for many products, you could
appreciate the contrast between

type drive, there is atiny Reset'

the velvety quality of the pianist's

button in an aperture just below

touch and the ricocheting

the loading drawer. Pressing this

reflections of the highly-

ike the earlier Maestro
model it replaces, the

with asuitable point will open

resonant recorded acoustic. This

the drawer if adisc is loaded

player allowed you to hear both

newer design uses a

that the player cannot read, or if

aspects at once, and the contrast

24-bit/192kHz upsampling DAC

the display shows * disc error' or

didn't turn into aconflict.

system, but with amove to a

'disc protection'.

#

01753 652669

0

player comes asmall brushed-

SOUND DUALITY

Paul Chambers' bass was

metal remote handset, with

With Ladysmith Black Mambazo,

convincingly weighty, while Miles'

another, subtly- different,

the Maestro produced an

trumpet had an attractively loose

circular array of seven buttons

impressive sound, with the

and spontaneous quality.

which adds ' repeat* to the

Airy yet weighty, good

e

On the classic opening of
'So What' from Kind of Blue,

CD-ROM transport. With the

www.ukd.co.uk

With the Uchida Debussy

control. And just so you know

L

£650

energy, although the mid and top
were still alittle hard.

you are dealing with acomputer-

DETAILS

Audio Analogue Maestro

blasting opener, ' Sax Chase',
there was good detail and great

Etudes, astrange and taxing disc

an RS232 port for multi- room

The monolithic Audio Analogue Maestro is the
opposite of the self-effacing Arcam in its looks
and build, but what about its sound?

e

the Gerald Wilson Orchestra's

control, realistic sounding

functions available on the fascia.
To the rear of the player's 445
x140 x400mm Iwhd) casing are

Mid/top could sound hard

3- pin balanced audio outputs
as well as the usual pair of

FINDINGS
Data is carried to the main audio board from the ATAPI disc drive as S/PDIF and
recovered rather as it would in an external BAC, afeat achieved with the bare
minimum - 110psec of jitter and acceptable 100ppm clock error. An Analogue Devices
A01896 asynchronous sample- rate converter lifts the 16-bit/44.1kHz CD data to

.,111
NI11,11“

MIS
—

• .7

24-bit/192kHz before addressing acompatible AD1955 hybrid multibit/PWM BAC. The

,

Á

A-wtd SIN ratio is awide 110.5dB, low-level linearity good to within ± 0.5dB over a

A
0.
60-

•

-

115dB dynamic range and distortion as low as 0.0002% through bass and midrange,
only increasing to 0.004% at
20kHz. Low-level distortion
is also remarkably well

Awe Ming. WM: DI•lodlon re POW Mini Lowl OM*

El»

REAR

controlled. Stereo separation

e

Sturdy RCA phono and XLR

is better than 100dB across

U s'

balanced analogue outputs,

the audio range. Frequency

•••

coaxial digital output

response shows a - 0.75dB
dip around 12kHz, recovering

INSIDE

to - 0.35dB at MHz.

1
4i•

4ipe

.
120

fDecreeming) MOW INpul Lnd »

Two transformers, one toroidal,
provide power for eight regulated
power supplies. Passive
components include lowesttolerance metal res.stors and
organic- electrolyte capacitors

VERDICT
Once run-in, the impressive- looking Audio Analogue Maestro delivered a
very likeable mind, with agenerally open, almost relaxed quality, alack of
constraint. It seemed able to give good resolution of recorded acoustics, with good
perspectives, and this was combined with agood sense of fluidity to the music.
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JADIS SYMPHONIA EVOLUTION • £2599

abig, colourful sound, that
could sound excitingly ' live'
on certain material. Spinning
Ladysmith Black Mambazo, the
impact of the recording was
perhaps even larger- than- life
than usual, with the sound quite
forward in character, rather than
particularly open- sounding.
On Rickie Lee's ' Easy
Money', the voice was nice, even

JADIS

SYMPHONIA EVOLUTION
French company Jadis set up a Dicital Audio
department long ago and this eye-catching,
big- sounding player is the latest result
DETAILS
Jadis Symphonia Evolution
£2599
®
#

www.absolutesounds.com
020 8971 3909
Big, punchy, full, weighty
and live sounding
Could sound more open

V

rather plasticky. It measures 455
x112 x392mm ( whd) overall.
Controls allow track skip

seductive. And on the Kind Of
Blue opener, the brooding intro
did have a ' live' quality, even if
the bass came across with a
slightly boomy quality.
Maybe the combination of
Uchida's deft oianism with a
swimmingly- resonant acoustic
wasn't the material to bring out
the best in the Jadis, but the
player nonetheless got through

and search. The remote adds

this, commendably, without

numeric key entry for track

turning nasty on the loudest bits.

alve amplifiers are still the
main field of interest for

selection, Repeat ( track or

Jadis and the Symphonie

complete disc) and random-

By contrast the Jennifer
Warnes track, ' First We Take

Evolut'on is clearly styled along

order Shuffle Play. Just apair of

Manhattan' sounded powerful,

the tines of the company's

analogue outputs and an S/PDIF

the dominant offbeat being

valve amplifier range. It's both
distinctive and idiosyncratic, with

digital output grace the rear.

its gold name plate, and that

SOUND QUALITY

sound, with the bassline, if not

big green trapezoidal window

Immediate impressions with

particularly driving, certainly

to embrace disolay, drawer and

the Jadis were that here was

both full and weighty.

rendered with real punch.
Again, here was abig and gutsy

control button array.
Four strong Allen bolts hold
the fascia on to the chassis,
which is covered by asturdy
hammer- finished black casing,
maWng some other players look

FINDINGS
Jadis analogue board is an exercise in audiophile simplicity. However, the choice of
full-sized rather than surface-mount components and Philips' TDA1543 OAC la dual
16- bit chip that I
haven't seen in years) has not done the technical performance any
favours. Against the upsampling players of today, its - 0.025% peak level distortion
is alittle high and the 97-98dB S/N ratio commensurately low. Crosstalk is poor at
around - 65dB. Lower- level signals mffer higher distortion still with adominant 3rd
harmonic and aclear asymmetry between left and right channels below - 70dBFs.
The basic digital filter
suppresses stopband

has Spneerde

I0,,v. Dipii Seal Lend MO* vs nett)

images by only 30dB while

REAR

granulation noise and other

Simple back panel provides the

digitally- derived distortions

essentials: coaxial digital and

lift clear of the noise floor.

RCA phono stereo outputs

Clock accuracy (6ppm1 and
low jitter ( 200psecl represent

INSIDE

its technical high point.

Large old school motheiboard with

.20

40
4« -so
4«
,
easing) KNOW Illenel Uwe.

42,

ij

traditional leaded conponents
includes two 16-bit TDA1543
converter chips feedirg tow- noise
NE5534 op- amps

VERDICT
Not, perhaps, the most super- detailed or neutral, but the Jadis certainty can't be
accused of being boring. This is aplayer with ahint of 'character', asound that
is undeniably big and bold, and which could sometimes impress with its ' live'
character and on occasion sound notably larger than life.
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MARANTZ SA- 11S1 • £1990

impressive feeling of space,
although ( paradoxically) the
singers became very close
on the soundstage, almost
overpowering the listener.
Returning to CD, and starting
with Filter 1, the Marantz gave
the impression of abright,
confident sound in which small
details came over well. On the
Jennifer Warnes disc, the biting

MARANTZ
smisi
Sweeping curves and able to play two- channel
SACO too, the Marantz certainly has the power
to seduce, but can it cut it where it counts?
DETAILS
Marantz SA- 11S1
(C) £ 1999.90
www.marantz.co.uk
#

01753 680868
Confident, convincing
detailed and well defined

e

Detail splashy at times

A

as well as being just
about the biggest player

lead guitar was convincing
numeric keypad, but there is

and there was certainly good

also acontrol marked Filter. This

definition and detail in the

cycles between three different

backing instruments.

digital filters, giving asubtle shift
of sound quality on CD.
On the copper- plated back

Yet if you were really picky,
sometimes this presentation
of detail could become alittle

panel are balanced as well as

too much, sounding just alittle

normal unbalanced analogue

splashy. This happened on the

outputs, optical and coaxial

Uchida piano CD, for example,

digital outputs and remote-

when the reflections from the

control in and out sockets

venue started to become alittle

for use with other Marantz

too jagged- sounding.

components.

On the string bass intro to
So What' and also on ' Easy

here at 443 x140 x

418mm ( hwd), the Marantz is

SOUND QUALITY

Money', the bass had atendency

also the heaviest at 14kg. This

With the Ladysmith Black

to sound too controlled or

"rsn't surprising given its copper-

Mambazo, of course, the

damped. However, changing to

plated chassis and the massive

Marantz player elected to

Filter 3seemed to free things

•wo-layer steel plate at the

play the SACD layer, and

up, overcoming this criticism,

bottom of the machine.

this certainly gave avery

and also allowing giving amore

smooth sound with an

cohesive effect throughout.

The fascia buttons can
control the usual basic transport
functions, while many more
'acilities are available on the

LAB REPORT

metal- cased remote. These
include comprehensive Program
and Repeat functions using a

FINDINGS
Marantis 2.5V peak output is half that of its balanced connections Isee HFN
May'051 but still nearly + 2dB up on the 2V standard, so beware of any unmatched
AJO listening comparisons. Distortion is fabulously low at 0.0005-0.0040% across
the audio band, the 107dB A-wtd S/N is impressive and jitter very low at - 115psec
(<10psec with SACO). The three digital filter options trade aprogressive treble roll- off
(-0.3dB with Filter 3, - 1.3dB with Filter 1and - 5.0dB with Filter 2) for areduced
in- band group delay but poorer rejection of stopband images (- 39dB, - 13dB and
just -4dB, respectively).
Low-level resolution is

Una:SA.1131: Median

Ned &Pi

excellent but also affected

REAR

by the Filter setting, with

RCA phono and XLR balanced

Filter 3giving optimum

outputs, but note that

results. There's no standard

Marantz does not follow Audio

or 'brickwall' filter seeing,

Engineering Society or IEC

so each mode will offer its

standards for XLR sockets 1pin 3

own subjective colour.

hot, instead of now-standard pin

11)exerlits) NOW

FeEs

2: see AES14-1992-r2004I

INSIDE
I

Rigid copper- plated chassis
includes 'Super Ring'
transformer in its own can

VERDICT
This is the only SACO player in the group, and avery good one - but remember that
it is atwo-channel machine, and so won't produce multi- channel from SACO. As a
CD player, it produces avery detailed sound, and ( on the Filter 3setting) could be
smooth, cohesive and satisfying.
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MERIDIAN GO8 • £2250

detail, in the subtleties of the
singers* breathing noises for
example, and quite agood
feeling of rhythm. On Rickie
Lee's ' Easy Money', the string
bass was resonant and fruity
while the vocal was alittle
forward and atad sharp- edged,
with detail well presented.
With the Gerald Wilson
Orchestra, the 608 was

MERIDIAN

908

e
e

Meridian 608

£2250
www meridian-audio.com

#

01480 445678

0

Energy, authority,
rhythmic, engaging

e

i
Forward vocals at times

appropriately bursting with

remote, designed to sit on a

energy, the bass and drums

chair arm or coffee table rather

good and the brass section

than in your hand.

work cleaner, with abit more

On the back are balanced

The Meridian is certainly flexible, being able
to play discs of MP3 files plus CD-R/CD-RW
discs too. So how does it sound with CDs?
DETAILS

quite bright and ' loud', but
is acomprehensive AV system

I

perspective in the sound. Again,

and unbalanced analogue

on the Jennifer Warnes track,

outputs, coaxial and optical

the bass and drums seemed

digital outputs. There are also

to work well to drive the music

connections for communication

along, the cymbal sounds well

with other Meridian G Series

captured. And on ' Kind of Blue'

or 800 Series components or

the string bass had its proper

nside, the 608 uses a
high-speed DVD-ROM drive

DSP loudspeakers, an RS232

authority, white the ride cymbal

connector, and IR In to receive

had genuine swing.

to extract the data from the

remote command signals from a

disc, after wnich it is upsampled

On that Uchida piano record,

suitable IR repeater.

the 608 seemed able to describe

conversion by dual differential

SOUND DUALITY

well, and on the problematic

to 176.4kHz oefore DIA

the space around the instrument

24- bit DACs. The 608 will play

Starting with Ladysmith Black

Heifetz disc the orchestral

discs of MP3 files as well as

Mambazo the CD layer this

sound was well underpinned

CD- Rand CD-RW recordings.

time, of course), the 608 gave

by the bass, the overall result

the impression of very good

convincing and even engaging.

On the front of that elegant
440 x90 x350mm ( hwd) case,
the transport controls sit
below awell- designed and
readable custom display. More
like aPDA than aconventional
remote, the MSR+ controller

FINDINGS
Driven by awealth of custom DSP [ including aredundant Dolby/DTS decoder!).
Meridian's upsampled 176.4kHz/24-bit data is addressed to ahigh-performance DAC
from Analog Devices, the AD1852. This ensures avery wide 112dB S/N ratio - second
only to Arcam's double- differential DAC regime - and quite the lowest HF distortion
I've seen in years. With just 0.00075% THD at 20kHz/OdBFs, the 608 introduces the
bare minimum ultrasonic noise and distortion into the amplifier chain. Response
begins rolling- off quite steeply at 19kHz rather than 20kHz, something rye seen with
earlier Meridian players.

Us,fl.0n M
OW &pal Level (»Mire :
111,..)

Otherwise, the player's max
output is some + 1.6dB over

REAR

the nominal 2V standard at

Once again, RCA and XLR outputs

2.4V, low-level resolution

are offered, ptus optical and
coaxial digital outputs, and

is good to within 0.5dB
over afull 105dB dynamic

multiroom/external control

range, stereo separation

socketry for the interested

better than 100dB and IM
distortion just 0.0003%.

o.
I20
1

4.

I4*
IN

O

- 24

40
No
NI -IN
(Noreogina pea % No INN »

to

II

INSIDE
Sophisticated circuit- board

VERDICT

includes redundant silicon for

The sound produced by this player manages to combine neutrality with authority

[WO players. Drive mechanism

and grip, with abass that is powerful and weighty yet always staying nproportion.

is aOVO ROM drive

At its best, the Meridian 608 could give the impression of effortless inner detail, in
apresentation that was always smooth and confident.
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NAIM AUDIO CDX2 • £2925

became absorbing. Breath
sounds were not just impressive
in detail, they were quick and
Lifelike. On Rickie Lee Jones'
Easy Money, the string bass intro
now seemed firmly positioned
in space. Rickie Lee's voice was
not quite so forward as on other
players, and not presented in a
way that allowed you to dissect
the studio acoustic. But the

NAIM AUDIO
With its quirky disc- loading arrangement
and the ability to be upgraded via an external
power supply, how will Naim's player fare?
DETAILS
Cciza Naim CDX2
£2925
www.naim-audio.con
@l
e
01722 426600

0
e

I

track seemed to rock along
and display- off, and is in fact a

and you became aware of the

system remote which wilt control

microdynamics of the band

aNaim amplifier too.

playing together.

As with other Naim products,

On the Wilson orchestra's

the CDX2 can be upgraded by

'Sax Chase', you could feel that

adding an extra, external power

bass and drums were really

supply unit, in this case the XPS.

playing together, the drum

Analogue RCA outputs a' ibiw

sounds very quick. Overall,

the player to be connected to a

though this was not very sparkly

non-Naim amp while the 5- pin

sound, and if anything was a

DIN socket would be used if

little dulled.

tseems fiddly at first, but
Naim's swing- arm disc

connecting to aNaim amplifier.

loading system is actually

an RS232 interface and an RC5

The back panel also carr es

On other tracks the story was
much the same. On Miles' ' So
What' intro, the bass came to

easier to use than many a

remote- control input to accept

life in acavernous acoustic, and

top- loader. The tray swings out

remote commands in

the rhythm was brisk and crisp.

smoothly and easily with apull

multi- room applications

Even on the Heifetz, although the
sound was still thinned through

on the small tab on the drawer
front. You then have to put the

SOUND QUALITY

small puck on top of the disc

With the Nairn player, the voices

the strainer of RCA's 1950s
recording technique, the music

centre, with magnetic attraction

of Ladysmith Black Marribazo

came to life.

guiding the puck into place.
Quick, lifelike sound. brisk
and crisp rhythm sections

All this aside, the controls
are simple and straightforward,

LAB REPORT

helped by aLarge and clear
Occasionally dull sound

display. The remote handset
adds programming functions

FINDINGS
You can always rely on Nairn to develop aCD player with character and the CDX2 is
no exception. The + 331ppm clock error seems high but, as if to demonstrate that a
precise clock frequency is Ito indication of jitter performance, it incurs no more than
125dsec. This is pretty much state-of-the-art for 16- bit data. Harmonic distortion
is dfferent, fus while the COX2 has amoderate 0.002% THO through the midrange
at its 2.15V maximum output, this increases to 0.03% at 20kHz through some slight
overload of the analogue output stage. As the level decreases to - 20(113Fs so too does
the distortion fall to 0.003%.
At hover digite levels stisl,

REAR

Neon COX2: Oletteean

Devi So. Level Me*. ..,> ne,

distortion starts to rise.

As with most recent Nairn Audio

There's also a115dB ripple . n

products, RCA phono sockets are

the player's response, which

now included to aid use in non-

is unusual these days, but

Naim systems

both the channel balance
i<0.05dBI arctseparation

INSIDE

i>91IdB1 are spot-on.

léleceeeingl> Peel bend Level »

Heavyweight construction includes
custom swing- arm alloy casting.
Digital converter and output stage
on separate board at bottom left.
Note prominent blanking plug on
rear panel: Naim's way to remind
you to buy external PSU upgrade?

VERDICT
It may not be the most neutral or finely- detailed player here, but the Naim COX?
succeeds in conveying rhythm, drive and life in the music. In arock or jazz rhythm
section, the musicians can sometimes seem to gel together in away that doesn't
quite come over on other players.
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CD PLAYER GROUP TEST

WE LISTENED TO

SUB- 0000 CD PLAYERS

OVERALL VERDICT:

Rickie Lee Jones
Rickie Lee Jones
[Warner 256 628]
Ladysmith Black
Mambazo
Long Walk To
Freedom
[Heads Up HUSA
9109]

Differences between CD players

quality, yet generally easy on

the Audio Analogue Maestro is

are often subtle, and subjective

the ear. Despite its relatively

afine and musical player toc,

findings can be contentious.

basic facili:ies, this appealing

the already much-acclaimed

But it's clear that wh le some
players nere sound neutral and

player is certainly very good
value for money.

laurels orce more.

even anodyne, others seem
to add adefinite character or

exactly what Naim would

colour of their own.

claim for it, with the brand's

The Jad sSymphonia
Evolution, then, is definitely
aplayer of character, with a
lively and forthright sound that

Gerald Wilson
Orchestra
In My Time
[Mack Avenue 1025]
Debussy
11 Etudes
Mitsuko Uchida

Naim's CDX2 does, Ithink,

usual virtues of pace, rhythm
and musical cohesion well
to the fore, so it has to be

can certainly be very attractye.

recommended. But it is the
most expensive of the group

In the wrong system, it could

and many buyers ( or family

sound alittle too brash, but it's

members] will not want to cope

probably an ideal match for the

with the manual load ng and

Jadis valve amplifiers.

easily- to- lose puck.
Which leaves us with

By contrast, the well- crafted
Arcarn FMJ A32 is avery
neutral- sounding player, and

the Meridian 608, This is a
thoroughly well- sorted product,

if there's acriticism it would

always sounding neutral

be that tne player has too little
character - t's never actualy

and seemingly accurate. If it

[Classic RTHCD 5052]

Lifeless or dull, but there is just
aslight feeling of something

of the Nairn, it does bring just
enough verve to the music to

Miles Davis
Kind Of Blue

suppressed. Nonetneless, a
very fine player for the money.

complement avery detailed,
authoritative presentation.
And so, alttougn the less

[Philips 464 698-2]
Jennifer Warnes
Famous Blue
Raincoat

The seductive Marantz
5A-1 151 can sound very good

[Columbia 480410 2]

indeed on CD, still arguably

Meridian 608 can rest on its

doesn't quite have the drive

expensive Arcam FMJ A32 is
an exceptional product, and

neutral yet with more spark
and sparkle, and it will play
SACD - hut if you are investing
in SACD at all, you will surely

REVIEW SYSTEM

want multichannel replay,

Speakers: Dali Ikon 6loudspeakers
Cables: Chord Siren interconnects;

which this player can't offer.
Audio Analogue's Maestro
was something of asurprise
in this group as it displayed an

Chord Odyssey speaker cables

attractively unfettered, lively

Sebrce: Arcam FMJ C036 CD player

HI-FI NEWS LAB:
MEASURED SPECS

ARCAM

Maximum output level

AUDIO
ANALOGUE

JADIS

MARANTZ

MERIDIAN

NAIM

SYMPHONIA

SA- 11S1 (
F3)

608

COX2

MAESTRO

EVOLU -ION

2,2511

2.00V

2.30V

2.5V

2.4V

2.1V

A-wtd S/N ratio

1
16.5 ,
18

110.6dB

97.4dB

107.3dB

112.4dB

104.7dB

FMJ CD36

Distortion, 1kHz fa

0.301 141/

0.018% /
0.061%

0.0009% /

0.0015% /

0.8045%

0.0003% /
0.0042%

0.0006% /

OdBFs/-30dBFs

0.0037%

0.0036%

0.0100%

Distortion, 20kHz fd OdBEs

0.0013%

0.0040%

0.022%

1.00:i%

0.00075°/e

0.032%

Frequency response 20Hz-20kHz

+11.04 to - 0.25dB

+0.00 to - C.73dB

+0.00 to - 0.74dB

+0.00 to - 0.3068

+0 OC to - 1.0dE:

+0.05 to - 0.95dB

Digita. jitter

118psec

110psec

2[Opsec

120psec

16:1psec

124psec

Resolution 10 - 90dBFs

+011/-13.2dB

+0.068/-0.4dB

+3.13613/-3.4dB

+0.0dB/-0.3dB

41 00dB/-14dB

+0.0dB/-0.1dB

Stereo separation, 20Hz-20kHz

,)0BdB

>100dB

>61dB

>93dB

>9kB

>133611

Fa full, free and exclusive OC Suite reports on these CD players, please log onto www.milleraudioresearch.com/avtech
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LUllb

The new Artikulat Loudspeaker System. Gorgeous.

Linn Products Limited.
For more information or ademonstration call 0500 888 909

www.linn.co. uk

LINN

I

LOUDSPEAKER TEST

PEAK Practice

Danish company Peak Consult wades into the big- ticket speaker market with a
high- end heavyweight it calls the Zoltan. Martin Colloms takes stock of this cool,
clean -looking, creamy- sounding contender...

F

faber Stradavarius ard the E,dolon from Avalon Acoustics, to name but

ounded about 10 years ago and headed by the irrepressibL
Per Kristofferson, Peak Consult has been making some

afew. It costs £ 23,000 and promises awinning combination of good

impressively musical sounds at recent audio shows and has

amplifier matching characteristic plus high sensitivity, suggesting

attracted considerable praise for ies expensive standmouot monitor,
toe Incognito. The Zoltan is the company's latest high- end design„
placed in asimila- price range to : he Wilson System 7, the Sonus

ccmpettbility with tubed amplification.
At first sight, the ZoIan, like anumber of Peak Consult des gns,
seems to be a' follow-my-leader' design. This strn floo -stander
appears to have oo -rowed elements
from many-precursors, for example,
the . eather finish front panel, which has
been exemplifiec ir several Sous faber
designs. Likewise, there a-efamiliar
details in the cabinetry, such as toe
,..ert cal grooving and the finish and
solidity of toe heavy walnut cladding.
The prismatic facets of the frent
elevation recall certain Ave Ion speakers.
Yet by wrrbin nç all these elements,
Peak Consult has come up wi:h
something new. an the case of the
Zoltan, the result is cool and clean,
_.ncomplicated and rather nabratly
proportioned. The speaker doesn't
draw attention to its appearance and
looks well with the grilles off. Since the
drivers aren't excessively fragile, this is
adefinite bonds as this also results in
the best scuni.
Easy to set up aside from some
sensible alignment to prod .ice well
balanced, spacious and focused stereo,
the Zoltan was nct fussy about location.
Tnere was no significant bass emphasis
o- idiosyncrasy in the tonal balance that
needed particular readjustment.
Past experience with some
Danish designs showed atendency

DETAILS
The Zoltan Peak Consult
Loudspeaker

e

l
(19,500
www.peak-consult.dk
01235 810455
Lusk, spacious, rich,
atmospheric
Can sound slow
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THE ZOLTAN PEAK CONSULT • £19,500
to brightness with aforward

and low distortion. As regards

fast and well differentiated

presentation. But what I

the system as awhole, Per

between instruments, imbued

found this time round was

Kristofferson explains that

with some of that natural

aremarkably comfortable,

some mass in the Empress.

reverberant ambience, akind

sympathetic presentation. It may

due to sand loading, has

of orchestral ' bloom' that the

Strange Angels

be more distant sounding than is

been exchanged for cabinet

Sonus faber Stradavarius is also

CD and LP

so adept in recovering.

WE LISTENED TO
Laurie Anderson

usual these days but its delivery

improvements in the Zoltan as

was such as to produce deep,

well as the extra bass unit, and

wide and well focused stereo

thus the two speakers have a

overall dynamic credentials arL

Wild Things Run Fast

images - apromising start.

similar weight.

not really in doubt. It doesn't

CD

TECH STORY

quite complex to help tailor a

realistic full orchestral sound

A four- driver vertical- in- line

uniform frequency response

levels. Indeed, 150W of clean

Blue

array includes two 8in ( 210mm)

and integrate the separate

power will suffice, although

CD

Zoltan crossovers are

It may be soft spoken but it

Joni Mitchell

need large powers to generate
Joni Mitchell

bass drivers to cover the lower

outputs from the drive units to a

alittle more will be accepted

frequencies, the bass reflex

near- minimum phase behaviour.

without undue complaint.

loaded by alarge port at the

In addition, though not stated

back with awell- flared exit.

as such, for this model

experience with trusted

Located on the upper section,

compensation of the complex

colleagues. At times the sound

which is slanted back to improve

impedance characteristic has

of the Zoltan could be almost

Ms Dynamite

breathtakingly beautiful. It

ALittle Deeper

appeared spacious, richly

CD

'The sound of the Zoltan could be
almost breathtakingly beautiful,
spacious and richly atmospheric'

Ishared the listening

Jan Gabarek
In Praise of Dreams
ECM CD

it

atmospheric, with relaxed, welldeveloped far field perspectives.
More row 20 than row 5, its
reverberant timbre fell rather

REVIEW SYSTEM

closer to the Concertgebouw
time alignment and directivity,

been undertaken in order to

we have a150mm mid unit, fitted

provide an essentially uniform

with apolypropylene cone and

amplifier load with frequency.

the system is completed by the
long established Scan D28 series

than the Festival Hall.
While human voice was

Sources: Naim CDS3, Maraatz CD- 7,
Linn LP12 Naim Aro, Koetsu RS- II LP

somehow tuned for extra

disc player with Aesthetix Rhea RIAA

Top quality components are used

richness, purity and beauty,

Speakers: Avalon Eidolon Diamond,

for the crossover.

and remained focused and

B&W 800D, Dead ELS-63, BBC LS3/5A

soft- dome tweeter. By virtue of

respectably articulate it was

Amps: C- J350SA, Naim NAP 250, (( rel.

here that some misgivings were

700cx power amplifiers, C- JACT- 2and

the enclosure's mildly prismatic

LISTENING

geometry, the upper section

Self-effacing almost to the

ultimately expressed. Was it just

CT- 5pre- amplifiers

baffle has an approximation

point of understatement,

too beautiful, was the natural

Cables: by Cardas and Transparent

to half- sphere contour, near

the Zoltan breathed musical

bite and expression of familiar

ideal for these two drivers and

texture, showed arich tapestry,

performers being diluted and did

capable of facilitating smooth,

and had no exaggerated

they sound less engaged, less

and downbeat. It also appeared

reflection- free acoustic outputs.

hardness, emphasis or hyped-

committed through the Zoltan?

musically less well timed.

The Zoltan derives from the

up dynamics. When so much

In asimilar manner, tempos

To me this seems ironic

identically sized and weighted

modern equipment is bright and

were perceptibly slowed with

since the exceptional stability

Empress, but differs in having

exaggerated, the Zoltan actually

this speaker. The sound was

of the soundstage, its scale,

one more 8in bass driver as well

needs alittle acclimatisation for

lush, the presentation laid back

palpable precision, fine width

as 2dB greater rated sensitivity,

the user to adjust to its laid-back

albeit with a4ohm rather than

perspective and presentation.

7ohm nominal impedance.

Often the sound quality was

It should also have agreater

sufficiently high as to be literally

power handling and maximum

unremarkable. Time and time

graced by twin sets of speaker

sound level. The Empress is

again, the music spoke, if rather

terminals to allow bi-wiring,

rated to have a - 3dB amplitude

sweetly, for itself.

plus alarge flared reflex port.

The rear of the Zoltan is

In the manner of the best

HFN lab test showed the port

boundary loaded) while the

of today's designs, the treble is

resonance to lie at alow 33Hz,

Zoltan reaches .20Hi.

allowed to find anatural place

with asmooth damped output

alongside the broad midrange

centred on 29Hz, free from

limit at 29Hz ( presumably floor

The bass and mid drivers are
custom made for Peak Consult

output and didn't draw attention

by the bespoke Danish driver

to itself. Here the high quality of

company Audiotechnology

blending and timbre reminded

founded by Edjvind Skaaaning

me of the Quad ESL- 63 ( when

whose son was closely involved

first delivered it sounded alittle

in the Zoltan driver design..

mechanical compared with the

These very costly devices

original Quad Electrostatic but

are carefully tailored for

this effect soon wore off].

transparency, consistency, a
smooth extended response

Ample in power and reach,
the low frequencies were also
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LOUDSPEAKER TEST

THE ZOLTAN PEAK CONSULT • £19,500

and strong focus, were indicative

controlled, but diction was left

of asmooth, time- coherent

atouch retrained, for example

acoustic output. While the

with rolled irrs .left atad muted.

speaker achieved good timing in

The issue of character could

atechnical sense, this quality of

well find expression in system

acoustic time alignment is not in

matching where brighter, more

itself aguarantee of the kind of

forward, sources, cables and

perceived timing that relates to

amplification could find the

musical involvement.

Zoltan the perfect antidote.

Here dynamics, bass
precision, the correct timbre for

Undoubtedly well above
average, the bass register was

DATA FILE
SPECIFICATIONS
Type

four- driver, three-way floorstander

Crossover frequencies

250Hz, 4.8kHz

Frequency response (± 2.5dB)

33Hz to 19kHz

Sensitivity

88.5dB/W

Bass extension

26Hz (- 6dB)

Max loudness in- room
Impedance

106dB
3.6 ohm min, nominal 6ohm

the energy contribution delivered

exceptionally extended, almost

to the room acoustic, and if

as deep as the remarkable

relevant, unwanted stored energy

bass of the B&W 801D, but it

effects, all play apart in the

sounded alittle softer, lacking

subjective results.

the full measure of slam and

LAB REPORT

note playing agility. It was

When measured as aspatial average over the part of the room occupied by the

Exploring these issues, I

Dimensions

1080 x295 x380mm ( hwd)

Weight

66kg

also found musical dynamics to

however exceptionally even and

listeners, the resulting frequency response was considered particularly relevant.

be significantly muted. Despite

neutral right from mid to low

This test result reflects both good and bad. The exceptionally extended, even,

frequencies.

bass- mid range is plain to see from 30Hz to 2kHz in the spatial measurement,

its high rated
sensitivity the
Zoltan sounded
rather * quiet'
and needed
fairly hard
driving to ' wake
up'. And yet,
when driven
really hard, for
example on rock
tracks, to about

'Well above
average, bass
was extended,
almost as deep
as that of the
the B&W 801D
but softer'

200W peak
programme, it became both
'sharper' and ' harder' sounding.

Better suited

despite asmall energy gap near 40Hz in the low bass. However you can also see a

to classical and

gentle downtilt, all the way from 50Hz to 2kHz, which tends to give asubjectively

folk programme

richer and fuller sounding tonal balance. Beyond 2kHz the treble range is also

than upbeat jazz

undeniably restrained, smoothly set back from the primary response. Generally

and rock, the

this partially equivalent representation of the power response of aspeaker would

Zoltan showed

delay the onset of such loss for two more octaves, so in energy terms the Zoltan

exceptional

is intentionally rich, or, if you like, ' laid back,' in the treble.

acoustic

Turning to the off-axis responses, an above axis position results in anarrow,

craftsmanship,

deep dip near 3kHz so to hear the Zoltan properly you need to sit down! Below

but this appears

axis, the output integrates well over asensible range of angles and is not too

to reflect the

critical. In the lateral plane, 30° and 45° off the median axis, the excellent

particular

general uniformity is maintained, indicative of good stereo focus.

expression of its designer.
The low distortion and laid

Completing the group of frequency responses, the spatial average relates
to an integration of sound power in the listening area of the test room. The low

This helped rock material grip a

back tonal balance caress the

frequency response has been skilfully tailored by the designer to reach down to

little tighter, but also noticeably

ear while the inherently low

about 25Hz, if with amodest 'wobble' between 30 and 60Hz.

increased listener fatigue. At

coloration and good definition

more normal listening levels low

allow well- focused stereo

with respect to the moving- coil drivers and waterfall analyses of this speakers

The listening date also indicated high transparency and low coloration

fatigue was one of the Zoltan's

images of considerable depth

output showed state-of-the-art energy decay behaviour, which indicates ahighly

strengths, so smooth was its

and natural scale. The downside

developed driver technology.

output in my listening room.

appears to be adegree of lost

The noticeably warm timbre
reproduced string tone as if
very light mutes had been left
on the bridges of the violins.
Vocal sibilance was very well

alq

'speed', dynamics, and that allimportant listener involvement.
The overall balance suggests
that the Zoltan is well suited to
larger environments, even
open-plan, and US- style
buildings and will not be upset
by alack of wall-to-wall
carpeting. A
room style
comprising
hardwood
or ceramic
flooring and
some carpeting

%ewe, pal

may be just
right. 1:1

Undoubtedly aspeaker with character, the Zoltan will appeal to many listeners

walnut- stained wood

who are looking for asmooth, beautiful sound. It is accomplished, refined,

finish shown here.

creamily smooth, sweet sounding and self-effacing, delicate and articulate on

the Zoltan comes in

singing voices. The antithesis of the bright and glitzy Hollywood appioach to

rosewood, oak and

speaker design, the Zoltan nonetheless deserves to be more widely heard.

beechwood
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LEFT: As well as the

Somehow Coventry didn't seem such abad place after all

•
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Worth the odd sacrifice.

Distributed in the UK by: Henley Designs Ltd, 01235 511166
www.henleydesigns.co.uk, e-mail - info@henleydesigns.co.uk

LEND US YOUR EARS!
(and we'll blow your mind)
STOP PRESS NEWS
OPEN DAY SATURDAY JULY 8

411

Ever wondered what a £ 100,000 system sounded
like? Well, for a start you'd need some pretty powerful
amplifiers - say the best that Chord can offer.
Well, wonder no more - now's your chance. For one
day, one store has been chosen by some of the
greatest brands to show off their very best equipment
-the equipment they can't even play at the hi-fi shows

Wilson Benesch

because of the volume!
New Malden's High Street is going to be closed to

0000

traffic for the day for the biggest sound demo ever!
Unilet - the hidden hi-fi store - wi Ibe holding aspecial
Open Day. To find out just what we have in store ( and
outside) call us or check the latest news on our website.

Quad

Be there!

Chord

If you don't want to go to the
ends of the earth to find the
right product and you don't
want to pay the earth, maybe
you should take a trip to New
Malden in Surrey

\.y‘ilet

STOP searching

LOOK at our website
USTEN in our demo rooms

d and

For 30 years or more we've
been stocking, demonstrating
and advising on the very best
hi-fi equipment.

\se

Unilet Sound and Vision Ltd.

www.unilet.net

35 High Street, New Malden, Surrey KT3 4BY
Tel: 020 8942 9567

Fax: 020 8336 0820

MAINS FILTER TEST

ISOTEK ORION • £300

POWER
PLAY
A two- outlet mains filter designed to
enhance system performance, with
acapability for amplifiers as well as
low- power source components.
David Allcock is electrified

mains and was only lacking a

illusion of being in the presence

hint of separation between the

of musicians.

sound of the strings and the

allowing the listener to visualise

with the Qube.

the relationship between

The midrange was also
enhanced, with improved

®

Isotek Orion

©

£300

#

01635 291355

The socket nearest the

performers on the depth plane
more effortlessly.

transparency and liquidity,
making for an utterly unforced

HOME CINEMA TOO

and natural vocal performance;

Regardless of what the Orion

you could almost feel the vocal

powered - Iused it with my

breath as Norah sang ' Come

home cinema system, too

Away With Me', while reverting

-there were invariably sonic

to the mains brought aslightly

improvements. With source

mechanical, artificial quality to
the sound.
The high- frequency
improvements were
concentrated in the areas of
spaciousness and smoothness,
without compromising detail

DETAILS

Layering was also enhanced,

instruments body in comparison

and precision. Almost as

mains inlet is designated

'The Orion was
unnervingly
close to the
£1500 Qube'

the high power outlet for
amplification products, with
an advertised ability to supply
2300W, while the second socket,
and subsequent sockets, is
designated for lower power

www.isoteksystems.com

source devices. These are
said to be able to supply a

Great price, big effect

e

continuous 700W.
Internally the design uses

Not athing

aseries of multiple shunt,
multiple series and multiple
delta filters with atechnology

impressive was

christened Polaris- X. The

the improvement in

nly recently has the
UK started taking the

idea of this combination is to

dynamics, both macro and

prevent the connected devices

micro. Many critics of mains

filtration and treatment

efrectively ' seeing' each other,

filters cite dynamic compression

0

of the mains supply seriously.

nct merely filtering the mains

as amajor problem when using

The company that took the bull

and preventing noise from

filtration with amplification, but

by the horns and made the UK

attached devices leaking back

the Orion destroyed this myth

improvements were greater

sit up and listen was Isotek.

into the rest of the system, but

for me, if anything making the

than those Ifound using a

This process started with

also providing individual filters

sound seemingly more dynamic,

SubStation isolation unit. As

between the two sockets.

aside effect perhaps of the

for the effect of the Orion on

lower noise floor. What's more,

amplifiers, this was incredibly

the company's first produc:,
the £ 900 SubStation, and

components these

has continued with the Qube,

UNNERVING

micro dynamic shifts were much

close to the sonic improvements

Minisub and Cleanline. Now,

It took just one bar of Norah

more easily perceived.

gained using aQube.

sitting between the Gil Minisub

Jones' ' Come Away With Me'

and the Cleanline ( redesigned

to realise the Orion not only

soundstage displayed increased

and now named the Solus1,

surpassed the abilities of the

spaciousness between

more effective way of spending

is the £ 300 Orion, designed

SubStation but was unnervingly

instruments and performers

this money to improve an audio

to supply both amplifiers and

close in performance to the

and this, mated with increased

system. The Orion deserves

source components.

£1500 Qube. With the Orion

palpability, enhanced the

unequivocal recommendation. CI

The Orion is designed around

Meanwhile, the lateral

With aprice of only £ 300, f
would be hard pressed to find a

supplying power to aKrell

anew aluminium extrusion,

KC- 3and Bryston 3B- SST

in this case supplied with two

there was an immediate

outlets, but it can () phoney be

improvement in bass extension

DATA FILE
HI-FI NEWS VERDICT

supplied with four or six sockets

and control compared with

as required. The top of the

using the mains directly from

Isotek should be commended for aproduct of this quality and performance being made

extrusion sports apair of 13A

the wall socket. The bass and

available at such amodest price. So great are the improvements it brings across the

mains sockets, and a134 ' EC

percussion on ' Cold, Cold Heart

board that the Orion could be considered amandatory addition to any high- quality

inlet with an earth post can be

imparted more texture and

audio or home cinema system.

found on one end.

extension than with the straight
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LOUDSPEAKER TEST

Omni Potent
It's not everyday that we see anew loudspeaker technology
appear on the scene. Some 10 years in the making, there's
anovel acoustic principle employed by these remarkable
loudspeakers. Andrew Harrison tells the story of avery
Russian Italian loudspeaker

W

ith the honourable
exception of

the secret though. The principle

electrostatic panels,

and is based on the idea of

is called counter- aperture'

pretty much every speaker

opposing mid/bass drivers

you're likely to encounter

firing into acentral cavity, with

e in the hi-fi world relies on
two or more drive units per
channel, pointing toward
the listener. And with a
typical triangular layout
in the room made up
of two speakers
and alistener,
it's easy to

twin tweeters placed between
them, the intended effect being
ahomogenous wave of sound
emanating in all directions in the
room from the addition of all the
drivers output.
The evidence of the
company's work is the extended
line-up of floorstanding

recreate

loudspeakers that were officially

athree-

launched in Europe at last

dimensional
stage of sound
before you.
Given the right
recording and
playback equipment,

September's Hi -Fi News show,
arange that starts at around
£5000 for the tall floorstanders
and subwoofer tested together
here - the HF 3003 Piazzetta
and HF 3000 Vecchio sub - all

this soundstage can
even extend laterally
beyond the speakers.
But the drawback
of this tradition is the

REVIEW SYSTEM
Source: Meridian 808i Signature
CO player

somewhat selfish nature

Amplifiers: Music First Audio Passive

of enjoyment: the sweetspot

pre- amp; Chord SPM 1200C power amp,

with the best balance - both
spatial and tonal - may be
limited to but one person's chair.

Naim AV2 processor, TAG McLaren
100X1OR
Cables: Rimier 8TC and 4TC

AGE-OLD BATTLE
One answer to the problem is

DETAILS

the omnidirectionally radiating
loudspeaker, one that emits
sound equally from all sides, so
that wherever you are in relation
to the speaker, you'll hear the
same sound. Yet given the
age-old battle that speaker
designers have had in getting
good sound in one direction, it's
hardly surprising that getting it
right in all directions should be
such apipe dream.
Italian- sounding company
Bolzano Villetri thinks it's got

Bolzano Villetri Piazzetta
(C), £4933 (with sub)
www.bolzanovilletri.com
020 7244 8240
Omnidirectional success
Midband accent

BOLZANO VILLETRI PIAllETTA • £4933
the way up to £ 15,980 for the

not- so- English midband

flagship HE 5005 Laurana which

character, the sub makes avery

uses twin counter- apertures in

welcome difference by laying

each cabinet.

avelvet foundation below the

The inspiration for the technology beh,nd

sound field above.

Bolzano Villetri is all Russian - from a

While the brand is certainly
aiming at the high-performance

On first listening the tonal

THE INSIDE TRACK...

BOLZANO VILLETRI
Production and design expertise is
Italian, we are told; the machinery is

musician, Alexey Vinogradov, and the

Italian and part of the manufacturing

scientist, Aleksandr Gaydarov.

process is done in Italy. Enzo Baccega,

lifestyle AV market with

signature was somewhat

its multi- channel speaker

forward, with an apparent accent

packages, the Piazzetta was

on the upper mid that could

acoustics, formerly Head of Research of

Lombardian handcrafters, was

tested as amusic loudspeaker,

make spoken voices almost

Sound for the Soviet Union, and based at

responsible for the design of the cabinet.

albeit with asubwoofer. Despite

cuppy. This melted away over

the Andreev Institute in Moscow.

the speaker's large size - around

time, but what remained was

Gaydarov is an expert in the field of

Working with businessman Mikhail

Vice- President of the society of

His Italian manufacturing company
BeWood produces furniture for brands

1.6m/5ft 3in tall - unusually it

some mild congestion when

Batkov - owner of Nirovision, one of

such as Yves Saint Laurent and Gucci,

hasn't been voiced as aregular

listening to, for example, clos,

Russia's main distributors of audio and

and Baccega is said to have personally

full- range loudspeaker. This is

vocal harmonies. The effect

visual electronics - the Bolzano Vitleiri

overlooked the production in both Russia

because, the company told me,

resembled that of artefacts from

brand was created in Moscow. So what's

and Italy to ensure that the skills and

it wants to give the listener the

the unfiltered mid/bass driver,

with the Italian name?

quality required were achieved.

best overall sound experience,

drawing attention to itself with

which can only be realised by a

trace non-linearities rising up

separate, dedicated subwoofer.

from above its passband.

So, supplied with all Bolzano
Villetri speakers is aVecchio

In the highest frequencies,
the Piazzetta did appear alittle

'You are treated to a nebulous,
rich soundfield in front of you, the
speakers nearly disappearing'

Instead of fighting with the

adding afew cushions along

room's acoustic, they seem

ahard flat wall, which tamed

to work with it, and they're

some upper mid emphasis frcm

mercifully free of the fussiness

primary reflections.

of being positioned correctly to
within the millimetre. In fact

Importantly, it was possible
to get drawn into the music,

Bolzano Villetri points out that

the playing technique of Kyung

its counter- aperture principle

Wha Chung, for example, ors a

allows the speaker to work well

Tchaikovsky Violin Concerto.

in rooms having poor acoustical

With its individual voicing, the

sub, using a 12in down- firing

muted, lacking the air and

properties, as Ifound in my

speaker allowed the violin

driver in areflex- ported cabinet.

scintillation of anormal direct-

less- than- ideal lounge. The

to rise from the mix, artfully

Inside is a500W ' digital'

radiating speaker. This would

only concession Idid make was

showing the player's phrasing

amplifier, and the sub is said to

seem to be an unavoidable side-

employ asemi- counter- aperture

effect of an omni design, but the

principle, although this may

flip- side of this coin is that you

be stretching the marketing

are presented with avery easy

terminology somewhat, as

sound, with no tweeters beaming

RIGHT: Grilles are

reflex- port downward- firing

at the ear, forcing you to

supplied to cover all four

subs are hardly new. The Vecchio

maintain aposition on the sofa

sides of the lacquered

is designed to take either a

to hear the correct presentation.

cabinet and while these

high-level input from apower

W:th agood omni speaker like

can be used to hide the

amplifier or be connected with

the Bolzano Villetri, everywhere

unique- looking central

aline- level input from an AV

can be just as correct!

processor; or both connections

driver arrangement, the
speaker sounds best

can be used together. Iused only

ALL-ROUND SOUND

with the grilles removed.

the high-level inputs.

So as promised, the Piazzetta

Standard finishes include

gave atrue omnidirectional

maple and vavona root

In its high- gloss lacquer,
the Piazzetta looks every part

sound in the room. Auditioned

the piece of high- end acoustic

from aseated position like a

furniture. Grilles are provided

regular unidirectional speaker,

that cover all four sides of the

the soundstage images were

tall cabinet, and while these will

neither as sharply focused nor

hide the eye-catching central

emphatically placed as normal.

driver array, they do detract from

Instead, you are treated to a

the speaker's transparency,

nebulous, rich soundfield in

adding aboxy character to

front of you, with the speakers

voices, for instance, so are best

nearly disappearing, acoustically

left off for listening purposes.

speaking, from the soundstage.

Wired initially without sub,
and using aChord SPM 1200C

Ican see why the company
is playing the AV surround-

power amp, the Piazzetta was

sound card with its 5.1 packages

quite capable of providing useful

-these speakers are made for

bass levels in amedium-sized

immersive diffuse sound, better

room. But to fill larger spaces,

than you'd experience in a

and to help balance out the

well- ordered cinema.
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BOLZANO VILLETRI PIAllETTA • £4933

THE INSIDE TRACK ON...

KEY TECHNOLOGY EXPLAINED

There are several registered tradema'ks

employ asimple first- order network.

associated with the brand, but the core

One of the stated advantages of the

technology is apatented driver and

counter- aperture configuration systems

cabinet configuration named

is areduction in Doppler distortion, that

counter- aperture. Here, two mid/bass

is, afrequency modulation effect caused

drivers, upward and downward facing but

when ahigh- frequency music signal is

wired in- phase, are firing into each other,

modulated by the low- frequency excursion

with apair of high- frequency tweeters

of the bass/mid driver.
Since two drivers are facing each

positioned in between and pointing at
each mid driver. Very little direct radiation

other, this is said to result in ' mutual

finds its way to the listener; instead a

compensation of Doppler intermodutation

blended mix of the output of the drivers

components of each aperture, while

is emitted from the central cavity and

providing acircular directivity pattern in

sent out in a360° plane, reflecting from a

the horizontal plane'.
Doppler distortion remains alittle

room's natural boundaries and its fittings
to add to the composite sound field heard

discussed aspect of loudspeaker design,

by any listener.

although some who have investigated the

To help preserve valuable phase

topic feel that the net effect in atypical
ABOVE Sound eminates from mid drivers 1and 2with high frequencies from two tweeters ( 3)

information, the bare minimum of

two-way system is neglible, and

crossover is employed. The mid/bass

certainly well below that of other

to fore an expanding sound field (
4). Reflections from direct radiation of mid and treble are

drivers all run unfiltered, and the HF units

one- based driver distortions.

dispersed around the room more uniformly than with aforward- firing unidirectional design

and timing. Dynamics were
well presented, showing the
range of the orchestra, and on
rock and jazz material, timing
was deemed surprisingly good.

'Ultimately the Piazzetta had me
re-evaluating my priorities for
sound reproduction'

of musicians playing in areal
space. What's more, Ifound that
being able to wander out of the
lounge into the neignbouring
kitchen, and still hear music
faithfully reproduced from

This requires care in setting the
subwoofer level, frequency and

when moving up from aTAG

room, as for the audiophile

another room, to be arevelation

phase correctly, and avoiding the

multi- channel amplifier to

lcoking for abreak from the

for the ears.

temptation of setting it too loud.

the Chord amp. With lower-

one- spot static enjoyment of

The perfect choice for

resolution sources, like MPEG

sound. In contrast to monitor

the peripatetic listener, the

showed more of what it could cm

and Dolby Digital, the upper

speakers that work best in the

technology here has proved

as the quality of the ancillaries

mid- band and lower treble

near field, it doesn't aim for the

its efficacy and I, for one,

used increased - as Ifound

region was more pronounced,

flattest response or the last

look forward to hearing more

and tape hiss and audience

wisp of timbral detail. But it

applications of the counter-

noises were sometimes more

does recreate the impression

aperture principle. C1

Like any good speaker it

WE LISTENED TO

apparent than on conventional

Pentangle

speakers on certain recordings,

Light Flight

such as the bronchial gathering

Delta 47 048

at Mravinsky's UK premiere of
Shostakovich 8. Massed strings

Shostakovich

on this historic recording could

Symphony 8

also draw attention to the

Mravinsky/Leninigrad PO

perceived stress in the upper

BBCL 4002

mid, but the overall manner
of the replay, capturing the

PI Tchaikovsky

electricity of the performance,

Violin Concerto

was too captivating to allow

Kyung Wha Chung/Previn/

distractions to matter. This

LSO

speaker ultimately had me

Decca 425 080

re-evaluating my priorities for

DATA FILE
SPECIFICATIONS
Frequency Response
Sensitivity, dB ( 1W; 1m)
Nominal Impedance
Power Handling
Harmonic Distortion

43-20,000Hz
92
4ohms
50

. 200W

<1% 40-20,000Hz
<0.5% 63-20,000Hz

Crossover Fnquencies
Dimensions

4500Hz
355 x1603 x355mm ( whd)

Weight ( unit)

40kg

sound reproduction, and the
Mercan Dede

unforced nature of agood omni

Nar

speaker is something Inow hope

Doublemoon DM015

to experience again.

HI-FI NEWS VERDICT
More than just smoke and mirrors, the Swam Villefri Piazzetta offers true

omnidirectional sound for the connoisseur. With some minor reservations about
Gene Krupa

FOR THE CONNOISSEUR

the midband coloration and lack of high- frequency 'air', the Piazzetta nonetheless

Drummer Man

iris 5peaKi» is

proved itself as adeliciously addictive loudspeaker for creating music in the home

Verve CD 827 843 2

connoisseur that wants great

JL, iliULII

for the

sound in every part of alarge
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in astartlingly refreshing way.

Minimalist masterpieces!

STUNNING SOUND QUALITY AND CAPTIVATING GOOD LOOKS
CREATE A STRIKING IMPRESSION IN ANY ENVIRONMENT.

W HEN YOU STRIVE FOR PERFECTION IN YOUR WORK,
WHY ACCEPT ANYTHING LESS IN YOUR HOME?
SIMPLE TO USE AND DESIGNED WITH THE FUTURE IN MIND
ONLY THROUGH HEARING WILL YOU TRULY BELIEVE. To LOCATE YOUR
NEAREST DEALER CALL ACTIV DISTRIBUTION ON 01635 291357
OR LOG ON TO VVVVVV.LEEMA-ACOUSTICS.COM

Visit:

www.leema-acoustics.com

Phone: + 44 (0)1938 811900

406,4

LEENIA ACOUSTICS

BEAUTIFULLY

Email:

info@leema-acoustics.com

ENGINEERED

SOUND

^
CO1' ,1.1, SINGLE CHANNEL AMPLIFIER

Hydra SLAVE AMPLIFIER

Tucana

STEREO

AMPLIFIER

Cygnus ADVANCED PRE-AMPLIFIER

ON LOCATION
have so many people above me
who were telling me what to do.
When Icame back there was
one guy who phoned me up and
said "can you help me for afew
months because Ihave aproblem
with my engineering?" and we did
that, and that's what we still do
today'.

Arguably the best-known designer of
modern speakers Karl- Heinz Fink is
the brain behind recent audio products
from Audica, Tannoy, Castle, Denon
and B&W amongst others. HiFi News
Editor Steve Fairclough met up with
him earlier this year for the latest of
our exclusive location reports

I

number of occasions when

variety of rooms including an

HFN: So this company began in

anechoic chamber, aroom with

the late 1980s?

various speaker prototypes ( one
of which is now on sale as the Q

KHF: Yeah

Acoustics range( sitting around,
and the attention grabbing

HFN: Is there anything you're

'animation room'. In this room

particularly working on at this

aPolytec scanner is used to

point it time?

scan the surface of adrive unit
and this can then be animated

KHF: ' We have afew companies

to show the exact vibrations of

we work with. We originally

the unit on screen so that any

started with Naim - there will be

tweaks and problems can be

something coming out from Naim

seen swiftly.

in the future; we do alot of jobs

nthe midst of asnow
blizzard we pulled up

speaker prototypes simply

outside an unpretentious

couldn't be identified, not least

Hi -Fi News IFIFN): How long

NFE and we're doing something

office building in the industrial

to aBritish journalist on the

have you been involved in the

with B&W, and we're still working

German city of Essen. Part of

scent of aworld scoop.

audio consultancy business?

with Denon - Denon is arelatively

And how did that start for you?

big customer of ours in Japan so

Consulting that's spearheaded

Karl Heinz Fink WHO: 'In the

stuff out there. We also do Audica

by Karl- Heinz Fink and his crack

early 1980s Iwas working in

and Castle. We like to do that,

one floor of this building houses
the operations of Fink Audio-

team of audio experts.
Fink is well known in the
audio world - he's aGerman

After aquick chat we are

with Tannoy; we still work with

we do alot of basic engineering

lead down the corridor into a

aDIY business and 1had a
shop that was very popular
in Germany. There was

especially Castle because it's one
of the last British brands. Audica
(the mps-1 system) was just

with agreat sense of humour

avery popular DIY

something completely different

but he also possesses a
sharp, analytical brain that

magazine that asked

because Audica was adesign

me to do some kit

driven concept and it looks nice

offers design and technical

for them when they

-people like it. Ihave asystem

solutions to awide variety

wanted to start up

at home and you know people

of the world's biggest

doing electronics.

coming here look at it and say

audio companies.

They wanted to do a

"this is nice", so it's adifferent

hi-fi magazine as well

way of taking the visual concept

Understandably as
some of his work is ' top

as aspin-off from this

secret' not all the audio

DIY magazine and they

companies that use Fink

asked me during that period

Audio-Consulting's
services even admit
to the fact. This was
emphasised
on a

if Icould help them to bring
some journalists together,
and Ibrought afew journalists
together from other magazines.

and you have to try to make
something technically better'.
HFN: Why did the Audica
project take you longer than
you expected - was it adesign
matter or something technical?

One day the magazine asked me
if Iwould join, so Istarted to work

KHF: 'It was just the attention

as areviewer To be honest after

to detail - we just wanted to

many years of being independent

get all the details right. You can

with my own shop it wasn't very

make atooling that works but

easy to start on amagazine and

if you're that close to it you see

'In the old days in the initial
process we would get a product to
maybe 70% and the long process
starts to get closer to 100%. Now
we can get to 85% on first show'

FINK AUDIO • GERMANY
all the problems the surface

quality up because we can add

isn't right here and there, so it

things that we could never add

days they used 5in drive units and

was arelatively complex one, so

here in Germany, at the price. I

boxes of this size (gesticulates)

it took nearly ayear I'm sure it

expect that loudspeakers will get

and we thought about can we

was more than one tooling to get

better, definitely'.

it right. Again it was adifferent

polar and be different, in the old

make something that sits in a
half inch with amuch bigger box

concept and our job is to bring

HFN: In what areas can

for the same price. Imean we

the technical correctness into it.

loudspeakers improve?

started with Tannoy and then

HFN: Is there anything you're

KHF: As aconsultant everybody

specifically working on at the

is interested in getting fast

went to our production (from AR)

moment that you think will be

results - they don't want us to

department not far from here lin

quite an astonishing thing?

play forever and find out why

Essen) and we were sitting there

this material sounds better

and/said "OK, let's see if we

the internal development didn't
work out very well. Then we

KHF: ' Yeah - Imean this INXT1

and you know -golden ears in

can design aloudspeaker" and

BMR is the most promising

the moonlight only". So, for

then we took ablack cabinet, and

technology we are working on.

us, it's essential that we work

there was aspecial loudspeaker

That is agood thing for iPod

fast. But we want to know why

with adetachable front plate in

accessories - you get awonderful

this capacitor sounds that way

different wood, so we grabbed
one in cherry that was standing

modular drive unit polar range

or what happens if you reduce

and for hi-fi and high- end it gives

the distortion here or whatever

there and we cut it sticking

awonderful mid- high solution

We are interested in to finding

on this loudspeaker The drive

that brings the crossover out of a

out some technical answer

'As a consultant everybody is
interested in getting fast results
- they don't want us to play forever.

unit was actually aversion of
something we did for German
Magnat. We just took this drive
unit and we glued it in and that
was basically the design of the
loudspeaker They didn't have the

So, it's essential that we work fast'

money for new tooling so we used

critical area. Iexpect if everything

because that makes it easier

range they had done, we shifted

goes right, and so far everything

for us to get aproduct into the

the production to Hungary,

looks good, it will be quite

market. In the old days when

bought the drive units in Thailand

potentially revolutionary in the

we started aproduct 100% and

and it was one of the most

way loudspeakers are working.

then it's perfect, you will never

successful loudspeakers during

Imean full range loudspeakers

have it 100%. In the initial short

that time because suddenly you

are not really that new. One of

development time in the old

could get a61
2 in with really nice
/

my mentors was - and still is,

days we would get aproduct to

performance for the price of an

he's still alive - Ted Jordan,

maybe 70% and the long process

old KEF Coda. But that was really

who is one of the old heroes in

starts to get it closer to 100%.

fun because that was basically

the UK and he did full range

Nowadays we can get to about

aGerman speaker We got an

the existing tooling of another

loudspeakers for 40 years or

85% on the first show, and then

award from Hi Fi News for it. We

longer He's doing very well. The

there is still room to improve,

made aGerman concept wooden

last time Imet him he said,

but in ashort period you have

loudspeaker one of the most

"I'm doing better than ever". But

85%. That's what's happening

successful budget loudspeakers

maybe with this new technology

with all these new modern

in the UK'.

and alittle bit of marketing

simulation tools and software

we can make something

and measurements. That's why

•This is an edited version of the

outstandingly good out of it. Other

products are also getting better,

Hi Fi News interview with Karl-

than that its more evolution than

just because of that.

revolution but there is alot of
evolution nowadays. First of all

Heinz Fink. For afull version go
to www.hifinews.co.uk now!

HFN: Is there any particular

by transferring the production

loudspeaker design or concept,

to China we can bring down

or problem solved that you're

RIGHT ITOP TO BOTTOM): The new

costs. Also by transferring the

most proud of?

Acoustics 1000 range of speakers are one

production to China we bring the
FINK ONLINE

LEFT: Top audio engineer Karl- Heinz Fink

of the latest Fink projects to come to the
KHF: 'It's difficult to say. The

market; Fink Audio- Consulting worked

story of the original Mercury is

on the BMR drive unit for NXT. This is

just funny because the budget

the 4.5in circular drive unit; the Potytec

Fink Audio- Consulting has awebsite at

market was really into British

scanning head that allows adrive unit to

www.fink-audio.com where you can get

brands and Ithink it was KEF

be scanned and animated so on- screen

more information about the company

Coda at that time that was very

performance can be swiftly analysed;

and more details of some of the

popular and we were thinking

the anechoic chamber at the Fink HO in

companies Fink has worked with.

how to make something that

Essen; speaker prototypes and work in

could beat something like KEF

progress at Fink; the Fink signage
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TECHTALK

IN MY OPINION

Hidden horrors for
btue Laser buyers
BARRY FOX

T

The release of the first HD-DVD player has highlighted a
variety of problems that may mean it's best to stick with CD
and DVD for the immediate future. Barry Fox reveals why...
HOCP, say their system has

he technical specification
for the first HD-DVD

been approved to carry DVD-

player, the ThomsontRCA

Audio, SACD, Dolby TrueHD and

HDV5000 and Toshiba HD-

DTS-HD signals. There is no

Al, tells awarning tale. The
combined dead weight of HDMI,

'legal requirement to downsample when HDCP encryption

HDCP and AACS content control

is used. There is also practical

could add up to one very good

*iffiness .over how far HDMI

-eason

cables can carry wide bandwidth

to stick with CD and DVD.

HDMI [' digital Scarf) and

signals and whether the flimsy

'There will be a
thriving trade
in grey imports
unless more
technology is
used to stop
players working'

accused me of not asking.
In two years AACS has only
issued two press releases. Its
website has no search engine,
and the News and FAQ sections
are empty, so there's no easy
way to find the Compliance
Rules that cover audio output
constraints. The players
on sale are made under an

HDCP encryption come from

sockets can

asubsidiary of computer chip

cope with

licence, pending finalisation

maker Intel, those wonderful

the

of a * final adopter agreement'

'interim adopter agreement'

people who worked w,th

that clarifies issues such as

Microsoft to make Windows

Image Constraint Tokens ( to

what it is today. • Depends on the

quarter picture quality sent to

HDMI receiver' say more than

unprotected outputs), Digital

adozen sections of the spec

Only Tokens IDOTs - they allow

for auto- adapting the player to

some programme material to

different HDMI receivers. This is
because receiver manufacturerb
cannot be relied or ta ID- code
their ROM chips correctly.

be transported only by protected
watermarking Ito bury ID marks

player - no compliance
weight of HDMI cables.

FLIMSY SOCKETS
This doesn't explain wry the

digital outputs), Verance

ABOVE: Toshiba's HD-DVD

The sound fed out from the

in analogue sound and vision
locks up both blue laser

that work with AACS protection),

systems. Simplay Labs does try

and Regional Coding.

unencrypted digital outputs is

to communicate but AACS-LA

Thom/Tosh player always down-

capped at 48kHz and 16 bits.

still buries informat,on.

samples 96/192kHz PCM stereo

This isn't just abandwidth

to 48kHz

and down- samples

When AACS was called for

ENFORCING RESTRICTIONS
There's no date for afinal

limIation of the S/PDIF digital

comments on its technology,

rrulti-channel audio when the

outputs, it's written into the

the e-mail address rejected

some restrictions not

screen has 480p pictures!

Compliance Rules set by AACS-

e- mails. AACS employs aPR

yet enforced. There's no

LA, the Licensing Administration

company that initially refused to

standardised logo to go on blue

for the copy protection that

answer my questions and then

Simplay Labs and Silicon
Image, which control HDMI and

THE INSIDE TRACK ON ...

agreement that will enforce

laser disc packaging to warn
consumers that aprogramme

BLUE LASER BACKGROUND

has ICT and/or DOT flags. So
when consumers buy adisc they

SCART ( short for Syndicat

equipment in Europe. Other parts of the

equipment for compatibility. It also

des Constructeurs d'Appareils

wo -Id wisely rejected it.

has auseful website www.simplayhd.

may prevent it from doing.

Radiorécepteurs et Teléviseurs) was

HDMI ! High Definition Multimedia

com/index.cfm?page=wp88,CRID-9

There's no date for an ' analogue

the name given in the late 1970s to a

Interface) was developed by Intel's

AACS-LA is the Licensing Administrator

sunset', after which players

flakey 21- pin socket imniector. The

Silicon Image, with Hitachi, Panasonic,

for the Advanced Access Content

can't have analogue HD outputs.

French Government passed laws that

Ph .lips, Sony, Thomson [ RCA] and

System copy protection used for Blu-ray

forced anyone making or importing a

Toshiba. HMI has auseful website at

and HD-DVD. The website is at

players with analogue outputs

TV or video to provide SCART sockets.

www.hdmi.org/consumer/faq.asp

www.aacsla.com/home

in countries where any

European standards body Ceneec

Silicon Image added High Bandwidth

SiPDIF is the Sony/Philips Digital

prohibitions might be illegal,

made it astandard. SCI did Britain's BSI.

Digital Content Protection, with support

Interface, used on most CO and DVD

there will be athriving trade in

The EC in Brussels issued aDirective.

from Fox, Universal, Warner and Disney.

equipment, with phono or optical

grey imports unless yet more

SCART is now used on virtually all video

Simplay Labs was set up to test HDMI

connectors.

cannot know what the player

If AACS has to allow

hidden AACS technology is used
to stop players working.
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Audiostatic ZICME is the latest and

Pass Labs amplification is tube amp-

greatest evolution of Audiostatic

like in its simplicty of circuit designE

technology - aloudspeaker so
transparent and fast the only sound

Eorgeous styling and peerless

it makes is that of the source and
amplification driving i
lee

most coveted amplifying devices in the
NorldE

Pass Labs
Audiostatic
Rives
Coincident Speaker Technology Symposium
Ferguson-Hill
Zu

-111M11.-

-

roceedingsEEith

construction make these some of the

Musicology is the exclusive UK distributor for:
Atma-sphere

000 000
salesEmusicologelcoMuk
*rgJ musicologyEcoEuk

Iu:

Eruid lets any amplifier sing its heart
tMith no crossover to interrupt the

eoe dE sensitivity and

Ehm loadEl the Nruid is tailor-made
rthe real Elo rld demands of loNer-

.oEered tube amplifiers

Musicology

-

COUSTICA
HOME CINEMA

Amphion Arcam ART Audiolab MID Ayre
Classé FocaUll Lab Linn Products 1VJ Acoustics Konitor àue
Nam Audio Nautilus Primare Quadraspire Rega BEL Rotel
Shahinian

Spendor Sugden The \\ adia

New dedicated AV dem rooms
now open in Chester & Stafford
Acoustica
17 Hoole Road
CHESTER CH2 3NH

01244 344227
www.acoustica.co.uk
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Acoustica
114 Wolverhampton Road
STAFFORD ST17 4AH

01785 258216
www.acoustica.co.uk

Griffin Audio
3Gibo Terrace, Gibb St
BIRMINGHAM B9 4M

0121 224 7300
www.griffinaudio.co.uk

DVD-A PLAYER TEST

CLASSÉ CD P-300

£4995

Top of the
Classé

Nowadays 1080p video is becoming
de rigeur for high- end DVD players, and
they don't get much more exclusive than
Classé's CDP-300. Paul Miller offers the
one and only full technical review

DETAILS
Classe CDP-300
OVD-A player

F

irst demonstrated at the
Munich High- End Show

D\rD-Aud oplayer bellore ds

of uniqueness with its full colour

auspic ous release this sprirg.

TFT disp.ay that combines

in 2CIF5, it's been ayear

At the time, the CDP-:300 was

avideo 1DVD1 preview with a

of further, steady evolution

to be the first player equipped

touchscreen setup menu. Classé

for Classés £ 4995 CDP-300

wit -1a " 080p digital video

is also the first company to

oubput while also offering

implement the AVC2510 video

REVIEW SYSTEM

urviversaU corr patibility with
DVD-A and SACO. The

CI) E4995
4) www.classeaudio.com
©

II

Superb picture, sound and
build

format converter from National
Semiconductor, apotent foil for

Displays: SIM2 C3X Lite DLP

.ikes of Cenon and Marantz

the Realta de-interlacer and

pojector, Fu itsu P5OXTS40 50in

have delivered 108Cp ahead

DVDO scaler combination used

pasma

of Classes schedule while its

in Denon's DVD-AlXVA (
Hi Fi

Amplifiers: Arcam A119 pre- amp/

implementation of SACO was to

01903 221500

t
iVlp\ Limited

digital video
‘C./ adjustment

processor, 6xArcam Pl power

impact the system architecture

News, June 2006) and one that
offers another route to 1080p

amplifiers

so significantly that it was finally

digital video.

Speakers: d&W Nautilus 802/804/

abandoned. Too great acost for

hTM1/ASW1150 loudspeakers

tao little commercial uptake

still to release the final drivers

finally arrive nboth quantity and

Cables: Townsheni Interconnects ani

might serve as SACD's epitaph.

for its 1080p DLP chip solution,

variety, at least Classés CDP-

And yet the CDP-300 does

so the first such projectors from

300 will be ready and waiting...

SIM2 and Projectiondesign are a

And what an impressive

0E0 speaker cable

retain more than asuggestion

At the time of writing, TI is

few months off, behind Pioneer's
true 1080p PDP-5000EX plasma
TV. But when 1080p displays do

JULY 2006
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DVD-A PLAYER TEST

chunk of architecture to

setting that invokes Dolby's

but the COP- 300 is in aleague

AV processor/DAC like the

complement Classés other

dynamic compression mode

of its own in this regard. At a

Arcam AV9, it both sounds and

Delta- series components. The

with DVD movie soundtracks.

time when reducing our power

looks superb straight from the

body is fashioned from amassive

Video adjustments are very

consumption is becoming a

box. The slightly pinched vocal

alloy extrusion that's rolled into

straightforward and limited to

very real issue, the sad fact is

quality and sharp percussion

the U-shaped chassis visible

0/7.5IRE black levels, 4:3, 16:9

you'll never hear the CDP-300

from Jamie Cullum's Catching

in our photographs. All that

and letterbox aspect ratios

at its very best unless it's left on,

Tales CD undoubtedly relaxes

decorates this alloy girder is the

and 480/576 interlaced and

permanently.

into its stride once the CDP-300

colour TFT display ( sourced from

progressive SD video along with

Sharp) and an illuminated slot

HD 720p, 1080i and, of course,

cut it, for unless the player is

his voice is articulate but not icy.

designed to gracefully accept any

the ultimate 1080p resolutions.

kept cooking it tends to sound

It also cuts through the thicker

120mm CD(R/RWI or DVD(A/
FRONT

+RW/-RW) posted in its direction.

is properly on- song, ensuring

Standby mode just doesn't

81

REAR PANELS

Behind this thin letterbox lies
aslot- loading OVO mechanism
from TEAC, the DV28SL Atapi
drive that's connected directly
to asingle- chip ( DVD) audio and
video, Dolby and DTS decoder
solution from Crystal.
From here the video and
audio take separate paths,
the former to the National
Semiconductor processor for
de- interlacing, scaling and
output to aSilicon Image SiI9030

VOW 011.111

HDCP-encoder that drives the

«U.

-

HDMI v1.1 output. The audio
is upsampled through three

twerm. moo wee,.

CS8421 processors from its

„

tft

native 44.1kHz ) CD) or 48/96kHz
(DVD) to 192kHz/24-bit before

MEN

OLM11111.11111.• MON.

e CI]

ICE

addressing three CS4398 DACs.
These DACs have abuilt-in
digital volume control which,

Wired IR, 12V trigger, CAN- BUS and RS232 communications ports allow the CDP-300 to be fully integrated into any home

in the CDP-300's default state,

automation system. Six single- ended analogue outputs service multichannel OVO Aand decoded Dolby/DTS movie soundtracks

are disabled. You may activate

while apair of balanced outputs are provided, as an option, for stereo CD/DVD-A media. Composite, component and S- video

the main volume from the Audio

connections are provided by default although most users will avail themselves of the digital video ( up to 1080p) offered through

Options » Volume Control menu

HOMI. In addition, the v1.1 HDMI output delivers S/PDIF, Dolby/DTS bitstreams and 6- channel OVO Aup to 192kHz, despite the

path at the expense of some

fact that the Silicon Image datasheet for its SiI9030 PanelLink transmitter suggests it's only version 1.0 compatible...

noise and lost dynamic range.
KEY FEATURES

and heavier Hammond organ

'This is not the sort of product
designed to appeal to the gadget
conscious... this is no bad thing'

which can all too easily sound

The latter is only available as

slightly congested through bass

treble all build into abold but

in my view, as the CDP-300

digital video through the HDMI

and midrange while strained

never boisterous acoustic that

has been conceived to offer an

v1.1 port. There is no deeper

and lacking freedom through its

captures all the atmosphere of

exceptional level of performance

menu offering adjustment of

treble, whether auditioned with

the event, large or small.

right out of the box. Standard

gamma, colour, digital noise

plain vanilla CD or multichannel

speaker configuration options

reduction or video/film mode

DVD-A. Once the player is

to cast alarge and impressive

are provided for small and large

detection regimes, for all this

simmering, its sound is similarly

acoustic is mirrored by its deft

boxes but there's no user-

is irrevocably burned into the

warm and richly flavoured,

handling of the most ambient

adjustment of sub crossover

CDP-300's brain - the National

infused with amusical colour

of movie soundtracks. The

frequency, for example. As we'll

Semiconductor AV2510 ( see The

that's not dissimilar to the

rainstorm secuence midway

find ( in Data File) the CDP-300

Inside Track...)

open transparency achieved by

through Open Range has water

This is not the sort of product
designed to appeal to the
gadget- conscious, for its range
of audio and video adjustments
are pared down to the bare
essentials. This is no bad thing

both measures and sounds at its
best with the sub enabled and all

LISTENING IN

its main channels set to ' Large'.

Hi Fi News readers will be

mix of MMW's Uninvisible OVO A
congested. Instead, the deep but
smooth- sounding bass, clear
mid and sweet but extended

In fact, the COP- 300's ability

the Esoteric UX-1 (
HiFi News,

splashing off the rooftops

January 2006).

and running down the muddy

The protracted warm-

thoroughfare as if your room
were placed plumb in the

familiar with audio products that

up is certainly an analogue

and lip- sync delay are provided

take atime to warm-up before

affair because, as aCO/OVO

middle of the set. Similarly,

along with a ' late night'

reaching their sonic potential,

transport linked to an external

the protracted gLnfight near

Channel levels, distance
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the dramatic conclusion of

The Chronicles of Narnia, a

enjoy 6- channel Dolby EX or DTS

LIGHTS OUT

the movie finds the percussive

scratching, groaning effect

ES decodes you'll need to hook

Viewed with my calibrated

impact of pistols, rifles and the

that'll have you turning your

the player into an external AV

SIM2 C3X projector onto a10ft

double-barreled scattergun all

head as the CDP-300 perfectly

processor via either S/PDIF or

matt white screen, the image

possessing asatisfying, if rib-

illustrates the image on the

HDMI digital outputs. The latter

quality offered by the CDP-300

crunching thud that contrasts

screen with sounds from front,

may also be employed to carry

via HDMI is clean, crisp and in

beautifully with the gentle pace

centre and surrounds. It's

encrypted, multichannel DVD-A

terms of colour purity, up with

of the movie as awhole.

worth remembering that the

to the few AV amps equipped

the very best players. MPEG

CDP-300, in common with all

with decoding, products like the

noise reduction, too, is just about

walls of ice that permeate

DVD players, only offers a5.1

Denon AVC-Al 1XV (
Hi Fi News,

the very best we've seen, or not

the queen's castle from

channel analogue output. To

October 2005) for example.

seen, as the case may be.

Then there's the creaking

LIFTING THE LID

Slot- loading DVD drive from TEAC

The player's main OVO audio/video and
Dolby/DTS decoder chip is fitted to the
mainboard under the audio daughter board

Separate analogue filter stages are
provided for the first six single- ended

Upconversion to 192kHz/24bit digital

analogue outputs and the two balanced

audio is achieved here...

analogue outputs

This Altera processor offers full video

...before reaching the three CS4398 DACs

blending, combining the OSO graphics

from Crystal

with the ( OVO) video throughput to the
colour, touch panel TFT isplay.

National Semiconductor's dual-channel

Abig, linear PSU is used for the

video de-interlacer and scaler lies at the

analogue audio circuits...

heart of the player
...with aswitchmode supply feeding

This Silicon Image TOMS PanelLink

the OVO transport, video and digital

converter encrypts and drives the HDMI

electronics.

video output. The chip supports HDMI v1.1
with up to 8channels of 192kHz/24bit

The analogue video outputs are driven

digital audio and digital video up to

from the ADV7310 video DAC from

1080p/60Hz

Analog Devices

THE INSIDE TRACK ON...
As I
discussed in our review of Marantz's
DV9600 OVO player (
HiFi News, April
2006), 1080p video might well be the
Holy Grail of super- HD home cinema
but the native resolution of OVO still
remains only 480 or 576 lines with NTSC
and PAL formats, respectively. Most
home cinema projectors use native 1280
x720 display chips, so there's aneed
to scale up to 720p along with 1080i
as the preferred resolution for many
plasma panels. We are on the cusp of
true, progressive 1080-line displays
which will surely benefit from Sky's
forthcoming 1080i HD broadcasting, but
1080p source material remains as rare
as hen's teeth. Until one or either HO OVO format gets off the ground, we are
left with plain vanilla OVO scaled, albeit
with highly intuitive software, up to this

NATIONAL SEMICONDUCTOR AND 1080P

exalted standard.
Up until now, the Silicon Optix
Realta, Anchor Bay/DVDO and Gennum
scaling options have ruled the 1080p
roost, but they now face competition
from the National Semiconductor
AVC2510 dual-channel format converter
used by Classé in its CDP-300. I
believe
we'll also see the same chip pressed
into service by Naim when it finally
launches the scaler to accompany its
DVD5 and n-Vi products.
This one chip combines advanced
noise reduction with full per- pixel,
motion-adaptive de- interlacing and
scaling to 1920 x1080p up to 60Hz. The
video DSP also includes an adaptive
contrast enhancement, alama and
chroma edge enhancement and colour
remapping within aIwinD' architecture

•

This performance comes
courtesy of the National
Semiconductor video processor
as does the slight edge
enhancement and cool- looking
gamma specified by Classes
engineers. Movies like Open
Range with their natural lighting,
broad panoramic vision and
minimum reliance on special
effects look entirely realistic
while other films, like the
recent Chronicles of Narnia

that supports the simultaneous output
of HD and SO video. This means up to
1080p from HDMI with 480/576p from
the component analogue output. 720p
and 1080i are technically possible
from component video, but as this
would contravene its Macrovision
copy protection licence, Classé's legal
eagles have set aglass ceiling of 576p.

release can have their COI and
disappointingly crude overlays
torn apart by the explicit
resolution of the CDP-300.
As expected, the player's
resolution of Asian's ( Narnia's
heroic lion) rugged mane was
slick and finely- detailed while,
in amore general context, the
dazzling contrast between the
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CD/DVD-A PLAYER TEST

CLASSÉ CDP-MO

£4995

DATA FILE
MEASURED SPECS
Maximum multichannel output Level

1.98V

A-wtd S/N ratio ( single-ended/balanced)
Distortion, kHz, OdBFs/-30dBFs
Distortion, 20kHz/OdBFs

.105dB / 110dB

0.0014%

/ 0.004%

0.024%

Distortion, 40kHz/OdBFs
Digital jitter ( CD/DVD-A)

0.03%
140psec

/ 114psec

DVD-A resolution Íd - 100dBFs

+0.3/-0.0dB

Stereo separation, 20Hz-20kHz

105dB-75dB

Dimensions

445 x121 x419mm ( whd)

Weight

12kg

LAB REPORT
This is certainly aDVD player fine-tuned for ahouse sound rather than to set
new standards in low distortion or the widest achievable S/N ratio. For example,
THD reaches aminimum of - 0.0013°/e with CD/DVD-A media at its 1.98V peak
output through the midrange, but this increases to - 0.024% with CD and 48kHz
DVD-A at 20kHz and - 0.0re with 96kHz DVD-A at 40kHz as the analogue filter
circuit is progressively strained. In fact, distortion at 20kHz falls lo aminimum
of 0.003% at - 23dBFs which, from the standpoint of musical content, is amore
ABOVE. Every setup feature offered by Classe is navigable by tapping through the
menu that pops- up on its TFT display . The same menus are accessible via remote

realistic level than OdBFs.
The S/N ratio is also acceptable at 104dB but somewhat behind what can

where the features are duplicated and overlaid atop both analogue and digital

be achieved with 24- bit audio ( see Arcam CD36, this issue) and shows some

video outputs

additional artefacts between 5-15kHz on the right-hand channel. Close attention
to the digital path has resulted in alow 114psec jitter with DVD media while the

100- year winter of the forest to
the verdant greens of Narnia
in spring possessed an almost
visceral impact. Have no doubt,
the CDP-300 is both audibly and
visually aplayer of substance.
Indeed, as the picture quality
is within agnat's whisker of the
very best available, its almost
easier to point out its minute
shortcomings. For example, and
compared with Denon's OVOA1XVA, the CDP-300 seems less
comfortable at handling scrolling
text on film and betrays just a
hint of de- interlacing artefacts
with particularly busy scenes.

'The CDP-300's
ability to cast
an impressive
acoustic is
mirrored by its
deft handling
of the most
ambient of
soundtracks'

response is gently rolled off to - 0.9dB at 20kHz ( 48kHz/96kHz DVDI, - 4dB at
45kHz ( 96kHz DVD-A) and - 10dB at 80kHz I192kHz DVD-A).
Classés player passes all the Dolby conformance tests with flying colours,
offering alow 0.0017% distortion through the midrange with 5.1 channel media.
Unpacking of NIP encoded audio is also handled without upset, even at 192kHz
where some players have exhibited abug or two. Bass management, however,
still requires some further tweaking for while the LF content of any ' Small'
channels is cleanly directed to the sub, it is possible to clip the front channels
(-12% distortion) once the sub is disengaged and additional LF content is
re-routed. Stick with the sub engaged or all channels set to Large if the sub is
defeated, and you'll not go wrong. This issue does not affect multichannel audio
piped out via HDMI or 5.1 channel bitstreams delivered through S/PDIF to an
external AV processor.
•For full HiFi News test reports on the CDP-300's CD, DVD-A, DVD and Dolby
Digital performance, please log onto www.milleraudioresearch.com/avtech

display systems.
Otherwise, the CDP-300's
freedom from motion blur,

HI-FI NEWS VERDICT

MOMENTARY JAGGIES

chroma artefacts and its ability

Throughout Miracle, the re-

to deliver both inky deep blacks

Classés CDP-300 is aplug- and- play, fit- and- forget DVD solution for the enthusiast

telling of the US ice hockey

along with crisp, Daz-like whites

who values performance but is rather less turned- on by the prospect of extensive

team's eventual supremacy

with no crushing of bright

fiddling to achieve the ultimate viewing experience with every disc. Hey, you might

over the Russians at the 1980

highlights is both memorable

even have it in another room entirely and run the player via an RS232 controller such

Olymp;cs, there are scenes

and impressive.

as an i.Command or Crestron. It is, if you pardon the pun, adistinctly classy option

where massed waving of the

Along with National

for the well-heeled movie buff.

stars and stripes combine with

Semiconductor, Classés design

the clash of sticks and showers

team has spent this last year

of powdered ice to cause some

fine-tuning the de- interlacing,

alternative to Denon's DVD-

user- configuration, for while

momentary jaggies.

enhancement and scaling

A1XVA DVD player.

the Denon is festooned with

— hese

are

less obvious when the 720p or

algorithms applied by the

1080p teed is supplanted by

AVC2510 so that we, quite frankly

the- art DVD replay and both

and noise reduction, the sight

1080i, although such distinctions

don't have to. As aresult, the

are fully future- proofed with

and sound of the Classé model

will only be noticed by seasoned

Classe CDP-300 represents

digital 1080p video outputs.

is largely predetermined by its

viewers using state-of-the-art

aviable but very different

The difference comes in their

engineers. CI
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Both units offer state- of -

adjustments for gamma, colour
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The Best just got Better

New L.III INTEGRATED amp *

STEREO amp *

24 bit / 192kHz CD player

*****
Kandy Mkill Integrated amplifier

Kandy Integrated amplifier
FIve Stara
,UPEF

WHAT HI-FI? SOUND AND VISION

Kandy MkIll CD

S

WHAT HI-FI? SOUND AND VISION

HI-FI CHOICE

Kandy MkIll integrated amplifier
WHAT HI-FI? SOUND AND VISION

Kandy MkIll integrated amplifier

Kandy CD player, Amplifier & Speakers
Five Stars
WHAT NI-FIT SOUND AND VISION

Kandy Integrated amplifier

Kandy MKIII integrated amplifier

WHAT HI-FIT SOUND AND VISION

Favi•
WHAT HI-FI? SOUND AND VISION

Ater 2003

Kandy CD

Five Stars
2000

Kandy CD
WHAT HI-FI? SOUND AND VISION Mardh 2000

Five Stars
WHAT HI-FI? SOUND AND VISION

KANDY

, ry 2001

WHAT HI-FI? SOUND AND VISION

•• tJuly 2003

Kandy MKIII integrated amplifier
Fe Star
WHAT HI- FIT SOUND AND VISION
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11I HENLEY DESIGNS

Tel: 01235 511 166

www.henleydesigns.co.uk

LETTER FROM AMERICA

IN MY OPINION

MP3 versus the
sound of separates
iPod owners join more mature ears to hear the sound of
analogue and digital separates, both budget and high- end.
Will it be sneers or cheers? Michael Fremer finds out

L

ong forgotten but
remarkably vivid

with afreshly- built, untested

Ihad been so carefL.1. Ah!

Dynaco PAS- 3X pre- amp ($ 691,

The tape monitor is on! Click

memories surfaced

Stereo 120 solid-state amp

-KABOOM! Two woofers and

briefly. only to flip over tike the

($209) combination and my

atwo-week wait later, Iwas in

numbers on my Saab Vector's
odometer as Idrove up New

family's now ' liberated' Acoustic

business. Now that was agreat
sounding system.

York's picturesque Route 17
last March on my way to Ithaca,
home of Cornell University, to
address members of the iPod
generation about analogue and
high-perfermance audio.

MICHAEL FREMER
Michael Fremer is aSenior
Contributing Editor at Stereophile
magazine, aContributing Editor at
UltimateAVmag.com, and Editor/

CURIOUS YOUNGSTERS

Owner of the online music review

We had agreat turnout, though
there was more grey hair in the

website www.musicangle.com. He's
also contributed to The New York

audience than Iwould like to
have seen. Still, Iknow from the

Times, The San Francisco Chronicle,
Consumer Digest, and The Bergen

e- mails Ireceived when Igot

Back ir. 1965 Imade the

BIOGRAPHY

Record [New Jersey) among many
other publications.

trip in five, noisy, bum- bruising

'I tried playing the first Doors LP
but got no sound. Ah! The tape
monitor is on! Click — KABOOM!'

hours behind the wheel of a
black Austin Healey 3000 Mk
II - apositively insane car to
be driving along mountainous
roads in New vork's 'snow belt',

Fremer appeared on the
History of Audio documentary on
The History Channel and has also
been on MTV, The Today Show, CNN,
and hundreds of other radio and
television shows throughout the USA

but Iwas 18 and slipping and
sliding on the narrow two-lane

home, the demonstration piqued

talking about the high- end audio

detour sections of the then

the curiosity of many youngsters

unfinished highway just added a
dollop of adrenalin to the ride.

in attendance.
The folks from Audio

listening experience, home theatre
and the ongoing, unlikely resurgence

MY DIY DYNAKIT

Classics had brought along an
under-$ 1000 system consisting

Michael Fremer brings you news and

Apropos of aud.ophilia. Irecalled

of aDenon AVR 1706 receiver

views from the USA.

building a17.5 watt per channel

1$3991 and apair of B&W DM
303 ($ 399) as well as aMcIntosh

SCA-35 Dynakit integrated amp

ABOVE: Audience listens as quality budget

1$991 in my sophomore year and

components are compared to high- end

using it to drive apair of

of LP vinyl records.
Each month in Hi Fi News magazine

MA 2275 tubed integrated amp

pre- amp but forgot the A- Twas

($6500) and apair of B&W 703

alow output m- c. Duh!

ultra- efficient Frazier

Research AR-2ax speakers and

($3000). Ibrought a $ 299

loudspeakers to insanely high

Dual 1009SK fitted with aShure

Pro-Ject Debut Mk III and a

spinning tunes and

SPLs in my fraternity bedroom

V-15 Type Il cartridge.
Excitedly. Iset it all up and

shared with two friends. Thus

We spent the evening

Radio Shack Optimus CD- 3400

demonstrating that $ 1000 will

portable CD player as sources.

get you afind sounding music

Ialso brought aRega P5

system that could be driven by

began the 'would you please
turc it down?' phase of my

tried playing the first Doors LP
but got no sound. Nothing. Not

fitted with asweet-sounding

inexpensive sources, ( including

life that continues to this day.
Irecalled returning senior year

even with the volume all the
way up. What had Idone wrong'2

Audio-Technica AT-0C9ML/11,
and aGraham Slee phono

an iPod), while moving up to the
big rig made magic.

THE INSIDE TRACK ON...

PRO-JECT TURNTABLES

At one point we did an
LP/CD comparison using Chan
Marshall's ( aka Cat Power)

21st Century Vinyl, Michael Fremer's
Prackal Guide To Turntable Set- Up

RM-5 in America due to atrademark
issue). AU three ' tables are significant

strong sales and the analogue upsurge.

latest release The Greatest.

In terms of value for thc money, and

should be available by the time this

upgrades of products I've reviewed over

overall performance, the Debut1111

Everyone agreed that the
Pro-Ject Debut Mk III smoked

issue publishes. Or it, I
set up three

the years. The fit ' n' finish of the entire
Pro-Ject line has improved dramatically

brought to Cornell is hard to beat. It's

the CD player, with one student

agreat way to get back into analogue

uttering the magic words: ' One

over the past decade, thanks in part to

without spending alot of money.

made me want to listen, one had

turntables: aVPI Scoutmaster, aRega
P5 ard dPro-Ject RPM 5 ( called the

my mind wandering'. CI
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cf the materials he insists

millimetre Bet at CES, Dave

cn using - the Duette is the

slapped " em on a-ack straight

Elompanys new entry-level

out of 3budget furnishihgs

speaker. As for size, well, who

catalogue - zero ngid ty,

can kvetch about an enclosure

anathema to audiophiles - and

measuring 9.125 x18.4 x13.75in

with no

krhdr? This is seriously small

relative height or any other

Which brings us to the next

concerns. Still they sang: full-

attention

paid to toe -in,

c-ucial element of the design

blooded, massive soundstage,

-one that may be its most

enougi impact to •aumiliat(

important feature.

systems twice their size.

NOV/ here's where Icourt

Further to increase the
appeal of the Duette, Wilson felt

some cissent. Possibly

tr an downsizing and ' down -

antagcaising Dave-Mscn,

costing' weren't enough. The

because

produ:t had to be more

tam catheir opticnal s.ancfs,

rccm-friendly than any of the

away from the walls, sacrificing

existirg models. So, with deft

some boendary-entanced bass

emplatica ly prefer

tweak n9 of the crossover, wi:h

for greater three- dmensionality

de atiention to the wiring, the

and air This is classic, textbook

rear port, he voicing. Wilson has

s:uff abut nea --bcunda-y

produced amodel that actually

erfects no mysteries here.

excels in many ways whc•

Iust hid the slight lass Df

'It's the first Wilson speaker
ever that wasn't hit with the
ugly stick. It's actually pretty'

ittle
Beaut
Wilson Audio has come up with a
bookshelf design in its new Duette.
In aworld exclusive test Ken Kessler
marvels at aWilson he thinks hasn't
been hit with the ' ugly stick'

E

very nanufact_ser would
like you to think that
every product its makes

cürieeguence tc its catalogue as
the Cuette. But why so?
Clearly, the Duete was

jej against boundaries. More

foe inconsequemial ccmpared

nscuciant -egarding positioning.

to the freedom the sound

And another thing: it's the

gains by eliminating any sort

:•init Wilson speaker ever that

of congest on. But whether

wasa't hat with the ugly stick.

personal taste or domestic

It's actually pretty rather then

issues dictate either position n

merely anorher exercise in form

yoir listen ng room, gull be

followirg function. The sculpted

1.steninç tc aprc per Wilson. It',

front panel that minimises

just not luge, ornery nor

dir-acten, : he ' cathedral' grille,

tuank-brEakirgly expensive.

the breatataking, automotive-

Wilson descries the Cuetlk

çrale gloss finishes - you'd be

as

for:iien for thinking Wilson hired

in audio history to be equally

some hat an designer to handle

at nome or abookshelf,

tie aesthetics.

a-chiteclurally integraLed nto
a

the fi-st loudspeaker

cr mounted on a

PARILESS POSITIONING

speaker stand'. Befo -ethe ma.:

Eack to Jr eoainless positioning,

rloods in - you can start u th

though. Dave proved this at
the speakers debut in Las

DETAILS

Vegas this past January, at the
Con3Jrner Electronics Show
[CBI. Any o' you who are
fern lar w th Wilson product,
either as cwiers or simply
hay 13 experienced them at
shows or vicariously through

is amilestone in its history,

conceived from the outset

reviews, are aware that anally

something al earth- shattering

to broaden Wilson's appeal,

retentive set - up regimes are

importanoe Some prcdJcts

through bob its price and size.

as much ppart of the Wilson

will mear alo• more in : he

While hardly cheap - Dawe

exper en:E as the gloss paint.

greater scherr eof th ngs. But

Wilson has stated emphatically,

YOU',E hca -dabout installers

it's doubaul : hat Wilson Audio

many times, that he cannot

whipcing out tape measures

has issued a-1,thing cf as great

make budget speakers because

to position the speakers to the
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augmented lower regiS•e -stc

fl" pprtantly, the Duette is almost

Wilson Duette

e,
[8900 la pair)

www.absolutesounds.com
020 8971 3909

0 Warm and textured
e Price, low impedance

WILSON DUETTE • £8900
REVIEW SYSTEM

Wharfedale Diamonds, assorted

differing circumstances, possibly

an 8in woofer that appears to

vintage ARs or Dynacos, et al, if

even to address specific amps

employ classic paper cones.

you want to contradict that bold

or cables. The flexibility this

Those who have always preferred

claim - let's just regard it as a

imparts is almost limitless.

this will revel in the scarily

Marantz CD12/DA12 CD players; SME

fast bass - probably the most

20/12 turntable, 312S arm, Koetsu

mission statement with afrisson

Sources: Audio Research CO7 &

ONLY LAPSE

surprising characteristic of the

Urushi cartridge

Two sets of resistors are

Duette, as it exhibits none of the

Amplifiers: Audio Research PH5

conscious effort Wilson has

supplied with the Duettes, one

whoofling of ported speakers.

phono stage; McIntosh C2200 pre- amp;

made for achieving what they

for near- wall set-ups and one

If you didn't know better, you'd

McIntosh MC275, Quad 909 power amps

rightly call a ' paradoxical feat.'

for freestanding mode. This is

swear it was asealed box: it's

Succinctly, they described

the only lapse in build behaviour:

that tight and crisp. The driver

behaviour. Remember: Wilson

the project thusly: ' Instead of

the resistors are loose and

is also along throw type, so the

didn't want the Duette to exhibit

of hyperbole.
What's undeniable is the

taking aloudspeaker designed

unpotted, with fiddly bare wire

Duette goes deeper and louder

classic sweet spot behaviour. In

and voiced for optimal room

connections to the terminals on

than you'd ever demand of a

the real world, speakers need to

placement, with plenty of air

the back of the Novel. A speaker

speaker this size.

satisfy audiences not locked into

behind and beside the speaker,

of this calibre deserves anicely

and then trying to force it

finished plug-in block.

An all- new tweeter unique
to Wilson was also developed

hot seat positioning. A number
of superlative tweeters were

Tuning details don't stop

for the Duette, a 1in cloth soft

tried, but none gave as wide a

engineers did the opposite:

there: the connection between

dome to give generous off- axis

window.

they designed Duette from

the Novel and the Duette is

the ground up as a-hostile

through supplied umbilical

environments - loudspeaker'.

cables, one set each for

'Hostile environments' - Ilike

near- wall and free- space,

into a-bookshelf - mode, our

FRONT& BACK

"The first loudspeaker in audio
history to be equally at home on a
shelf, in a cabinet or on a stand"
that. It describes 99% of the

carefully configured for length.

listening rooms on this planet.

Again, they are dedicated to

And now there's something that

the requirements of the two

might suit the majority of them.

positions, and you will hear
detrimental effects if you try t

ONLY LAPSE
Although in reductio the Duette
is simply atwo-way speaker with

wrong ones.
Other benefits occur by

arear port, to dismiss it as such

outboard component. It allows

is to ignore some of the most

Wilson to keep Duette relatively

complex manoeuvring I've seen

small, while benefiting the

in asmall box since the Sonus

midrange/bass driver with the

faber Extrema. At the very least,

extra internal volume regained

the Duette is atwo- chassis

by removing the crossover from

speaker in that it employs an

the cabinet. Another upside

outboard crossover for many

is that the Novel crossover

reasons. Dubbed the ' Novel

module's remote location

crossover module', probably

removes it from proximity to thu

because it's the size of afat

magnetic fields generated by

book, it stands vertically and it

the drive units. Wilson point:ii

will sit nicely on ashelf below

cut that the Novel crossover can

the Duette itself.
The Novel is adjustable

therefore use: 'Alexandria- sized,
and crossover components. The

on its rear plate. In keeping

outcome of this approach is

with established Wilsonian

bass extension, dynamic impact,

practice, these adjustments

and asense of scale normally

address group delay and the

associated with much larger

tonal effects of near- boundary

loudspeakers. Additionally, the

placement, and - as Dave will

crossover is unaffected by any

inevitably experiment with them

resonances within the enclosure,

through the speaker's life - one

so distortion is reduced and

suspects that over the years,

resolution enhanced'.

combinations on offer for

mumma•Mmlit

Alexandria- quality inductors

externally via resistors mounted

there will be even more resistor

DUEITE .

making the crossover an

Two new drivers were

-y-

ABOVE: The Duette on its all- metal stand. Note that the Novel crossover unit fits into a
specially shaped cavity on the baseplate behind the pillar

designed for Duette, including
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LOUDSPEAKER TEST

WILSON DUETTE • £8900
While Imaintain that the

Note that the Duette is easy

to the suggestion that the

open-air performance is

to drive. But, because it's so

musician is in the room. Even

superior, Icouldn't fault the

revealing, don't think of wasting

with the heavily treated vocals

off- axis behaviour when Ihad the

the speaker's potential with

of Garfunkel's lush

Duettes close to the walls. You

cheap amplifiers. What seem

Eyes For You' - astudio creation

Only Have

can sit anywhere you like with

like subtle differences between

if ever Iheard one - there's still

the Duette, because the sweet

CD players, or LP pressings,

afrisson of realism that can only

spot is the antithesis of, say, the

suddenly become vivid - it's a

be put down to an utter lack of

original WATT/Puppy's onanistic

retailer and reviewer's dream,

artifice. No cabinet colorations

listening zone.

because the Duette lets the

intrude; nothing suggests an

listener hear everything. But at

onset of listener fatigue even

box fashioned from Wilson's

the same time, it's not so in-

over long sessions. With that

proprietary cabinet materials,

your- face as to be oppressive.

track, you will understand the

Housed in agorgeous

the drivers provide aclarity
and focus that is, effectively,

And here's where Wilson
succeeded in making the Duette

notion of ' liquidity' in sound, and
you will marvel at the coherence,

the Wilson signature. But Dave
managed to respect all of his
ABOVE: Cabinet sports gloss finish

obsessions - three-dimensional

BELOW: Outboard crossover requires

sound, retrieval of low-level

resistors to be fitted externally

detail, phase coherence, ultratransparency - without cursing

'You can take the most miserable
Bitch-Wife from Hell and dare
her to object to this speaker'

the Duette with the kind of
dictatorial attitude associated

pretty darn close to all things to

despite the mix of instruments

with his larger loudspeakers.

all people': If you want to rock, it

and textures.

SIT UP AND LISTEN

will tear the roof off. If you want

Most of all the speakers

smooth, it will pour Dino's drink.

impress because they seem to
vanish in the manner of agreat

Martinets to afault, most Wilson

Iplayed material from Katrina

speakers grab you and make

& the Waves power pop to the

dipole. This realty is a ' Quad- In-

you listen. They're like the sort

sheer silk of Art Garfunkel to the

A- Box'. But Dave has respected

of high-performance sports cars

cheesy mono original of ' Volare',

the Wilson pecWng order: you

in which you can't really relax:

every song handled deftly and

have to consider aSophia or

TVRs, Porsche GTs, anything

with respect to its genre.

WATT/Puppy if you want the

Italian. The Duette is more like

Already mentioned are

sort of levels that inflict hearing

aMercedes SL or aLexus GS:

scale and transparency. What

damage, or the bass that causes

tootle along when you want, in

mustn't be overlooked, though,

subsidence. Then again, one

comfy saloon mode, or kick it

are warmth, texture and tonal

doesn't expect Wilson to

into ' Sport' and start shifting

accuracy, all of which add

re- write the laws of physics CI

those gears.
Which is not to say that this
is alunatic- free zone. Because

DATA FILE

aspeaker selling for £ 8900

WE LISTENED TO

per pair ( with an extra £ 1800 if
you go the stand- mount route)

Mendelssohn

must be set up by the dealer,

Overtures

the owner will never see the

Claudio Abbado/LSO

little feet/cone arrangement

(DC 423 104-20) CD

developed by Wilson. To finetune the Duette's Group Delay for

Neil Diamond

specific listening distances and

12 Songs

heights, aset of spikes in three

(Columbia 82876761312A)

sizes magnetically attach to the
side or bottom of Duette. These

Art Garfunkel

rest in dimples in brass discs

Breakaway

that fit into indents on the top of

(Columbia 468873 2) CD

the stands, or between speaker
and shelf. Fiddly, but they work.

Domenico Modugno

Mere seconds into listening

MAKER'S SPECS
Nominal Impedance:

4ohm, 3ohm min

Woofer:

8in

Tweeter:

lin soft dome

Sensitivity:

89dBf01W/lm

Minimum amplifier power:
Frequency response:
Dimensions:

7W/ch
(+ 0, — 3dB) 36Hz-32.5kHz
9.125 x18.4 x13.74in ( whd)

Weight Duette:

39lb ( each)

Weight Novel crossover:

19lb ( each)

Approx shipping weight:

210lb ( for complete system)

HI-FI NEWS VERDICT
If the Duette is as important as I
suspect it to be, then the implications go

Net Btu Dipinto Di Btu

to the Duette, Ihad confirmed

beyond the coffers of Wilson Audio. Like the Sonos faber Guarneri, we have here

Mecca DL8808) LP

everything Ilearned at CES. You

amilestone in high- end, small box speaker design. The fact that it's painless in

can take the most miserable,

every way ( except its price) will win it legions of fans: it's neither power-hungry

Katrina Leskanich

joyless, selfish Bitch- Wife From

nor room fussy, it delivers the sort of performance you'd expect of amuch larger

Katrina Leskanich

Hell and dare her to object to

speaker, and it is unlikely ever to be obsolete, given Wilson's evolutionary

(KATSWEB-002) CD

this speaker, which is almost so

practices. Aside from some brain- dead Eminem fan requiring more bass or higher

conveniently room- friendly as to

maximum SPLs, I
can't think of abetter way to fill aroom under 25 x15ft.

qualify as an in- wall.
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You won't believe your eyes
inakustik are now wired for HD sound and vision in the UK

inakustik will enhance your HD experience with their huge range of top quality digital HDMI and
DVI leads and interconnects, putting YOU in control of your digital viewing experience.
inakustik - Leading You To A Clearer Future!

Call us now on 020 8427 2777 for our full range and catalogue
or log on to www.in-akustik.com/en/cables.htm

w eneRwoRuf
www.wienerworld.com

akustik

«
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BRANDS EXHIBITING INCLUDE:
Absolute Sounds
Absolute Studio
Acustica Applicata
AMR
Audia
Audio Analogue
Audio Research
Audio Valve
Audiocraft
AudioLab
Audiofreaks
Avalon
Avid Hi Fi
BCD Engineering
Benz- Micro
Beyerdynamic
Blue Angel
Cardas
Clear Audio
conrad-johnson
Copland
Chord Electronics
Crystal
darTleel
DreamVision
Dwin
D.T.S.
Dyer Audio
EAR/Yoshino
EAT Valves
Envizio
Finite Elemente
Fane
GRAAF
Harmonix
Henley
HiDiamond

Hi Fi Furniture
Hi Fi News
HFN Accessories Club
IAG Group
Jadis
Joenit
Karan Acoustics
Koetsu
Krell
Kuzma
Leema Acoustics
Lizard Wizard Audio
Lyngdorf Audio
Magnum Dynalab
MartinLogan
McCormack
Metz
Merlin Loudspeakers
Mimetism
Mission
MJ Acoustics
Monrio
Moth Group
Muse Electronics
Musical Fidelity
Naim
Nitty Gritty
Opera
Origin Live
Ortolon
Oracle
Overkill
Pathos
Perreaux
Pistol
PrimaLuna
Pro-Ject

Hi-FiNews

SHOW
(
:2L°11
5
:17
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2006

Renaissance
Hotel, Heathrow
22, 23, 24 September

Quad
RPM Audio
Reimyo
Roksan
Sonus faber
Sounds of Music
Target
Theta
Townshend
Transparent
Triangle
Tri Planar

UKD
Unison Research
Van Den Hul
Vienna Acoustics
Vifa
Visonik
WEGG
Wharfedale
Wilson Audio
Ypsilon
Yter
Landen Audio Systems

...to the real sound of music. Make sure you experience the

multitude of other prizes throughout the weekend - just visit the

ultimate in high- end audio this September by visiting the Hi Fi

Hi Fi News stand for your free- to- enter competition form!

News Show 2006. If you love music, be it Mozart, Miles Davis or

If you enjoy pictures with your sound we've introduced afloor

Morcheeba, there's only one place to visit and experience how it

dedicated to all things AV so you can experience what it's like to

should be heard; the Renaissance Hotel, Heathrow. The cream in

be dodging swords in Gladiator or laser beams in Star Wars! We're

high- end audio and AV will all be under the same roof, making the

also putting on aspecial AV cinema experience in conjunction with

Hi Fi News Show the UK's biggest high- end hi-fi show.

DIS just in case you need an extra multi- channel fix.

This year's show features aplethora of new product launches

As 2006 marks the 50th anniversary of Hi Fi News, the magazine

and exclusive demos of the world's finest hi-fi equipment. You'll

has organised an extraordinary, not-to- be- missed, display

also be able to listen to some of the most famous names from the

showcasing some of the classic pieces of hi-fi equipment from the

industry giving expert advice and opinion on hi-fi. Plus you'll be

last half century. With so much entertainment to see, hear and do

in with the chance of winning stunning high- end systems and a

-this is an experience you simply cannot miss...

E

L
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Celebraling 50 years of audio excellence
Hi Fi Mews: 1956-2006

•

-r›

Admission price: Adults £8.00, Children under 16 FREE

www.hifinewsshow.com

PHONO STAGE TEST

Somethin
in
A
What is it that makes the sound of
Ayre's flagship phono stage so special?
Is it the clever use of balanced inputs,
the speedy detailed bass, or the
richness with which it delivers vocals?
David Allcock relishes abargain

fthere's one thing

DETAILS

that makes Ayre's
P-5xe m-rnim-c phono

(+) Ayre P-5xephono stage
e

stage stand out immediately it's

£ 1695
www.symmetry-systems.
co.uk

@

01727 865488
Sublime bass, luminous
highs, rich mids
Best used in balanced
mode

that it sperts not only balanced

down by

octputs Lit balanced inputs too.

the toroidal

Not only is this unusual, it's aso

transformer.

very sensible. After all, aphono

Directly behind this is

cartridge sanaturally balanced

achoke with :. nly the rear

source and in amocern audio

third of the chassis acti_ally

system has the lowest level

containing the audio circuit. Gain
is adjusted

susceptibk to the unwanted

switches inside the phono stage

edges of either

effects of RFI emissions.

that offer 4L, 54 or 64dB gain on

speaker system

Treating the negative side as a

single ended outputs, with a¿ dB

used for this test, and

separate earth is an excellent

increase an balanced ot..tputs.

1
ULY

pairs of DIP

way to combat these.
This unit is full dual mono
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4two

of signal, one that is highly

2006

the outer

is populated with realistically
scalec images, with only a

BASICS FIRST

slight loss of focus and aslight

inte.rnal.y, with the left and

However vow cdnfigure

right ha -id sides sha -ing only

even in its basic sirgle-ended

apparent when the single- ended

the power supply and PCB

in/out corfigu -ation, its never

inputs and outputs are used.

substrate. The interrals of the

less tban high4 enjoyabk. The

P-5xe are clean and simple, with

saundstaging is well focused

detailed and comparable with

the front o the chassis weighed

aid spacious, extending beyond

anything I've heard under £ 2500,

Ay -e,

reduction in image solidity being

Bass is fast, powerful and

AYRE P-5XE • £1695
FRONT & REAR PANELS

DATA FILE
MAKER'S SPECS
Gain

50, 60, 70dB to balanced outputs
44, 54, 64dB to single- ended outputs

Input impedance

47k ohm, 1000 ohm, 100 ohm

Output impedance ... 110k ohm balanced outputs ( 55k ohm per phase)
55k ohm unbalanced outputs
Frequency response

ItAc ,z‘

Mai

«MI

Power consumption
Dimensions

The front is plain bar alogo and power light. The rear features, from left: balanced output,

RIAA curve accurate to ± 0.05 dB
10 watt
438 x350 x60mm ( wdh)

Weight

5.5 kg

single- ended output, single- ended input, bal/unbal switch, balanced input, and impedance
DIP switches ( all mirrored on the opposite side). Gain setting is made internally

HI-FI NEWS VERDICT
Without question this is astunning phono stage with exceptional connectivity,

while timing is easily amatch

subtlety in the dynamic range,

excellent build quality and .fit- and- forget operation. It operated in my system

for my £ 5500 Klyne PX3.5. As

the balanced output revealing

without aglitch. At its price its performance puts it in the bona fide bargain

for extension, that scored highly

nuances in an artist's emphasis

category, and aless scrupulous engineer and distributor could have priced this at

too, and you can feel the weight

and phrasing that are only

£3000 without question. The Ayre is atruly excellent design and I
recommend it

of abass on recordings such

hinted at using the single- ended

very strongly. If you're looking for aphono stage in this price range, you owe it to

as the Dave Brubeck Quartet's

output. Soundstaging is also

your music collection to hear this one.

'Blue Rondo àla Turk' from Take

enhanced, with the layering in

Five [
Classic Records CS 81 92]

the depth plane showing greater

without any textural information

resolving power while the lateral

analogue sounds I've ever heard

hardness or undue sibilance,

being obscured.

soundstage is also expanded.

at home. The bass is sublime,

while at the same time boasting

the bass guitar on ' Magic Smile'

exceptional transient speed and

aware of superb levels of

BALANCED INPUT

from Rosie Vela's Zazu [A& M

definition. The result was that

transparency and great subtlety,

Moving to the balanced input

Records AMA 501 6] energizes

each impact on acymbal can be

allowing differences in the

using an Ayre Signature

the air with its low frequencies

heard as an individual event and

phrasing and breathing of a

balanced lead supplied by the

while the initial transient of

without smearing.

performer to be brought to life in

UK distributor (( 595). running

plectrum hitting the string, the

the listening room.

from an SME right-angled 5- pin

reverberant energy of the string

In the midrange, you are

It's only in the high
frequencies that some
shortcomings are in evidence,
and then only in reference to
the Klyne. For example, while
the metallic sheen of cymbals

'This phono stage delivered one
of the finest analogue sounds
Ihave ever heard at home'

Meanwhile, the soundstage
expanded massively. It now
seemed to extend through the
walls of my listening room on
both sides and some 5m beyond
the back wall. What's more,
dynamic range was stunning, the
Ayre having an ability to switch

is still portrayed beautifully, a

mini DIN connector to apair

on the guitar, plus the rapid

from the most subtle expression

slight hardening of leading edge

of XLR connectors, it took less

decay of each note, is easy and

to full power in aheartbeat. At

transients can be heard, which is

than one bar to realise that even

thrilling to hear. The definition

afiver under El 700, the Ayre is

absent via the Klyne.

when running balanced input

really is that exceptional.

simply outstanding value. D

to single- ended output, the

Meanwhile, Rosie Vela's

REVIEW SYSTEM

BALANCED OUTPUT

improvements with the balanced

sultry vocals are so rich as

Switch to the balanced output

input are far from subtle. Not

to be luxurious and enjoy a

and things improve hugely. That

only is system noise reduced

hear- through transparency

Sources: Basis Gold Debut turntable,

hardening of leading edges in

but the overall performance

that makes all but the finest

Graham 2.0 arm, Lyra Argo, Benz Glider

the treble is eradicated while

of the phono stage is now

digital sources sound clouded

L2 low output and MusicMaker III m- m

the space around instruments

comparable with that obtained

by comparison. Indeed, there

cartridges

gains superior definition. Bass

from the balanced output, with

is aliquidity and flow to vocals

Amplifiers: Klyne System 7PX 3.5

is now more powerful and even

improvements in soundstage

here, especially female, that

phono stage, Krell KRC-3 pre- amp,

more dynamic, being capable of

size, focus, dynamic range and

is reminiscent of classic valve

Alner Hamblin SP- 400 passive,

delivering more power to each

tonal shading all apparent.

phono stages - the one found in

Bryston 3B- SST power amp, Alum

note resulting in afaster, more

What's more, that leading edge

in the Audio Research SP 11

Hamblin SA 400

precise presentation.

hardness noted when using

pre- amplifier comes to mind

Speakers: Martin Logan SL- 3,

the single- ended inputs is

-but with massively improved

Hyperion Sound Design HPS-938

eradicated once more.

definition and speed.

There is anoticeable
improvement in midrange
transparency too, showing the

Cables: Townshend OCT-300
and Atlas Elektra interconnects,

Used in its ultimate

Townshend Isolda OCT hi- wire and

single- ended output to bring a

configuration of balanced inputs

SHIMMERING HIGHS

subtle veil to the presentation.

and outputs Iwas confronted

hign irequenue, now look on a

Chord Company Signature bi-wire

by asimple fact: this phono

luminous quality, shimmering

speaker cables

stage delivered one of the finest

with energy and textures without

In the area of overall dynamic
portrayal you hear far more
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VIEW

IN MY OPINION

Sony's colour could
better HDTV quality
yorT THOMPSON

W

As Telewest offers abox able to decode HDTV, Sony plans a
cinema screening that will boast even greater depths of colour
-depth you may soon see in your home, says Jon Thompson
So what has been shown in

hile the vast majority
el UK enthusiasts are

HD so far? The only genuine

BELOW: Telewest's TV Drive receives and decodes

waiting with baited

HD content viewed to date

HD broadcasts and is ava table right now

breath for the launch. of HDTV,

is Planet Earth, the flagship

for some the future of telly has

BBC HD programme, along

already arrived. Telewest, the

with Pride, the rather cheesy

UK's largest cable company, is

fictionmentry about apride of

already sh:pping its ' TV drive',

lions, and the film Sin City. The

which has been receiving and

picture typically looks great,

decoding HD programmes on a

although some customers have

daily basis. Beating Sky HD by

complained about the upscaled

many months, the impressive

SD material that has been

Telewest TV drive also includes

snown. But the use of non- HD

three tuners, allowing users

content, scaled to 720p or 1080i,

to record two TV programmes

is cnly to be expected in these

while watchirg athird.

early days of HD broadcasting.

UPDATES SOON

audio gear that accompanied

However, the navigahon is stiL

the launch of CD in the ' 80s,

Rather like the ' digital ready'

alittle flaky at the moment

not everything marked ' HD'

and Ican fcresee anumber of

will necessarily look the part.

as they acclimatise to the high

benchmark, let's see if Sky can

firmware updates very soon. The

Even the little people notice

quality images on computer

push it even further.

dey ce has a 160GB hard- drive

-my friend's six- year- old

screens. Producers beware.

(80 heurs of SD or 2C hours
of HG recording], twc SCART

son regularly tells him when

if your programme is not HD,

sockets, an optical 4ital output

'People are increasingly noticing
poor quality pictures as they
acclimatise to the high quality
images on computer screens'

and HDMI video output. While
some early boxes had issues
with their HDMI output, my
major compiaint concerns the
old-fashioned LED display on

AND IT GETS BETTER
Just when you think HD is as
good as it gets, there will soon
be a4K digital screening of
The Da Vinci Code in the Odeon
Leicester Square using Sony's
4K SXRD digital projector. As 4K
is well over four times the pixel
resolution of 2K it offers amuch

its fascia. As this cannot be
dimmed, the glow can become

the picture doesn't look quite

don't think you can get away

higher colour depth. Five years

distracting during darker scenes

right! People are increasingly

with an up- conversion! So with

from now you may well see that

if the box is near tne TV.

noticing poor quality pictures

Telewest currently setting the

level in your home! 13

THE INSIDE TRACK ON...

SONY'S SXRD 4K PROJECTOR
off the panel. Afailing of LCD- based

Sony's SXRD 4K projector ( 4096x2160

shades per colour. It's not too far short

pixels) houses aunique, single-chip

of DLP's 16- bit quality because the

projectors, however, is these polarizers

engine using four processors that each

engine uses ahybrid of analogue and

that control the light often become

handle 2048 x1080 pixels of data. The

digital technologies.

chip itself is aliquid crystal on silicon

DIP is atrue digital device using

unusable after 20,000 to 30,000 hours.
This is, of course, fine when it comes
to home use but in cinemas that run 16

type, which is closer in execution to

pulse modulations to create greyscales,

DILA than DLP. The tight engine is

whereas the SXRD uses LCD ( an

hours aday, this amounts to athree to -

capabte of handling 12 bits of data per

analogue technology) to control the

four year lifespan. TI, by contrast, rates

pixel per colour, equivalent to 4096

amount of light it allows to reflect

its DLP solution for 25 years.
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ONE- BOX MUSIC SYSTEM TEST

j

Primarces
Premier

Forget mini systems, for another compact stereo system'
has arrived to deliver the quality of separates in one box.
Paul Miller offers an exclusive look at the latest contender

DETAILS
Primare CDI10 CD/FM/
DAB/Amp combination

e

£1500

(15 www.primare.net
01423 359054

Ø

Powerful engaging sound
with CD arid DAB

®

Slightly weaker with FM

aimow
hanks largely to the

now grasped the baton and

same DAB radio module from

the desire for acompact, high

'pioneering efforts of

launched into the race with

Rao ; cape by way of surfing the

quality [ stereo) audio centre.

more powerful box of tricks,

digiial airwaves. And, like the

Primare has chosen its favouri

dubbed the CDI10.

nVi, rre COMO also has afront-

DVS mechanism for the CO

mounted headphone/line iflout

transport and equipped the

Ar-carn and its awardwin ing 'Eiolo CD/DAB/amplifier
combination, the age of the

Pitched at around £ 1500, lbs

music centre, minus record
deck, looks to have returned.
Nairn has recently upped the
ante with its n- Vi ' home cinem
in abox ?citation (
Hi Fi News,
June 2006) while Primare has

fine outputs with atop-quality

'Unlike the n-Vi the CD110 sounds
tits best with the iPod wound up
to maximum volume' - - -

REVIEW SYSTEM

PCM1738 DAC from Burr- Brown,
which also supplies the digital
volume control.
The integral CD and DAB
sources are also available from
Primare .sdigital output, as are

one box wonder houses atop -

soaket designed to accept the

connections to any of its three

quality CD player based around

output trom an Pod. Unlike the

analogue inputs, courtesy of a

AV souices: Dew DVD-AlXV Mk Il

the same mechanism

nVi, however, the CDI;0 sounds

48kHz ADC ( analogue- to- digital

universal DVD player

CD31, acombined FM/DAB radio

at its best with the iPod wound

converter). These inputs, along

Spea ke-s: B&W Nautilus 802

and aproprietary, stereo Class

up ta maximum, rather than

with the converted CD/DAB

two-thirds, volume

datastreams, are configured in

a;

itr,

loudspeakers

D amplifier rated at 75W/Bohm.

Cables: Townsbend Interconnects and

On paper, the CDI10 looks to

BED speaker cable

be abeefy alternative to tre

both inside and out, the COMO

feeds the novel Class O pow.

Arcam Solo and even uses the

is an entirely novel solution to

amp. Incidentally, both this
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Trivial comparisons aside,

abalanced analogue signal that

PRIMARE CDI10 • £1500
power amp and the digital/line-

maintaining this long-awaited

level analogue stages have

trend. Time was when we could

their own switch- mode power

identify aso-called ' digital

supplies.

ampl:fier' in ablind listening

From apractical and

session, as Yamaha's ill-fated

aesthetic standpoint, what

MX- D1 served to demonstrate

you get is auniquely- styled

(Hi Fi News, Sept 20041.

box that looks and feels more
robust than Arcam's £ 1000

REAR PANEL

•

=7:
--ese

eve

The CDI10 suffers none

e

c•

"

• de.

of the stilted and grainy

Solo. But there's real method in

musical disaffection of its

Primare's apparent quirkiness,

early, technological forebears

Both coaxial and optical digital outputs are provided, not only for the internal CD player

because the CDI10 is targeted

offering, instead, an altogether

and DAB radio, but also for any 'analogue' source connected to the CD110's three stereo

at discerning listeners who want

warmer, better integrated and

inputs. Loudspeakers are connected via 4mm sockets while two sets of line- level

performance without the hassle

free- flowing view of events.

outputs service both external power amps ( variable) or atape deck (fixed). An F- type
screw-to- lock aerial input feeds the combined DAB/FM radio while both the wired IR and

of separates and who, quite

Furthermore, with 175W/4ohm

frankly, wouldn't contemplate

on tap, the CDI10 will have no

giving amini- system space in

difficulty grappling with some

RS232 connections allow the CDI10 to be fully integrated into amultiroom system.
01

the littlest room of the house...

LIFTING THE LID

So the CD110's bonnet is
designed to overhang the rear
of the case, concealing all its
rear connections, and cabling,
while still allowing the unit to
be parked up against awall.
Position the CDI10 on ashelf
or tabletop and various of

The DVS CD/DVD transport

ESS VideoDrive LSI is the

mechanism is used in many

brain behind the integrated

other players, including

CD player

models from Arcam and Naim
This Burr- Brown DAC (the

Audio

PCM1738I converts CD and

the volume, input select and
play/stop keys are accessible
from the top of its case. You
could place another unit atop the
CDI10, like aDVD player, with

digital radio data to analogue
audio

This board contains the LED
elements that illuminate the

Analogue inputs are digitised

top- mounted control panel

through this 24-bit/96kHz ADC

this strip of controls exposed to
the front. Or, as the buttons and
green display are both recessed
it's possible to lose the lot under
abigger box without fear of
accidentally squeezing controls.

MATCHING REMOTE
In this guise, the CDI10 is only
operable from its matching
remote control which brings
additional features to bear,

Multiply- regulated

This chip transmits digital

switch- mode power supply

audio from CD, DAB and

independently feeds the

converted analogue inputs out

transport, digital and analogue

of the digital outputs

Custom Class Dpower

tuner module is inside this

amplifier modules, part-

screening can

Radioscape digital FM and DAB

developed and now distributed
by Primare

including direct track/station
preset access, next preset
IDAB/FM), next station ( DAB

THE INSIDE TRACK ON...

PRIMARE'S CLASS D AMPLIFICATION

only1, tuning mode and display
dim. Another, main display is
positioned next to the CD drawer
as per convention and offers
useful information about the
DAB station band and genre.
CD track and timing in addition
to the notional volume level. As
Primare suggests on the can,
this single- box solution offers
plenty of core features without
the need for atwo-hour driving
lesson. Simply plug-in and play.
With Rotel's RB-1090 series
and Naim's n- Vi setting anew
standard for the sound quality
of fully integrated Class D
amplifiers, Iwas mildly relieved

I've no doubt that the cool- running and highly efficient heart
of Primare's CD110 will be described as a 'digital amplifier'
in the red tops, but this is to assume that all Class Ddesigns
are necessarily digital in execution. In practice, the reverse
is usually true and some important distinctions need to
be drawn. For example, in both digital and analogue Class
amplifiers, the amplitude of the audio is described by
modulating astream of analogue pulses ( hence the term PWM
or Pulse Width Modulation). But only in an analogue Class D
amp are the length ( or duration) of these pulses continuously
variable. In atruly digital Class Damplifier, the modulation of
the pulses is not only synchronised to the sample rate of the
incoming digital audio lie, amultiple of 48kHz) but the number
of pulse lengths available is strictly limited by its quantisation
(le, 8bits yields 256 different pulse lengths).
The CDI10 uses an analogue Class Damplifier, switching at
550kHz and featuring precision Analog Devices' op- amps

at its input and as control for the modulator. The choice
of driver and high-speed power transistors for the final
PWM output stage plays afundamental role in both the
technical performance and final sound of the amplifier as a
whole. The driver, for example, is designed and supplied by
International Rectifier specifically for high performance Class
Dapplications like the C0110. Under the terms of Primare's
licence with its co-developer of the Class Damplifier
technology, we are not permitted to disclose its name.
Suffice to say that Primare is the exclusive distributor for this
specific technology and that its partner, while embedded in
the Swedish DSP industry, is NOT the B&O/Icepower crew that
provide the juice for Rotel's latest 'digital' amplifiers ( see
News Dec ' 05, April/May ' 06). Personally, I
find the cloak-anddagger stuff rather baffling, particularly as the technology is
not only 'on the level' but avery impressive example of what
can be achieved with up-to-the-minute Class Damplification.

to hear Primare's CDIl 0
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CNE-BOX MUSIC SYSTEM TEST

PRIMARE CD110

£1500

LEFT. The recessed front controls mean
you can put acompanion ( OVO) player
atop without the risk of knocking them

'

processodpreamp. Dense
sounding recordings typically
become better balanced,

e

with each competing thread
•

clearly distinguished from the

4".

other. Now the most urgent of
performers are heard to pull
together rather than simply
climb over one another. Again
the CDII 0proves an impressive
one -box solution while offering
sufficient latitude to service the
growth of your system.

of the trickier speakers available.

the synth, guitar, vocals and

Listen to Thea Gilmore's

drumline all build in intensity to

Resurrection Men and the busy

the CD110's obvious displeasure.

sound of guitar, cymbals and the

On the other hand, at least the

two-tone quality of her voice is

amplifier retains the raw energy

artfully revealed by the COMO,

of the music despite its failing

which captures the impact of

grip of these individual threads.

the drumline as effectively as

The CD110's DAB radio

the background rattle of the

performance is apleasant

shaken percussion. Atmospheric

surprise, with aclean and

recordings like the classic

superficially extended treble

l3etz/Gilberto pairing from .64

quality that's pretty close to my

Girl frcm 1panema etc sound

digital radio reference ta Sky+

fabulous through the COMO

box driving the Arcam AV9 from

which exposes the ' clubby'

its optical digital output). If you

resonance of the venue in the

can live with the subjective

intimate quality of both male and

consequences of the low

female vocals and gentle pitter-

DATA FILE
MEASURED SPECS
Power output into 8/4 ohm (< 1% THD)

90W/175W x2

Dynamic power ( 20msec, 8/4/2/1 ohm)

90W/180W/110W/45W

Output impedance 20Hz-20kHz

0.06-0.75 ohm

Frequency response 20Hz-20kHz

+ 0.00 to - 0.02dB

A-wtd S/N ratio ( ref OdBW/full output)

87dB/107dB

A-wtd S/N ratio ( CD)

102dB

Distortion ( amplifier) 20Hz-20kHz, OdBW
Distortion ( CD) 20Hz-20kHz
Dimensions

0.02-0.3%
0.0004-0.02%

430 x100 x430 x385mm ( whd)

Weight

8kg ( packaged)

LAB REPORT
For such ahighly integrated system, both the CD player and DAB radio are

'The DAB radio performance is
a pleasant surprise with a trebl
quality close to my reference'

remarkably clean in execution. The amplifier, too, is more powerful than its 75W
specification suggests with afull 90W/8 ohm and 175W/4 ohm on tap under both
dynamic and continuous conditions. The frequency response is ruler- flat out to
20kHz and only - 3dB down at 80kHz where the inevitable Class Dfilter resonance
finally bites. Up to this point, the amplifier's output impedance is as low as 0.06
ohm while distortion remains < 0.05% up to 10kHz, varying from 0.005-0.05% from

patter of percusslon that fills- in

probably end up favouring DAB

1W to 75W into 8ohm. This is impressive stuff for aClass 0amplifier, as is the

behind. So, too, is the delightfully

to Primare's FM implementation.

>90dB channel separation from 20Hz-20kHz.

breathy quality of Getz' sax

Otherwise, what the 00110

The integrated CD player looks cleaner from 20kHz-100kHz than competing

delivered with real sensitivity by

lacks in ultimate transparency,

CD/DAB/amp solutions currently on the market. CO distortion may not be as low

the 00110, builr:hng aseamless,

in extension and detail resolution

as the very best standalone players and shows some slight granulation noise

relaxing and engaging field

is shared uniformly across its

(or 'grass') on the THD spectra, but at just - 0.001% is perfectly low enough. The

of sound that pools from the

performance, so you are not left

102dB A-wtd S/N ratio is also sufficiently wide for 16- bit CD while the player's

front of the room right up to the

feeling frustrated at aparticular

low-level linearity is evidently good to 105-110dB. Jitter, too, is impressively low

listening position.

shortfall in bass, in vocal

at - 125psec. The DAB section bests FM with its very low < 0.002% distortion, a

articulation or treble sweetness.

wide 87dB S/N ratio and flat frequency response. The RF sensitivity is alittle lower

TORTURE CD

Acostlier separates system may

than the likes of the Arcam Solo, but scanning is quick and secure.

this stereo amp snot capable

offer aproportionally greater

of true multichannel ambience,

musical insight, but the CD110's

•Foi full ( and tren) HiFi News lab reports on the CD110's amplifier, CD, FM and

but the effect is achieved without

low jitter digital output offers

DAB performance, please log onto www.milleraudioresearch.com/avtech.

obvious stress or hardness.

its own upgrade path should

Not that the 00110 is immune

you wish to expand the one box

to some musical strain, as the

solution at alater date.

more intense rock or processed
pop CDs keenly illustrate. My

The quality of Primare's

HI-FI NEWS VERDICT
Primare has crafted the most powerful and technically proficient model in this

CD transport is evident from

first generation crop of single box audio solutions. CD and DAB radio are especially

current torture CD ( the Kaiser

pairing the 00110 with the likes

Chief's Employment) does.

of the Perreaux Silhouette

clean in execution while the proprietary Class Damplifiers drive the CDI10 to high
levels with the trickiest of speakers. Warmly recommended.

begin to collapse in on itself as

SXD2 DAC or even Arcam's AV9
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A141,Gt-Cfr14.5 e+14 4 .
1.07
presents
The Vpsifon SZer roc) sinyfe
encieaf hyria(monoAfock
amplifiers.

74e classical, architectural styling is
reminiscent of The Parthenon of their
native qreece amithe music Mey
recreate ir truly worthy of the i-isi_r.
The Vesdon's are a 'Wonder,
perhaps the Ziyhth londer
'
of the
'World Since AiriOly has attached
superlatives to what are now inferior
'reselucts, a new vocabulary must be
createdfor lesifon.The SIT soo is
.
oined6y a matchin3CD Transport,
97.AC and fine l're- Amplifier.
Consideryourreffinvitedto experience:

yPSIC 0.1V;

ROCKPORT

TECHNOLOGIES,
PURIST AUDIO
DESIGN and
HARMONIC
RESOLUTION SYSTEMS.
an efemonstration at
SOUNDS Orr MUS9C,
Cross in 7-tani, East Sussex.

To experience the
pinnacle of music
replay please call
01435 867438
or e-mail
Amadeusaudio@aol.co.uk

HARMONIC RESOLUTION SYSTEMS

MXR AUDIO STAND

Rockport
Technologies
and HRS are
now
available in
the U.K.
through

Amadeus
Audio

Pfease calf ai435 867438 to
make an appointment.
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Want to know if Btu- ray will deliver ' hi-fi nirvana' or which CD player
to buy? Our team of hi-fi experts are here to help...

•••

Which CD player should Ibuy?

KEN KESSLER
US- born Ken

Q I
want to

Kessler is

player - my favoured options

the hunter

upgrade my CD

item that hit my radar was the

A

Njoe Tjoeb 4000 Reference

Lyngdorf is aknock-out, but

Ken Kessler replies: The

are to either use my Sony

CD player. This has made the

whatever you do, you MUST

S. Thompson

CD player as atransport and

top three in your awards for

of h - ti .

audition it first, preferably is

add aPerpetual Technologies

the last two years, so it must

asystem similar to yours if a

and writes

P-1A/P-3A combination to

also be something special. It's

excbsive.ly on

home demo is impossible. Also

handle upsampling/DSP/D-

not easy to audition one ( Ilive

consider the Quad CDP99

to-A, or buy the Lyngdorf

in France) so Ineed to know

hi-fi for H, Fi News as our
Senior Contributing Editor.

CD- 1player. Ilistened to the

if this item

Watchi out for answers with

CD- 1at adealer recently,

delivers sound

attituce!

and heard the Perpetual

quality of a

STEVE HARRIS
Steve Harris is
the Consultant

Technologies combination at

similar level

an acquaintance's home in the

to the other

US and was impressed.

two options.

The Perpetual Technologies

Editor of Hi Fi

It could save

combo stays in your Hot 100,

me several

News and

so you must rate it, but you

hundred

edited the title

also gave the CD- 1agreat

pounds.

between 1986

deal of praise. Where would

Steven

ABOVE: The Lyngdorf CD- 1

and mod- 2005.

you put your money? Another

Cocking, by e-mail

is aknock-out' player

He has prolbably forgo:ten
more albout hi-fi than most
of us can remember..

Will Btu- ray deliver quality audio?

PAUL MILLER

Q Now we have

Blu - ray Disc

A

Andrew Harrison replies:

the player; new releases of

Paul Pvl lier is

(BD) and HD-DVD at last there's

'There is great potential for

the inventor of

classic albums in multi- channel

adigital technology that has

high- resolution audio from

Hi Fi News' lab

surround that are less satisfying

been thought through with a

these capacious new discs...

test equipment

storage format of 25GB ( CD

but asuper- quality stereo audio

than the two- channel original;
and 'inaudible' watermarks
added to high- resolution audio

-the OC

apaltry 700MB, DVD 4.7GB)

format to satisfy music lovers is

Suite - arid

to more than equal analogue.

unlikely Both BD and HD-DVD,

is Technical

that puts fidelity back to CD

BD must surely be the Holy

are far from 'thought through'

quality or worse. Vinyl crackle

Director of : he magazine.

Grail of formats and the true

and there's no sign of any

He's alsc awhizz at all

may have disappeared for many

Nirvana. Pops and crackles,

attempts to follow up the failures

aspects of AV technotogy.

since audio went digital, but

wow and flutter gone, tape hiss

of DVD-A and SACD with another

problems like jitter aren't behind

gone; jitter and nasty beasties

music- only disc. The new world

associated with digital formats

us. As Paul Miller has discovered
with some new AV technology

ANDREW HARRISON
Andrew

-all things of the past. The only

of 25+GB discs will more likely
comprise video discs that refuse

Harrison

reason to hang onto vinyl will

to play on an unsanctioned TV

joined Hi Fi

be the smell. But how good is

screen; imported region- locked

high- bandwidth connections like
HDMI between adisc player and

News n1998

Blu-ray audio?

discs that refuse to play and with

suitably- equipped amplifier can

as Technical

Phil Hague, Castleton

no opportunity to de- regionalise

editor and

kit, using industry-approved

actually result in more, not less,
jitter The quality you envisage

has been

BELOW: Sony Btu- ray player but is BD hi-fi nirvana?

from BD is in fact technically

Deputy Editor for the past

available today, except the music

five years. He's agcicmine

industry never wanted to follow

of knowledge on hiçh-

(ce.

fidelity mock and home
entertainment technology.

the route of 24/192 PCM stereo on
DVD without watermarking... so
all the more reason to make the
most of existing formats like CD
and even smelly vinyl too'.
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READER QUERIES

Each month the best tweak

Readers' Tweaks
Ever noticed now the

regularly aim my mearby

enough to regLire less

first side of areco -dyou

reading lamp, used for

playing before it comes

Ken Kessler and Steve Harris that tells the

play seems to ' waKe up'

finding and cueing up

on song, and thisis

history of hi-fi and Hi -Fi News. You can e-

the sound of asystem

-ecords in adarkened

particularly npticeabe in

mail your top tweaks to:

that hasn't been used

room, at the deck's

the winter months wher

hi-finewsfaipcmedia.com

that cay? Ibelieve this

headsnell before

the room is abit cooler

or post them to our usual

is mostly dowr to the

The added warmth from

than ' room ternperatu -e'

Croydon address marked

cartr dge reecing some

the light seems to help

as we may prefer it.

'Readers' Tweaks'.

warming- up, so now

keep the cartridge warm

Fonar Svefilo, Southend

tip wins acopy of the superb
book Sound Bites, worth £ 14.99, by

play.

"urbites

OHM
What's wrong with my system?
Q Ihave

avenerable ARC

The horn/valve sound

A

Ken Kessler replies: 'Maybe

pre- amp LS15 and VT50

is magic with vocals

because I'm aknown horn hater,

amp; even more venerable

and acoustic music, but

Ishouldn't be answering this,

Impulse H2 Horns; positively

but... you have an exceptional

ancient Counterpoint CD

underwhelming with world
music and murky witn

Transport DA11 and DAC DA10

orchestral stuff. It could be

elements. Iwould suggest that

(recently upgraded with a
Rapture 24/96 chip;) all the

the horns in the living room,

you try changing the speakers

the CD, or is i1 the ARCs? Or

first. Nothing you can do about

usual interconnects, support,

is it aguilty speaker cable?

the floor, but Iwould find a

isolation platforms and cables

i'd rather not go through

friendly dealer who would let you

(except for, Isuspect, dodgy

that incessan: must- change-

audtion whichever MartinLogans

tri wiring of the horns with

everything phase again - what

fit in your budget; the new models

Audio Note AN- dcable); and

would you suggest? ! like

including the Vantage and Vista

a19 x12ft listening room

the idea of Jfvllab Utopia Be,

are terrific Iuse Summits in a

with suspended wooden floor

something Sonus faber-ish or

room that

IH2s precariously balanced on

ATC. Should Igo for these?

yore room's dimensions, and

Summits

Townshend platforms!).

Dominic Myers, Oxford

they're ideal'.

are ' ideal'

system, with some truly classic

RIGHT:
MartinLogan

22 x 14ft, not far off

Do you still sell atest record?

Ineed atonearm update!

Q Do you

theory and practice of turntable

Q My dad

News test record for setting up

set-up. It's £25 from the Hi Fr

401 turntable that needs

with most m- m cartridges.

turntable cartridges? ILive in

News Accessories Club. As you're

restoring. Building it acase

especially Grados if you tit the

New Zealand and would dearly

overseas you'll need to call 744

isn't aproblem, but which

damping kit. For moving- coils,

like to obtain acopy.

1234 741152 or just ga to maw

tonearm should Igo for/

you can fit aRega if money is

Greg Locke, New Zealand

britishaudio.co.uk/hfntlp.htrn*

still sell the HiFi

A Andrew Harrison replies:

' This

is one of our most frequently

Hi-Fi Ne

you otherwise: it's terrific

gave me aGarrard

Ihave an incomplete SME

tight, or the SME

3009 Series 2tonearm

M2 if you wish

missing the headshell

to spend

and counterweight. Also,

more. Ilike

asked questions so although we

which cartridge do you

the idea of

answered it recently it's worth

recommend?

sticking with

areminder for all those who

Simon Winter, Peterborough

the 3009, which

want to know The 'Hi Fi News

is the correct

Analogue Test LP', as it's known,

A

was re- issued in 2002 as ' The

SME' can be refurbished at

Producer's Cur on 180g virgin

SME and it keeps all the

who knows all about the 401,

vinyl, complete with alignment

spares,. Don't let anyone tell

at: terryOgarrarri501.corri'.

*period'. If you want to change

Ken Kessler replies: 'The

arms e-mail Terry at Loricraft,

protractor and extra notes on the

GOT ANY Hi -Fi QUESTIONS? WE CAN HELP YOU
If you have any hi-fi query you can send e- maul, your cuestkom to hii-fin?.wsfflipcmedia.com and mark it ' CI&A. Alternatively yoL. can
'snail mail' us to: Hi -Fi News, IPC Media, Leon House, 2331- gh Street, Croydon CR9 1HZ. If you want aparticular expert to answer
it please make this clear and we'll get it sent to them for an answer. We regret that due to time pressures we can't answer any
technical queries by telephone, e-mail or post. Sorry!
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LOUDSPEAKER TEST

Hear the
Hype
Can this £ 4000 US- designed
Loudspeaker really blow the
£20,000 Wilson WATT/Puppy
system out of the park?
David Allcock investigates

S

ince CES 20:5 Ihad
been hearing, asteady

stream of information

abut hypertion SoJnd Design,

and specifioall tsHFS - 938
loLdspeaker„witn rumours of
its status as a WATT/Peppy
beater'. Whilst this ntrigued me,
di wasn': Jrti.

eal Hi -F was

appointed as LIK.distrtutor that
Iwas able ts secure the HPS.93E for review, tc find out if all
the hype was justified.
The speake - does look like
aslightly down-sized Wilson
WATT/Puppy, witn each channel
being made uo of ahead
unit contain ng amidrange
driver and tweeter, and abass
pedestal using apair of 8in
drivers.
SUBSTANTIAL SPIKES
The cabinets are Inishedi in
high- gloss plans tlack, and
the bottlorn af

casinet

are four substantial o-ass
sp kes. It is at ' his point that
the tkeness oetween the two
systems stsps, as : he HPS-938
is made entirety by Htyoerion
in-house, including

drivers.

The head uni: is fully sealed,
vih 1st the caes un

is pored via

ewide slot, like aFocal Grand
Jtcpia, the slot extending back
tnree-qua-ters the desth of tne
cabinet. Arsunc the back of the
cabinet are term.nals for t
i
wiring, with wires running Worn
the bass pedestal to the head
unit and brass st -ass between
the rhidrarge and tweeter
connection posts
The head unil'holds a Iin
silk dome tiviteeter which has
ashaped ho nto enhance
efficiency and disgersion,
oomplemented 4 aradical

DETAILS

nid -ange driver. The
D3SS

•

Hyperion HPS-938

pedestal shome to apair

ecually untusua: Sin bass

C

dryers ( see Technology and

I
£3750

Construction box).
My spacious lstening

www.realhi-fi.com

room ( 7.5 xAx2.5m1p -ovea a

0870 909 6777

with carefAposilionino and set

challenge with these speakers

#

0

Lp beirg crucial to ach eying the

Transient response,
effortless, musical

e

best sound. The bi ggest problem
was integratirig. the powerful
bass of these speake-s with the

May need careful set-up

midrange arc trebe frcm the
head unit. M'y rcorn has apourer
corcrete floor and sc,id walls all
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HYPERION HPS-938 • £3750
DETAILS

was cable choice. The supplied

REVIEW SYSTEM

jumpers between the bass
pedestal and head unit should

Sources: Basis Gold Debut turntable,

be discarded, and using the

Graham 2.0 arm, Lyra Argo

straps on the head unit resulted

Amplifiers: Klyne System 7PX 3.5

in aharshness and emphasis in

phono stage, Krell KRC-3 pre- amp,

the high frequencies, giving the

Bryston 14B- SST power amp

whole system undue emphasis

Speakers: Martin Logan SL- 3, Leema

on ' S' and ' T' consonants.

Acoustics Xavier

This sensitivity to cabling may

Cables: Atlas Elektra & Chord

be due to the extraordinary

Signature interconnects; Chord

transparency of these speakers,

Company Signature hi- wire speaker

and as aresult any changes

cables; lsotek Elite mains cables

made to the upstream system,
be it achange to asingle mains

WE LISTENED TO

filter, interconnect cable or
component; even asubtle

Jennifer Warnes

change to VTA or tracking weight

Famous Blue Raincoat

on aturntable was very audible

BMG P190048

with these speakers.
The extra power of the

Kate Bush

14B- SST was beneficial, whilst

The Whole Story

Back. side ana front - the Hyperion HPS-938 is finished as standard in high- gloss

the analogue front-end worked

EMI 746414

black laquer with gold-cdotted details of tweeter plate and spikes

best when using the Ayre PX-5e
ohono stage in balanced mode,

around, and its possible to get
into asituation with too much
bass energy, as was tne case
with this system, where Iinitially
found excessive bass in the room
-these speakers were able to
excite a6GHz node with ease.
Afte- acouple of evenings of
dancing with these speakers ( not
easy with acombined weight of

'After a couple
of evenings
dancing with
these speakers
Igot an optimal
location'

Dave Brubeck Quartet

hence the system was run fully

Time Out

balanced with both analogue and

Classic Records CS8192

digital front- ends. Ultimately
Iused abi-wire set of Chord

Destiny's Child

Signature speaker cable with

Survivor (
SACO)

Vertex AO Mini Moncayo links

Columbia COL 501783 0

1E585) between midrange and
treble; in the context of this

Sharpe and Numan

speaker system, these links are

Automatic

recommended.

Polydor 839520-1

STATIC SOUNDSTAGE

46kg per channel) Ieventually
found an optimal location 1.7m

immed ately excite bass nodes

From the first track it was

these speakers in the same

from side wall to centre of the

within the room. Ifound toeing

clear these speakers were

listening room was the £ 70k

tweeter and 2m from front

the speaker in so Icould just see

capable of presenting music on

Emotive Excellence Honeyman

baffle to rear wall. Any attempt

the inside face of each cab net

asoundstage scale which has

Scott System One. On tracks

to get these speakers closer

optimized the stereo image.

until now been off-limits to any

such as Kate Bush's ' Running

non- electrostatic speaker below

up That Hill', the individual drum

to the room boundaries would

One critical point of set-up

El Ok. The stage was one of those

notes were exquisitely detailed

BELOW: Mid and bass driver design differs from normal practice: mid [ right, bottom] is

'walk around the musicians'

and textured while each note

unusuat in omitting the 'spider behind the cone that normally centres the voice- coil,

arenas where the images were

energized the entire listening

while both drivers' ' SVF' [ see over) refers to the direct bonding of voice- coil to dustcap

not only life-sized, but their

room in amanner comparable

spatial relationships were also

to that of being in the presence

on arealistic scale, allowing air

of areal instrument. Moving

to develop between and around

up into the midrange area, the

the performers.

news got even better.

The bass register of the HPS938 was more extended, more

Iam highly critical of any
loss of speed or transparency

powerful and more dynamic than

in this range, aproblem made

aMartinLogan SL- 3, and was

acute by time spent with my

even superior to the astonishing

reference speaker; but for me

PMC MB- 2.

the MartinLogan SL- 3has

Extension of the bass was

finally met its match. With

such that deep, individual notes

every other speaker I've heard

took on new authority, with

which can challenge the SL- 3,

the notes being felt through

there has always been some

the floor, furniture and chest

inevitable compromise in some

cavity as much as heard. Bass

other area of the midrange

dynamics were staggering, in

performance; with the HPS-938

fact the only speaker to better

Icouldn't find that compromise. Clji
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LOUDSPEAKER TEST

HYPERION HPS-938 • £3750

THE INSIDE TRACK ON...

TECHNOLOGY AND CONSTRUCTION

While the HPS-938 has quite unusual midrange and bass drivers,

return the driver cone to its resting position. The elimination of the

the tweeter is arelatively conventional lin silk dome design, albeit

spider lowers the moving mass of the driver, and removes asource

with aspecially engineered horn- shaped surround, said to enhance
HF dispersion.

found in many tweeters, to allow them to operate without aspider

For both midrange and bass drivers, the centre of the cone,

of coloration, whilst the magnetic fluid works like the ferrofluid
(and simultaneously increases the power handling of the driver).

where you usually see acentre dome over the voice- coil, is flat

Up until now the mass of midrange and bass drivers has prevented

and is directly coupled to the voice- coil behind. This Syncro Vibrate

them from using this technique, but the team at Hyperion has not

Flat- top ( SVF) system has been done to convert the centre of each

only solved the problem, but put it into production at alow cost. Add

driver into an active part of the driver design, and to replicate the

to this the fact that the diaphragm of the 6'hin midrange driver is

mechanical ideal of perfect pistonic motion of the cone without

manufactured from carbon- fibre and the dual 8in bass drivers use

breakup or distortion at high volumes. In the midrange driver, this is

graphite, and you can see why this sophisticated array of drivers

mated to a ' Magnetic Fluid Damping System' IMFDS) system which

is being trumpeted by the manufacturer as amajor step forward in
dynamic driver design.

eliminates the spider at the rear of the driver, normally used to

Tne transparency and speed

note and the subtle portrayal

the Hyperion HPS-938. While

of this speaker is startling,

ABOVE: Mid and HF drivers can be wired/

of the notes' decay to be heard

the ' 5.1 is atruly phenomenal

amplified separately, as can the bass

with the voice and rimshots on

in acompletely unforced

monitoring system, Inever felt

drivers which have separate connections

Jennifer Warnes ' First We Take

way. This transparency never

the Wilson system to have the

on the bass pedestal below ( not shown)

Manhattan' being delivered in

translated into aggressiveness

effortless presentation of the

the room with stunning power

or forwardness, even under the

HPS-938. The high frequencies

system for the rest of us who

and vibrancy, Jennifer Warnes'

extreme provocation of Destiny's

lacked the utter openness of

car

the HPS-938, showing amore

of anew Wilson System 7,

forward presentation which,

or even the £ 1D,000+ asking

'The SL-3has finally met its
match. With the Hyperion I
couldn't find any compromise'

stretch to the £ 21,000

whilst superficially sounding

price I've seen advertised for

detailed, became tiring to

used systems. Even something

listen to. A more striking and

as unassuming as the

musically- critical difference

Musical Fidelity AS pre/power

was in the midrange, where the

combination could deliver
astonishing sourra for avery

voice hanging between the

Child's Sootylicious'. This

HPS-938 had amore transparent

speakers and delivered by these

recording possesses ahigh-

sound, female vocals connected

transducers without apparent

modest price. More worryingly

frequency lift which can easily

with this listener in afar more

for Wilson and its sound-alikes,
the HPS-938 is incredibly

mass or overhang.
Guitars, both electric and
acoustic, were arevelation,

become aggressive and tiring.

direct and immediate manner.

These speakers told you the

Piano was more even weighted

musical and effortless, making

lift was there, without unduly

across the keyboard, with the

the best of any music it is

mixing the attributes of

emphasizing the fact, meaning

Wilson having ashade less

electrostatic leading- edge speed

asked to play, whilst astounding

you can select the music you

weight on left-hand notes.

and detail with dynamic cone

transparency tells you the result

want to listen to rather than a

presence and solidity, putting the

few audiophile- approved albums.

What Hyperion has here is a
bass pedestal/head unit- style

of every modification made to
your system and its set-up.

musician and their instrument
in the room with the listener.

DYNAMIC DEVELOPMENTS

High frequencies were in every

I've already mentioned the bass

way superb. Not only was this

dynamics, but throughout the

region incredibly fast, but again

frequency range, the dynamics

there was alevel of transparency

of this speaker was astonishing

which has been matched for

—Iwould not be surprised to see

me only by the MartinLogan

this speaker used in studios.

Clarity. There was asense of

Tracks such as Sharpe and

real spaciousness and extension

Numan ' Night Life' caught rry

which did not need the etched

by surprise, and in this respei •

treble that tries to impress

these speakers surpass even

with detail; instead these high

the SL- 3, as the speed at which

frequencies were portrayed in

these speakers go from whisper

absotute balance with the rest of

to earth- shaking was seemingly

the frequency range.

instantaneous.

The delicate cymbals on
the Dave Brubeck Quartet's

During the review Iwas able
to get apair of Wilson WATT/

MAKER'S SPECS
Frequency response-

30Hz-22KHz ( no limits specified)

Sensitivity:

90dB/W

Impedance-

6ohm, 3.8 ohm mimmum

Power requirement:

50W minimum, 200W maximum

Crossover points:

230Hz, 3kHz

Dimensions-

upper cabinet 390 x300 x365rrm ( whd)

Weight-

lower cabinet 650 x30@ x465mm (whd)
upper cabinet 25.3lb
lower cabinet 63.8lb

'Blue Rondo A La Turk' had

Puppy 5.1 into the listening

HI-FI NEWS VERDICT

never been more natural and

room. Set up using Wilson's

With the exception of the Emotive Excellence system this was undoubtedly the

transparent, having agossamer

own WASP system ( which gave

best speaker system I've had in the listening room. If you are even contemplating

air and lightness to them whilst

locations within afew inches of

aspeaker between 0000 and [ 20,000 now this is amust audition. Needless to

allowing the full envelope of

my own) Iwas astonished — not

say this speaker attracts my strongest recommendation.

transient, the texture of the

at the Wilson system, but at
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TURNTABLE TEST

Shuffling
the decks
Pro-Ject has just rejigged its turntable range with the new
9.1 and 9.1x decks. Tony Bolton grabs his vinyl and listens
in to the new £ 1000 RPM 9.1 model

DETAILS

0
efloo.

Pro-Ject RPM 9.1

www.henteydesigns.co.uk
@

0
e

01235 511166
Excellent, honest
reproduction
Heavy brass puck

both the arm rest height, and
also for the arm lift. Stylus rake
angle can be altered by raising
or lowering the arm pillar in the

REVIEW SYSTEM
Sources: Ortofon Kontrapunkt

I

Linn- type mounting block. All

nlate 2004 Ireviewed the
Pro-Ject RPM 9x alongside

fibre arm, but the new unit has

adjustments, apart from tracking

afar more pleasing shape; the

weight and anti- skate, require

its cheaper RPM 6sibling.

taper of the arm tube flattening

the use of Allen keys.

A; Clearaudio Virtuoso Wood, The

At the time the 9x took over from

out to form aneat, stylised head

Cartridge Man MusicMaker Mk

the original 9as Pro-Ject's top

shell. The bearing assembly

TEARDROP SHAPE

Ill; Denon DL304; Pro-Ject RPM 9

deck. Since then the range has

looks the same, mounted in

The deck retains its familiar

turntable; Roksan Radius 5turntable

been expanded and reorganised

the usual Pro-Ject C- shaped

teardrop shape and is made of

AmpLifers: GSP Audio Jazz Club and

so there's now an RPM 10 as

housing, but contains bearings

MDF with internal cavities filled

Elevator EXP phono stage; Icon Audio

the top model Isee test in HiFi

which are now of ABEC 7

with steel granules to mass
load it for resonance control,

LA4 pre-amp/MB25 power amps; Icon

News, April 20061. The original 9

specification ( previously ABEC 51

Audio Passive pre- amp/ 2xQuad 303

and 9x have been dropped from

-this finer tolerance hopefully

It is finished in apleasing

power amps

the range and replaced with the

causing less friction and

to the eye, dark grey piano

Loudspeakers: Chario Ursa Major;

new 9.1 and 9.1x respectively

therefore sonic improvements.

lacquer finish. The coned feet

Kelly KT3

which retail at £ 1000 each.

Azimuth adjustment is done by

are made from aluminium,

Accessories: Henley equipment rack
and Voodoo Airtek supports

This new model comprises a

releasing astud where the arm

and contain Sorbothane for

mass loaded plinth and platter

meets the bearing assembly,

damping purposes. The cones

and anew all carbon fibre

allowing lateral rotation of the

are threaded and are therefore

tonearm, the 9cc. The previous

arm tube within its mounting.

height adjustable to facilitate

arm, the 9c, had an alloy head

The arm rest is afar more

shell bonded to woven carbon

substantial affair than the bit

levelling the unit.
The motor sits in aseparate

of bent wire which previously

housing and uses the usual

sufficed. It consists of adrilled

square section drive belt

cast extension to the arm base,

running around the outer

and incorporates adjustment for

circumference of the frosted
acrylic platter. Thus the deck
looks more sophisticated,
classy and substantial than its
predecessors.
The instructions are
comprehensive and make
setting up straightforward. Basic
interconnects are provided, but
aren't really going to get the
best out of adeck of this quality.
Irecommend budgeting for a
suitable set of low capacitance
replacements.
After installing an Ortofon
Kontrapunkt A cartridge, I
noticed immediate sonic family
resemblances between the
old and new models: however
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PRO-JECT RPM 9.1 • £ 1000
DATA FILE
SPECIFICATIONS
Speeds

33 1
2 /45 rpm
/

RCA phono sockets

yes

Effective tonearm length

9in ( 230mm)

Tonearm weight

250g

Overhang

18mm

Supplied counterweight

cartridge weight 6-10g

Downforce range

10-30mN

Speed variance
Wow and flutter

+ 0.06%

Signal to noise

-73dB

Power consumption
Dimensions
ABOVE: High standard of finish evident on

and choir combine, holding onto

Pro-Ject 9cc tonearm, now using ABEC7

the shape and texture of sounds

ball- bearings inside

in amore cohesive way.
;also noticed alessening

+ 0.5%

2W
440 x180 x325mm ( whd)

Weight

10.5kg + 2kg motor unit

HI-FI NEWS VERDICT

looks seemed to be reflected

of background disruption to

The RPM 9.1 made music sound vibrant and very enjoyable. It was quite honest in

in the sound. Iwouki liken the
difference to that betweer ahigh

the music, the record almost

its presentation of texture, shape and colour in sound. This honesty extended well

soJnded as though it was in

into both frequency extremes whilst retaining good control. Imaging and timing

quality blended Merfot, ard a

noticeably better condition when

were good, enhanced by the addition of electronic speed control via either of the

vineyard bottled example. The

ptayed on the 9.1. This ' lessening

Speed Boxes. The 9cc arm sounded better with m- ccartridges than with m- mtypes.

overall flavour may be the same,

of disruption was further aided

The usual 25% discount applies to Ortofon cartridges purchased with the deck, so

but the subtleties are enhanced

by switching from using the

aRPM 9.1 and aKontrapunkt Awould cost £ 1337.50. Add in asuitable standard of

and more varied.

'wall wart' type power supply

interconnect, and for £ 1500-£1600 you have avery fine vinyl front end that offers

provided, and using first the

good build quality and looks, allied to excellent music reproduction.

DISENTANGLED VOICES

Pro-Ject Speed Box Mk II 1E751

When playing Moza -tsMissa

and trier aSpeed Box SE (£ 3001.

Brevis in C Major, the RPivl 9.1

Apart from apparently smoother

areasonably neutral account of
whatever is on the platter, but I

disentangled the mass of voices

tracking of the groove by the

There were only two minor

and instruments in this 1953

needle, these electronic power

things that tdidn't like about this

found the extra spring in the step

mono recording much easier

supplies delivered tighter timing

turntable. One was the heavy

of the RPM 9.1 to be more to my

than the RPM 9. The newer

and more detaiL to the attack

brass record puck supplied. I

taste. Full marks to Pro-Ject for

machine sounded less cluttered

arid oecay of notes. Everything

replaced it with aClearaudio

an excellent design that is well

on crescendos where orchestra

sriunded more together.

Clever Clamp ( approx E45). The

executed. CI

sonic effect was to release extra
layers of textures and detail
that Ifelt were pushed to the
background by the brass puck,
as well as alot more air and
space into the sound.
My other dislike was the
shape of the headshell finger
lift. Aesthetically Ilike it,
unfortunately from apractical
viewpoint it wasn't quite right. It
was impossible to hand- cue with
it and it proved to be abit fiddly
to grip to move the arm around.
Idid enjoy the RPM 9.1's
energising sense of rhythm, the
excellent Roksan Radius 5 (£ 8501
sounding alittle too steady,
almost cautious, in comparison.
The 9.1 displayed more joie de
vivre in its rendition of music.
Both decks image well, and give
LEFT:The Pro-Ject RPM 9.1 is now finished
in ahigh- gloss grey lacquer; the RPM 9.1x

WE LISTENED TO
WA Mozart
Missa Brevis in C, K220
Missa Brevis in D, K194
Vienna SO/Akademiechor
Vox PL 7060
Various Artists
Kings of Swing
MFP 1069
Dusty Springfield
Ey'rything's Coming
Up Dusty
Philips RBL 1002
Shpongle
Remixed
Twisted TWSLP23
Ravi Shankar
Music of India
HMV ASO 463

is an alternative with clear acrylic plinth
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DAC TEST

What's this? An audiophile DAC to
enhance your CD/DVD player and PC...
To his delight, Paul Miller discovers an
upgrade with adifference

y.re all pretty horrible. So if
there's nothing radical about th
technology, perhaps the leap
faith comes in the realisation
that uncompressed digital aud
can be successfully delivered
port next to the coaxial S/PDIF
input, enabling the SXD2 to

DETAILS

Zealand- based
mpany Perreaux has
rned itself an enviable

Perreaux Silhouette SXD2
USB DAC

e

among Antipodean
udiophiles for its innovative

e),www.rpm-audio.co.uk
s(îl 07790 907737
USB for the audiophile
No optical riput

Perreaux has certainly

he driven from aPC or other

crossed all the t's and dott

USE- equipped mediaserver in

the i's in its design of the

addition to the digital output of a

SXD2. Despite its miniatu

CD/DVD player.

size, the SXD2 is not juice

You'll not be able to hook your
Sky+ box to the SX02, however,

from an external wall- war

because Perreaux forgot to add

supply, separately regulated

an optical input. Doh!

esign and avant gaude styling.

£729

from aPC/Mac platform.

but includes an integral powe
for both digital and analogue
circuits and featuring plenty of

ot that there's anything

TRUE CONVERGENCE

localised RF filtering to suppr

specially startling about the little

Nevertheless, the dual USE and

any interference between the

tack- and- silver box that is the

S/PDIF digital interface does

closely- coupled stages.

ilhouette SXD2 outboard DAC.

qualify the Silhouette as truly

The E729 asking price also

Incoming USB data [ typical

'convergent'. Of course, external

sampled at 48kHzI is re-

uffers from the SXD2's

'USB soundcards' have been

formatted into S/PDIF whi

just- class airfare from New

available for several years and

then tracks acommon pat

ealand, but alook at the

you can pick one up for next to

through an SRC4193 upsam

ar panel suggests this is no

nothing from any on-line PC

to the Burr- Brown PCM1738

aditionat, ' me-too DAC. Our

supplier. Iknow, I've got half a

DACs. The upsampling proces

ar panel shot shows aUSB

dozen of the things in my lab and

is synchronous ( unlike in rnos

PERREAUX SILHOUETTE SXD • £729
DETAILS — REAR PANEL

DATA FILE
MEASURED SPECS

101dB

USB
1.6V
86dB

0.00r/0/0.00r/0

0.005%/0.02%

S/PDIF
Maximum output level

1.6V

A-wtd S/N Ratio
Distortion:
lkHz/OdBFs/-30dBFs
Perreaux's coaxial digital input will accept LPCM right up to 24-bit/192kHz while the
12Mb/s USB input is compatible with 16-bit/44.1kHz and 48kHz audio from both USB
1.1 and 2.0 ports on your PC or k1ac. Meanwhile, the IEC power inlet signals the use of
an integral power supply inside the unit.

REVIEW SYSTEM

20kHz/OdBFs

0.009°/e

0.05°/a

Frequency response 20Hz-20kHz .. 0.0 to - 0.1dB

0.0 to - 0.65dB

Digital jitter

-20psec

Resolution fd - 100dBFs

+ 0.2dB

Stereo separation, 20Hz-20kHz > 100dB

the speakers. The ambience,
the atmosphere and sense ot

Dimensions ( whd)

- 20psec
± 1.5dB
> 100dB

216 x58 x169mm

Weight

1.5kg

Sources: Denon DVD-Al XV Mk Il

occasion that accompanies

universal DVD player, Miller Audio

awell- recorded CD simply

Research P4E media server PC

manifests itself in the room with

Amps: Arcam AV9 processor/ye-amp;

seemingly no effort on the part

Even with common digital input data, the SXD2's S/PDIF input offers asuperior

Arcam P1 power amplifiers

of the system.

performance than that derived from ageneric USB output. The maximum output

Speakers: B&W Nautilus 802

Neither does the Silhouette

LAB REPORT

level is some 2dB lower than íd expect at 1.6V ( 2V is more common) but the

Cables: Townshend interconnects and

provide apale shadow of

S/PDIF input achieves awider overall A-wtd S/N ratio of - 101dB versus - 86dB

OED speaker cable

more raucous Fiecordings. The

obtained via USB. Importantly, while neither input has the widest dynamic range

Kaiser Chiefs' 'Everyday....

I've encountered, both still enjoy very low levels of jitter ( typically < 20psec). This

has the same presence and

is impressive stuff and suggests that Perreaux's re- clocked SRC is fully optimised.
There are other differences between S/PDIF and USB, however, including the

upsampling CD players), so

openness of less compressed

48kHz inputs are multiplied up to

acoustical recordings while,

frequency response of the latter, which dips by - 0.65dB at 12kHz. Distortion, too, is

192kHz and 44.1kHz inputs find

as the track builds in intensity,

higher via USB both with respect to digital level and frequency. You may compare

themselves raised to 176.4kHz.

the performance consolidates

S/PDIF and USB performance in detail by downloading, for free, the two Hi Fi News

rather than collapses. The most

OC Suite test reports from www.millerauchresearch.com/avtech.

Its output level is more than
sufficient to drive an active pre-

fiercesome vocals, guitar riffs

amplifier/processor, although

and powerful bass tines are

I'd not recommend running the

delivered in avery measured

'There's not ahint of harshness to
grate, as the top-end sounds
detailed but never unduly bright'
SXD2 directly to astereo power

fashion, a manner that's polite

amp via apassive pot pre- amp.

but not sanitized. Crucially,

HI-FI NEWS VERDICT
While the Silhouette SXD2 is still very expensive as aUSB DAC, its performance
with both CD/DVD and PC sources places it in the domain of far costlier audiophile
devices. Give it awhirl before you replace your CD player for abrand new model,
and then hook it into your PC ( or Mac) for the biggest surprise of all!

THE INSIDE TRACK ON...

USB AUDIO

there's not ahint of harshness
DELICACY OF SOUND

or hardness to grate, as the top-

Universal Serial Bus ( USB) ports are

offered by the USB 2.0 standard, but this is

¡he lirst thing you'll notice

end continues to sound detailed,

available on both PCs and Macs, providing

not required by Perreaux's DAC.

about its sound is the delicacy,

airy but never unduly bright.

acommon peripheral interface standard

alightness of touch that's just

Playing these same CD/DVDs

As aplug-and-play device, the 932

for data transmission, typically to external

is automatically detected by your PC,

perfect at capturing the rise

back from the DVD drive of my

hard drives. The USB standard includes

although the drivers required for older

and decay of percussion. Both

media server PC [ or as lossless

support for up to eight channels of audio

Windows 98 systems may need to be

the piano and hi- hats from Fred

way files), the SXD2 lost some of

data at amaximum resolution of just

installed separately from your CD-ROM.

Simon's Dreamhouse CD have

its innate gentleness, subtlety

16- bits over 32kHz, 44.1kHz and 48kHz

Once installed, the SXD2 appears as a.USB

apalpable air about them that

and transparency. Nevertheless,

sample rates. The standard also provides

Audio Device* and as anew * USB Human

lifts the performance clear of the

it still sounds sufficiently

for three data rates. USB 1.1 offers a

Interface Device' under the Sound, Video

speakers and into the room.

'musical' to head atop-flight

low speed of 1.5Mbls for HIDs ( Human

and Game controllers and HID sections

Not that there's anything

audio system. Provided your

Interface Devices) like keyboards and

of Device Manager, respectively. Under

PC is sufficiently quiet then the

mice up to afull speed of 12Mb/s which

Windows XP, the SXD2 avails itself of the

SXD2. Instead it manages to pick

advantage of having amassive

is more than sufficient for two- channel

generic usbaudio.sys driver, which has a

and place images of performers

jukebox on tap might well tip

16- bit audio. The USB receivers in the SXD2

higher latency and is typically less ideal

and instruments alike in front

the balance. The point is, with

DAC are rated at this 12Mb/s. Aso-called

than adevice- specific ASIO driver supolied

of your eyes without forcibly

Perreaux's SXD2 at least you

Hi- speed connection of up to 480Mb/s is

with the better on- board sound cards.

ejecting the soundstage from

have the choice. CI

brutish about the sound of the
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DYNAMIC ROOM CORRECTION IS HERE. LISTEN TO YOUR MUSR NOT YOUR ROOM.

M2150 XDM
2-Ch. SOLUTION
The world's first seamless full
spectrum room correction and
digital amplification solution
vVW.TACTLAB.COM

PI IRE DIGITAL AMPLIFICATION

DYNAMIC ROOM CORRECTION

TOGETHER FOR THE FIRST TIME
o
o

the '

o

Sounds 9 Music

== ==

st way to buy your hi-fi

8

Demonstration Suites let you hear the finest
2- channel and Home Cinema products/systems
available in the UK today.
Suite 1

Suite 2

Suite 3

Suite 4

11.111,
One of the best product selections

in the uk
Free all- day parking to the door
Over 50 years of experience
Long-term customer care
8 Demonstration Suites
75% upgrading buy back scheme,
if upgrading within 2 years*

Home Theatre Room

Reference Room

Large Speaker Room

Turntable Room

Suite 5

Suite 6

Suite 7

Suite 8

One- month home trial scheme`
Extended Guarantees
for free
Free Delivery 8
installation
•subject to conditions
Small Speaker Room

Home Cinema Room

Firgrove Business Park,
Firgrove Road, Cross in hand,
Nr Heathfield,
East Sussex, TN21 OQL
By appointment please
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Medium Speaker Room

di\
U.S
Mu.
Ng,

The Ultimate?

Tel: 01435 865 212
Fax: 01435 865 213
www.sounds-of-music.co.uk

,„„„
700.7Stratosphère
turntable

WISE WORDS

IN MY OPINION

Music, memory and
the unreliable mind
It's harder to compare the sound of products using straight
A/B comparison than you might think, explains John Crabbe,
and then there's the thorny issue of recorded balance...
ne of my recurrent
subjects here is the

O

as the nave's reflectivity is

to experiment with listening

reminded me of disagreements

unreliability of aural

restrained by beamed timber

positions, and afterwards

over recorded balance,

memory, especially as it bears

roofing and other woodwork.

conducted astraw poll

concerning which Irecently

upon iistenirg-tests and

Anc while the significantly

regarding what people thought

how well one can hold sonic

narrower chancel is stone-

of the sound vis-à-vis the

suffered sad disappointment by
acquiring EMI's 1996 ' double

images in mind for comparison

vaulted, its lower regions are

settings. This revealed striking

fforte' issue of Schubert lieder

purposes. Now Iwouldn't

relatively ' dead'. The venue was

polarization. The further back

featuring Janet Baker's 1970/80

is not especially reverberant,

As an usher Iwas able

These opposed reactions

otherwise. have come back to

recording with

this right now, except that a
ImOde includes LOC7 Deslon Sotto bellware (a TIM rah*/

copy of the 7th edition of Vance
Dickason's Loudspeaker Design
Cookbook has just come to hand,
and there on p141 is arather
striking comment on the topic.
Vance and his listening

Loudspeaker
esign
ookbook

partrer had needed to conduct
NB tests on the diffraction

th

edition

BY

ioiaiice

Dickason

behaviour of some speakers
white ensur.ng that they

PLUS -

occupied exactly the same

Everything you Need

acoustic space, it being vital tc

Speaken'Nesigner

change orly one variable at a

Budd Your DREAM SPEAKER.
tor your: • Horne

time. So they devised ascheme

to Become a Better

PLANS FOR
• A Commie.
Home-Theate

• Cat
• Home The,tor

System

'Goodness knows
whether the
original Shubert
LPs sounded
the same, but to
satisfy my ears
the sound cried
out for added
reverberation'

• A Studio

Gerald Moore
and Geoffrey
Parsons. Although
the purchase
duplicated 11
songs already in
my collection, it
added 30 more,
so Ireturned
home feeling very
pleased.
MORE REVERB
However, playing
them proved to be

employing arotatable stand,

avery deflationary business,

which had the added advantage

as in track- after- track Baker's

of reducing the delay between

voice ( which Ihugely admire(

ç.

listening exposures to amere
0.5 - 1.6 second.
Yet, remarkably, they felt

RIGHT: Loudspeaker Design

that the switchover was still

Cookbook is available from the

'barely fast enough for either of
us to feel totally comfortable'.

sounded completely dead. Via

e,. ., ›,.e . „., ,.,. . . ,
,..4.1.. 4e• ..._. ,
,:
idebt,
Lieder

HFN Accessories Club ( p113);
EMI's 1996 Schubert lieder

>net tkeet•

ii
i

Gerald Mop*

' Y, ./.

Now the Dickason ears may be

headphones, one can at times
just about detect asuspicion
of ambience, but otherwise
the Shubert recordings could
almost have been made in an
anechoic chamber.

more sensitive than yours or

Goodness knows whether the

mine, but do be wary of judging

original LPs sounded the same,

specific paramete-s on the basis

new to the 30- strong choir, who

folk had been seated, the

but to satisfy my ears now,

of what you can recall from last

presented an unaccompanied

greater their preference for the

the sound cried out for added

weei< when listening to different

programme of English and

wider, nave- based presentation,

reverberation, achange which

music from another position.

East European works, while the

while the chancel- located set-

could and should have been

Director chose to try two layouts

up was said to sound cramped

effected during the remastering

CHORAL CONCERT

during the concert.

and indistinct. Yet those near the

of the recordings.

In one, the singers were

front overwhelmingly favoured

distributed across the nave in

the ichancelers', finding their

related to me how depressing

awareness came to my attention

the area fronting the chancel,

sound far more congenial

it was to enter an unfamiliar

recently when Ihelped to

while in the other they were

despite the relatively narrow

performing venue and find that

organize achoral concert in a

located within the chancel's

sonic image - adifference,

it provided no feedback or sense

Victorian neo Gothic church.

laterally absorbent but vertically

Iguess, arising from the

of space, and that's exactly how

Although sizeable, the buildimg

more reverberant space.

reflective stonework up above.

Ifeel about these two CDs. CI

Some superficially less
demanding aspects of aural

Dame Janet herself once
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AMPLIFIER TEST

Valve Valve,

suitable for connecting to more
sensitive devices such as Leak
Stereo 20, Quad 303, etc.
SIZE & WEIOHT
Moving on to the ME25
moncbtocks, and the pictures
in the prochure co not prepare
you for the size and weight] of
these units. The dimensions
are 180 x230 x5331-rim ( whdl
while 100mm end 60mm need
to be acded to : le height
and death meast-rements to

DETAILS

If you like your valve amps big and bomb proof' then
Icon Audio's new flagship models could be for you.
Tony Bolton tries out the -LA4 pre- amp and the MB25
300B monoblocks and likes what he hears...

Ak

(_uuple ut ieur ,
,dgo I
reviewed the Icon Audio
Stereo 40 amplifier

tine- level Iipute ,and volume

loop, and two sets of outp.tt

Meanwhile ,a: chrome- plated

sockets. One carries up tc 2V

switch controls the tape monitor

output, br driving tie original

(HFN, Feb ' 041 which has since

and remote eontro. is offered wia

MB 25 pcwer amps, : he other

become one of my reference

amotor -sed Alps Elue pot.

is alow cutput socket

components. A flagship

To the rear of

thrae-box system of valve

the pre-3rr pare

pre- amp and twin 300B valve

rows of wed-

monoblocks has now joined this

spaced phcno

integrated amplifier.

sockets for the

The LA4 pre- amp, as it is

nputs and tape

called, is anew design that
complements rather than
rep,aces the previous pre- amp
in the range, the LA3. A cover to
the left of the unit hides a
top- mounted transformer while
to the right are three 65N7
triodes and two 12AU7 rectifying
valves. The front panel
sports three knobs, one for
power, the others for source
ncln ,! inn nf Itir ,fnur

REVIEW SYSTEM
Sources: Linn SondeklOrigin
Live motor/Hadcock 242 Integra/
MusicMaker Mk Ill; Pro-Ject RPM 9/
Ortcfon Kontrapunkt A; Njoe Tjoeb
4000 Reference CD player; Nakamichi
Dragon cassette deck
Amplifiers: Naim NAC 202/ NAP 200
pre/power amps. 2xQuad 303 power
amps; Leak Stereo 20 Dower amp
Speakers: Chario Ursa Major, Kelly
KT3, Jamo Concert 11
Cables: Isotek mains cables,
interconnects and speaker cables from
Philosophy Cables, Atlas and Chord Co
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Icon Audio MB25
monoblock power amp
£1799.95 ( paid

®

www.iconaudio.co.uk

#

07787 158791

0
®

Big sound; measures wett
Midrange at high volumes

ICON AUDIO LA4 & MB25

£699/£1799

allow for ventilation and the

being. a65L7 phase splitter, the

corrections at the back. These

being a6'5N7 first- stage valve.

are [ from left to righ:f aphcno

All of ihis weighs in at 20Ikg per

Western Electric first introduced the 30013 triode valve in 1931 to provide

socKet for the input signal, two

monoblock which, combined

amplification for the new Westiex sound system that was then being introduced

red speaker terminals for 8and

with the 10kg weight of the I-44,

to cinemas The 3008 remained in production by Western Electric until 1977, but

Z. ohm ta DS, the nega:ive ( back)

means that substantial support

has confinued pioduction in Russia and China The main reason for its longevity

speaker : erminal and the mains

is needed fo!-a total of 5Ckg of

appears to be its effectieness as an audic driver valve for transmitters, and has

IEC socket. The chassis iis made

amplification.

thus continued to be used in both military and civilian installations in these two

ironn pol'shei stainless steel and

Two models of ME325 a,e

THE INSIDE TRACK ON...

THE 300B VALVE

countries Western Electric realised an opportunity and reintroduced its own

the front plaie of 10-inm-4h.ck

anibible, the original fine- level

version of the 3808 in 20J1. These are manufactured at adedicated factory using

a.urninium.

unit, and aMK2version with

original materials, and can be bought for ahead spinning £ 295 each' Needless

nigher input sensitivity that's

to say, this prohibitive ccst means that can Audio uses other brands, although

:ases ccntaining El

designed to won .,cwith passivc

if anyone did want to spend around E1200 on four valves, they can be supplied

transformers using Japanese

pre- amps such as icon goactio's

David Snaw of Icon Audio assures me that none of his customers has yet taken

Z11 fine-grain annealed steel

cwn recently int -oduced cesic.n.

advantage of this option.

On top are two transformer

and low- oxygen copper for the

An optional ftment is an HT

windings. In front of these are

Delay timer lE•59.';'5 per oair„

grade metal fern resistors and

not disappoint. Iwas presented

tvvc Electro Harmon x3008

which delays the HT voltage

polyprooylene capacitors. The

with abig, but beautifully

Na'.ves that produce amax mum

(450V1 being applied to he valve

transformers of bath units are

controlled, sourd that had

of 28 watt per channel, operating

unti, the anode has warmed

encased in resin to minimise

little of the cuddliness' so

in pushipull mode. ' hen here

up. This prevents prematu -a

noise and reduce the potential

often associated wi:h valve

are two smaller valves, one

'catiode stripping' which

for mic -ophony.

arnplification. Sass was last and

sho7-tens valve fife_
internality bcth the pre- and

agile, tut carried abig punch,
CONTROLLED SOUND

-ather

powers are mint- to- point hard

On paper these amps' specs

neavyweight bp<er. The timing

icon Audio LA4

wired using audio- grade si.ve ,

promise a ' full bandwidth'

capab'klities were obvious, music

ore- amplifier

cahtle, and both employ high-

performance and the reality did

DETAILS

like apa -ticularly fit

being propelled along with snap
and vigour but no Lndue haste.

(ri £ 699.95
www.iconaudio.co.uk

4
0
e
.

07787 158791
Control, detail and punch

Imaging was ve ' ydetailed

'The specs promise a 'full
bandwidth' performance and the
reality did not disappoint'

and three dimensional, but not
forced, allowing me to noose
which aspect of the music I
wished to concentrate on, rather
than having, say, avoca.ist
shoved forward and dominating
the proceedincs.

Twee wireframe cover

,
ig,/e
I/
7.4'-11,.___:*-___
e,
,,... -_ -, /41r .
di.-, i
4or
ABOVE: Modern styling of mcnoblocks
certainty contrasts with coge of pfe-anp
with its ornamental metal musical notes
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AMPLIFIER TEST

ICON AUDIO LA4 & MB25 • £699/£1799

REAR PANELS

the 2o'clock position) with the

it with asecond set of MB25s

Jamo Concert 11 and the Chario

after aslight modification to the

Ursa Major speakers used ( both

second output on the pre- amp.

aclaimed 91dB efficiency). I

The effect was quite awesome,

-,hould make it clear that at this

adding whole new layers of

point the music was so loud that

definition and space to the

any conversation was completely

sound, as well as even greater

impossible in my 6x5m room.

control and energy to the bass.

At more normal listening

Having tried both high- and

levels Ifound the sound difficult

low- sensitivity versions of the

to fault. If you like listening at

MB25 Ifelt that the latter had a

extremely high volumes and

little more space and air in the

the spare cash is available,

sound, along with slightly more

ABOVE: Pre- amp offers four line- ins, atape loop, plus two sets of output sockets. One

then bi-amping would seem the

lyricism that aided the flow of

carries up to 2V output, for driving the original MO 25 power amplifiers; the other is a

best option here. Ibriefly tried

music very subtly. O

low- output socket suitable for connecting to more sensitive components. The legs are
made of machined billets of aluminium and have height- adjustable cones on the ends

DATA FILE

LEFT: Rear of monoblock sports aphono
socket for the input signal, two red
speaker terminals for 8and 4ohm taps,

MEASURED SPECS

the negative ( black) speaker terminal

Power output into 8/4 ohm (< 1% THD)

and the mains IEC socket. On top of
the main chassis sit two transformer
cases containing El transformers using
Japanese ill fine-grain annealed steel
and low- oxygen copper for the windings.
Behind these [just visible] are two Electra
Harmonix 300B valves that provide
around 30 watt per channel, operating in
push/pull mode

30W/30W x2 ( 8/4ohm tap)

Dynamic power ( 20msec, 8/4/2/1 ohm)

34W/32W/23W/17W

Output impedance ( 20Hz-20kHz)

0.26-0.31 ohm

Freq response, LA4 ( 20Hz-100kHz)

0.0dB to - 0.5dB

Freq response, MB25 ( 20Hz-100kHz)

0.11dB to - 5.7dB

Input sensitivity for 1W/full output ( NB: Mk 1]

388mV/2188mV

Siti ratio, A-wtd: LA4 ( ref OdBV)
Distortion, 20Hz-20kHz, OdBW

88.5dB
0.14-3.2%

LAB REPORT
This combination measures up rather more impressively than Icon Audio's own
specification would suggest. The LA4 pre-amp, for example, offers aruler-flat

This contrasted with the
performance of aNairn Audio
NAC 202/NAP 200 pre/power
amp (£ 2785) that Ireviewed
in December 2004. The Nairn
had the advantage of power
(70 watts into 8ohm) but, the
comparison got more interesting
when looking into the shape
and texture of sounds, the Nairn

'Violins played
through both
units had a fine
bite and rasp
as bow slid
over string'

being very good at the latter.

response to 20kHz and is only - 0.5dB down at 100kHz. Furthermore, distortion hits
an all-time low (for atriode pre- amp) of 0.0009% through the midrange at
400-500mV output. Even at 20kHz, distortion is as low as 0.005%, while the low
100 ohm output impedance ensures it will drive both solid-state and valve power
amps with ease. The matching MB25 power amp extracts asimilarly impressive
performance, from apair of 300B directly- heated triodes arranged in apush-pull
configuration. These are coupled to the outside world via alarge transformer and a
limited amount of feedback, reducing the output impedance to 0.3 ohm. This is low
enough to ensure the MI325 is rather less susceptible to speaker impedance trends
than the recently-tested PrimaLuna amps, for example. Power output depends
on the level of distortion you are prepared to tolerate, but within 1% limits it's
possible to squeeze out some 30W into 8/4 ohm loads with auseable dynamic

Violins played through both

together rather better at the

output of 23W and 17W into 2and 1ohm loads. Distortion is typically -0.015% at

units had afine bite and rasp

bottom end when playing at

1W/8 ohm and - 0.15% at 10W/8 ohm through bass and midrange and only climbs

as bow slid over string, while

room- shaking levels. However I

quite abruptly to - 3% at the treble extremes. PM

complex harmonics such as

noticed an occasional tendency

•Full and comprehensive OC Suite reports on both the LA4 and MB25 are available

those produced by harpsichords

for the MB25 midrange to

to download from www.milleraudioresearch.combvtech

survived intact rather than being

harden up ever so slightly when

reduced to ajangly, almost

pushed hard. It had the effect of

'pub- piano' sound. The valve

making singers sound ever so

HI-FI NEWS VERDICT

amps took the lead in the shape

slightly irritated, compared to

The LA4 and MB25 amplifiers impressed me with their effortless delivery of music,

aspect; the precision to the

the effect at lower volume, which

at volume levels that surprised me given their relatively low power output. I
got

imaging producing the three-

was that of someone thoroughly

lost in the detail, shape and feel of the sounds and energised by the solid rhythmic

dimensional textures that added

enjoying giving the performance

atactile quality to the sound that

flow of the music. The build quality was reassuringly solid, and having cad the
full range of these units over the last 18 months, I
have found reliability to be

CONVERSATION IMPOSSIBLE

excellent. I'm still not sure about the decorative look of the pre- amp cover and

This didn't occur when the

its mismatch with the macho appearance of the rest of the unit, but otherwise I

difference in perceived volume

MB25s were driving the Kelly

couldn't fault these amps. As long as speaker matching is not aproblem, then

capabilities between these valve

KT3 speaker ( 95dB efficiency)

I
would thoroughly recommend auditioning these units. They look good, sound

and solid-state amps, and felt

but became apparent ( with the

stunningly good, and seem to be pretty much bomb proof'.

that the former held things

LA4 pre- amp's volume control at

the Nairn couldn't quite match.
In real terms Ifound little
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PINEWOOD
MUSIC
serving the south and west

WILSON DUETIT

WHAT'S

g

AT THE
liditSHOP

Wilson Audio from Utah have become alegend over
the last 30 years. But not everyone wants a legend
taking up their floor space. Now you can have a
legend on your bookshelf instead, with this
extraordinary design that can perform optimally in
the very tightest of spaces. Wilson have never
compromised and they aren't about to do so. And
the finish, as with all Wilsons, is impeccable.

KRELL FBI
This is like climbing into a racing car - frightrening,
but you know you have to do it if you get the
chance. With a performance that outstrips the sum
of its parts, this little monster is an inspired design
from Krell that falls into the Unique Moders category.
It's unique all right: there is no integrated amp in the
world like this. Subie musical, dynamic - but not for
the faint-hearted.

KRELL EVOLUTION 505
Krell's flagship CD/SACD player. Smooth, vital, alive
and immediate, this long-awaited design features
CAST, single-ended and balanced outputs. The
perfect match for the FBI or the forthcoming
Evolution pre and power amplifiers. Another classic
from the Connecticut team.

They're now
considered essential
as far as I'm concerned
,and bring anew meaning to
the term "Simply the best!"
Roy Grery -

magazine

L

WHAT'S

ÇOO

II Or"

AT THE
TUBESHOP

Cryogenically treated tubes
really make adifference!
Read all about it online:
www.cryogenictubes.com

Agencies: krell, audio research, jadis, sonus faber,
martin

logan,

copland

mimetism,

koetsu,

research,

synergistic

wilson

prima

audio,

darTZeel,

luna,

pathos,

unison

research,

chord

cable,

transparent, yter, bcd, futureglass, finite elemente
If

The Pinewood Music Company

BEgeSifoRCOM
•
CALL US 0870 9220404

Tel: 01460 54322
Mobile: 07860 351113
e-mail: brianriv@mac.com

ST SELECTION

OF QUALITY TUBES ONLINE
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shadow audio:)

20

-22

Cadham Centre, Glenrothes

KY7 6RU, Scotland
tel: 01592 744 779
fax: 01592 744 710
infoeshadowa ud io.co.uk
www.shadowaudio.co.uk

Award Winning Products bring many rewards
WHAT HI•Fl?
SOUND AND VISION

"So to the price; i
would have
thought between £ 2000 and
£3000 to be about right, so at
just £ 1295, then, this is one
exceptional value amplifier, imaterial terms. "

In action, it's aterrifically
musical amp, painting asolid,
authoritative sonic picture,
finessed by ahigh level of
'detail."
WHAT Hi FI, March 2006
Eastern Electric M520 Review

"An extremely even and
engaging sounding valve
integrated, offering fine build
and redoubtable value for
money."
Eastern Electric AA

Hi Fi World, November 2005
Eastern Electric M520 Review

VERDICTeeellk,
Qinpu A8000 MK II Integrated Amp: £ 1,295

"...you have here before
one of the best budget
audiophile buys in along
time. Power, pace, punch,
clarity and insight - it has
them all - and for just £ 899.
Enough said. "

"The lovely lightness of
touch and grainless, almost
romantic treble are true valve
hallmarks and hugely alluring,
as is the effortlessly fluent and
wonderfully easy- breathing
delivery of complex material."

David Price, Hi Fi World, May 2006
JungSon JA- 88D Amplifier

'System

JungSon JA- 88D Amplifier: £ 899

Dominic Todd, Hi Fi World, April 2006

Eastern Electric
Minimax CD player £ 879
Minimax Preamp £ 769
Minimax Power amp £989
JAS Audio Orsa speaker
£1,399 per pair

"tune your system around
this amplifier and you'll get
startling results..."

VERDICT•••••

"The balance between araw
earthy sound and refinement is
extremely well judged, and ther
can be few that could fail to war
to the Qinpu's emotional and
powerful response."

Price: £ 4,036

Micromega Aria CD player
£2,150
Audio Zone Amp- 1Int Amp
£1,595
ART Emotion loudspeaker
£5,000 per pair

"In some ways it always feels
more rewarding to review a
product that punches above
its weight and this is aspecial
little speaker that sets aprice/
performance yardstick that is
hard to beat."

"It was suggested to us
by Shadow Distribution
as something 'quite
extraordinary.. and that turned
out to be an understatement."

Chris Thomas, Hi>Fi+ Issue 42

"Impressive sophistication
considering the £ 1,399 per
pair asking price, but the build
quality and finish are, well
bananas."

David Vivian, HFC, May 2006

David Vivian, Hi Fi Choice March 2006
System Price: £ 1,745

JAS- Audio Orsa Speaker: £ 1,399 ( pair)

30-day money
back guarantee*

free next day delivery
in UK. Mon - Fri

A

The finest selection of Hi Fi Products in the UK,
all !InfiPr ono roof.
ART Audio, ART Loudspeakers, Audio Analogue, Aurum Cantus, Audio Zone, Audio
Physic, Audionet, ATC, AVI, Bel Canto, Black Rhodium, Blue Note, Border Patrol,
Bryston, Custom Design, Croft, EAR/Yoshino, Eastern Electric, GamuT, Goldring, Graaf,
Hovland, Hyperion, Isol-8, IsoTek, JAS Audio, JungSon, Living Voice, Lumley, Marantz,
McIntosh, Micromega, Musical Fidelity, Musical First, Nordost, Opera, Origin Live,
Ortofon, Pass Labs, Pathos, PN1C, Project, QED, Qinpu, Ref 3a, Resolution, Roksan,
Shanling, Soundstyle, Stello, TacT Audio, Triangle, Trichord, Townshend Audio, Unison
Research, Wadia, Whest, Wilson Benesch, Vertex AQ, VPI and many more.

free mains
cord

free set
of cables

Best Part- Exchange
Prices anywhere
For full details of our extremely
comprehensive range of products, our
extensive used listing, links to reviews,
technical information and much more,
visit

..v.shadowaudio.co.ul
*subject to conditions

shadow distribution

Distribution made simple...
We are passionate about all of our products, which is why we invest
heavily in marketing, press releases and product reviews. This in- turn
is an investment in our specialist network of dealers throughout the
UK. Visit www.shadowdistribution.co.uk for more details.

Dealer enquiries very welcome.

20 - 22 Cadham Centre. Glenrothes. KY7 6RU. Scotland
tel: 01592 744 779

e-mail: info@shadowdistribution.co.uk

fax: 01592 744 710

web: www.shadowdistribution.co.uk

30- day money back guarantee'

It was only amatter of time before they matched the sonic performance of their
indigenous designs to the astonishing material content and this year we've seen
the first evidence. ( JAS- Audio Orsa, hi>fi+, issue 43).

"Apart from the obvious wider,

"The Orsa is such agood all round

spatiality to the music, these

speaker that I
o'ten found myself

Jas supertweeters, subjectively,

comparing it with my Micro Utopias

improved the response."

Be's which is bcth totally unfair given

Channa Vithana
JAS SuperTweeter LCY-100K
Hi Fi World May 06

the large price disparity yet still a

"In some ways it always feels more

Orsus ( f2,299 pair)
Floor standing speaker

Orior ( f2,299 pair)
Reference stand mount

Orior Grand ( f2,995 pair)
Floor standing speaker

Odin ( f4,495 pair)
Floor standing speaker

Plato reference ( f13,995 pair)
Reference floor standing speaker

SuperTweeter LCY-100K ( f649 pair)
Twin Ribbon,100kHz SuperTweeter

Musik CD Player ( f799)
24bit Valve CD Player

Zion

compliment. "
Chris Thomas
JAS Orsa
Hi>Fi+ Issue 42

rewarding to review aproduct that
punches above its weight and this

"Astonishing :ranspareqcy

is aspecial little speaker that sets a

coupled to beautiful and individual

price/performance yardstick that is

presentation makes for apotent

hard to beat. "

package. Now look at the price. You

Chris Thomas
JAS Orsa
Hi>Fi+ Issue 42

might not recognise it, but this is the
shape of things to come. "
2005 Awards Annual
JAS Orsa
HbFi-i- Issue 43

Acacou
47 Chadley Avenue
Neasden
London NW2 7QY
Tel: 020 8830 6509

AngelSound Audio
2Hamilton Road
Bunton Bridge
Kings Langley WD4 8PZ
Tel: 01923 352 479

Musico
12 Vernon Terrace
Brighton
BN1.31G
Tel: 01273 700759

Lyngdorf/TacT Audio
Farnham
Surrey
Tel: 0870 9100 100

Orpheus Audio
4Fairway
Gatley, Cheadle
Cheshire SK8 4LD
Tel: 0161 428 1539

Shadow Audio
20 - 22 Cadham Centre
Glenrothes
KY7 6RU
Tel: 01592 744 779

Thesoundsurgery
36 Normandy Road
Exeter
EX1 2SR
Tel: 01392 662920

Dealer enquiries very
welcome.

Cables ( f49 - £ 795)
Reference Cables - sensible prices

Orsa, Orsus: Poplar tumor, Rose Wood, Ball shape Makore, Large pattern
birds eye, Piano Black
Orior, Odin, Orior Grand: Maple, Maple birds eye, Large pattern birds eye,
Piano black, Italian black ash
Plato: Taffeta White ( Pearl), Diamond Black (Metallic),
(custom finishes also available for models above)

PEACE OF MIND, NO RISK, 30-D
A
YMONEY BACK OPTION ON ALL JAS-AUDIO PRODUCTS*

*
subject to conditions

TALKINGTECHNICAL

Do cables really need to be burnt in before
they deliver their best performance and, if
so, can the effects of burn- in be quantified?
In the first of atwo-part article
Keith Howard seeks out the facts
in of
reing from cables
oIoudspeakers has

personal, ariecooIal experience
So can cable burn- in effects be
quantified or not? If they were

Nebvs to hand, I'll reprise
the conceol. It was inspired

account for the n
nature of music signals. But
actually it wont work as stated

easy to measure then surely

by aletter te US magazine

because for the numbers

rsorne years. In one area

someone would have done so

Stereophile from reader Lee

from the two recordings to be

loudspeakers - there :actually

long ago. The fact that nobody

Child, which was published in

comparable there must be tight

as been some research done

has, to my knowlectge, suggests

the January 2002 issue. What

synchronisation between the

that they are elusive. So how

it suggested was amethod of

music source and the recorder.

best to go look:ng for them?

resting accessories such as

Only then will the two way

after- market mains cables by

be sampled at notionally
identical points.

atouchy audio subject

to this, and it -is relatively easy
ocredlt that amechanieat
devlce wilt evolve somewhat ir:
the course of use: its acommon

COMPARING STATISTICS

digitally recording the output of

experience. The burn- in of.

Having given the some thought,

asystem with one power cable,

cabes is quite adifferent matter.

Idecided that the best approacn

then repeating the recording

be some degree of difference

The atfluence oP cables en sound

was an adaptat:on of amethod

of the same musical excerpt

between any two recordings ,

quality is still acontroversial

Ioriginally used cc long ago as

with another cable in place.

because of the presence of

3ub¡ect

changes with use and still larger
choruses of the conventional thinking engineering community
cry 'hokum' and ' snake oit.
Nevertheless, the idea that
cables need burning- in tc

Moreover, there will always

noise. So there has to be some

: nIseth stir in the

suggestior that this influence

,

nor the May 2003 issue of

'If the effects of cable burn-in
were easy to measure then surely
someone would have done so long
ago. So how to go looking for them?'

means of determining whether
he differences between the
recordings ar-ejust due to this or
to some systematic difference
that results from the change
mane to the audio system.
The SCORS method I
developed to address these

deliver their top performance
now has such currency in

the May 2003 issue, and which

The numbers within the digital

audiophile circles that some hi-fi

Ithen called the Lynx Effect

recordings - ie, the sample

idea : ntwo crucial ways. First

dealers offer acable burn in

because it makes use of aLynx

values - could then be compared

the sound source must be

servir.e, and you can buy CO5

Studio Technology L22 sound

to ascertain whether any change

chgital player with adigit

card. Today Icall it SCORS

had occurred.

output, and the recording

, Whic it :carry_signals claimed to

Its aaisarmingly simple

issues builds on Lee Child's

converter must be capable of

urn in whole systems - not

-ISItatistical ( Clornparison

st tito cabes - vyith greater
;
iclency than mere music. As

of ( Rlepeated ISIequencelS)

idea which, among other

being clocked from it. This takes

-which at least gives sorne

benefits, addressee the familiar

care of the synchronisation

inkling of the test methodology.

complaint aboct traditional

problem, within the limits

For those readers who have

steady-state measurement

imposed by clock jitter. Se.

methods that they don't

each reco

so ri -ten the case in high- end
these ciain•s corne vvi!hl
suhstantration other than
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neither elephantine memories

snot of

CABLE BURN- IN
music excerpt but of repeats

ametre- length phono to -phono

of the same excerpt strung

lead using Belden RG58 coaxial

TABLE 1: CABLE, GROUP 1: Statistical analysis of the five looped recording runs

end- to- end. The point of this

cable - which Ihappen to have

made on the cable prior to burn- in. Run 4is omitted as it was internally inconsistent.

elaboration is that it allows

a100m reel of hereabouts - and

Results in red indicate differences that are larger than expected due to random influences.

the mean ( average value) and

Neutrik's neat phono plugs

Runs 2, 3and 5are consistent and go through to the meta- analysis.

standard deviation la statistical

with the spring- loaded earth

measure of the variability) to

contacts.

be established for each sample
within the excerpt.
Armed with this information,

Runt

MECCPIR !EA1.1.610.S4(

As supplied the L22 comes
with athick break-out cable that
attaches to the sound card via a

Number of statistically significant sample
'
Iiiitomoi
ererices

1v2

209,i.Li 114.[Vol

1v3

316,777 ( 21.5%)

2v3

44,010 ( 3.0%)

lengths of other cable being in

2v5

79,018 ( 5.4%)

circuit, as well as adaptors to

3v5

72,733 ( 4.9%)

it is then possible to apply

25- pin D- connector. Using this

standard statistical methods

would have involved significant

to determine whether the
differences between recordings
made before and after a

convert the terminating XLR

system change are statistically

connectors to phono sockets.

Ten. ••}0,

TABLE 2: CABLE, GROUP 2: Statistical analysis of the four looped recording runs
made on the cable after burzi-in.

'The influence of cables on sound
quality is still a controversial
subject; the conventional-thinking
engineering community cry hokum"
significant or not.

So Iconstructed acompact

All four runs show alow level of difference and so go through to the meta- analysis.
Runs

Number of statistically significant sample

6I/ 7

73,037 15.0%1

6v8

57,611 ( 3.9%)

6v9

59,34614.0%1

7v8

43,44513.0%1

As Ipointed out in that

connector block to obviate

7v9

55,63313.8%1

original article, this method

this, with a0- connector on

cannot be used to assess any

one side and four gold-plated

8v9

46,271 ( 3.1%)

change that might normally be

phono sockets on the other

expected to change the system's

which provide access to the

amplitude- versus- frequency

L22's two inputs and outputs.

or phase- versus- frequency

The test cable was connected

behaviour, since that would of

between output 1and input 1,

course result in measurable

and in an attempt to minimise

differences. Normally this

electromagnetic interference

restriction precludes the testing

the cable was then enclosed

of cables, but if we use the

within arectangular aluminium

SCORS method to investigate

extrusion whose far end was

cable burn- in this doesn't

closed off with aluminium sheet.

apply because we can keep the

TABLE 3: CABLE, META: Meta- analysis comparing the looped recordings made on
the cable before burn- in ( runs 2.3+5) and after burn- in ( runs 6440).
The large number of statistically significant sample differences suggests that the
differences between the two groups cannot be explained by random influences and that the
cable has therefore changed in its behaviour during burn- in.
Number of statistically significant sample
differences
2+3+5 y6+7+8+9

Analysis of the recordings

cable the same throughout and

was performed using the

for any gain changes that occur

by temperature effects - could

just test whether it generates

WaveStats software Iwrote for

between successive excerpts.

otherwise scramble the results.

significantly different results

the original Lynx Effect articles,

Ifound this elaboration to be

after aperiod of use.

and which has been available as

necessary when Ioriginally used

recordings manually, which is

freeware via my website (
www.

this technique in 2003 because

tedious to say the least. This

SOUND CARD

audiosignal.co.ukfireeware) since

small but significant gain

time around Iwrote aWave

Moreover, we can do away

they were published. Ihave

changes - presumably caused

file- splitting utility which is able

with using an external digital

now updated it to v1.1 but the

source and synchronising it

changes are purely cosmetic:

to the recorder. If we use a

the code that performs the

duplex sound card like the

statistical analysis is unchanged.

Lynx L22 - one that is capable

In 2003 Imade the sequential

THE INSIDE TRACK ON...

USHER CD

As before, the chosen music

of playing back and recording

excerpt - about 15.5 seconds

Richard Black's USHER ( ultimate stereo

simultaneously - then we

of one channel of the opening

hearing and equipment refresher) CD

can simply loop the test cable

of Doña Olga, a24/96 recording

includes ear training music selections,

between an input and output,

on AIX Records' OVO A The

plus burn- in and demagnetising tones.

with assured synchronisation

Latin Jazz Trio IAIX 80011) - was

Track 31 was used here. Described

because the playback and record

preceded by ashort leader. This

as being for ' General system burn

functions are both controlled by

comprises an impulse whereby

in', it appears to comprise ascanned,

the same master clock.

the successive recordings can

spectrally- shaped random noise signal.

This is the technique I

be aligned for analysis, followed

decided to use to test for cable

by ashort 1kHz toneburst which

burn- in effects. First Imade up

is used to determine and correct
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CABLE BURN- IN

to recover successive repeats

the number of differences is

of an excerpt from acontinuous

much larger than this can we

file. This allows alarge number

say that some systematic,

the hard-wired connection prior to burn- in.

of repeats to be used, which in

non-random difference appears

All four runs show alow level of difference and so go through to the meta- analysis.

turn improves the power of the

to be present.

statistical analysis.
To this end Iconstructed
aWave file comprising 64

.

With these three consistent
baseline runs in the bag, the
cable was then burned- in for

instances of the test excerpt,

24 hours by loop- playing Track

each with its impulse-plus-

31 of Richard Black's USHER

toneburst leader. After each

(ultimate stereo hearing and

recording, the splitting software

equipment refresher) CD,

was used to extract each of the
64 excerpts - minus any that
contained dropped samples

and appears to comprise a

-for subsequent analysis using

spectrally- shaped random noise

WaveStats.

signal that is slowly scanned,

Number of statistically significant sample
differences

1v2

43,62413.P/01

1v3

62,08214.2%1

1v4

65,53114.5°M

2v3

37,02412.5%)

which is described as being

2v4

34,53912.3%)

for ' General system burn in .

3v4

36,526 ( 2.5%)

up and then down the audible
SETTING A BENCHMARK

frequency range, by atracking

The first stage of this type

bandpass filter.

of testing is to establish a

TABLE 4: HARD, GROUP 1: Statistical analysis of the four looped recording runs on

After the burn- in period, four

benchmark against which later

more runs were then made with

results will be compared. Iset

the 64-exerpt test file, in case

"Does this constitute hard proof,
at long last, that audiophiles are
right and cables do change their
behaviour after burn- in?"

TABLE 5: HARD, GROUP 2: Statistical analysis of the four looped recording runs on
the hard- wired connection after burn- in.
All four runs show alow level of difference and so go through to the meta- analysis.
Runs

Number of statistically significant sample
differences

5v6

37,209 ( 2.5%)

5v7

36,293 ( 2.5%)

5v8

38,77912.6%)

6v7

35,205 ( 2.4%)

6v8

45,271 13.1%)

7v8

39,125 12.7%)

myself the task of achieving

the first run should again prove

TABLE 6: HARD, META: Meta- analysis comparing the looped recordings made on the

three consistent runs - that is,

inconsistent. Interestingly, that

hard- wired connection before burn- in ( runs 1+2+3+4) and after burn- in ( runs 5+6+7+8).

three successive recordings

was not the case this time and,

The small number of statistically significant sample differences suggests that the

of the 64- excerpt test file

as Table 2here shows, all four

differences between the two groups can be explained by random influences and that the

with statistically insignificant

groups produced statistically-

behaviour of the sound card's D- to- Aand A- to- Dconverters has therefore not changed

differences between them -

consistent results.

during the burn- in process.

before beginning the cable run-

To compare the cable before

in. So initially Iloop- recorded the

and after the burn- in period, a

test file three times, split it up

statistical meta- analysis was

into the repeated excerpts and

performed. The files from runs

then performed the statistical

2, 3and 5were combined to

Runs

1
1+2+3+4 V5+6+7+8

INumber of statistically significant sample
differences
184,794(5.8%)
this the sensible, cautious

provide areference, and the files

test procedure was repeated

from runs 6, 7, 8and 9combined

but with short hard- wired links

response is to repeat the test

1 - indicated that runs 2and

to provide the comparison.

between the card's input and

and confirm the finding before

3were statistically consistent,

The result of the statistical

output. The results of this test

climbing aboard asoap- box and

but run 1was not, as if the

comparison, shown in Table 3,

(see Tables 4, 5and 61 show

declaiming abreakthrough.

cable were undergoing some

clearly shows that there is a

that no statistically significant

short-term change in behaviour.

significant difference between

difference was detected when

With this in mind Iconducted

the two groups. About 20% of

comparing the recordings made

of cable - and Iwill also test

two further runs, hoping that

the samples showed statistically

before and after the burn- in

whether asimilar effect can

the second ( run 5( would be

significant differences, which

period. Meta- analysis Aentified

be identified after burning- in a

consistent with runs 2and 3.

is almost four times what we

just 5.8% of the samples to be

capacitor - so that Ican report

This proved to be the case.

back in the next issue.

analysis.
The results - shown in Table

would expect if the differences

significantly different, very close

Note that all the excerpts

between the two groups were

to the 5% that'd be expected

are compared over alength of

simply due to the presence of

if the differences were of a

1,470,000 samples, and that

random noise.

random nature.

a95% confidence interval is

This result raises the

Over the next month Iwill do
exactly that with afresh length

In the interim, anybody who
wants and has the patience to
repeat this test for themselves
can easily do so if they have an

specified for the statistical

question of if the differences

HARD PROOF?

analysis. This means that if the

were really due to achange in

Does this constitute hard proof,

computer that runs Windows.

differences between runs are

the cable, or instead to achange

at long last, that audiophiles

Just download the WaveStats

appropriate sound card and a

random we would expect 73,500

elsewhere in the recording loop,

are right and cables do change

and WaveSplit software from my

samples to show statistically

ie, within the D- to- A or A- to- D

their behaviour after burn- in?

website - and be sure to let me

significant differences. Only if

stages of the L22. The whole

Perhaps. With any result like

know how you get on. CI
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Hear these wonderfull speakers at

Heattlerdate
le audio limited

A cnange in styling well beyond evolutionary when compared to other models
in the Prestige range, Glenair reveals a fresh new style with clean functional lines
and a minimalist simplicity. Retaining its thoroughbred Tannoy technology
heritage and no compromise acoustic performance Glenair presents a modem
understated sophistication Cleverly benefiting the speaker's performance, the
aesthetically elegant trapezoidal cabinet shape helps to reduce internal standing
waves thereby preventing unwanted panel resonance
With its massive 15" Dual ConcentncTM driver Glenair delivers the kind of
effortless bass dynamic that is only possible from a substantial drive unit:
something you lust don't find in your average run of the mill home cinema or hi-fi
loudspeaker. Its open midrange and delicacy of treble nuances meticulously
combine in a coherent and utterly involving soundstage, delivenng an
astonishingly true to life performance.
Ensuring perfect integration of the driver elements, all components of the carefully
designed crossover network in the Glenair are high precision, low- loss and
thermally stable. For the high frequency feed a single Hovland MusiCapt
capacitor is used providing class- leading sonic consistency; exceptional
dynamics, speed, focus. correct timbre and depth of field. Two large laminated
iron core inductor's are used to avoid saturation effects Top quality silver-plated
copper wiring is used for the low frequency section, and Acrolink® 6N ultra high
purity ( 99.9999%) copper wire is used for the high frequency wiring for complete
signal path
integnty
The finely crafted cabinet with its sumptuous solid American Cherry wood
mouldings and veneers give it a refreshing style that will complement anything
from casual and cool through to sophisticated and contemporary

Heatherdate
•audio limited

202 Findon Road • Worthing • West Sussex • BN14 OEJ

www.hifi-stereo.com
heatherdaleehifi-stereo.com

visit our web site for second hand listing

coustic

Tel: 01903 872288
Fax • 01903 872234 Evenings • 07860 660001

Acoustic Arts has moved to a
residential demonstration facility.
Now you can park, relax and
enjoy your demostration.
You will now need to book demostrations in
advance. Please phone for further information.

rts
Independent audio consultants

Custom installation work for Acoustic Arts
will now be carried out by Scott Audio Visual

FOCAL

[densen b200

focal electra 1007be

Demonsatration require advanced booking tuesday-saturday
audio reseach audioquest
grado harman kardon
quadraspire

roksan . rotel

martin logan summit!

10 .00 AM to 530 PM t01582 485 316 mail@acousticarts co uk www.acousticarts.co.uk

aloia b8m beyer blueroom clearaudio copland cersen focal jm-labs
hutter. kef koetsu krell martin logan mtchell ortofon. project . qed

sonneteer. sonus faber

theta

transparent audio . vibe

velodyne . wason audio
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Hear your music as never bef

audioaéro

Artemis purist line & phono prearnps/300B power
'Sound quality bordering on the amazing...
Enjoy the music

audioaero
arternis
arcici
bc acoustique
black diamond
earmax
rossner
kr audio
wlm

Go.Iden -Ear Award 2005
Cool swap valves! -

Realism at realistic prices

a-rtartis

diophile club
tibe, Capitole, Prima
CD, 24/192 CD with
'unique STARS 2rescmpling

distributor of the finest
high- end equipment

earm

Exclusive distributor.
The Audiophile Club, PO Box 6477, London N13 4AV
www.theAC.co.uk
Tel: + 44 ( 0)20 8882 2822

David W. Speirs
Practical Hi Fi PLUS
88, Bridge St, Warrington Cheshire

P ractical

e

Earmax silveeedition
the new referepce
50mW output S/N>90dB

Tel:
01925 632179

A Winter of musical content(ment)
2006 has been avery exciting year so far. In just the first three months we have seen the
launch of the most amazing QUALITY ni-fi products from some of the industry's most
innovative and respected manufacturers. It does occasionally seem that the range of
choice of products is more than a little confusing. how do you get the system of your
dreams together, the one that is actually going to satisfy long-term?
Every now and again as auaio equipment retailers and hi-fi nuts (some of us are probably
certifiable!) we get carried away ana start digging out those old favourite Ip's and CD's.
confident in the knowledge that we can trip up these new products. And usually we do...
but, as Isaid, 2006 seems to be a return to form for some audio makers, and we are
absolutely delighted about it.
As mentioned in the last news item from us, The Funk Firm has arrived with the Vector
turntable. And it is just like turning the clock back again, n the respect that here is a
superb top - flight deck that has got us all genuinely enthused for the future of vinyl. Not
since the original Pink Triangle with all its, then, innovative design has a record player
offered so much air, space, rhythm and timing, dynamics and soundstage as this. The vector drive system is unusual in that it uses one almost silent (certainly much quieter than
any AC synchronous motor) DC motor, and two slave pulley wheels in anon equilateral
triangulated drve to ensure that the bearing shaft is not pulled toward the motor by the
belt. Therefore, the bearing is running very quietly in the centre of it's housing. The platter has such law mass, you have to wonder what it is made from. That means it is not
going to hang on to any nasty residual energy, and the reaulting sound is nothing short of
nimble, quick and natural. The bass response and sheer solidity and stability of this record
player is awesome. And at aprice that should ensure any music fan will get out those Ip's
currently in store in the attic. Yes, vinyl may just corne back and retake its mantle as the
best sounding media for music!
Finally, (very bad pun) they have arrived! We have been waiting ages, but the wait has
been worth it... You mignt even say they are the last ward in electrostatic loudspeaker
design... visually and sonically the Final 600i e an amazing feat of engineering and art!
Musically so transparent it wit leave you asking " How do they do what they do?"
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The 6001 is very shm. with handsome aluminlunt, sides arid see tnrough mesh
"elected stet" panels. Standing at just over ametre and ahalf tall, it will fit into
many amusic lovers home decoration beautifully. Indeed. many comments have
been made about the high "wife acceptancy factor" of these speakers. The
sound e truly amazing. with a midband transparency that has to be heard to be
understooa. It also excels in the areas of presence and dynamic impact. These
speakers rewrite the rules with their ability to reciente a truly holographic 3dimensional image. Fast and open, it seems, to us at least, that electro static
speaker technology finally delivers what it fias always promised...
Please call to arrange alisten to the 6001 but be warned. theyare very
addictive and could lead to your final speaker upgrade...(oh dear).
At the opposite end of the size spectrum the tiny Tannoy
Autograph Mini surely hails the return to form of this Scottish loudspeaker maker. Using a4 inch dual concentric driver, the design
offers a ' point source" presentation. superb far imagery, and for
making the box "disappear". Oh, and the box is a bit unusual too
ia in that it is constructed with 6sides, is ported arid made from birch
ply of varying thickness, and thereby taking care of damping and
resonance control. This e avery serous hi-fi speaker indeed, and
for those who require avery small discrete touoscreaker on the end
of any serious system, this is a transducer that should be taken
very seriously indeed. Perhaps Britain's finest Monitor Louospeaker yet! Ikid ye NOT...
Orce again we'd suggest that ademonstration in essential to assess just how orilliant this
small speaker is. Try it on the end of aSUGDEN A21SE or the awesome Unison Research
Sirfonia. You will, no doubt, agree just how big this tiny Scottish tot saunas. If the other
new modes in this range are anything like as good as this, then we will be in for areal treat.
And mentioning the Unison Sinfonia brings us to praise this gorgeous valve amplifier. If
you have never considered tubes in the system of your dreams, now is the time to take a
very serious listen... Thisamp ism quick and authoritative in its musical presentation that
it will soon convince anyone who listens that they have, perhaps, been missing out on just
how special agood valve amplifier can be. Arrange ademonstraton before making any
purchase tnat may otherwise seriously affect the sound of your music system...
Enjoy the music DavidWSpeirs. Practical Hi Fi PLUS
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IlHaI 41/08
Blue Angel Mantis m- ccartridge
(
1(K) 28/02
Cartridge Man, The Isolator
(TB) 63/12
Clearaudio Emotion turntable
(TO) 44/09
Funk Firm Funk Vturntable
( KaPmi 44/11
Lyra Dorian Mono m-ccartridge (AK) 52/09
Michell Orbe NC turntable
(
AH) 48/01
Musical Fidelity kW Phono phono stage
(
AH) 38/05
Nottingham Analogue Innerspace SE turntable
(
DA) 28/04
Origin Live Resolution turntable & Encounter arm
(
DA) 28/06
Pro-Ject 2Xperience turntable
(TB) 34/05
Pro-Ject Debut Ill turntable
(
TB) 45/07
Roksan Xerxes.20 turntable
(AG) 24/08
Transfiguration Temper Vm-ccartridge
IKKI 33/03
AMPUFIERS
ATC SIA2-150 integrated
Audion lo Sfizio
Audio Note UK Ongaku integrated
Audio Research Ref 3pre

LIGI 44/06
(KK) 63/01
IMC) 48/08
(
KA) 33/10

Index 2005

Audio Research VM220 monoblock
IDBI 26/07
Balanced Audio Technology VASISE pre/FA-600SE power
(
AH) 36/09
Boulder 1010 pre/1060 power
(AG) 50/01
Chapter Preface Plus pre/Couplet power
(
AH) 55/10
Classé Delta CP-500 pre/CA-2100 power
(AG) 18/05
Conrad-Johnson Premier 181S pre-amp
(MCI 54/06
Consonance Cyber 10 integrated
Mal 32/08
Consonance M1OOS Plus
(IH) 30/02
Denon PMA-SA1
(AG) 18/06
DNM 3D-Six pre
(CB) 48/09
EAR 899 integrated
(tHa) 30/05
Exposure 2010s Integrated & Power
IlHal 40/04
Flying Mole DAD M100
(
DA) 36/02
Grace m902 headphone amp
OM 57/11
Harman Kardon HK 970
ISH) 22/10
Hot Tubes J01 power amplifier
)MC( 56/04
Hovland HP200 pre/Sapphire power
Mal 28/03
Jadis DA88A integrated
ISHI 49/12
Krell Evolution One pre/Two power
II.ICI 34/12
Krell KAV-280p pre/KAV-2250 power
(
AGI 24/02
Maranta PM- 15S1
IKKI 42/09
Maranta PM7200 & PM7200 KI Signature
Mal 46/10
Musical Fidelity A3.5 integrated
10BI 61110
Musical Fidelity A5 integrated (0(1) 38/01
Musical Fidelity kW pre/kW 750 power
(
KA) 54/07
Musical Fidelity X- Pre v3 pre/XP-200 power
(
KA) 42/02
NAD C720BEE
(SH) 22/10
IKKI 18/03
Nagra PL- 1pre/PMA power
Onkyo A-933
(SHI 22/10
Perreaux SXH2 headphone amp
MAI 49/10
Primatuna Prologue Two integrated
IKKI 38103
Rotel RA- 03
ISH) 22/10
Welbourne Labs 3008 DRD kit amp
(CM) 40/05
AV AMPLIFIERS
Arcam AVP700 processor/P1000 power
(PM( 89/11
Oenon AVC-A1XV receiver
(PM) 66/04
Denon AVC-Al 1XV receiver
(PM) 87/1G
Harman Kardon AVR335
(PM) 64/07
Harman Kardon AVR7300
(PM) 70/08
Krell HTS7.1 processor
(PM) 71/05
Maranta SR7500
(PM) 64/07
Naim Audio AV2 processor
(Ali) 39/07
Rotel RMB-1077 7- channel power
(PM) 82/12
Rotel RSP-1068
70/06
(PHI
CD PLAYERS linc SACDI
Ancient Audio Grand Lektor
Chord One
Denon OCO-SA1
Emm Labs CDSD/DAC6e/SW143
Exposure 2010s
Harman Kardon HO 970
Jolida 11-100
Maranta SA- 8400
MMaarraantaSA-11S1
Maranta SA- 15S1
Meridian 808i Signature Reference
Musical Fidelity A3.5 CD player
Musical Fidelity A5 CD player
Musical Fidelity kW SACD
NAD C542.
Nine Tjoeb 4000 Super and Reference
Onkyo C-733
Oracle CO2500 CD player/DAC1000 DAC
Rotel RCD-02
Shooting CD-T80
Shooting 30 Acoustic Omega

(
(
ra 168/
1/ 0
17
1
(AG) 18/06
7/12
401„
5
(SHI 22/10
IDA) 42/07
( AH) 44/01
IKK/P
IAM
KII
4
4
v
6/ 0
0
5
9
(
AH) 24/84
UM 61110
(0B) 38/01
IDBI 56/09
(SHI 22/10
)TB( 32/06
(SO)
(22/10
KA/PM)
PMI 42/08
(SO) 22/10
(DA) 36/05
(
DA) 28/09

OVO PLAYERS (Inc OVOA Si universal DVD-A/SACO)
Arcam FMJ OVI)29 OVO A
(PHI 56/03
Denon OVO 1920 universal
8
6
W
611
02
5
Denon OVOAl XV universal
Maranta DI/9500 universal
NAD T533
(PM) 68/09
Haim Audio DM OVOA
IPM)
(PM) 66/08
64/04
(AHI 39/07
Pioneer DV- 585A universal
(PHI 88/12
Townshend Audio Evo 2
(OBI 24/03
Theta Digital Compli
IKKI 32/04
Yamaha OVO S2500 universal
(PM) 86/11
LOUDSPEAKERS
Ae Ve Vaos
(
AH) 51/06
ATC SCM20-2
DOI 44/06
ATC SCM 50 ASL Tower
IOW 22/09
Audio Physic Tempo
IOW 46/02
Avalon Acoustics Eidolon Diamond
(MC) 54/05
B&W 8000
(AG) 18/04

B&W PV1 subwoofer
(
KHI 54/08
Castle Acoustics Richmond 31
AG) 33/02
(
Chario Silhouette 200
ITBI 49/07
Oynaudio Audience 52SE
(PFI 55/09
Dynaudio Special Twenty-Five
(110 45/05
Eclipse 10712z
IAGI 18/02
Elac 207.2
(
DA) 37/04
Eryk SConcept Novo
(
AH) 53/12
Final 400i and S100
(A) 40/03
Precide Syrinx
( IH) 46/01
InTempo iDS-01
(
AH) 60/09
JR Encounter sub/sat
(
AH) 38/08
JBL On Stage
(
AH) 38/08
JBL On Tour
(
AH) 60/09
KEF Reference 205
(IH) 28/07
Krell Resolution 1
(MC) 18/08
Leema Acoustics Xavier
(
DA) 59/01
MartinLogan Montage/Fresco/Grotto
(
DA) 54/01
MartinLogan Summit
MI 32/09
Mission e82
(IH) 38/06
Monopulse Model 32
(
I(H) 35/03
NHT SB2
RBI 45/03
Ono Rocket 550 Mk It
(
DA) 36/08
PMC FE11.
10131 50/07
PodGear ShuffleStation
(
AH) 60/09
Revolver RW33
(lHa) 41/02
Rogers LS3a
IKK) 30/06
Ruark Talisman III
( DB) 50/05
Sous faber Concertino
(MC) 53/11
Stirling 1S3/SA V2
IKKI 38/09
Tannoy Arena sub/sat
(AHI 22/07
Velodyne OD- 10 subwoofer
IKHI 74/09
Vivid Audio AT
(
AH) 43/12
Waterfall Victoria
( 1H) 47/07
Wilson Benesch Curve
10B) 50/04
Wilson Audio MAU Series 2
( MC) 50/03
SYSTEMS
Arcam Solo
(KA/AH/PM) 24/06
Accuphase OP-67/Nagra DAC/Spectral OMC-15/0P4A-100S/ (HP) 52/02
Peak Princess/Acoustic Solid Small Royal/Dynavector 1702 Mk 2/
DV-507/P-75/Accuphase E-530/13iisendorfer VC7
(HP) 24/05
CABLES
Black Rhodium Concerto/S300x2/Super Mains 25/PSF 01 (TB) 45/02
Chord Co Chrysalis
(TB) 58/09
Monster Interlink 300 Mk ll
(TB) 58/09
Nordost Valhalla Reference mains cable
UFO 53/06
Supra Cables Sword/EFF-IX/EFF-IXLRilloRad
WI) 47/03
Van den Hul Inspiration/Integration/Mainsserver/Mainsstream (TB) 49/11
Van den Hul The Name
(TB) 58/09
PORTABLE AUDIO
Apple iPod photo
Apple iPod shuffle
Etymotic Research ER-4P earphones
Etymotic Research ER-6i earphones
iRiver 11340
M- Bird XT21

(
AH) 40/06
(
AH) 40/06
(
AA) 45/04
(
AH) 60/09
(
AH) 40/06
40/06

DISPLAY DEVICES
Digital Projection Mercury HO projector (PM) 72/84
Fujitsu LPF-D711 projector
(PM) 72/07
Fujitsu P5OXHA40 plasma
(
PM) 74/06
Fujitsu P55XHA40 plasma
(
PM) 94/11
InFocus Screenplay 7210 projector
(
PM) 70/09
Maranta VP- 12S4 projector
(
PM) 62/08
Pioneer POP- 505 plasma
(PM) 75/05
SIM2 C3X projector
(PM) 80/10
SIM2 HT500E projector
(PM) 66/06
MISCELLANEOUS
DVD2One Audio Remaster software
Dynavector SuperStereo ADP- 3surround processor
EAT KT- 88 Diamond valves
Evesham ebox media PC
Hewlett Packard m1150 UK media PC
IsoTek Systems System Enhancer CD
IsoTek Systems Titan mains filter
Microsoft Windows Media Encoder v9 software
Monster Cable HTS 1000 mains block
PodGear Audidiuddy iPod lead
PodGear FirePower iPod charger
PodGear JumpSuit Shuffle iPod case
PodGear PocketParty iPod speaker
PodGear SyncStation iPod dock/charger
Sony VAi0 VGC-V25 media PC
Tivoli iPAL radio
Whest Audio dap- 10 CO processor

(
AH) 47/04
MI 46/06
( KK) 48/07
(
DA) 30/07
(
DA) 30/07
(
DA) 66/01
IDA/TBI 30/04
IKH) 93/10
TB) 66/01
(
(
AH) 60/09
14111 60/09
(
All) 38/08
WO 38/08
WO 38/08
IDA) 30/07
AH) 38/08
(
(
DA) 43/03
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First dCS gave access to
their legendary CD replay
in one box at one quarter
the price. Now comes the

The way top

two- box version!

Model 1

bdeLLier

É_hotr\

ore.

Most opinion — including the US
STEREOPHILE magazine — rates the
three- and four-box dCS CD/SACD
players as the best in the world.

Model 20/2

dCS re- packaged their GROUNDBREAKING TECHNOLOGY into the
slim one- box £6.5k P8i with
remarkable results.
For the new two-box player the
design team were told not to limit
performance within the £ lI
kprice
— if it embarasses the big system
"that just sets us anew challenge".

Model 30/2

All dCS machines play SACDs and
CDs and UPSAMPLE CDsto DSD,
the format of SACD, for greater
"ambience" and presence.
Higher performance with the twobox player comes from better
power supplies, an Elgar family D/A
circuit and enhanced WordClock.
Digital inputs allow for superb D/A
conversion of other digital sources,
eg DVD with optional upsampling
to DSD. Integrate the player with
ahome theatre for stunning sound.

Series M2 '

We always like to use the DIGITAL
VOLUME CONTROL and connect
directly to the power amp for the
greatest realism and dynamics.

Series 300

Your dCS investment is protected
with one of the best UPGRADE
SCHEMES. Software update is from
adCS CD and hardware upgrade is
via part-exchange.

The
Right
psi-co.
t
-n

tise 11._>nle•

Customers say we make some of the BEST
SOUNDS they have ever heard, so you

Series IV

41IP

know we can do the same in your home.
Our advice will take account of your best
components and guide you where change is
r
r

needed, in stages you can afford.
You AVOID EXPENSIVE MISTAKES, enjoy
music along the way and save money in the

J
UST

01225 874728
or lo-call

long run.

Series

FI

0845 230 7570

LISTEN AND YOU'LL KNOW

CD: ACCUSTIC ARTS, AUDIO SYNTHESIS, BEL CANTO, dCS (
ELGAR, DELIUS, PURCELL,
VERDI, VERONA, P81), STELLO, W ADIA.

VINYL:

AVID, BASIS, CLEARAUDIO, DNM ,

GRAHAM, THE GROOVE, LEHMANN, M ICHELL, O RIGIN LIVE, SUMIKO BLUE POINT SPECIAL,

TRANSFIGURATION. TUNERS:

MAGNUM DYNALAB.

AMPLIFIERS: BE:. CANTO, CAT,
LOUDSPEAKERS: AUDIO

DK DESIGN, DNM ,GAMUT, HOVLAND, SONNETEER, STELLO.

Ask for details of this

PHYSIC, DALI, ETHOS, NEAT,TOTEM.

superb rang

NORDOST, VERTEX AQ

SME LTD • STEYNING • .USSEX • EN44 3GY • ENGLAND
tel: + 44 ( 0)1903 8143 01 • fax: + 44 ( 0)1903 814269
email: s les@sme.ltd.uk
or visit our

ebsite www.sme.ltd.uk

UNIQUE, VERTEX AQ

ETC.

MAINS

CABLES:

ARGENTO, CHORD Co., DNM ,

Vertex AQ.

SUPPORTS:

ARCICI, STANDS

REVIEWS • CLASSICAL

Musielleviews

SIR COLIN DAVIS •

EUGEN JOCHUM

WALTON

•

MARK ELDER •

DAVE BRUBECK •

Sir Colins very different reading is one

ROBIN GUTHRIE

less vocal) with the timpanist's field- day at

Symphony 1

of immense struggle - very Sibelian, the

LSO/Sir Colin Davis

syrrphony in his hands also suggests an

This live recording is alternatively

LSO Live LS00576

Elgarian substrand of patriotism. And no

available on CD or as adownload. Don't

46m Ols SACD hybrid EC

innocent listener would suspect that the

hesitate! CB

You might think

Hindemithian finale did not appear until a

Recording

that Colin Davis, as

yea- after two public performances of just

Performance

ayounger man fizzing

(i) -) iii). He is, predictably, more expansive

with energy, would have recorded Walton's

than Previn ( timing 43m 16s), notably

great symphony years ago - perhaps his,

in the despairing middle section of the

then Dutch, record company Philips saw

opening Allegro assai introduced by asolo

no market for the composer's music.

the end of the work magnificently caught.

bassoon at 5m 20s. He digs much deeper,

Next year, Sir Colin relinquishes

though, into the music's expressive fabric

his principal conductorship of the LSO,

arc structural inter- relationships, with the

which made the landmark recording of

slow movement the keystone to the whole

Walton 1under Previn in 1966 ( RCA). To

span. No-one has exposed its troubled

the composer's bemusement, anew EMI

heart with greater care than Sir Colin.

version with Sargent appeared in the same

nits powerful intensity this Walton

month; ' but on the whole the Decca [
sic] is

1reminds me of Mitropoulos's stunning

best' he wrote to Walter Legge. It was the

Vaughan Williams Fourth with the New

LP that made critics take Previn's classical

Yorr< Philharmonic. The sound is terrific

ambitions seriously.

(though one wishes that Sir Colin had been

all the excellent qualities

BEETHOVEN

missing from last month's Akiko

Symphonies 5and 6

mental translations. Weil

Suwanai programme 1which had

Tafelmusik Orchestra/Brumo Weil

gives us asmooth, generally

the two- violin 0 minor where

Sony Classical 82876 74726 2

agreeable account which misses

Mullova has the G minor Violin

73m 58s Cif

afew small details, mostly in

Concerto transposed rrom

Boston Symphony Orchestra/

woodwind parts which carry

you automatically undertake

Bach's harpsichord original):

Charles Munch

less well than the excellent

fresher sound; aclearly audible

RCA 82876 67898 2

string playing here. Idon't think

continuo; and more irquisitive

68m 45s EC

he conveys the nervousness

readings of the music.

Most of us ' hear' the Pastoral in

of those scurrying for shelter

On these discs Mullova plays

our minds with the sonorities of

at the onset of the storm

agut- strung violin, arid it is

JS BACH

the modern orchestra; for me,

-nor where to place its true

rumoured that she did the three

listening to this Toronto period

Violin Concertos BWV1041-2
and 1056 • Double Concerto
BWV1060
Partitas 1-3

Partitas twice, rejecting her first

instrument performance was

Viktoria Mullova, Francois Leleux/

tapes when she ' discovered'

rather like hearing one of those

authentic practice.

transcription recordings that

Very Good

John Crabbe relishes, where

Good

Be that as it may, ner

Mullova Ensemble

very first solo CD 1198'71 had

Philips 475 7451

aversion of the First Partita

129m 36s two discs CC

much influenced by her teacher

Philips has just repackaged

Leonid Kogan.

some of its out- of- print Viktoria

Ratings Performance/Recording

To compare the work of

Mullova recordings: Brahms,

the young violin virtuoso

with asuperb Violin Concerto

with this musically mature,

live with BPO/Abbado; 20th

infinitely more detailed and

century solo works and sonatas;

subtle replacement is certainly

20th century concertos; and

something of ashock. CB

these Bach recordings from

Recordings • • • • •

1992/95. The concertos have

Performances 1/111110111

Outstanding

Moderate
Poor

Reviewers
CLASSICAL CHRISTOPHER BREONIG
JAZZ STEVE HARRIS
ROCK JOHNNY BLACK
AUDIOPHILE KEN KESSLER

Prices
£££ full price E£ mid price
£ budget price
[special special price set or disc
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dynamic climax. And Iwould
have expected the Tafelmusik

BRAHMS

of timing, add up to adisturbingly calculated

horns to display amore rustic

Piano Concerto 1

whole. This is Brahms for those who admire

character [ although they are

Krystian Zimerman, BPO/Sir Simon Rattle

orchids grown under glass.

less suave in 5). This Sixth is like

DG 477 6021

enjoying apleasant, unfamiliar

51m 21s [special

The two recordings with Abbado and the
Berlin Philharmonic, with Brendel and Pollini,

dessert wine that lacks some of

DG seems at pains to underline that this is a

lose nothing by their markedly shorter

the embracing subtlety you get

studio recording, noting it twice on the rear

time- spans; the orchestral playing there has

with the finest alternatives. The

liner. The venue snot the Philharmonie but,

an unforced eloquence and beauty, and the

'cuckoo' is especially lovely at

new to me, Scoring Stage Berlin; the sessions

architecture is more clear. Admirers of Sir

the end of ( ii).

date back to September 2003, when two concert

Simon's Brahms need only hear his frst, CBSO

performances took place, and the end of 2004.

recording with Andsnes ) EMI); the EuroArts

The Fifth is even better.
Weil makes little or nothing

The sound changes perceptibly ( if marginally) at

DVD with Barenboim as pianist suggests a

of the opening ' fate motif

the start of the finale, and orchestral presence

temperamental gulf unbridged. CB

but plunges straight into the

seems to vary with dynamic levels; but at least

Recording

allegro proper; the adagio

the piano balance is not as damagingly forward

Performance

oboe solo is finely shaded. I

as in Zimerman's Bartok 1, Rachmaninov 2and

wished that in ( iii) the double

Ravel Left Hand concerto recordings.
Looking back at his 1984 live recording with

repeat scheme pioneered on
records, surprisingly, by Boulez

Bernstein and the VP0 Zimerman complains of

in1968, had been followed but

an unsuitable piano and acoustic modification

Weil's double- basses fairly fly

of the Musikvereinsaal for video filming. No

in the trio. At least we have the

mention of the hugely indulgent performance

important finale repeat here

itself! But he has tautened his approach to,

and it sounds as if everyone

at least, the outer movements and he and Sir

involved was playing with

Simon Rattle do seem better matched.
Zimerman's great technical strength is

confidence and smiles.
Munch's 1955 Fifth and
Pastoral had little UK exposure,

his ability to delineate every dynamic nuance
suggested in Brahms's writing this fingerwork

and his Beethoven was

is phenomenally accurate); against this Iwould

generally rated as poor. The

suggest that both he ana Rattle forfeit overall

Sixth receives its first digital

perspective. The extreme orchestral

transfer; the SACD layer is

pianissimi, the abrupt changes of tempo

two- channel only, since no

(notably at the end of the work), Zimerman's

centre- track tapes were involved

self-conscious detailing and strange sense

SIMON RATTLE AND
KRYSTIAN ZIMERMAN

at the Symphony Hall sessions.
The sound is pretty good
-some traffic noise is heard
though. This is Beethoven of an

attentive to expressive nuance.

....LAOS r1.140...1COUR
J1.141,

sr.... NO

4,I1W1M111

The orchestral playing is superb
-in the chilling tone poem too,

old-fashioned kind, bold and
dramatic, with few repeats; but

here tracked as four sections

every player clearly understood

with Vie motifs and Erben's text

what Munch wanted. Ifound

reproduced in the booklet,

both these discs hugely

which contains alengthy

enjoyable. CB

interview about Harnoncourt's

Recording ( Weill • •••

feelings for Dvorak. CB

Performances 0 •••

Recordings ••••

Recording ( Munch) 111

Performances • • • ••

Performances

DVORAK

are also fillers to the longer

The Serenade is given with

MOZART

the reprise of the opening
march, short grace notes

works. These releases marked

Divertimenti K136-8 o

Symphony 8 • The Noon Witch

an unanticipated departure

Serenata notturna

replaced by long; there is

Concertgebouw/Nikolaus Harnoncourt

from the conductor's Austro -

Freiburg Baroque Orch/Petra Müllejans

ornamentation, especially in the

Warner 3984 24487-2

German recording path, yet

Harmonia Mundi HMX 2961809

trio of the Menuetto, a Rondeau

50m 49s CC

as an orchestral cellist he

59m 27s CC

cadenza for the timpanist end

Warner has just reissued at

was familiar with the three

First reviewed in June 2004,

two interpolations for solo

midprice Harnoncourt's live

symphonies and his own family

this exhilarating disc is now

double- bass. As Iwrote two

recordings of Dvorak with

roots were part- Czech.

repackaged within ahandsome

years ago, some lovely soft

hardback book format, 12mm

string playing with echo effects

Orchestra: Symphonies 7-9; the

D minor Symphony to be the

thick, with contemporary colour

offsets the ' rousing racket' of

Piano Concerto; The Wild Dove,

pick, but it yields to Colin

plates and new English notes

drums. That in the Divertimen:i

Noon Witch, Water Goblin and

Davis's Philips reading with

(the more provocative original

gives as much pleasure as with I

Golden Spinning Wheel. A

the Amsterdam orchestra. This

essay is retained in French)

Musici's deleted Philips LP. CB

special price two- disc set 12564

1998 Eighth exposes the genial

as part of Harmonia Mundi's

Recordings » ea.

60221-21, the four tone poems

side to Harnoncourt: expansive,

Mozart Edition.

Performances •• •• •

the Royal Concertgebouw
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One might expect the
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in Jochuim's classical symphony recordings, in

Symphony 100 Military'
Symphony 101 ' Clock'
OEM 1f
Symphonic Metamorphosis

sections don't suffer from adrop in pace.

LPO, LSO/Eugen Jochum

Jochum was the best Haydn interpreter we had

BBC Legends BBCL 4176-2

-he rated the symphonies somewhat above

Eugen Jochum's substantial discography was

producing magical readings of 33, 36, and 39 for

realised under studio conditions - very few of
his live recordings have come my way. One of his

DG ( still available).
He was also sympathetic to contemporary

greatest LPs was of Haydn Symphonies 88 and

German music - notably Orff. Jochum's second

98 with the Berlin Philharmonic; that and the

Carmina Burana recording is definitive. The

the concert hall he did pause between these
movements. Tempos are pretty swift and trio

Mozart's but that did not prevent him from

91/103 coupling with the Bavarian RSO ( which

rhythmic waywardness for which he was

he founded postwar) made his DG London'

sometimes criticised does not occur in this

set with the LPO atempting prospect. Yet

riotous, joyful 1977 account of Hindemith's

unaccountably, they proved less successful

symphornc work ' on Themes of Carl Maria von

Here, from January 1973, we have two

Weber'. The jazzy counterpoint in the Turandot

glorious Festival Hall performances, in good

Scherzo is compelling Ishall have to revise my

stereo sound, which show just how spirited

view of Hindemith as dour and stolid! CB

his Haydn could be. Incidentally, whereas

Recordings • • •••

scherzo ( or minuet) and finale appear as one

Performances • •• ••

MOZART

intonation, but the flute is not at

Symphony 31 ' Paris' • Flute
and Harp Concerto • Sinfonia
concertante K297b

all well blended. On the whole

.11.1.1•111•••

Produced live at the Barbican
Last ()Caber, this version

this is more like a ' first draft'

reflects arethinking cf certain

than afinal edition. Barenboim's

temp .since Sir Colin Davis's

Suzanne Kaiser, Mara Galassi, Freiburg

modern- instrument

more expansive recording

Baroque Orchestra/Gottfried von der Goltz

performance from Rarnallah,

for RCA, which is now part

Harmonia Mundi HMC 901897

reviewed in May, probab.y had

77m 43s fEC

more coaching and is altogether

Inever understood how Peter

more engaging.

Ustinov could choose the Flute

Sibelius
,
t
eKullervo

of aboxed set cf the Sibel'us
symphonies. It complements
Vanska's full- priced BIS

Given the careful shaaing

CD, where timings for both

and Harp Concerto as his

of the slow movement ot the

'Kullervo's Youth' and ' Death'

Mozart choice in Desert Island

Flute and Harp Concerto, it is

are markedly at variance; his

Discs: written in the galant style

surprising that the pitch clash

crack my nuts in cornfortll It

Lahti performance - which

for aParisian Count in 1778

at 2m 02s was not reconsidered

remained unpublished during

receives the more oeautiful

it has always seemed to me

by the producer ( Venue

Sibelius's lifetime and he

sound - runs te 80m 34s.

an insipid piece! Mara Galassi

and production team dif'er

became increasingly unwilling

Robert Layton descrioes it as

uses amodern copy of an 18th

from those for the Freiburg

to sanction performances ' in

'finely paced' yet Vanska's slow

century harp, her colleagues

Diyertimenti/Serenade MI CB

an era very remote from its

tempo far Iii), Grave, is highly

use period instruments. Maybe

Performances 000

spirit'. Berglund made the first

questiorble. CB

because of these timbres or

Recordings

recording ( EM!, 1971), with some

Recording

scoring emendations of his own.

Performance Sise'

•

the adopted pitch Ienjoyed
this performance, the high-

SIBELIUS

voltage Paris Symphony tco,

Kullervo Symphony

with its prominent timpanist

Peter Mattei, Monica Creep, LSO and

and brisk tempos. Beecham

Chorus/Sir Colin Davis

and Klemperer would be

LSO Live LS00574

spinning in their graves if they

72m 12s SACO hybrid ££

could hear the symphony

Kutlervo (
18921 is more

interpreted like this! Since

sequence of tone poems with

his patron criticised the sow

aFinnish folk- ore programme

movement, Mozart wrote an

than asymphony, having

alternative; the shorter Andante

parts for male z.•.horus and

is set in context with the

two solo singers: Kulle -vo and

better-known one given as an

his sister, whom he seduces

appendix. A pity it wasn't the

before knowing her identity,

other way round!

which drives him to remorseful

The symphony has mcre
presence than the less than

••

suicide. ( The LSO bookiet
translation tactfully modifies

ideally clear works with soloists.

Kutlervo .slines, printed

In K297b bassoon and horn

elsewhere, ' underneath my

are pinsharp in rhythm and

rug, my dearest ... you shall

FREIBURG BAROQUE ORCHESTRA
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TCHAIKOVSKY
Francesca da Rimini • Serenade
for Strings

VAUGHAN WILLIAMS

Will ants find Procleon pissing into apot helpful

The Wasps - incidental music

to her late husband's cause?

LSO/Leopold Stokowski

Henry Goodmat, Halle Orchestra and Choir/Mark Elder

Pentatone PIC 5186 122

Halle HID 2510

Keener and sinon Eadon recordec the

51m Us SACO hybrid Cif

105m 37s two discs CC

music last lily, overlaying

In 1973 and 1974 Stokowski

At one time the overture to The Wasps was a

rarration Gocdman's characterisation sa

recorded two Tchaikovsky

popular classic la BBC signatu -etune too, says

tour de force and Elder's control of some rather

programmes for Philips: his

John Crabbe), but its alorg time since Iheard

guard music ( replete with quotations from other

only work on that label and

the March past cf the kiterlen utensils' with its

composers, most obviously Debussy makes the

done with four channels in

clunking pats, pans and broken china.

set wcrth hearing. CB

mind. A recently published

This premiere recording is of acomplete

interview from 1970, in the

recorstrucion from manuscript/ published vocal

Society's Journal, suggests

score of all the original mLsic, \iviIh an updated

that Stokowski% discussions

text by David Pouitney for chorus, Pracleon - ' a

with Philips on quadraphonic

sort of Alf Garnet:* suggests Michael Kennedy in

reproduction went back some

his notes, hough the enunciation is more Del

years. Produced at Brent Town

Boy - and his unprincipled son Antielepn.

Hall by Erik Smith the sound is

Both parts are taken bit Henry Goodman,

rather distant - Ialways thought

in Boult's day, John Gielgud wotuld

the LP cut lacked range but it

surely have peen cast.

seems this was more aquestion

Wcrkinc at Bolt.on's Albert Halls, And -ew
a

BBC engineered

Recording 11••••
Performance 069110

Poiuntney makes no bones about

of overall balance. Neither item

these characters. acress- part}

shows Stokowski on especially

hybrid of Norman Tebbiltt aid Jchn

charismatic form, with the

Prescott?, and hints at Blairs New

strings rather inflated in

LaboLr croneyism'. He argues that

character for the Serenade and

the fossilised era of Enolish academism

Francesca never springing into

when Greek cu ture was seen as an

life as it had done in the famous

ipoçee land Aristophanes's original text

Everest version, although the

orrespondingly bowdlerised in translation)

LPO's uncredited clarinettist

necessitated ai:ompletely f
-esh approach

plays memorably in the middle

-although the validity of Pountney's attempt

section. Philips 1967 recording

will be amatter of taste Does Ursula Vaughan

with Markevitch and the New
Philharmonia was superior in

HALLE
VAUGHAN WILLIAMS

every way. CB
Recordings >••

THE WASPS

MARK ELDER
HENRY GOODMAN

Performances ••

TCHAIKOVSKY
Symphony 6 Pathétique' •
Serenade for Strings
RPO/Daniele Gatti
Harmonia Mundi HMU 907394
76m 24s fff
Produced at Watford Colosseum
last May, this RPO Serenade has
alarge- space sound and scale
similar to that in Stokowski's
recording. But its amuch

You would not want to

glowing reading of the Élégie.

The more Ilistened to this

more alert reading, beautifully

follow the Pathétique with the

Gatti's Sixth has none of the

played and attentive to detail.

Serenade, yet this dark- light'

over- heated tempi of his

liked it, although it belongs in

Ritardandos in the Waltz could

complement makes some

recent Fourth Symphony; t

the ' very accomplished' box

pall with repetition, but Gatti's

serse, particularly given the

Tchaikovsky Sixth the more I

is absolutely straightforward,

along with, say, the Haitink/

teasing introduction to the

atmost classical in style, with

Philips or Giultru/Philharmonia,

Finale relates well to the vigour

the finale given extraord:nary

but not in the unmissable' -

of its main tempo. Overall, I

cLignity. The solo clarinet parts

prewar Furtwängler; Mravinsky/

thought his conducting had

before the first- movement

DG; Fricsay's posthumously

something of Boult's clarity

development outburst and

issued DG; Markevitch/Philips;

-or was that merely because

towards the end of ( 1are

Gergiev/VPO. ( My third box,

of the score's affinity with

beautifully done, presumably

'wrongheaded but fascinating',

Elgar's string pieces? One of

by Douglas Mitchell. During a

includes Silvestri's, Martinon's,

Gatti's skills is to make his

pause 5m 40s into ( iv) traffic or

Bernstein's on DG.) CB

studio recordings seem like live

aircraft noise obtrudes, but only

Recordings ••••

performances.

headphone addicts will notice it.

Performances ••••
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REVIEWS • JAZZ
PHIL DWYER, ALAN
JONES, RODNEY
WHITAKER

DAVE BRUBECK
Young Lions & Old Tigers

•

two- piano duet on Brubeck s
In Your Own Sweet Way'

Let Me Tell You About My Day

Telarc CD- 83349

and Gerry Mulligan on two

Alma Records ACD12442

63m 28s

numbers. Also featuned are

51m 40s

From 1995, this 75th birthday

Michael Brecker, Joe Lovano,

Can apiano- less sax/bass/

Brubeck album has ten guest

Joshua Redman, James

drums trio hold your attention

stars, each soloing with the

Moody, Ronnie Buttacavoli and

for 50 minutes, when the

pianist or his trio The twist

Christian McBride Nothing

saxophonist isn't Sonny Rollins?

was Brubeck's idea of writing

goes on too long, the soloists

Fine Canadian tenor player Phil

some of the tunes specially

give of their best, and there's

Dwyer's trio almost can. Dwyer

for them like the lovely, wistful

awarm feeling throughout A

has to stop himself playing

ballad opener, just named

bargain SH

'St. Thomas' on • Narcolypso',

'Roy Hargrove', for the first of

Recording 00000

an obvious tribute to Rollins'

the young bons' Among the

Performance 00000

Caribbean side. Other tracks are

'old tigers are Jon Hendricks,

more Trane-influenced, though

singing How High The Moon'

for me Dwyer is less engaging

as aslow and melancholy

when he switches to soprano

lament, George Shearing

sax. Recording quality is so-so,

in acharming and sprightly

SO'FIG SLETTAilitt

the bass of Rodney Whitaker

AP.

seeming too quiet. But worth
seeking out. SH

by Lorraine Bowen). After the

The opener is Wayne Shorte's

*China Boy'. There's abebop-ish

Recording 000

fine, reposeful ' Ballad For A

'Children of the Night', altoist

bonus track here, recorded in

Performance 0000

Lost Son', you can forg've afew

Phil Woods guests on Chick

2000 witn the rather different

moments of banality las in the

Corea's ' Tones For Jones Bones'

group led by Babik Reinhardt

cod- Carib- style ' Never Mind').

and two of Scott's tunes, and

Licht and listenable. SH

the whole band enjoys pumping

only guitarist here who doesn't

Recording ONO

out Cannonball Adderley's soul

closely imitate his famous

Performance 0000

blues Sack O'Woe'. Ifound

father. A poignant memento to

the album both accessible end

end with. SH

enjoyable. SH

Recording 0000

Recording 0000

Performance 0000

PHIL
RODNEY

ALAN

7. 11411
•01
LE TEL 1
lii
MY

1944- 2001), ironically, the

Performance 00000

TONY KOFI

CHARLOTTE
GLASSON

THE DJANGO
REINHARDT
FESTIVAL LIVE AT
BIRDLAND
Gypsy Swing

Escapade

Kind of Blue 10001

33 Records 33JAll 136

67m 25s

it's firmly back, and here's

58m 56s

Guitarists Angelo DeBarre

saxophonist Tony Kofi following
his well- received Specific Jazz

Future Passed
Specific Jazz SPEC004
64m 59s
It's hard to remember that
the Hammond organ once
went right out of fashion. Now

Avery young Charlotte Glasson

TOM SCOTT

and Dorado Schmitt are

actually played flute on the

BeBop United

both masters of the gypsy

debut, the Monk- tribute album

Oasis album Standing On The

Manchester Craftsmen's Guild MCGJ1021

swing genre, but on this 2CO2

Allis Know, with agroup ' hat's

Shoulders Of Giants, but don't

59m 22s

recording it's the phenomenal

based on organ rather than

let that put you off. She's since

It's tempting to call this ' smooth

Schmitt who dazztes most,

piano. Trumpeter Byron Wallen

worked with Claire Martin, Jah

straight- ahead'. Tenor saxist,

doubling and redoubling the

joins Kofi on three tracks and

Wobble and other stars, and

composer and arrancer Tom

trickery of the Django style

guitarist Cameron Pierre comes

with tribute band The Brighton

Scott is best known for nearly

with his own turbocharged

in for four, but mainly this is an

Beach Boys in her seaside

four decades of fusion and

technique. Then he switciles to

organ trio, with Robert Fordjour

home town, but also found time

film scores and for injecting

violin! Schmitt can also write

to lead her own jazz groups.

the sax appeal into countless

good ballad tune in the Django

3

powering along at the drums
and Anders ° tinder on the

Here, with some accomplished

rock albums. But for this

mode, captivating the audience

Hammond B3. Kofi's robust,

companions [ notably Dan

concert reco-ding from the

with the misty New York ln

inventive solos burst with

Hewson on trombone and

Manchester Craftsmen's Guild

November'. After this interlude

energy, but once or twice, as the

piano), she puts over ten of her

hall, Pittsburgh, Scort's peerless

it's back to that freneticalry-

onus 'ails back on Olinder on

own tunes with her poised yet

septet lincluding Randy Brecker,

chunking four-four beat, but for

organ, you can begin to feel the

fluid sax sound, sometimes

Ronnie Cuber, Jay A3hby, Gil

variety there's the unbelievably

momentum flagging. A record

almost classically pure, with

Goldstein) jLst played jazz. They

fleet- fingered young

that's perhaps just alittle rough

rhythmic styles ranging from a

don't really play bebop tunes,

accordionist Ludovic Beier

rouna the edges, but it's still full

light fusion groove to asamba

but then the album title is

and the honking sax of James

of vitedity. SH

['Nor Siglar', complete with

intended to mean bebop ' united

Carter, plus some high-speed

Recording 000

1960s Jobim-style echo vocal

with many other elements'.

clarinet from Ken Peplovvski on

Performance 00000
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4,
-

those zippy rippling keyboards

NERINA PALLOT

by way of Tori Amos and

in ' Nowhere Fast'. JR

FIRES

Shawn Colvin, so quite whLic.

Performances • • • •

Idaho CI)(101 (46m 54s1

Jem fits in, I've no idea If

Recordings • • • • •

The national quality dailies

her session- player- heavy

had afield day hailing this

band sounds abit too slick

JAMES HUNTER

album with accolades that

from time to time, there

PEOPLE GONNA TALK

included ' scintillating', ' a

are also some imaginative

Rounder 11661-2187-2 ( 40m 59s)

treasure' and ' acut above

arrangements, notably in • Mr

Hunter is athrowback, able to

the Jems of this world'. This

King' ( about her record label

switch vocal modes from Cooke
to Jackie Wilson to James

last is abit harsh on Jem

boss) and ' Heart Attack' Her

who, Ireckon, ain't so dusty

most immediately catchy

Brown or Ray Charles at the

and, besides, Idon't actually

songs are ' Idaho' and 'AH

drop of ahat. The fact that he's

see much of acomparison.

Good People', but it may

English and somewhat pale

It's abit like saying apples

be that less immediately

of complexion matters little

aren't as good as calamari

obvious cuts like Learning

(except of course to purists) in

Ms Pallot is one of those

To Breathe will become the

the light of songs that swing and

thoughtfully sensitive chick

real long-term favourites for

sway with absolute conviction,

singers with abit of attitude,

those smart enough to invest

phrasing that delivers every

slightly kooky, slightly

in this excellent album JR

line to perfection and aband

bohemian, she reminds me

Performances • • • • •

worthy of comparison with

more of Rickre Lee Jones

Recordings •• • ••

the mighty house combos of
Stax or Motown in their glory
years. ' Mollena' steers too

THE RACONTEURS

Joe Taylor. Ayear later Icaught

roller- coaster ride of ' Curious'.

close for comfort to its obvious

BROKEN BOY SOLDIERS

apowerhouse performance

'Million Dollar Decision' is

inspiration, ' Wonderful World',

XL XLCD196P ( 33m 42s)

by an unknown band that had

the album's big anthem, and I

but mostly this is flawless. JB

My first erconteur ( see what I

blagged its way into Glastonbury

defy anyone to stand still after

Performances • • •

making the acquaintance of

Recordings • • •

did there?) with the prodigious

Festival and there, fronting the

genius of Jack White was when

band, was Joe Taylor. Since

the White Stripes' sensational

then, Taylor and Blackbud have

debut single ' Hotel Yorba'

gone from strength to strength.

popped through my letterbox

There are many glorious

towards the back end of 2001.

moments here. ' Switch', for

And I'm here to tell you that

example, is awonderfully

The Raconteurs sanother

emotive performance, with

massive step forward for our

Taylor's voice soaring angelically

Jack. The ridiculously catchy

through almost Flamenco guitar

debut single, ' Steady As She

stylings. And even if there's too

Goes', is afair template by

much reliance on sub- Hendrix

which to imagine the rest of the

guitar licks and atendency

album - energetic, imaginative

to lurch into melodrama, this

and tuneful but boasting an

is acorker of adebut and an

aggressive, almost neurotic

indication that even better

ROBIN GUTHRIE

yet more diaphanous. The

edge that makes it seem that

things are sure to follow. JB

CONTINENTAL

comparison that leaps most

little bit more dangerous than

Performances • • •

Rocket Girl RGIRL44 ( 41m 47s1

readily to mind is with the

most pop chart fodder. But it's

Recordings •••

Anyone who misses the

German guitarist Michael

Cocteau Twins as much as

Rother, as he might sound

the sheer songwriting virtuosity
of White and collaborator

HEAD AUTOMÁTICA

Brendan Benson that makes

Ido will surely be delighted

if he was playing duets with

PROPAGANDA

and entranced by this second

ambient keyboard maestro

The Raconteurs America's next

Warner Bros 9362 44237 2 ( 49m 32s)

album from their former

Harold Budd.

supergroup. JR

Head Automatica debuted last

guitarist and producer.

Performances • • •

year with astartling fusion of

Guthrie, who spends most

is never easy but.. imagine

Recordings • • • •

electronic dance and solid rock

of his time running his

you're achild again, and

that stood head and shoulders

superb Bella Union record

you've woken up in ahot

above almost everything around.

label, has made three solo

midsummer night to find that

This time they've backflipped

albums of which this is

the curtains in your bedroom
are lit up by the ever- shifting

BLACK BUD
FROM THE SKY

Describing ambient music

Independiente ISOM 62 CD ( 54m 345)

into adramatically revved- up

probably the best. With its

About four years ago Iattended

version of late ' 70s power- pop.

ambient soundscapes built

light of the aurora borealis,

an evening of music by students

Propaganda thunders along,

from chiming guitar lines it's

shimmering in awhisper of

of St Laurence School in

propelled by huge churning

clearly related to his 2003

wind. Here's the soundtrack

Bradford- On- Avon and found

guitar chord patterns topped off

release, Imperial, but this

to that moment JB

myself unexpectedly blown away

with instantly hummable vocal

time out the music seems

Performances • • • • •

by the astonishing voice of a

melodies, most notably in the

at once more focused and

Recordings •••••

young singer- songwriter called

no- holds- barred
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REVIEWS • AUDIOPHILE
it's her definitive release and

GREEN DAY
GREEN DAY PRESENTS AMERICAN IDIOT
Adeline RecordsMarnerAR033-12LPs 180g vinyl
You always knew Green Day had the
spirit of the spinning platter, and the
sheer presence of two slabs of vinyl
impart agreater sense of what this
band owes to mid- 1970s punk and even
early 1960s Britrock But American Idiot

GREEN
DAY
american

-whatever your politics - is proof that
the band has transcended its garage

idiot

as good aplace as any to start
your discovery of the singer who
just may be the best thing since
Laura Nyro. KK
Performances 00000
Recordings 00000

OTIS SPANN
OTIS SPANN IS THE BLUES

ovInw

Pure Pleasure CJS9001 180g vinyl
Dating from 1960, this
astounding set finds the world's

origins. What's so special about the

greatest- ever blues pianist ( and

maturity is that they haven't sold out,

I'll argue that with anyone...)

nor betrayed their in- your- face ethos

performing with Robert

This, after all, as much arock opera

Lockwood Jr. on guitar, just the

as anything by the Pretty Things, the

two of them recorded with such

Kinks or, yes, the Who, and its bursting

sensitivity that you'll get all

with genuinely majestic moments. Best

choked up. This is an all- but-

of all is packaging denied the small

forgotten masterpiece - Spann's

format, and overwhelming bass that CD

first album with his name on the

can't even approximate KK

title rather than as abacking

Performances 00000

musician - and it captures two

Recordings 00000

legends in their prime, mixing
it up with their own material

BUDDY GUY and
JUNIOR WELLS

TAJ MAHAL

AIMEE MANN

TAJ MAHAL

BACHELOR NO. 2

one for years! KK

Sundazed LP5196 18% vinyl

Mobile Fidelity MFSL 1-282 180g vinyl

Performances SSS

Hey - two Taj Mahal vinyls in as

Probably Mann's best

Recordings

many months! This is atransfer

release, heat- wrenching and

of his 1967 solo debut in mono

introspective, in the format

Pleasure - I'd been after this

from the Columbia analog

one which it belongs; if ever

masters, with adifferent mix to

there was apost- CD performer

the stereo - ard it's punchier,

who deserves the intimacy of

if anything. Produced by David

analogue, it's Mann. MoFi has

Rubinson, this one's amilestone

already released this in digital

set, featuring akiller band - Ry

form, but the vinyl exposes even

Cooder and native American

more of Mann's guet intensity.

Blues guitarist Jesse Ed Davis

My God, can this woman

bcth appear - presenting rural

communicate! A by-product of

Pure PleasurePPAN001 180g vinyl

blues to arock audience with

her work for the film Magnolia,

Periodically, bluesmasters

all the purist respect they

Buddy Guy [ guitar) and Junior

can muster. Along with Paul

GOING BACK TO ACOUSTIC

and standards. Thanks, Pure

Wells [ harmonica) would link

Butterfield, who did the same

THE WHO

up and recreate the magic of

with electric blues, Ta, Mahal via

AQUICK ONE

Wells' masterful Hoodoo Man

this LP helped to save an entire

Classic Records 593 002 180g vinyl

Blues from 1965. In 1981, they

genre. TM's takes of ' Statesboro

Another mono Who set, from

recorded this amazing acoustic

Blues' and ' Dust My Broom' are

1966, and many will argue

set ( before the term ' unplugged'

classics. Twang on, my man. KK

it's the best way to hear it

was even imagined), released

Performances 00000

because early Who stuff

only in France. Later released

Recordings 61111

wasn't all that well- recorded.

on CD by Alligator, it's now

)I can hear the sound of a

out on pristine vinyl, and it's

SCUD from Classic records

an ear- opener for those who

winging its way toward me.)

only think of this duo in electric

While many regard

terms. Add it to the Otis Spann

this album as the band's

and Taj Mahal sets here for a

weakest, A Quick One is

Highlights include the

triumvirate of LPs of unadorned

pivotal as it was the band

oft- covered ' So Sad About

contributing song- wise.

blues. Standouts include ' High

moving from snort, sharp

Us', while ' Boris the Spider'

Heel Sneakers' and abrace of

rockers to more experimental

is still ahoot. KK

John Lee Hooker covers. KK

material. What's more, it saw

Performances

Performances 00000

all members cf the group

Recordings

Recordings 0000
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HI-FINews essential hi-fi buyer's shortlist
Welcome to the Hot 100 — Hi Fi News' vital buying
guide section. It's here that we list the finest
,,..„................00)

hi-fi components that we've reviewed, updated
every month. The emphasis is on real value for
money, which doesn't always mean the
lowest- cost options, but we've also highlighted
those more expensive components that justify
their sometimes frightening price tags, by
offering atrue advance in sound quality for the
audiophile. Listed are the issue date Imonthiyearl
where you can track down the original review, and
the author's initials. For the full-length review call
Back Issues on 01733 370800, go to www.mags-uk.com, or

check out our review reprints service at www.hi-finews.co.uk.

Award winner 2005: Inca Tech's Katana SE CD player best digital source up to £ 1000

CD PLAYERS
Make/model

Price

Tested
08/03
AH

How we rate it
An improvement on the CD23, but now using multiple Wolfson DACs. Strengths are detail, insight and agood grip on rhythm. While multi-format
machines struggle to be ajack of all trades - this player is master of one.

Arcam CD33

£1300

Arcam Diva CD73

£399

Cambridge
C340C Azur

£250

09/04
All

challenging of discs. Cosmetic match for the 640A amp, with which it works well in small rooms and with modest-sized loudspealœrs.

Chord DAC 64

£1960

07/0^
AH

Chord's now fully sorted 96kHz-ca pa ble DAC features abuffer memory and recloc king system that theoretically eliminates jitter..AH concluded, ' It's
not its lushness and smooth ride that make it awinner, but the way that it treads the route of musicality and natural timing:

Creek CD50

£700

07/03

We've come to expect bargains from Mike Creek. This one wipes the floor with most budget players and some with much higher price tags, extracting

dCS Purcell/
Delius

£5000/
£6500

Inca Tech Katana
SE

£995

Musical Fidelity
308CR

£2000

Musical Fidelity
X-Ray V3

£899

Naim CDS3
Naim CD5i
Perpetual P- 1A/
P-3A

£7050
£825
$1100/
$800

Rotel RCD-02

£380

Unison Research
Unico

£1100

03/04
TB

DB

The replacement of the Burr Brown DAC used in previous players with aWM8740 multi- bit sigma delta design from Microelectrdnics pays off here
with acomfortable, smooth and civilised sound . Silky highs and wonderful female vocals, even if treble is slightly rounded off.
Mechanically quiet and flawless in operation this high-performance machine boasts aclean, detailed sound and was rarely upset by even the most

incredible precision from recordings. Compare it with some expensive players and you'll ask, why pay more?

12/99
AH

Purcell is aDID converter that ' upsamples' to 24/96 or 24/192, for analogue conversion by Delius. An impressive input array, upgradable firmware,

12/04

Stunning looks, sturdy build and balanced outputs to boot, this player deserves to make waves at its price-point thanks to thrilling vocals and a

DA

pro-grade electronics. Makes CDs sound wholly believable at last. Provision for DSD conversion via proprietary use of FireWire liri<
dexterity and energy that truly brings music to life. Single-ended output version available for £600. Both players amust- listen concluded DA.

07/03
DA

DA was mesmerised by the sound from this 24- bit upsampling player. It is all solid-state, but comes so close to matching its Nu-V'sta sibling's sound
quality that you'd swear there were valves in the equation somewhere: ' natural' and ' unforced'.

08/04

Aplayer punching well above its weight, the V3 puts the emphasis firmly on the music with awell proportioned presentation that gives areal

DA

impression of depth and power. Vocals sound fully fleshed and separation of instruments is good. Comes into its own used as adigital transport.

10/03
MC

Top-of the- range two- box CD replay from Naim. Physically unassuming but sonically arival for any other player -- high- resolution format or otherwise
-according to Martin Colloms. Sweeter treble, blacker backgrounds and greater all-round ability than its predecessor the worthy CDS2.

2004

Naim's most affordable player excels in the areas for which the British brand has become justifiably famous: pace, rhythm and timing. For many

Ael

listeners this translates into excitement and involvement with the music, especially when it comes to modern pop and rock material.

,

11/01
DA

Diminutive DSP ( P- 1A) and DAC ( P- 3A) units that do something special. The combination transforms CD, communicating the illusion of real
musicians. The P- 1A is the killer, used as an interpolating upsampler, but with capability for room or speaker EQ correction. Mail o:der only in UK.

2002

Rotel has long been respected for its UK-designed, Far East- built budget players. Although the company now makes DVD players and AV receivers, it

AAn'

hasn't forsaken CD/two-channel users. If you're on atight budget this one is well worth auditioning.

07/03
KK

Using atriode valve output stage this CD player aims to combine the best of both worlds, with asound, as KK noted, that comes 'scarily close to
resembling adecent moving-coil, playing mint vinyl through atube phono stage.'

DVD-VIDEO, DVD-AUDIO & SACD PLAYERS
Make/model

Price

Tested
02/03

How we rate it
Ergonomically satisfying DVD-V and CD player features painstaking audio circuit design: separate clocks and power supplies for audio and video,

Area mDV88 Plus

£1000

Arcam DV29

£1600

Cambridge Audio
DVD57

£200

Denon DVD-2900

£850

09/03
PM

Smooth and natural-sounding on both DVD-A and SACD, this universal player gives seamless multichannel sound plus excellent video performance.
Lacking the proprietary Denon digital link of the DV-Al , it remains afine all-rounder, aworthy competitor to Pioneer's universals.

Marant SA-11S1

£2000

05/05
Kt

CD-only replay this player can sound rich, lush and incredibly euphonic thanks to the proprietary user-selectable filters on board.

Pioneer DV868AVi

£1000

02/04
PM

Despite prosaic looks, technology on board makes this player the very first of athorough'y new generation. Stunning pictures, with CDPD scaler

£2400

05/04
PM

Sony's current flagship for the SACD format is also aDVD video player ( not DVD-A!). It offers an extended, transparent and wholly unforced sound with

Sony XA9000ES

AG
03/05
PM
10/03
PM

dual Wolfson 24-bit/192kHz WM8716 DACs.Excellent picture quality and sound on DVD-V, plus CD sound equalling Arcam's Alpha 7SE.
Dubious features are abandoned here in favour of purist engineering that benefits both video and audio quality. The Arcam DV29 is awolf in sheep's
clothing and is adesirable alternative to its gadget-strewn competition. Buy with confidence.
Made an excellent impression against some heavyweight contenders in our DVD-A player Group Test. Elegant styling and an eererrely competent
performance for not alot of cash. Don't expect the Earth at this price, but this player is thoroughly musical with abit of bite too.

Abenchmark with SACD replay thanks to exceptional transparency, speed and resolution, plus deep bass and an uncannily natural midband. With

providing tighter, noise-free and contrasting images. Son ically, lighter touch of more affordable DV-668AV proved more satisfying.
the vast majority of rival DVD and CD players sounding artifical by comparison. If DVD leaves you cold then buy the Sony, said PM.
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RECOMMENDED TURNTABLE
Roksan Radius 5£ 850 ( HFN Nov'03)
Acomplete original for Roksan in that the Radius 5uses

Still the best player under four- figures, with an airy,

new materials in an unusual configuration. The main

graceful sound free of metallic or wooden colorations.

plinth and sub- chassis are clear acrylic, 19mm thick,

Holographic soundstage with palapable wall-to-wall

while the Nima tonearm is alightweight unipivot type

images of instruments and performers. Excellent bass,

using athin- walled alloy main tube with internal wiring

free of overhang, and top-notch dynamics. The Roksan

made of aflexible printed circuit material found in the

is capable of handling good m- ccartridges too, thanks

more expensive Artemio arm.

to that Nima tonearm.

TURNTABLES
Make/model

Price

Tested

How we rate it

02/04
.1H

Versatile enough to accept arms of up to 12in effective length and even to carry two arms, this intelligently designed skeletal turntable is true to the

03/01
A
li

Arich, colourful sound and excellent 3D image stability, the mid alittle recessed; buta fine rhythmic 'groove' and pace. With black acryliL base and
translucent platter ( no dust cover), the outboard AC motor has astepped pulley; manual speed change to 45.

10/97
AK

Classic three-point suspended chassis design, based on AR and Ariston models but with tighter engineering. Simple AC motor drive leaves room for

£1015
£2413

99
AH

£120

07/00
TB

Simple but effective: price includes tonearm and Ortofon m-m cartridge. ' No nasty top or flaccid bass, just clean, rather crisp and lively sound,'
commented TB. If you need aphono stage, go for Debut Phono or Debut Phono SB : with fine speed control, £ 160).

Pro-Ject RPM 9X

£000

09/04
TB

beween leading edges of irr;trument s. Less surface noise compared with original model along with complete banishment of grain.

Oracle Delphi
Mk V

£3180

07/04
DA

thing of the past. Ablack granite base looks great but costs extra.

SME Mode110

£3580

Avid Diva
Clearaudio
Champion
Linn LP12
Michell Orbe SE/
NC power supply
Pro-Ject Debut
Mk 11

£1100
from
£1020
from

12/9

engineering concepts of Avid's bigger models, and the sound is not far behind them either.

improvement with better power supplies; now only available with Lingo power supply, and with either Akito or Ekos tonearms.
Revamp for flagship deck courtesy of anew power supply that offers the best of both worlds in that it brings the pace and toe-tapping timine of the
company's AC- powered unit yet retains the greater realism and naturalness gained by the DC unit.

Pro-Ject favourite receives arevamp courtesy of an acrylic platter. Result is apresentation having greater flow, air and lucidity with improved definition
Basic design is 25 years old but according to DA, the Mk Vcan still show some very costly decks athing or two, and suspension tuning problems area
Price quoted includes asimplified version of the classic Series Vtonearm. ' So eerily quiet and uncoloured' said KK, 'one of the best ambassadors yet
for the greatness of analogue replay via vinyl... The Model 10 let's you hear the music and nothing else'.

Rega P2

£198

2004

Roskan Radius 5

£850

11/03
A
ll

Back in the 19705, Rega's original Planar 2was the usual choice for those who couldn't afford aLinn. Design principles are unchanged (there's still no
subchassis) but the P2 remains agood buy if your sonic priorities are rhythm and d: ive rather than subtlety.
Price quoted includes the (lima tonearm. This Roksan deck offers a ' listen-all-day character that plays music guilelessly'. Expect ' real dynamic
contrast and timbral colouring, with naturally-sounding frequency response without treble lift or heavy bass'. An absolute bargain!

TUNERS
Make/model

Price

Tested

How we rate it

£650

01/02
AH

With better controls than previous models, the DT81 is arguably superior to the more expensive FMJ DT26. Comprehensive user features include

£400

09/01
1
H

Asimple fuss-free tuner with excellent FM sound quality, with atotal of 64 presets fer FM, MW and LW. Signal strength and multi- path distortion are
displayed. IH found it had 'afull-bodied sourd that's nicely articulated and stable., excellent value.'

£3750

2004
A
WARDS

Old-fashioned analogue tuner rather than adigital synthesiser type, meticulously designed and built with atriode valve output stage. Expensive, for

Marantz ST- 17

£600

09/01
IH

PURE Digital
DRX-702ES

£330

07/03
AH

Arcam DT81
Creek T43
Magnum Dynalab
MD106

engineering mode for interested enthusiasts. Its clear, distinct way of opening up aproadcast makes this arelatively impartial but accurate receiver.

sure, but now sets the standard of excellence. After all, as AG put it, on aRadio 3concert, 'the orchestra colours practically glowed.'
I
hreewavebands and ROS; for IH the sound was 'detailed and solid, projecting acoherent soundstage with excellent depth of image' if alittle bright.
It lacks independent remote control but 'sounds superb, makes the best of weak signals and exudes aquiet confidence'.
Winner of our three-way group test, this model brings you DAB, yet has ausable FM tuner in the same package. LISB connectivity for upgrading via a
PC; dark, attractive, contoured presentation and the controls are simplicity themselves — atop-drawer product.

RECOMMENDED AMP
Musical Fidelity kW 500
£3999 (-IFN Oct'04)
Another worthy Hi Fi News Awards 2005 winner, over 500W are on offer from
this high-powered hybrid design, which banks on very low distortion across
the audio band to make aneutral, natural- sounding integrated amplifier that
approaches the company's monster kW pre/power statement. Fine looks,
mu-Vista valves inside, and packs agreat phono stage too.
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AMPLIFIERS
Make/model

Price

Arcam FMi A32

£1100

Arcam A85

£700

Audio Research
VS110

£4000

Audio Research
Ref Two

£10,000

AS Passion
Ultimate

£1300

BAT VK-50SE/
VK-60

£6125

Bryston 3B-SST

£1125

Chord CPA 3200/
SPNI 1200C

£4040

Conrad-Johnson
Premier LS2

£5000

Conrad-Johnson
350

£8000

Croft Vitale

£350

EAR 864

£1500

GRAAFGN150B

£3950

Icon Audio Stereo
40

£990

Krell KAV-300i1

£3900

Krell KAV400x1

£2698

Music First Audio
Passive

£1498

Musical Fidelity
A3.2

£1 000

Musical Fidelity
kW 500

£4000

Musical Fidelity
X-150

£800

Tested

How we rate it

I

top-of-the-range integrated offers 100W/ch, thanks to an uprated power supply. AG found it sounding confidently in charge, making the most of

speakers it was used with, reproducing the life and vitality of aperformance. It also offers tone controls.
Remote-control 85W/ch amplifier, using bi-polar output devices ( not MOSFETs). Its clean and detailed sound nimbly communicates music.
This
Microprocessor-controlled source switching, tone controls and input trim facility ( to equalise source levels). Finest integrated amplifier at the price.
With eight 6550 output tubes (four per channel in push-pull pairs) this higher- power version of the VS50 gives the sound of classic valves in spades.
DB reported 'warmth, texture, muscularity and deep bass aplenty... brawn, brain and heart in one glowing package'.
Despite broadband noise from this valve-fuelled lab- handled design, sound quality was top notch as well. ' It comes close to be,ng astate-of-the-art
piece of audio engineering,'said MC.

E
E
E
DI

Remote-control version of classic passive attenuator. Control of volume and source is via optical linkage, asingle Vishay resistor leading to light-

C

controlled shunt resistor. The Ultimate is still top of the class, rivalling active pre-amps that cost four times as much.

00
G

finesse, inner complexity and poise of tubes. Sweet-sounding, without the audible severity of some solid-state counterparts.

Full remote control pre- amp and 60W/ch stereo push-pull valve power amplifier, combine the dynamics and load tolerance of solid-state with the

03

David Allcock was already an owner of apair of 14B-SST power amps, this model's big brothers, when he reviewed this one so it was interesting to see

A

if he rated 150W/ch (8ohms) model so highly— he did! Fantastic sonic balance and stereo imaging, along with lashings of controlled power.

9J
Il

the disconcerting ability to create real sound pressure levels with ease,' said AH, with 'transparency to music's inner workings.'

Audio meets aerospace engineering. The fully- balanced SPM1200C uses aswitched-mode power supply, yet sounds dynamic and transparent. ' Has

04

Purist triode pre-amplifier offers full-on audiophile sound at acompetitive price. More 'different' than ' better' than the long-lived original LS2, detail

c

was reference class while stereo image scale, width and depth were all to avery high standard. Midrange was exceptionally pure.

04

First solid-state Premier series amp turns out to be amassively powerful stereo chassis at ahighly competitive price. Offers the well-balanced, fluid

E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
C

midrange of tube amps with the dynamic range, grip and slam of the best solid-state designs. The answer to an audiophile's dreams.

00

Classic hard-wired pre-amp, true to the minimalist ideal: 'vintage' in its warmth and preclusion of edginess and grain, yet big, palpable and
commanding. With some low-level noise and fuzziness, it's still quieter than even amint Quad valve pre-amp.

00

Aphonoinclusive pre-amplifier to satisfy audiophiles and studio professionals, with its XLR balanced input and output. Balanced operation offers

04

This gorgeous-looking valve integrated combines real pride of ownership with aperformance set to re-write the rules in the sub-&1000 market thanks

improved dynamic contrasts, slam, overall control and coherence, as well as virtually noise-free operation.
to its seamless, sweet and open sound. Despite having no phono stage it boasts areal affinity with vinyl. Remote control, too.

04

UK-designed, Chinese built, with two pairs of EL34 pentode valves for aclaimed 40W/ch, or 19W when run in sweeter-sounding triode mode. TB liked

B

its impeccable finish and solid build as well as its ability to produce natural-sounding music.

at

A300W/ch integrated. Hooking up 1ohm Apogee Scintilla speakers, KK found it ' produced the very best sound I
have ever heard from the

o

B

Scintillas... I
would take the KAV-300i Lover any solid-state amp I
can name south of the Theta Dreadnaught'.
This 'entry-level' 200W model doesn't use Krell's Plateau Biasing but does offer balanced inputs. DB found it thoroughly listenable, with punch drama
and speed. It's not at all laid-back, so if you want awarm, distant or soft sound, then look elsewhere.

oa

Utilitarian looks belie aproduct boasting the the finest balance of virtues of any pre-amp AH had heard to date. If you can live without added features

H

from apre-amp then this passive device can stand alongside active units at over three times the price. Strongly recommended.

0.3

DA felt that the 3.2 pre-amp offered sound quality well beyond its price tag, and the 130W/ch-rated power amp is claimed to drive any domestic

A

speaker. Concluded DA, 'At this price point I
can think of nothing I'd rather build asystem around.'

04

Musical Fidelity does it again with aneutral-sounding high-powered ( 500W!) integrated that manages to offer ahigh degree of transparency with no

B

loss of musicality. It's powerful, yet never forceful, and boasts asilent electronic background. Sound from LP was stunning.

04

Compact at 218 x98 x377mm (whd), yet pleasingly substantial in build, the X-150 delivers 80W/ch into 8ohms ( 160W into 4ohms!) along with

'A

transparency, refinement and excellent soundstaging. There's built-in m-m phono input of very adequate quality too.

/99

Built around apair of 845 output tubes, this push-pull monoblock power-amp is rated at 50W into 4,8 or 16 ohm loads, with zero negative feedback.

Nagra VPA

£9350

Naim NAC 202/
NAP 200

/04

Awell-executed design boasting excellent musical and rhythmic abilities. Though imaging is vague, the boogie factor more than compensates.

£1385

B

ensuring that music is both involving and hugely enjoyable. Bomb- proof build and offers plenty of user-friendly features.

Naim NAC 112/
NAP 150

£625/
£750

/02

This 150W combination delivers the ' Naim sound' with an obvious freedom from artifice, 'with little of that unnatural glare and haze that afflicts

H

products that try to give too much in terms of detail and clarity' (AH). Difficult to trump for unflustered sound and musical satisfaction.

Naim NAC 552

£11,750

Naim NAIT 5

£800

Pass Labs X350

£9950

Pathos Tr RR

£3250

Prunare A30.1

£1500

Quad QC 24/
II-forty

£4000

Rotel RA-01/
RA-02

1£250

TacT Audio RCS
22X

£3195

KK praised its commanding and authoritative presentation and abass control of which Ongaku owners can only dream.

/03

This is Naim's current flagship pre-amplifier and according to Jonathan Gorse, ' it gets closer, by adramatic margin, to that " live" experience than any

G

other amplifier'. Don't expect it to make music sound 'comfortable', instead you get ' bombastic majesty and delicate beauty'. Awesome!

E
E
E
/Or

Rated at only 30W (we measured 36W), but adynamic performer. With avery convincing decay to treble notes and harmonics, an easy-going amp

H

that didn't fatigue after continued listening. Stereo detail not as explicit as some, rhythm and timing its real strengths.

/02

Rated at 350W/ch, the X350 eschews feedback, giving it alower than normal damping factor, and is biased strongly towards Class Aso runs very

G

warm. The level of detail, authority and naturalness places it among the finest at any price.

99

MOSFET output stage fed by asingle-ended, zero NFB tube driver stage: downside is relative inefficiency and high heat dissipation. Loads below
about 5ohm 'make it cry', said KK, who still called this 'one of the finest amplifiers I've heard, regardless of price'.

/99

Primare's A30.1 bi-polar amplifier, rated at 100W/channel but seems more powerful, looks like amillion dollars, and is remote-controllable. The

G

volume control is afine 100-step-ladder type, with extremely low distortion and accurate channel balance throughout its range.

/Go

E
E

Retro recreation of the classic Quad 22/1I valve pre-/power combination, using KT88s to give twice the power (40W/ch) of the KT-66 original. Pre-amp

K

lacks the 22's filters, but is also free of noise, and has anew smoothness and precision

/03
t

Qiality needn't break the bank. Rotel's remote-control RA-02 and otherwise- identical RA-01 share the same 40W/ch ( 8ohm) output, six line inputs,

/04
KA

Adigital pre-amplifier with very powerful room-correction built in, used in conjunction with aPC to idealise the system's response at the listening
position. If you're thinking of upgrading, but the real limitation is the room, try this before spending on other components.

and asound that TB called 'smooth and fatigue free'. Don't expect the earth at this price but you will be pleasantly surprised.
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LOUDSPEAKERS
Price

Tested

How we rate t

Avantgarde Uno

£7350

05/00
H

Avantgarde's smallest loudspeaker at 44cm high, has horn-loaded midrange and tweeter, and aself-powered subwoofer, with aclaimed system
sensitivity of 100dB/W. SH said it gave immediacy, impact, emotional communication, without the coloration that spoils other horn loudspeakers.

ATC Anniversary

£12,120

DB

Astudioquality speaker that combines line engineering, solid hand- built constructic -r
and accurate, musically satisfying replay in the home. Wli
l's not cheap, remember thi. is an active design and so comes with dedicated high quality amplification on board.

Avalon Eidolon

£23,000

02/03
MC

B &W 800D

£13,000

Alandmark achievment in the evolution of speaker design, the Eidolon marries the speed and transient definition of top class electrostatics with the
tailored directivity and fine dynamics of amoving-coil design. Build and technology are of the highest quafity.
Adiamond tweeter andnew materials used for the bass driver takes B&W's flagship to new heights, banishing colorations of the original model and
making for atighter and mora tonally acurate musical ride. Remarkably well priced far aspeaker with its overall capabilities.

B&W DM603 S3

£600

An excellent general purpose speaker that is sensitive enough to work with any half-cbcent amplifier and sounds pleasingwith most types of music in
most situations. Not the most exciting ride, but balanced and sure not to disappoint. Rear ports come with foam tuning bungs.

B&W DN1303

£180

In AG's group test of £200 models, the 303 sounded powerful, authoritative and had 3more 'grown-up' quality than the rest. Treble can get harder
when pushed. Overall, it has atight, fast and slightly overdamped sound that makes it keep control at higher volumes.

B&W Nautilus
802

£6000

Castle Acou stic
Stirling 3

£730

audio Contou r

One of B&W's finest ever loudspeakers, it carries the authority and finesse of the big Nautilus 801, but will work in room spaces where the 801 simply
won't. First class stereo imaging, bass, midrange clarity and smooth, transparent extended treble, not to mention killer looks.
02
TB

1" Bdescribed the Stirling 3's predecessor, Severn 2, as 'detailed but gentlemanly': the Stirling 3builds on these strengths and gives greater vividness
and more precise imaging. Afine speaker and worthy winner of a2002 Editors' Choice Award. (Special finishes available at extra cost.)
The Contour T2.5 put KK in mind of the larger classic British speakers of the 1970s, but with far greater power handling and speed. Has the capacity
to sound huge, but with holographic imaging, deliriously wide' soundstaging, and above average depth.

£2460
08 ,01
Ac

Satellites use aluminium do -ne tweeters and synthetic cone bass/mids, the sub a150W amp and 200mm reflex- loaded driver. Well able to reproduce
subtle solo instrumental playing or full-scale orchestra at realistic volumes. All in all, tim ply agreat find.

Energy Encore 2

£750

Epos M12

£500

Harbeth Compact
7ES

£1300

06/99
MC

Compact' only by barn-door standards, the thin-wall enclosure is viscoelastically dzmped to BBC standards using composite counterlayers, with the
ioundaries between main slell and screwed-on panels damped. Balanced, articulate, transparent sounds; easy to recommend.

Jamo D830

£1500

05/02
AG

Something of abenchmark. SEAS Excel drivers in awell-braced cabinet provide crisp, detailed and thoroughly musical sounds, with little strain even
when pushed. Bass is competent and extended, although higher up the sound can be atouch forward.

02/04

With ahigh sensitivity (90dB/1W) this big 1200mm-tall floorstander needs careful positioning but can deliver an extraordinary sense of depth and
.cale, yet its unusually smooth treble makes it difficult to coax the Alto Be into sounding oppressive even when loud.

01/05
OA

One to dominate aroom physically though the Xavier thankfully proved unfussy when it came to positioning and rewarding with ahighly natural and
transparent sound. Needs careful matching with sources otherwise excellent resolvIng abilities of treble can prove fatiguing.

lmlab Utopia
Alto Be

£11,000

Leema Acoustics
Xavier

£1995

Linn Katan

£635

An enthusiast's hi-fi music speaker, but also adaptable for home theatre use, the M12 uses the well-tried Epos bass/mid driver and asimple
crossover. With an open, lively and exciting sound, this is avery fine speaker for the money.

Ac

,
ersatile descendant of Kan and Tukar. features non- parallel sides to reduce standing waves and clever lock-down crossover board which, when
eversed, switches to bi-wire-/bi-amp-ready mode. Sound proved very stable, with unusual (for Linn) 'airy' audiophile quality to boot.

Ma rtinlogan
Prodigy

£8970

Abig hybrid electrostatic, and arguably ML's most successful, musically. MC found Ihad 'stature, presence and tonal accuracy.., exceptional spatial
qualities and fine sense of air'. If subtlety/refinement matter more than impact, this MartinLogan may be the one for you.

Martinlogan
Clarity

£2500

This is another ML hydrid, capable of running in pure electrostatic mode, but also featuring arear- mounted 25mm tweeter - for better off-axis sound
dispersion - and a200mm aluminium bass driver. Needs careful amp matching buta fantastic loudspeaker!

PMC DB1+

£625

Unburstable 'transmission- line' standmounter with aroom-filling sound that belies fis compact size. Superb midband with warm rich vocals reveals
BBC pedigree, but no shortage of snap either. Upgrade kit available for owners of DB1. Aclass winner at the price.

PMC GB1

£995

PMC builds on the success-of the OBI with afloorstander compact enough to suit the average UK living room yet which offers few compromises when
it comes to bass extension, image height and size of soundstage. Definitely one to audition.

Quad ESL-989

£4000

Rua rk Etude

£500

Larger, wider-bandwidth take on the ESL-63 electrostatic (which itself replaced the classic 57') with an additional bass panel. Audiophile
components and more rigid construction. Speaker needs room to breathe, but still does the 'disappearing act' so beloved of the originals.
Compact bookshelf speaker, an easy 8ohm load and reasonably sensitive (86dB), Eind aclean and neutral sound: amildly laid-back presentation.
but one that many prefer for long-term comfort, not entirely un-LS3/5A-like, with similar lean bass and open midband.

Sonus Faber
Cremona

£5000

Sonus Faber
Stradivari

£22,000

SpendorS6e

£1495

Admirably well voiced floorstanding speaker with low coloration and good transparency to allow the boxes to disappear. Midrange performance was
especially impressive and the speaker could play easily at higher levels. Another winner from Spendor.

Tannoy
Dimension TD12

£6500

With a12in (305mm) Dual Concentric ( horn-loaded dome tweeter built into the cer Ire of the main bass/mid unit), the TD12 also has Tannoy's
Su pertweeter mounted on top. MC was won over by the speaker's dynamics and expression, and high sound levels.

Totem Ario

£840

Thin enough to slip into the smallest listening room, the Arro has an outstanding ability to cast astereo image across, behind and around the speakers.
Integration between the twp small drivers is excellent, the seamlessness helping draw the listener into the fluid midband.

Wharfedale
Diamond 8.1

£120

An opinion divider. KK four id 'asoundstage so wide and so deep that one listener thought he was hearing the massive Apogee Scintillas'. AG and his
panel thought its 'strength.; subsumed by an uneven balance'. Probably best suited to lowish volumes in smaller rooms.

Wharfedale
EVO10

£320

Wilson Benesch
ACT 2

£9000

Wilson WA117
Puppy System 7

£22,500

Another beautiful ' boatta iled' fioorstander from the Italian masters. The sound has soul: it's vibrant and bold,' as we said in our 2002 Awards issue.
You shouldn't expect the ultimate refinement of the even more expensive Amati, but this speaker is extraordinarily good.
Our Hot 100 doesn't encompass hi-fi for millionaires, but this £20k design hasta be included. Aculmination of the dedication, skill and artistry of
Sonus Faber's founder, Franco Serblin, ¡
twill reward its lucky purchaser with years of listening bliss.

Exceptional finish, real woed veneer over anon-square box, and the icing on the cake is the excellent sound — weighty bass, open midband and
smooth treble from aKevlar cone bass/mid and soft-dome tweeter. One of the best at the price.
High-tech carbon-loaded WB Tactic ° rivers replace the Scan drivers used by the otherwise similar ACT One. Listening results suggested arather
bright balance with superb articulation and class- leading resolution. Magic in the right system, analytical and controlled to afault.
Even compared with the excellent System 6, the re-engineered System 7was thought substantially more transparent, with faster and more dynamic
bass. The '6was afairly tough load, and the '7is alittle more demanding still, so avery good amplifier is anecessity.
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teaders in/ home etteritaietmett
Cyrus
If you've enjoyed listening to
music before, try listening to it
through aCyrus system. With
every product tuned by ear,
Cyrus represents aquality of
sound, which is rare at any
price. Invest in aCyrus system
and you'll be rewarded with a
wealth of sound you wouldn't
have thought possible.

yemere.m.

AWARDS 2005

ito

:tzt

wren!
AWARDS 2005

Primare
Primare has built aworldwide reputation
for producing innovative audio and video

emeneffe
AWARDS 1005

Project

products that challenge convention. With
aunique blend of sophisticated

Project, one of the world's
leading suppliers of turntables,
range includes the Awardwinning Debut, Xpression II,
Perspective and RPM Series.

quality, and proprietary state-of-the-art
technological advance, they build into

"The Debut is asuperb valuefor- money package."

elegant, reliable, easy-to- use systems that
promise years of high quality performance.

ymenMELT

MIMI. FIT

AWARDS 2005

AWARDS 1005

B&Wcmi

Monitor
Audio

Behind its exterior of real wood veneer and
familiar two-way arrangement of tweeter and
bass/midrange lie innovations, engineering
and asound that are far from conventional.

Thirty years of experience at raising
the bar for the world's most
demanding consumers, has inspired
Monitor Audio to introduce Gold
Signature, anew flagship range that
reaches unprecedented standards
of design,
innovation, performance, technical
excellence, build quality and value
in its class.

•Kevlar
Drive Unit
•Tube Loaded
Aluminium
Tweeter
•Hi Fi Choice
Best Buy

The new six model line-up comprises astand-mounting speaker,
the GS10; two floor standing speakers, the GS20 and GS60; adual-mode surround speaker,
the GS-FX; adedicated centre-channel speaker, the GS-LCR; and a1000W (RMS) active
subwoofer, the GSW-12.

SEVEN0a<

Scandinavian design, class- leading build

1

"When B&W moves into the luxury
miniature sector, it's time to sit up and
take notice" HI Fl CHOICE • MARCH 2006

LEADERS IN
QUALITY HI-FI

SEVEN0a<S
SOUND

8.

VISION

EXPERTS IN HI-FI COMPONENTS
AND SYSTEMS

Rotel

06 SERIES

Rotel's New 06 Series will give you
years of enjoyment and offers
excellent value for money. This range
of separates creates asound that, the
more you hear it, the better it gets.

0:D•e`

t
-4

0
.- (!!,

•Y

e

"141.11 WIWRI

.Integrated, Pre and Power
Amplifiers

•6446

•CD Rayer and DAB Tuner

tan

-Silver or Black Finish

Yamaha

•

i

CRX-M170

•Micro System
•DAB/FM/AM Tuner and CD Player
•Complete with Speakers

Arcam Solo
FDrjreett sounding etesic

KEF
IQ5 SPEAKERS

•Uni Q technology
•Finish options
•Floorstanding
•What Hi Fi
award- winner
"The iQ5s are
little stars,
providing
stunning scale
and authority
from discreetly
sized towers...
The iQ5s are
fully deserving
Products of the
Year."

•Amazing sound from an integrated system
•With exceptional quality CD, FM and DAB
digital radio
•Integrated iPod connection - hear how
good your iPod can sound
•From Arcam, agreat
British company

UMW

/11/111.1111,1100/

WHAT ilfl?
AWARDS 1003

Marantz
Marantz brings new levels of sound quality to mid- price separates with the introduction of the SA7001 SA- CD player and PM7001 integrated
amplifier. Great with CDs, they have the added benefit of SACD playback for even better sound quality.

«Ma

o
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•

•

0

0

0

0
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MAKING THE RIGHT
CHOICE

Arcam
Arcam offers the movie and music lover
the most complete range of highperformance home entertainment solutions.

MAKE THE INFORMED CHOICE TO ENHANCE
YOUR LISTENING PLEASURE

Denon New AV Receiver
Denon has established an enviable reputation fot the performance of both its hi fi and home cinema
products. winning numerr.
)us awards and ar ,olarie•, over the years Its stylish systems have succeeded in
becoming the benchmark by which all other are judged
Denon's range includes the awardwinning DVD-3910 DVD player and the
New AVR-2807 AV receiver.

SMART LIFE
S-301 AV SYSTEM
For many people this
could be the future of
home cinema "
WHAT HI FI' AWARDS 2005

KEF
KHT2005 2 SPEAKER PACKAGE
•51Speaker Package
•Uni Q Technology
•What Hi Fi Award-Winner
An exciting listen; stylish
and compact."

_ DIVA
•The new DV137 universal player from
Arcam is their first to feature SACD as
well as DVD-Video and audio playback.
The AVR350 takes the traditional
Arcam virtue of great sound and adds
HDMI switching, important for anyone
thinking of the move to an HDTV
surround system.

New REL
R SERIES
The RSeries is designed to augment the
performance of " full range" speaker
systems and to provide linear response
down to below 20Hz
•R 205, R 305 and R 505
•Class D Amplification
•Piano Black Lacquer Finish

9
111
REL
Twin HDMI sockets
Wall or Stand Mount
•43 or 50 inch

du

-Integrated Freeview Tuner
What Hi Fi Award-Winner

In Focus

SEVEN0a<S

QED

IN76

Fill your screen with bright,
vivid and crisp images This
projector includes DV1 and
FIDMI inputs, for the
highest quality from DVD
players, HD receivers and
new HD game consoles
with HDCP

I.. 4,I ,l

How much difference
can cables make to
your systemP With
QED's range of audio
and video cables the
answer is probably
much more than
you think

"Brilliant marks abig step
forwards for budget
projectors "

3

See and Hear \
the difference

•

Get a Front
Row Seat

SEVEN0a<S
SOUND

&

VISION

A summer of glorious High Definition TV

NATIONWIDE STORE GUIDE

broadcasts kicks off with the World Cup.
Talk to Sevenoaks, the experts, to find out
how to book your place.

ABERDEEN 01224 252797

MANCHESTER 0161 831 7969

• 57 CROWN STPEET

• 69 HIGH ST, CITY CENTRE

BEDFORD 01234 272779

NEWCASTLE 0191 221 2320
•19 NFWGATE STREET

• 75 31 ST PrTERS STREET

BRIGHTON 01273 733338

Who are Sevenoaks?

• 57 WESTERN ROAD HOVE

BRISTOL 0117 974 3727

Established as Sevenoaks Hi Fi in 1972, we have grown steadily into one of
the leading independent home entertainment specialists in the UK

• 92BWHITELADIES ROAD CLIFTON

We have 49 stores and are specialists in

• 39A EAST STREET

•

Hi Fi

•

Home Cinema

CAMBRIDGE 01223' 304770
• 7 BURLFIGH STREET

•

Custom Design and Installation

BROMLEY 020 8290 1988

• 104 106 ALBANY ROAD

CHELSEA 020 7352 9466
•403 KINrc poe,r,
CHELTENHAM 01242 241171

We have one of the most comprehensive ranges of the best products from
leading brands.

• 14 PITTVILLE STREET

CRAWLEY 01293 510777

To find out more .-

• 37

• Call in to one of our stores

-1
-LE

NOTTINGHAM 0115 911 2121
• 597 599 MANSFIELD ROAD SHERWOOD

OXFORD 01865 241773
• 41 ST CIFMENTS STREET

CARDIFF 029 2047 2899

Exceptional Product Range

NORWICH 01603 767605
• 19 29A ST GILES STREET

PETERBOROUGH 01733 897697
• 36 38 RAI« ROAD OPEN Sufiev

PLYMOUTH 01752 226011
• 107 CORNWALL STREET

POOLE 01202 671677
• LATIMER HOUSE 44 46 HIGH STREET

PRESTON 01772 825777
• 40 41 LUNE STREET OPEN sum«

READING 0118 959 7768

Bout FVARD

CROYDON 020 8665 1203

• 34KINGS WALK SHOPPING CENTRE

•

Call us on 0800 587 9909

• 3E ,
,
,3
73,. ONDON ROAD

SEVENOAKS 01732 459555

•

Log on to wviniv.ssay.com

EAUNG 020 8579 8777

• 109 113 LONDON ROAD

• 74 THE CREEN OPEN SuND«

SHEFFIELD 0114 255 5861

EDINBURGH 0131 229 7267

• 635 QUEENS ROAD HEELEY °Pei SUNDAY

Custom Design and Install
Our custom design and install service ensures that you achieve the best
results effortlessly.
• We discuss your vision for your Home Cinema

• STHE GRASSMARKET

SOUHULL 0121 733 3727

EPSOM 01372 720720

• 149 151 STRATFORD ROAD

• 12 UPPER HIGH STREET OPEN SUM«

SOUTHAMPTON 023 8033 7770

EXETER 01392 218895

• 33 LONDON ROAD

• 28 COWICK STREET

or Multi- Room system

SOUTHGATE 020 8886 2777

GLASGOW 0141 332 9655

• We visit your home to review the best options

• 88 GREAT WESTrEIN ROAD

• Agree asystem specification and cost

GUILDFORD 01483 536666
•73B NORTH STREET

• We manage the Installation
•

HOLBORN 020 7837 7540

You have years of enjoyment

HULL 01482 587171
•iSAYRE ROW SAVILE STREET OPEN WAG«
KINGSTON 020 8547 0717
• 43 FIFE ROAD

LEEDS 0113 245 2775

Pick-up our new Hi Fi & Home Cinema or
Custom Install Guides at your nearest
Sevenoaks Sound & Vision store Alternatively,
either can be ordered via our Webstte and
posted to you ( UK mainland addresses only)
FREE OF CHARGE

• 62 NORTH STREET

SWINDON 01793 610992
• 89COMMERCIAL ROAD

We always try to ensure our prices are highly competitive. In

the event

you can find the same products and excellent service at a lower price, please

SWISS COTTAGE 020 7722 9777
--NAL
Y
,POE
EY RD OM SUM«
TUNBRIDGE WELLS 01892 531543
18 30 ST JOHNS ROAD

WATFORD 01923 213533
•478 ST ALBANS ROAD

LEICESTER 0116 253 6567
• LOSEBY LANE

WEYBRIDGE 01932 828525

LINCOLN 01522 527397

WITHAM (
ESSEX) 01376 501733
Si THE GROVE CENTRE

• 20 21 CORPORATION STREET (
OFF Nell SWOT

£ PRICING POLICY
store

STAINES 01784 460777
• 4THAMES STREET OPE4 RIAU Y

• 144 148 GRAYS INN ROAD

2006 Sevenoaks
Guides

b-^ o tto

• 77 CHASE SIDE

• 43 CHURCH STREET THE QUADRANT

LOUGHTON 020 ,8532 0770 NEW
r .ILL

WOLVERHAMPTON 01902 312225

MAIDSTONE 01622 686366

YEOVIL 01935 700078 NEW

• % WEEK STREET

• 14 SILVER STREET

• 29 30 CLEVELAND STREET

48aeTatte , t.o"

íOPENING HOURS: PLEASE TELEPHONE OR VISIT OUR WEBSITE

FLEXIBLE FINANCE OPTIONS'

WWW.SSaihCOM

Spread the cost of buying =
• •

r.a:arce: Es:Dc

PLEASE NOTE

Some products/brands

are not available at all stores.

Please call to confirm or visit our website before travelling.

Special Offers and Sale Offers

-Not in

conjunction with any other offer.

Advert valid until at least 29/06/2006, E&OE.

4
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A major History in open baffle
systems, since the seventies
Dahlquist DQ10 has evolved to
Nola Reference. Where images come
to life like the real thing.
Now on demonstration.

Phone no. 07905 352793
Fax no. 020 7684 1490
Email: info@snk-isolation.co.uk
Website: www.info@snk-isolation.co.uk

Nola uk

audio analogue
audio research
avalan
copland
dps turntables
dream vision
ecs
epos
focal
grado
harmonic
hyperion
jadis
jas audio
koetsu
krell
lavardin
magnum dynalab
martin logan
martensen
myryad
opera
pathos

prima luna
qed
roban
shanling
sonace
sonus faber
stands un'aue
stax
sugden
sudire
sterling broadcast
stratton furiture
theta
townshend
transparent
unison research
vivid audio
wadia
wilson audio
& many mofe...

Guildfor
Cr

)1

Si IL, miGHT i NGGEÇT...

udio

demonstrations by appointment
new & used high-end audio
informative web site
sales@guildfordaudio.co.uk
www.guildfordaudio.co.uk

01483 537 577
112 vfflw.hifinews.co.uk • JULY 2006
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ACCESSORIES CLUB

S
KEEP YOUR IFTWAR

FROM LEFT TO RIGHT:
LP Module with internal
dividers, three- shelf OVD unit,
three- shelf CO module, different
modules interlock in stacks

C

external dimensions as the CD version.

sheet, the dividers themselves are lost

Available in straight form, it holds about 120

within the body of the collection, with only

Single DVDs on its three shelves.
All the Arrpssnripç ritih Media

the identification tabs showing between the

Minimalictir?
. ........_. .Pprhanc Riark? Flpfinitelv

Very black, only black in fact, but not alot of

Modules are manufactured from the now

sets of 25 in sizes correct for LP. CD or DVD,

chutzpah, sorry!

ubiquitous medite, 12mm-thick medium

the ultimate ' Card Index' system!

hutzpah - good word, but not one
that could be applied to our Media

Storage System. Functional? Yes.

The Accessories Club

Stores

media hpinn stored

One word of warning, when storing

density fibreboard, finished in satin black.
For those with amore methodical bent,

Media Storage System

Dividers are stinni led in

recorded material, particularly LPs, keep an

was designed with just

the Accessories Club LP, CD and DVD

eye on position of the store within the room

one criterion in mind, to

dividers complete the storage concept,

and the condition of the floor ir that area.

store and protect what is

allowing for cataloguing and indexing

For example, one of our LP modules, when

to many the most valuable

of the collection by any chosen criterion.

filled, can weigh as much as 40kg. Stacked

part of their system, the

Manufactured from 75 micron HIPS plastic

six high that's almost aquarter of aton!

source material: LPs, CDs and now DVDs.
Originally designed by our very own Ken

Accessories Club Order Form

Kessler to house his massive collection of
records and CDs, the system has recently
been expanded with the introduction of

PRODUCTS

anew DVD store and now includes four
different modules, all of which interlock in

UNIT

vertical stacks allowing for floor- to- ceiling

Siorage Unit

installation for maximum density or in

COST

QUANTITY

OR Fax your completed order form to, 01234 742028

C99

OR Telephone: 01234 741152

CD Straight Storage unit

various combinations to suit the layout of

OR e-mail, salesfahifiaccessoriesclub.com
OR Visit the secure order facility at

CD lase Storage Colt

the listening room.
The LP module has external dimensions

vnev.hiliaccessoriesclub.com
UK SALES All pricom include VAT. Accessories Club prices include postage

NO Storage Unit

of 465 x355 x345mm ( whd), holding
approximately 150 single LPs, large enough
such that box sets can be accommodated
with ease, the records being set back into

TO OR,JER Please se nd completed order form or aphotocopy of the forml to:
HFN Accessories Club 8, CD Service, PO Box 200, Bedford MK40 1VH, UK

and packing for all items, whatever their size, anywhere in the UK.

LP bividers per 25

C12

DV[ Dividers per 25

C12

CD Dividers per 25

C12

EXPORT SALES Exdort sales are always very welcome. Where applicable they
will be free of VAT ! Sales Tax), but will be subject to additional shipping at
cost. °lease contact us for quotation. Delivery subject to availability. E&OE.

the units for added protection. Invariably
used as the base of the modular system.

Name

the LP unit can be stacked with further

Address

LP stores or with CD or DVD modules,
combining to amaximum height of 6-7ft.
Each unit is complete with two internal

Post Code

dividers for complete LP support and

Telephone

protection.

Cheque/postal order enclosed for £

The CD unit is available either as a

( pounds sterling) made payable to:

'FIFN Accessories Club' or please charge my Access/Visu/Diners/Amex ( delete)

four- shelf base unit with acurved profile

Card Number

designed for floor mounting, or in astraight

I 1H!

form, again with four shelves, that can be

LIDEDLJELL

orders
get FREE
Postage &
Packing

stacked with other CD units, DVD units or
as acombination on top of LP stores. Both

Expires ( date)

designs are 715 x465 x163in ( hwd) and
hold around 180 single CDs in standard

Visit www.hifiaccessoriesclub.com - e-mail orders welcome

'jewel cases, with enough clearance for
most box sets. The DVD unit has the same

Signature

I
.
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Ata-ania
Audiolab
Castle
Chord
Cyrus
KEF

All Chord Electronics available. with up to 3yrs 0% finance

Marantz
Meridian
Michell
Missior
MJ Acc,

.
1(1%h
4 i
e

Monitor R,
Mordaunt-;.,
NAD
Nordpst
Origin Live
Ortofon
Pathos
Pickering
Primue
ProAc
Project
Quad
Roksan
Shanling
SME
c,ugden

24 Gillygate, York

inncy

01904-629659
www.Vickers-Hin.co uk

EAC
in den Hul
hartedale
Yamaha
more...

"The best tonearm I've
heard"

HI Fl WORLD

W inner of Stereo Times magazine Most wanted component Ill
of 2004 award
ccA

new benchmark for musical communication"

STEREOTIMES
NEVJ SOVERE,GN DE CK

"

One of the truly special products I,ve reviewed in the past 18 years"
STEREOPHILE

Ultimate performance
or your system
CC

T he best musical results of any turntable
I've ever heard, regardless of price.

The new generation of toneams from Origin Live have won admiration
and rave reviews across the world for good reason - these arms better
the best by a significant margin. Whatever your current arm, you
can at last treat yourself to aserious upgrade. Why not arrange for a
demonstration now.

Since I've been listening to turntables professionally for 32 years and
am aware of the pitfalls of ultimate proclamations, Ihesitare somewhat
to make this statement. Nevertheless, it is true. The level of musical
communication available from the Illustrious/Aurora Gold is in aclass by
itself. It sets anew reference. STEREO TIMES

Demonstrably better
114 wonv.hifinews.co.uk • JULl

Tonearm Models
Conqueror - £2500
Illustrious - £ 1570
Encounter - £ 70
Silver - £599
OL1 from - £ 124

I

on the Aurora gold turntable & illustrious tonearm

Full infirmation on web site

ORIGIN LIVE
Tel/Fax: + 44 02380 578877
infoeoriginlive.com
www.originlive.com

n a world where so much looks the same,
e take pride in being different I

uthorised dealers:
coustic Arts, Watford, Tel. 01923 245250 - Adams & Jarrett, East Sussex. Tel. 01 424 437165 - Glasgow Audio. Glasgow Teil. 01413 324707 -

Studios. Doncaster, Tel. 01302 725550

oiburn HI-FI Aberdeen. Tel. 01224 585713 - Midland Audio Exchange, Belbroughton. Tel. 01562 731100J. Mike Manning, Taunton, Tel, 01823 326688 - Mike Manning, Yeovil, Tel. 01935 4793

,

J
ew Audio Frontiers, Loughborough, Tel. 01509 264002 - Phonography, Ringwood. Tel. 01425 461230 - Practical HI-FI Lancaster, Tel, 01524 39657 - Practical HI-FI, Manchester, Tel. 01618
-Practical HI-R, Warrington, Tel. 01925 632179 - RUE, Cornwall. Tel. 01209 710777 - Sound Seduction, Sevenoaks, Tel. 01732 456573 - VideoTech, Huddersfield. Tel. 01484 516670

he

New

Densen

B- 1 1 0

The B-110 is the successor to the B-100, which became the most sold high-end amplifier ever from a Scandinavian audio manufacturer. The reviews have confirmed the quality of the " old" B-100 by awarding the B-100 a string of very favourable reviews: "You
ust can't beat it", " rhythmic magic" and " build quality that should embarrass everyone fighting in this price category" - words that
ell you it is time to open your ears and listen! Even so the B-110 is in all aspects a giant step forward in terms of musicality, features,
user friendliness and upgradability.This completely new design is simply sonically superior because of the high-end details and features it inherits from its close relation to the B-150. The B-110 even comes with liftetime warranty.
The B-110 employs a true attenuator, while everybody else uses potentiometers or cheap digital volume IC's. Densen use a sophisicated microprocessor controlled attenuator; this is the reason for the distinct click you hear as you adjust the volume and it is a
definitive sign that Densen use the advanced relay driven attenuator instead of cheap inferior technologies, which substantially
downgrade sound quality. The click is your assurance that Densen does not compromise!
Features:
-Upgradeable with external power supply
-Ready for SAXO electronic crossover
-Ready for remote control and phono stages
-Ready for multiroom systems
-Ready for Bi-amping and Tri-amping
-Upgradeable with plug-in 7.1 pass-through surround board
B-110 2x6Ow 8ohms / 2x120w 4 ohms B-150 2x100w 8 ohms / 2x200w 4 ohms -

1000

AUDIO RI ,
‘‘ mcloses

Ner

The B-150 has already been awarded Best
Integrated Amp of the year in Portugal and
Editors Choice in UK. The B-110 is a down-scalled
version of the B-150, so it is a real High End killer!

3000

Densen Audio Technologies - Phone: (+ 45) 75 18 12 14 - E-mail: mail@densen.dk
www
de nsen.c om

QUALITY USED
EQUIPMENT.
BOUGHT, SOLD.
PART EXCHANGED

THE MIDLANDS BEST USED
EQUIPMENT SPECIALIST
TEL/FAX

0121 747 4246

le 721

TRUE FIDELITY SOUND FROM ENGLAND

Also agents for
Advantage • Acoustic Zen
•BAT • Boulder • Hovland
•Kharma • Lumley • Pass labs
•SME • Sound lab

CURRENT INVENTORY
RRP NOW
AUDIO RESEARCH VS155
2895.. 1795
AUDIO RESEARCH SP16L
1999.. 1295
AUDIO RESEARCH CD3 MK11
5000.. 3295
AUDIO RESEARCH SP16
2500.. 1695
AUDIONET ART V2 CD SILVER
2500.. 1495
AUDIO PHYSIC VIRGO 11 BIRDS EYE MAPLE
3500.. 1095
ACCUPHASE DP55V
3000.. 1695
ACCUPHASE DP75V
7000.. 3995
ACCUPHASE E212
2200.. 1295
AMPHION XENON
2700.. 1295
AVI LAB SERIES CD
1500... 895
B&W SILVER SIGNATURE 30 RED BUBINGA
7000.. 2495
BAT VK220 WITH BAT PACK
3150.. 1495
BAT VKD5SE CD
5495.. 2695
BOULDER 1010 3 MONTHS OLD
9450.. 4995
BOULDER 1012 PRE DAC NEW
12950.. 7495
BOULDER 1060
16500.. 9995
BRYSTON BP20 PRE
1100... 595
BURMESTER 935 PRE
4000.. 1495
DENON A1SR 7.1 HOME CINEMA BLACK
3000... 995
DCS VERDI
9000.. 3495
DCS ELGAR PLUS FIRE WIRE
9500.. 4995
DCS PURCELL FIRE WIRE
5000. 2495
EAR V20
3500.. 1795
EAR 834L
710... 395
ELECTROCOMPANIET EMC1-UP 24/192
3400.. 2195
FOCAL JMLABS 714
480... 245
FOCAL JMLABS 716
610... 345
FOCAL JMLABS CC70
180.... 95
HOVLAND HP100 MC PHONO
5750.. 2995
HOVLAND HP200 LINE ONLY
6450.. 3495
JM LABS MICRO UTOPIA BE + STANDS CLASSIC
4600.. 2795
KOETSU BLACK 5 HOURS USE ONLY
1200... 695
KRELL FPB 650 M X2
24000.. 7995
KRELL KSA80
N/A . 795
KRELL SACO STANDARD 5.2
4000.. 2595
KRELL 280P
3000.. 1995
KRELL 2250
4000.. 2595
KRELL 400XI
2500.. 1595
LINN 2250 AMP
1900... 895
LINN AKURATE 242 ACTIV CARDS
1250... 295
LINN KINOS
4500.. 2995
MARTIN LOGAN SUMMIT ALLOY TRIM OPTION
9000.. 5995
MARTIN LOGAN ASCENT I
4333.. 2295
MARTIN LOGAN ASCENT
4000.. 1795
MARANTZ MA9S1 MONO'S
12000.. 6995
MCINTOSH MA2275 VALVE INTEGRATED
5773.. 3695
MERIDAN 500 MK2 CD TRANSPORT
1300... 395
MERIDIAN DSP6000 24/192
11000.. 5495
MICHELL ALECTO MONO'S MK1
2000... 795
MUSICAL FIDELITY NUVISTA CD
3000.. 1495
NAGRA DAC
7800.. 4495
NAGRA PL- L
5500.. 3795
NAGRA VPA MONO'S
11000.. 5995
NAIM 02 TUNER s/n 601xx
n/a . 595
NAIM 05 TUNER s/n 212xxx
825... 545
NAIM ARIVA MAPLE s/n207xxx
1300... 895
NAIM CDX s/n144xx
2500.. 1095
NAIM CDS s/n 183xxx
1200... 595
NAIM 250/2 s/n 213xxx
2400.. 1695
NHT WI SUB WITH AMP AND XOVER
1030... 495
NHT AI MONOBLOCKS
325 . 195
PENAUDIO REBEL2/CHARA NEW
2600.. 1495
PEAK CONSULT PRINCESS + STANDS OAK
5300.. 3495
PLINIUS SA100 MK111
4000.. 1095
REVOX H6 TUNER
N/A... 295
RICHARD GREY 1200 CUSTOM MAINS DISTRIBUTION... 1900... 695
ROTEL RSDX02E DVD/SURROUND AMP
1000... 595
SPECTRAL DMC15
4700.. 2995
SPECTRAL DMA100S
4825.. 2995
SPECTRAL MH750 8FT PAIR
900... 545
TRANSPARENT REFERENCE XL- SS IMTR XLR
3500.. 1795
TRANSPARENT SIGNATURE DIGITAL XLR IMTR
1000... 595
WILSON WATT/PUPPY 3.2 BLACK
14000.. 3495
PLEASE CALL TONY WHEN YOU WANT TO SELL YOUR EQUIPMENT IWILL
COLLECT AND PAY UP FRONT NO MESSING ABOUT WITH COMMISSION SALES.
IAM ESPECIALLY INTERESTED IN THE FOLLOWING.
KRELL • AUDIO RESEARCH • MARK LEVINSON • NAIM AUDIO • LINN
MERIDIAN • QUAD • AUDIOLAB • INADIA • ACCUPHASE • TAG • CARY
THETA • SONUS FABER • MARTIN LOGAN • COPLAND • CHORD
EAR YOSHINO • DNM • NAKAMICHI • KOETSU • XLO • MICHELL • SME
ATC • STAX • PROAC • MANA • JEFF ROVVLAND • DCS • NAGRA
MclIVIOSH • ORACLE • ROKSAN • TRANSPARENT • DYNAUDIO • Etc

Tel: 0121 747 4246
5MINUTES JCN 9M42/JCN 4M6

000 WATTS OF CROFT POWER
*HARD WIRED TRANSVALVE m
ecROf 1SILVER CAPACITORS
*EICHMANN . ABLE PODSTm
*ZERO
* 17

Website:
E-mail:

www.centralaudio.co.uk
tony@centralaudio.co.uk
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*C ROFT AUDIOGRADE PSU

3, Jig

AMU ----

THE MASTER CRAFTSMAN

GLENN

CROFT

London enquiries:

€10
C.R9 .FT

+44 (0)2G8 201 9286
eadnar@audioflairco.uk

3miN3Nra udio tel: + 44 (0)1746 716881/ 07792 420266 fax + 44 (0) 121 681 8772
web•www.emlnentaudlo.co.uk •. audiognosIsitemine• •
dro.co.uk

Specialist Suppliers (3' Audio Accessories

www.mantra-audio.co.uk
PRICES INC P&P FOR UK DELIVERY 1-10 DAYS SEE WEBSITE FOR FULL PRODUCT RANCE AND SHIPPING
CHARGES TO EU AND WORLDWID.
CARTRIDGE SECTION
Goldrino

STYLUS

Elektr,, =. 33
£28
GEX £24
1006 £ 76
£62
GEX £54
1012 GX £95
£76
GEX £67
1022 OX
£ 126
£104
GEX £86
042 £ 144
£117
GEX £ 108
Eroica LX/H £ 135 £113
GEX
N/A
Elite £238 £194
GEX
N/A
Audio Technica
AT 95 E
£25
£16
AT 100 E £30
£18
AT 0C9 MLII £ 330 £295
EX
Denon
DL 103 £ 105
£95
EX
N/A
DL 110 £ 79
£69
EX
N/A
DL 160
£95
£83
EX
N/A
DL 304 £ 210 £190
EX
N/A
Grado
Prestige Black £40
£29
Prestige Gold
£110
£ 77
Lyra
Dorlan
£495 £395
EX
N/A
Argo
£795 £695
EX
N/A
Shure
M97 XE £98
£58
V15 VxMR
N/A
£213
Sumiko
£200
EX
Blue Point Special £ 235
Blackbird

Open Mon- Sun 10.00 to 8.00

tRALL FEEDBACK

£ 585

£500

EX

HEADPHONE SELECTION
GRADO Award winning Headphines
Prestige Senes
SR60 £75
SR- 80 £90
SR- 125 £ 140
SR 225

£ 175

S9-3251 £260
Reference Series

RS1 £635
RS 2 £450

New Goldring Headphones
DR50 £30
DR100

£40

DH150

£ 70

Sennheiser Headphones
H0415 £29
HD435

£38

H0465

£45

FI0485

£ 54

HIFI ACCESSORIES
Goldring PA1 Phono Amplifier
Goldring Supe' Entatic Brush

£60

Shure SFG2 Stylus Force Gauge
Milty Pixall It Roller plus Refill

£24

Milty Zerostat Neutralis'ng Gui

£13
£16
£ 38

Bib Universal Standard Headshell
£ 15
Queen J2P 3.5mm mini-jack to two Phono plug
3m connector
£27
Over 500 replacement styli types stocked

GEX - Goldring new for old exchange price for any make/type of cartridge
EX • Exchange price some make moving coll cartridge
VISA

Order direct online or Tel/Fax 01757 288652

CO
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MANTRA AUDIO (HFN), 22 GARTH AVENUE, NORTH DUFFIELD, SELBY, NORTH YORKS YO8 5RP
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Extraordinary Sound Systems
HORNING loudspeakers
"... just what I've been searching for." That's the relief so many of our
customers express when they come to audition Horning loudspeakers.
High sepsitivity, valve friendly, deep powerful bass and ethereal highs.
You'll experience agraceful and natural
recreation of music's dynam:c contrasts and
subtlety through a sense of emotional
communication that's now rather rare. Horning
loudspeakers deliver recordings with no hint of
tiresome technological influence, no 'etched'
detail, no edgy, 'ringing' highs, just natural,
free flowing music. Could this be what you've
been searching for as well? Our photograph
shows the Horning Agathon, which is priced
at £6.300. Other models in the Horning range
ore available from ¡ust £2,000 to £ 18,200.

KR AUDIO Antares VA340 Integrated Amplifier

AUDIO DESKE SYSTEME

CD LATHE

This remarkable device should be as imoortant ta own as aretord cleaning machine is for
vinyl collectors. The Audio Deske lathe trims afine edge off CD's before you re-seal them
to reduce laser light scatter as well as ensuring better mechanical integrity between disc
and laser, with discs that are properly circular! Your CD's will sound me natural than
you've ever heard them! Everyone we know who's tried the lathe agrees, it really works,
and we think all serious music lovers wi'l appreciate how 'he device narrows the gap
between digital and analogue reproduction We've bought one for ourselve ,.! £320

LIKE NEW ... NOTHING LIKE THE PRICE!
ACOUSTIC ZEN Hologram Mk2 12ft Bi-wite speaker cible (£ 1195)
Mint £795
ACOUSTIC ZEN Silver Reference I
mt Ba'arced XLR ( 015)
Mint £595
ART Sil loudspeakers. Black/slate tops (£2,500)
Superb £895
AUDIONET AMP1 200wpc Power Amplifier (£2995)
Mint £995
AUDIOSTATIC DCI Loudspeakers in black (£5,800)
Mint, boxed £2795
BAT VK-5i Pre-amp (£4,000)
Mint, boxed £1595
BAT VK-150SE Monoblocks (£15,e)
Mint, cases £7995
BAT VK-P5 Phono stage
New, boxed £ 1395
CARDAS Golden Reference Imtr RCA
Mint £595
CARDAS Quad- link loudspeaker Cables, hivire, spoons 12ft +
Su* £795
CAT Stl Ultimate Pre-amp with phono stage (£ 7,000)
Mint, boxed £4195
CONRAD JOHNSON PV- 1514 Line Stage
Mint, boxed £895
CYRUS CD6 CD player
Mint £495
DIAPASON kris Bookshelf Speakers (Becutiful in said walnut)
Mint, boxed £595
EPOS M12 Loudspeakers. Cherry
Lovely, boxed £295
JADIS JPS2 Not mint but the performance is astounding ( C8,000) £2995
KUZMA Stabi 'S' Brass
Mint, boxed £750

German precision engineering of the
highest calibre has elevated our vinyl
reference system very cost-effectively.
With aten ( 10) years warranty on the
self-lubricating Tidorforlon bearing,
this could be your best ever investment
in ahigh-end component. Illustrated is
the Acoustic Signature Mambo £3,295.
Other models available from only £999.

1111111111111111b

Quite simply, the KR VA340 is the most naturaPy musical integrated amplifier we've ever heard.
Although 'naturalness' is acharacteristic of 3008 valves, this model uses the more powerful
KR 3008XL variant to recreate all types of music with an authority and effortless realism
that restores the vital emotional connection between recordings and listeners.
KR amplifiers are designed and constructed by the valve manufacturers themselves and we
are proud to be associated with one of te most musically aware companie.. in hi-fi today.
The KR Audio Antares VA340 is priced at £4,995. Other modeis in the KR ronge include the
mighty Kronzilla monoblocks which presPntiv serve as our absolute referene amplifiers

1111L/All

ACOUSTIC SIGNATURE
High Mass Turntables

SHANLING

Al Loudspeakers
101dB -that's the sensitivity of every model in the truly exciting new
range of loudspeakers from Lu. For anyone who feels that 'hi-fi'
reproduction has become flat and lifeless, tired, clinical, or synthetic,
please think again, Lu loudspeakers, with valve amplification, can restore
that 'shock of the real!' Dynamic realism is aLu characteristic, in every
model from the standmount 'Tone' through the groundbreaking 'Druid
MkIV' to the awesome 'Definition' with it's four rear-mounted bass
drivers, abandwidth of 16Hz - 25kHz and adynamic range of 130dB.
So, be prepared for aamuch more exciting experience when you
audition any Lu loudspeaker, you'll be hearing life-like music again!
Prices from £ 1,600 to £7,500. Afull range of lu cables also available.

Carefully Selected Previously Owned & Ex-Demonstration Components
LINN SONDEKLP12 (Tramplin) - new Origin live Ultra CC motor,
MADRIGAL HPC Balanced (XLR) lnterconnets 7 (seven) mirs
MARANTZ CD6000 OSE CD Player
MUSIC FIRST MF1 Passive Pre- amp (our own demonstrator)
MYRYAD MP100/MA120 Pre/Pwr (Black)
NORDOST SPM Reference Interconnect 1.5mtr Balanced XLR
ORIGIN LIVE Aurora t/t with Silver Mk2 arm (£ 1595)
ORTOFON MCA- 76 Moving Coil Phono Transformer (2gain levels)
PRECIOUS METALS SS20213 I
mtr Balanced Interconnect (£ 550)
REFERENCE 3a Veena Floorstand model (£3,000)
SHANLING CD-T100 Lote spec
SME IV Tonearm (Less than 12 hrs use)
SUMO Gold Valve Pre 8, 3008 Push/Pull monoblocks
TALON Raven Loudspeakers. Black Gloss. (£6995)
TRANSFIGURATION Esprit MC (Few hours personal use only)
UNISON RESEARCH Mystery Pre-amp
XTC CDT1LE CD Transport Remote control.

www.audiolincs.com
GRANTHAM ( Al) LINCS

lincs

CD T80

Unbelievable! Avalve output CD player
at only £650. Several happy customers
fully endorse its outstanding quality and
remarkable value. Have you seen the
reviews? We'll repeat, yes, ¡ust £650!!

DEMONSTRATIONS BY APPOINTMENT
NATIONWIDE DELIVERIES DAILY

EXPORT SALES

Mint + New £ 1,195
Mint, boxed £495
Mint, boxed £125
Mint, boxed £1295
Mint, boxed £695
Mint, boxed £425
New £1295
Superb £ 125
Excellent £249
Endom £2295
Ex-dem £1195
Mint, boxed £895
Serviced £ 1995
Mint £2995
Mint, boxed £495
Excellent £799
As new, boxed £495
PHONE:

078 2192 5851
or

01476 591090

audio
Northstar
Extremo DAC and 192 Transport

'he

A New Dawn for Naim and Tom Tom Audio...
.the only dealer in the world specialising
purely in these world class products
d
Extensive s
it ction of current Naim Audio product

range on cf

onstration and the largest stock of

pre- loved 4 im Audio equipment on the planet
• Part exchanges very welcome
• Friendly help and advice

HiFi World May 2006 Verdict - 5 Globes
"Superbly finessed and loquacious sound
allied to excellent build and finish make
for a brilliant value high end buy". " An
excellent world class transport/DAC combination" RRP £ 1249 + £ 1669
White Gold I2S digital cable £ 350.
Audusa Eupen true ferrite
power cords
and
interconnects
Bosendorfer

• Open 7 days till late
• Compare current with previous Nairn ranges
• Comfortable demonstration facilities
Tel • St Albans 01727 86 86 59

maim
New!
Naim Audio Parts & Accessories Online Shop
See www.tomtomaudio.com for details

Loudspeakers

IMPACT AUDIO
For The Best In Audio Components

LOUDSPEAKER KITS - DRIVE UNITS - ACCESSORIES.
Visalon ,o,ictspeaker kits are professional,
designed and fully tested in Germany, incorporating highly specified drive units which
complement each other to achieve maximum
performance. All kits are supplied with fully
assembled crossovers using top quality
•

I

0

components. Everything is included to build
a superb pair of loudspeakers and Impact
Audio also supply finished cabinets for all

0

designs :n a range of real wood veneers.

Mu 2

LAT International
power cords,
Interconnects,
speaker cables

‘(((
L
www.audusa.com
sales@audusa.com
02082419826 or 02082640249

a

State of the art *we units
Huge range of accessories

HT 12 Ribbon tweeter
Vie 130 TL

IMPACT AUDIO
www.impactaudio.co.uk
Tel: 01270 883243 Fax: 01270 882241
info@impactaudio.co.uk
Radway Green - Crewe - Cheshire - CW2 5PR
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VISATe4N

this is one family that you'll happily give perm/anen
We understand that ( hoosing hi-fi is cifersonal and at
times, familyihinq. Call the Audio Salon today on
0845 4000 400 fog further information on Zingali
or visit www.audiosaloil.m.iJk

sidence !

Gershman
Black Swan'
With understatement typically
characteristic of Canadians,
loudspeaker manufacturer Gershman
have created ahigh-end model
uncompromised by cost factors yet
remaining within reach for the
most aspirational of audiophiles.
"Super natural naturalism..."
Chris Martens - The Absolute Sound

'Another of my favourite sounds was
provided by the new Black Swan...
bass was particularly impressive,
combining precise pitch definition,
lack of coloration, and considerable
weight, heft and extension..."
Robert Harley - The Absolute Sound

Basis
'Vector' Tonearm
Vinyl specialists Basis return to the UK
with an awesome range of turntables.
high-end interconnects, speaker cables,
and the incomparable Vector tonearm.
This outstanding multi-pivot design
has already gained an international
reputation that places it at the very top
of atiny list of world-leading designs.
Quite possibly the most precise
tracking performance yet seen has been
acknowledged by reviewers, enthusiasts
and even one prominent designer of
state-of-the-art pickup arms!
Rare and exclusive, the new Basis Vector
tonearm is available only from
appointed specialists. Please enquire.

SELECT

A UDIO

Distributors of Superior Audio Equipment
ACOUSTIC SIGNATURE •
BASIS
a
BASIS CABLES • EMILLE
GERSHMAN
u HANNL
u
KINGSOUND
u
LUXMAN

For details of your nearest specialist retailer, please phone 01900 813064 or email: select.audioetiscali.co.uk

hills o uIl cl

N orth East

by enthusiasts, for enthusiasts, in the

Acoustic Energy, Apollo, Atacama, Audio Analogue, AVI, Ayre Acoustics, Chord Cable,
Consonance, Creaktiv, Custom Design, Esoteric, Grado, Isotek, Nbien, Neat, Opera,
Pathos, Pure, Resolution Audio, Revolver . Roksan, Shanling, Standesign, Sugden, System Audio,
TEAC, Triangle, Unison Research, Usher Audio, Van Den Hul, Wadia and more!

hifisound, 30b Larchfield St, Darlington, County Durham, 013 71E. Tel: 01325 241888 Email: news@hifisound.co.uk

...what are you up for?
Analogue

Speakers

Amplifiers

Digital
Area, CD721. block. •

199

Anaary AP4 dear.. Active/Pospve

249

Acoustic Energy AF 1ei •• • . i.1 toss ahem

349

Atcherorst Brog Phone stage i• • •-• Iors

Arcarn C13231 It mint ta • • ••

549

dcorn Aioho 9 Rasa. ced power • Irna rt. met, baue

479

Ac.ste Energy AEI ri.1,2 •

449

Audio Research POSSE nr met

Amara DV79
Audio Anaegue Maestro 192/24 ex dem

779

Arcom Alpha 9 Integrated

279

Acoustic Energy AElmli3 ex dell

Call

Audio Tech's,. A/1100 tonnonn

4.011.a.rotay Send e. bo.r.
AVI 2,00 Reldence CD bey.
AVI 2000 DAC very rare oft board und

Acoustic Energy AE2. ex 151o0k

799

Chord Phono stage ex boxed

399

Acouste Eningy AEI. ex piano block. c/w stands

999

Cleoroude EmOtion package e. dem

479

Audio Innovations. 200/503 pre and paver ex, box.

349

Audiolob 8CCOA elevated in beck

249

001 Neutron. cherry. Oc

299

Electrocomponnel Phore stage rnm/mc hew.. p/c

AudioNom 010, nr mel a sted 01

509

BOW CDX.476.11. Oc. boxed

749

Go1dring 002

349

JOE SeteSenes 3/1,100011774 rare oy.

349

399

Keshav Percepten latenodoge and 0/s

479

Call

1999

Audevector,13 Sig active crossovers. nee [41.4. amazing

Cosiest.. 5165. excel., exam.le of serns

standrhount

Aude Research V1100 Power 00110000.90

549

Aude Research 070 Power. e.

See

Epos 0522. Oc in Cherry

579

Aude Research SPI2 Pre. as new ...ad

699

1M Lab Elelara 936. ex Arai.00 teen superb

Cono CO30. e, ..ed

379

00152030 Pre/monoblocks. fontatic combination

799

CEE Reference 2ex. met box.

Cono PSXR. e..xed

279

Corn meo monoaocks. ex e seer

749

LEAK 2075

Call

Carr en 12 Monoblocks. molt In beck

Harmon Kacen DV22. New

Coll

Cairn Ex, Nando ae and KImono, new 84000. noii•

1799
5.

Linn

I.

Creek 433064k2r Integra.. remote os new boxed
Cyrus 3Integroted ex boxed

179

Neal Acousfics Motive oword weners drawn met

399

Cyrus SIntegoted. e. ...I

349

Neal Acoustics Petite 3 SE cío Ultirnotum bass driven

599

Prooc Stude 125

549

Mehell tronscriplors Relerence HydraPc/Fluid orm

Coil

Neches* On. SE. NC power SUMO m den.
mend Focus one. F.us arm dray.,

499

QUAD 121. Stanclmount as new

349

Michell Gyre 5E. DC motored ex box.

REl Stadrum 3Sub. ex

799

Michell Or510 luK version. 00300

349

Revd., 033 ex der, tore revesved toorcorn

249

Mason 774 original orm

Krell KAv3001. ex boxed

799

Revolver Rw16. as new

Len LKI00 power e> boxed

299

Sonus Faber Concertino ch. stands

299

101100010 Male Monitor lag.

129

Exposure XI Pre. VP Power orad XII P.S. good concliti an

Monarchy DIP or

149

Groot W012 and 50/50 Pre/Power cram.. fe. boxer

Musical Giclekty X24,

249

al MA80/14A100/MA ISO Pre/Power

2099
349
1749

149

Jost one.,

MiChell Gyred. E,0001/08300/001011119 1042

Call

minnamdie OPEC bargain elm to Meromega

croted

mic.11 Odyssey land. eaten

549

QUAD Ill Panahount....

Exposure XIX Preomp. nr mint boxec 3ure-D

NVA Tronvaarent Statement.

COO

QUAD F5163 Floontonder Giu. serviced 2005 REDUCED!!!

EAR 509 Mk? monobecks. superb

799

NAIM CD3. ex ..ed wan, remote

999

12-

logic Datum tonearn ex boxed

Nbren NX6 Predate,711 ex boxed

1999

279

lalicromega Idrive ond

NAHA CDX2 re met ..ed sin 210.00

1799

Call

OXIM 3Twin dedne

menclion 200 fromport ex remote

379

199

len LPI2 Cetus 6II
Linn LP12. Lingo. Eta 2ex

499

799
Coo

len 1012 OL Advanced OC EU

129

Moo. SA8400. or met boxed

379

Len LP12. Vex.. ItIonVII K9 0.

229

Inoranti CD17 KI or met ..ed

199

,<2

coma

len mark ex crer renlote. bargee Len etroduction
lievey Reference 120 Monobeckenega ',organ at

1249

1499
799

Meridian 557 ex. one of Iherr best

REDUCES.

triangle Comete ES ex clern
Usher Aude 6371. ry mint

Call

Car
879
649
159,
299
679
1499
149

MOM Source her:secede,'

clteCk

399

Nottingham Anaegue The E. , ', n on. '
0,001050100140 full verse, lurbia as. as new

247,

Ong^',re Oleo deck with off .ard

1249

399
CON

Len 1,12. eorly. 00300

Monitce Atide 02 new box. - 5star buy II L203 Orvy

INcrecinti C06361 5,91101010 ex rernae

Cal

499

499

Denser DP Calve. ex ..ed

Mission 752. Oc rosewood

Conrad Johns0,, Sonographe SA256

museal Felekly Kw SACO os new REDUCED

1599
Cou

629

Car

1699

749

Marne 00,9 boxeo in beech c/w active • olos. mega!

ESOTERIC 00505 new lull venally. LAST ONE!

Musical Fidekly 9130003 as new ..ed

119

649

549

ne melt .xed

399 '
1249

Arcarn 400200. e. boxed

CHIA C070, e. boxed
Cyr. Ovalle. cry« tuner module. NR HALF PRICE!

Moron,/ SA1 ex boa.

details. borgain

Amen Alpha Emil C30 Prearno e. taxed

Cyrus COR ex .xed

Unn Gear,. nr met boxed

•

999

Cal ,

Coil

Corisleance COl2o 7100m

iew bass revers

49,
599
2749

SME CA?

Ong. Live 00,0,0 Goe ex dem
429

doe«. P012 nr mint boxed

699

meridian 518 as new bared

499

Usher Audio X7I9. ex dem

549

Origin Live Seer os new

Rego Jutarte• a new ...

549

meridian 501/555 e. boxed mtn MER sys -em remote

799

Origin live Encounter ex dern

699

799

musical Fiderity X-80. as new ..ea

299

WAD 11159 kit. oraessena CNC cobs
wharf... Demo. seres. wears frorr

199

Radon Caspian M senes ex dem

Pelt Thong. LPT/R8250 the best Pre seen

379

Radon Kandy 3. ex dom

3.

Musical Fidelity X-65100. e. boxed

449

Pink Triangle PT I

479

Rotel RCD971 co. remote

179

Musical Fdelity 17,1(0 -e. 00,00

COO

font..

Shanfing CD1300UK ere 0c1 ecfiteril as new

Cali

Mona°, fidelity 3o Pripornto/P150 Pc... Oc

799

$ony 552E5/7038S. won. 1st 2., EAR morklea

Call

musical Feleloty 03 'mega.

399

329

Musical F1090010 Preftypnoon

5ontr

CDP3KCOES toPerader • free matching ome
TEAC 002E new. the best arts pece

ex bar.

299

Systems/Misc
AV1S2000

Rat CD. DAC. Tuner. Fhe & Monos - Save eadsrll

NA1M 72/180 ore/power Combo

799

Chord Spnalure RCA let

Technics SlP12008 Profession* toolooder

0101

NA24 92/90 tare/pOwer com.. 0' boceO

399

Cyrus - 0000 Oc

Wodia 302 as new boxed

'
1'7

Nuance adamb Cite Off board at ..autilut

249

JPW 204/200/208

Pernore A20 mk2, nr m. integated

429

H Kardon *VR135/13022 rev, save each

149

Radio and recorders

Ouod 44 Neon.. 405 ancl 405/2 POwe amps fron-

179

musetal Feeltty XPS0v3 as new

t:Tu. 707. ex

549

Musical Fee1ity kW500 & SACO. 00105111W bare save £36 4 ,1!

Om. 33/301 vgc lor year lolly serviced

199

Nairn Fficap on olive

249

Arcorn 101 ry mint boxed

159

Rokson Casben Powder.

AVI 52CCO Tuner TOO

199

Radon Casper, M Seres POwetanip rntrt unused

Harman Kardon 10970 DAB/FM New

199

Rokson Casoen

59

Ouod Fr.12 the pea hylond 0000 servtced 2005
Ouod FM4 ex boxed
Radon Capron FM tuner
',KC 4,0280 hen clerk CD',carder

5.1 Speakers ex clnotor as new

1.1ek Nova careered order

Ak. % IWO ex 1/4 trock

Morantr 514000

.x. from

299

Quad 50 Monobecks

299

Seres Pre/Mores 5 Star BARGAiHrit

Rotel RC995 superb beano with ,slem remote

449
Coo
299

Pure Elan reelable DAB. new

479

229
3,9

Raga P1onot 3/RB300. vgc

399

Rokson 1/451/Arlernu/DS/Sheru/Artaxerxes ISO tux money,

249
179
3749
499

1249

Radar, Xeriet, ex in stunning rosewood SME col

4698

SME 3boxed

249

SME IV. ex

799

'echoes SU 10

149

80

Rotel 00971
549
59

199

Therms 10125/SME3009

349

Thorenx 101600/X40,1C. vOc

249

100110110110 Elile Rock M52/Mission

499

Roksan Kandy 3 Arno oncl CO • BRAND HEW BARGAIN!

299

Roksan Caspian M series CD/Pre/Mond:rocks

499

%AC /01 /11 Amb/CD/Tuner
TEAC DV2OD DVD olnyre and AGM 6 1amp x/d save 6150

ann.,

349

Rego 05. near new breed
Rego donor 3/R113013 late silver model

299

Maims 031601,..ed

349

nt ,", th, na

Protect Oassic Cheey, ex c/w 01042 cart. Pagan,

1199

5/m

1Jrny, liemore. mystery One Preen,
,
ntnatatea

599

3/m

Rote , 0.01066. e...ed
Sur. Artemrs remote aeon, Ocionce 1 °p.m
Una," ,iMmOtCh

Pro,ecl RP.49X Ex Dem. Oct one.. SAVE £500111

OED Profile PH

149
1.
ta 9

89

Prorea Debut 3 in green! As new

OED Saver Annivers.
QUAD 34/306 Pre/Power nr rnet grey

209

OARGAIN.

69

Protect Debut 2In yelew! marked

349
799
CON
449

t41C

transcretors Skeeton/Vestigir

799
349

Transcript. Saturn. vgc
Wilson Bonmch Act/Act (If, •

24.

... tel 0845 6019390 Tuesday to Saturday 10 tu l5, or email newse2ndhandhifi.co.uk
Quality hifi equipment always required for cash......

Call us before you trade in ..... Commission Sales too

VISIT OUR VVEBSITE, OR CALL TO SPEAK TO A REAL PERSON TUESDAY TO SATURDAY 10 TO SASH

turntableworld!
Our Dem facilities offer a wide selection of all types of analogue equipment from all the best brands including...
Aesthetix, Clearaudio, Decent Audio, Dynavector, Tom Evans, Goldring, Grado, Hadcock, Lyra, Michell, Moth,
Nottingham Analogue, Origin Live, Ortofon, Project, Roksan, Graham See, Shure, SME, Sumiko, Transfiguration,
Trichord, Whest Audio, Wilson Benesch and VPI

...there is no better analogue decision
turntableworld!

is at 30b Larchfield St, Darlington, DL3 7TE. Tel 01325 241888 or email newseturntableworld.co.uk
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>cartridges
lyra .
ortofori
sumiko
>cables

30 HIGH STREET, ROCHESTER, KENT, ME 1 1LD - 01634 880037

chord company
eichmann -

www.rochesterhHfi.co.uk

nordost
>headphones
grado
stax
hardware
at,
arcam
castle

110.-

creek
epos
focal / jm labs
harbeth
lexicon
michell
m+k
naim audio
neat acoustics
nottingham
origin live
primare
runco
sme
something solid
spendor
trichord

hr fi for grown-ups
(oi

4- 7 3 )

fax ( 0 1. 473) 655171
email:enq@signals.uk.co ni
signals
bucklesham
ipswich
suffolk ' Pico ol:o
www.sign
al
ç.uk.co
ni

TURBOCHARGING YOUR REGA ARM

"Nothing less than total dynamite"

Hl- FI WORLD

If you are the proud owner of any Rega tonearm, you are now in the
enviable position to transform it's performance into the league of
super arms with our modifications. The OL structural modification
at £75 will enable your Rega to perform at alevel exceeding that of
some arms costing over £1000! High performance rewiring with
high grade lita wire is also offered at an additional (70 and external
rewiring is also (70 further increasing the performance.

ADVANTAGE, ARCAM, ATACAMA, AUDION, AVI, BASE, CHORD, CAIRN
CLEARAL,D10, CREEK, CYMBOL, DALI, EPOS, JMLAB, GAMUT, GOLDRING,
GRADIENT, GRADO, GRAHAM SLEE, GRAVES AUDIO, HADCOCK, MERLIN,
NAD, NOTTINGHAM ANALOGUE, NU FORCE, OPTIMUM, ORIGN LIVE,
PARTINGTON, PEIGA, PURE, QUADRASPIRE, SENNHEISER, STELLO STIRLING,
LS35/a, TIVOLI, TRANSFIGURATION, USHER, VINCENT, V1\4ID

CHORD SPM 14000 ON DEMONSTRAT'ON

allm

UNIVERSAL MOTOR UPGRADE

motors & power supplies for ALL
Upgrades & replaces
belt drive turntables

"The single most important upgrade you can

ever make to any record deck concerns the motor
drive...nothing can ? reparc you for the shock of going DC. I
n

word, gobsmacking.'

a

COMMON GROUND MAGAZINE

"It's value is nothing short of tremendous."

LISTENER MAGAZINE

"The LP12 remains aclassic ... but .. upgrade kits by Origin Iive
can bring avast improvement to it's performance"
HI FI NEWS
"I have to say the Rega modifications turn this humble arm
into areal giant killer. Gone is the rather grey, sterile sound of
the cooking Rega. Instead, tonal colour is fresh, dynamics have
great speed and impact, and the sound stage is huge."
HI- FIWORLD ON STRUCTURAL MODIFICATION

Structural modification awarded 5star rating by

WHAT NUR?
SOY» MID VISIOn

Structural Modification - £75
Internal Rewiring - £70
External Rewiring - £ 70

*****

Universal turntable motor kit
The Griderella of HiFi - largely overlooked and dismissed, but capable of
outperforming a £2000 cartridge upgrade. No one would blame you for being
sceptical of an easy to fit, inexpensive dc motor upgrade. Especially one that
improves on rh, hist of other power supplies costing over 4times as much or
your money back. lt is simply impossible to imagine the level of improvement
attained by eliminating the motor vibration that your stylus amplifies over 8,000
times! Our DC motor kit offers massive improvements to all versions of Liar.
Lingo Valhulla, Rega, Systemdeck, Roksan, Rock etc. The kits consist of adrop
in replacement high grade DC motor and off-board 2speed control box. Why not
order now? - see web site or phone.

High conductivity phono plugs £20
Slotted arm tube - £85
If you do not have an arm we can supply the OL1 arm ( manufactured

Advanced dc Motor Kit - £339

ORIGIN LIVE
Tel/Fax: + 44 02380 578877

by Rega) £ 124

Ultra dc Motor Kit - £570

E-mail:

Arm modifications normally returned within 1 - 3days

Upgrade DC 200 motor - £ 129 with kit

122 wriw.hifinews.co.uk •

Standard dc Motor Kit - £ 199

infoeoriginlive.com

Upgrade Transformer - £ 175

JULY

2006

www.originlive.com

IAN EDWARDS

MAKERS OFFINEHANDMADEFURNITURE

Tel:" 01423 500442 5a,r 01423 705200
www.iansbespokefurniture.co.uk
The Old Chapel282 Skipton Road

Lamm
Metronome Technologie
Von Schweikert
Renaissance Amplification
Verbatim Cables
SRA

N Yorks

Harrogate,

.9-1G1 35-1E

t: +44 (
0)20 73596962

m: +44(0)7966 101971
audloplay@btinternet.com

thesoundsurgery

ri minnrNTOI r
us ^
Lit 11/Z2 011 IL—I
Vertex

AQ

COTM5SOON: a new
PORTFOLIO

Acoustic

Exactpower

Stillpoints

outstanding
Signature,

range
Audio

of

turntables

Desk

Eastern Electric, JAS Audio, Monopulse,
Stilipoints, Supra Sword, Timber Matrix

Systeme,

and

digital

players

Exactpower,

Pearcable, Polar Cable, Stereovox,
Foundation, Vertex AQ, Whest Audio
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Now in its 10th Year in the UK
"As the importer of JPS for almost ten years,

brighton hi-fi exchange

Iwould like to sincerely praise the quality and
integrity of this company and all products. Build
quality and consistency are not an issue with JPS.
Each model is carefully refined before it is launched
and some are even abandoned. Each product

e-mail
Visit our web site for a
complete list of brands
stocked and special offers!

arm
—
—

web

telephone ( new)
mobile

really delivers the promise, converts sceptics,
delights everyone in search of music that speaks
to the soul but must travel electronically and then

What's new and exciting?

through the human hearing physiology."

Acoustic Signature

Jack Lawson, Audio Salon

Hand-crafted masterpieces of music making,
which are developed, produced and made for
natural listening. Ask us to tell you about the
'Mambo' model...

(NEW)
Superconductor 3

ASR

The SC3 is absolutely amazing. even well-

Have avery definite idea of how an amplifier
should sound. The musical reproduction
should be homogeneous and natural, combining
the harmony and musicality of asuperb
tube amplifier with the accuracy and power
distribution of modem transistor amplifiers.The
perfect integrated amplifier? We think so!

experienced audiophiles have been surprised and
find it very hard to explain just how great is the
improvement to their system.
To celebrate the launch of this exciting cable, a

Basis

small collection of JPS cables are now available
for home approval.

Ultra Conductors
Our entry point range says a great deal about what
JPS is all about Budget products really can deliver
the performance of a high-end system.

FX Series
Replacing the highly acclaimed SuperConductor+
with a flexible slim wire and no price increase was
a major turning point for JPS. For quarter the price
of the magazines' acclaimed products, you can let
others become the victims of marketing.

mi
IM

SuperConductor
SuperConductor-2 was the new flagship line for
many years, and it still outperforms the competition.
In a major leap forward, era three begins. The
measurements prove the performance, but SC3
is simply magic. In my experience, Kapton as an
insulator is leagues ahead of anything else. Can't
live without it

Aluminata
These employ a quad twist of flexible Alumiloy
with the world's finest shielding In audio systems
of high resolution, typically with excellent
loudspeakers, the high cost of Alumiloy products is
immediately apparent and deeply satisfying in the
long term.

il
We have an extensive
range of used hi-fi
equipment. Shown on
the right is just asmall
sample of the products
we have.
Visit our web site:
www.hifiguy.co.uk
as the list changes daily.
Services include
collect your hi-fi
deliver your hi-fi
home installation
trade-in
part- exchange
commission sales

Audio Salon
4 Park Circus, Glasgow, G3 6AX, Scotland
t: 0845 4000 400
e : infogaudiosalon.co.uk
w : www.audiosalon.co.uk
w : www.jps-labs.com
124 www.hifinews.co.uk •

The philosophies underlying Basis designs
are sound principles of physics; provable
concepts that result in the most accurate
replay of records possible. Did we mention
that they look visually stunning?

Kings Audio
We are the south coast main dealer for
this exciting new range of affordable
electrostatic loudspeakers from Kings Audio.
If you love full- range electrostatics you must
audition these!

Luxman
A range of products are available and we just
have to mention the L-509F Integrated model.
Falling in love with the sound of the L-509F
Integrated Amplifier is easy but leaving our
place without one could prove rather more
challenging!

Music First
David Price says," The MF Audio pre is
extremely open and sophisticated musical
performer that betters anumber of even
more expensive designs. " We definitely
agree!

Just a few of our latest
used ba
sprmins...
AJon Signature
Audio Artestry Dvorak Speakers
Audion Silver Knights with Border Patrol
Audio Research VS55
AVI Preamp
Cadence Arca Speakers
Chord 1200E Poweramp ( 3yrs old)
Conrad Johnson Premier 8A Monoblocks
Krell FPB250 Monoblocks
Krell KAV300IL Integrated Amplifier
Marantz PM17 Integrated Amp
Maranta SA- 1SACD/CD Player
Mark Levinson 336 Poweramp
Mark Levinson 360S DAC
Mark Levinson 383 Integrated Amplifier
Martin Logan Ascent i
Meridian S6000 Speakers
MonitorAudio Studio 20SE
Musical Fidelity CDPRE
Nagra P-PL Pre
Pass Labs DAC I
PMC BB5 Speakers
Quad 989 Electrostatics
Quad 988 Electrostatics
Resolution Audio CD55
Sonus Faber Extrema
Sound Lab A1Speakers
Tannoy Canterbury
Transparent Ultra 8ft speaker cable
VTL 225 Deluxe Monoblocks

£2750
£2500
£1800
£1800
£295
£2750
£_800
£6500
£1500
£2400
£800
£400
£3750
£2500
£28(X)
£2500
£1900
£1100
£1000
£4500
£995
£5500
£2750
£2150
£1200
£2800
£6C00
£4995
£900
£2200

shadow audio:)
Call 01'
4779 for the best part- ex prices!
List changes daily so visit wWw_s
eçularityJ
Consonance 22 Urea brand newt bored:
A:emote area gant killell£1400)
Wadia 861 SE, 2years dd, black, boned, pristine condition ( El 0£00:
Musical Fidelity 15308 CD, immaculate, boxec (£200C)
Musical Fidelity DM25 DAC + Transport stunning, mint (£4000)
Audio Analog JE Paganini 24/192, boxed as new. (£950)
Musical Fidelity kW SACO player, boxed as -16,04.unrnarked (£4000)
Unison Research than:take output CC, best spec 24192 mcdel £1250).
DC SDelius 24/192 DAC, newer firewire model, boxed (£ 5995)
Shanling CDT-100(3D acoustics UK rrode.1), boxed as new (£ 1600)
Tom Evans Eikos CD Player, 2box + ext Dowersupply ( 341 83)
Resolution Audio ,C1150 cd playedboxed, finished in black (£ 310
Musical Fidelity A3 5 CD player, boxed, oneowner (£995:
Unison Research Ur ico CD, latest spec 24/ 192'. Ex-d (£9954
Marantz SA1151 Flagship SACD player (£ 2018C0
Wadia 302 CD player,boxedas new, (£40001
Advantage CD1S n black just fully serviced (£45951
Bel Canto PL1, bcxec 35 mew, exden-.(86990)

8995
£4295
£995
£2995
e695
£2395
£795
32495
£995
41395
£895
£695
£995
£1595
£2795
'395
£D0A

Canary 301 Valve Power Amp, supe ds condition, 30Ob (£3200)
Quad II Forty MonoBleds and QC24 Pxe, 5y's old, boxed (£40001
Pathos Inpol2 Integrated 6monnsolc, as nen, boxed Cf5650)
Musical Fidelity Idtv500, couple mnns old, approx 2)0hrs use ( 114000)
JVC AXU1 lot Amp, Dui eClass A, carey 'are arap, mint, 1yr old Œ2CŒ)
Eastern Electric td520 int Amp, es What HiFi 5star recree' mode
McIntosh MA6500 integrated, boxed, excellent condition, (£ 33' 7)
Audion Silver N•ght 300E Valve frit Amp, 7wpc, excellent, boxed.
McIntosh MA6900 it amp, boxed as new .£4549)
Audio Research SPX preamplifier, boxed, excellent comdition_
AVI Lab Series amp, oared as new, multi award *imninc amplifietalSODI
McIntosh C2200 Vi.'ve pre amp, boxed as new, ex-cr (
E43" 8)
Audio Note Mesita I
rrecrated anplifier with -internal phono stage +
£1000 Border Patna Uodrade. (£4300) iensational
Electroccmpariet AW22£ power amprific-r (£1500) wehaveitwo Df these
available, buy both togethedmonoblockangtfori£1350
Mark Levinson 266W )re-anp, 2box modelsext power supply eisoce
ATC SCA2 pre-aroplifier, current model (facelift), unmarked (£ 3999)
Krell KAV500i integrated. very ve, -y -are, biped. excellent (£ 50001
Micromega A3C annp, boxed as new; ex- review model (£659)
Micromega A120 Wit amp, boxed as new, ex- reviewtmodel (£8991
Hovland Radia 'ovser amp - boxed as new, es-dem Cost new £ 7995
EAR 864 valve pre amp, as new, balanced/se inputs, (32000)
Bryston 4BSST-C series, power amp, black, unmarked condition (£2750)
EAR V20 int amp Stunning looks,/ performance valve, mint (£3595)
Musical Fidelity kW (61 12)Tube Pre as new, simply sensational. (130001
Musical Fidel ty IttrAg50 power amplfiet (£5999:
Croft TS1 with epoch Pre (£3000)
McIntosh MC501: Monoblcks(pai -), exd (£780C)
Roksan Caspian Integ *Wed amplifier (1.1060)
Graaf GM50 Integrated Valve Amp (£4000.
EAR 834L dehaie iine stage valve pre r£ 1123)
Croft TS1 hybrd power amp, exd, unmarxeclif10C0)
Pass Labs X350.5, supplieclby us new
McIntosh MA2275 t..alvE ire (£5773) as new, et'-cens
McIntosh MA6500 in -amplifier, ex-dem (fn611
McIntosh MH1120C 8440 watts, exdans (£6.507.)
ATC SPA2 150 power anarakfier (£3400>
Audio Innovations 2nd Audio Moncblocics (£3000>
Bel Canto Evo4, boxed vs rew, ex-dam (£3499)
Bel Canto Pre:2, bcxed as new, ex-dem /f2399'
Bel Canto EVC 2. boxec as new (£2750)
Hovland HP100 ores bUlt nphstage (35350)
Hovland HP200 + phono stage (£7325)

£'495
£2495
£4395
£2995
£1295
31199
EPOA
£795
£2895
£1195
£995
1POP
£2295

Living Voice Avatar Imape, new iniJan 06, mint be quick/ (£-3000)
Kef Reference ' . 2„ black. 2yrs olc,, superb ccrdition (il 350)
Gershman Accoustis Avantgarde speakers, fraded in Piano 3Iack taquet
only few weeks old.« 7900)

£1995
£495
12996

Merlin VSM fv1Min enc condition lcri 0(£8000)
Living Voice DEXF.2 speakers, bcxed as new, es- den'. ( 54400a
JAS Audio SL pertweetets, this is.the actual HUH World Review pair finonni
the current issue ((May 06) asuperb speaker upgrade. ( E649)
Wilson Bene ici 1::15scovery, 5monns old, boxed as. rev- (£ 570(0)
PMC FB1+ ( rece
tended to 'ill + ape:1in zher -y, ( 116951
Pfv1C 0131 speakers, cherry, latest spec 5months old. ( G700
ATC SCM-20A 5Tower speakers, wan£t (M177)
Ref 3a Dacapo Lbone.d 35 new in maple, only 2-nonths oid. £2700
REL Q400E suowcocf.er in premium maple ( El 2(0)
Wilson BeneschrARC's with stands, silver finish (E2.5k)
Living Voice Audimanunn Il : nCherry (£ 2195)
Alt SCM-50A51.., in Cherry, 4mnths old (f'794"(
GamuT L3, in Reseuood, boxed as new. (£3750"
ATC SCM-35, cherre boxed as newlif 999)
Wilson Beneszh Curve speakers, 4mnths oldli(ia).)0)
Dali Helicon 400, oared at,new (£3300)
Triangle Hellade, 21nampagne finish ( 8595)
Quad 989 ESL Vrtage, new £5000
Quad 988 ESH in NouveaL, cost nevi £3750
Audio Physic Virgo If, Cherry

£2595
f2495
£549

cum)

C)
ci
fO
ID

O
<
•

'vs
•

O
Z

£2395
£995
£695
£379
£495
£4995
£1095
£1995
£695
£995
£8795
£1795
£P0A
£395
£2795
£695
£995
£4995
£P0A
£P0A
£3950
£1995
£995
EPOA
EPOA
EPOA
13595
64995

£3695
£895
£1695
£1995
£1650
£695
E1699
£1495
£4895
£2750
31395
£3495
£1995
£395
£3600
£2999
£2895
£195
£1399

Wilson Benesc'i Fin ICirce, boxed as new, Mac new Ply Cartridge. Of 21,C0)
Roksan Xerxes brand rIEW Tabriz Zi erne, comp service 2years, as new
Trichord Dino with the never connected newer sunply, boxed as new,
one owner, .
atest spec, sensational performance. n749.
Bluenote Bellar a ieterence Tonearm one awner, 4months old (£ • 50en
Mark Levinson JC- 1phono stage, very very r
are
SME 10e, bcxed
new 9mnths okl anlyrf 3600)
Michelle Gyrocecli, Oaigin Live Tonearm. Trichorc Neve- Connected PSU+DC
motor, boxed, rnaouals, one owner, excellent/32000-1
Krell KPE Reference Phono Stage
SME 10, boxed AS MEW (f2800)
SME 20/2e + SME Yltomearm (£56B)
Nottingham Analogue Spacedec
Trichord Dino --saver from

£1495
£795
£495
£795
£1495
£1995
£995

USED

ITEMS
Was

Now

3500
2999
1905
3998
5495
N/A
2999
3150
795
998
498
549
6290
2990
6500

1799
1499
799
299$
2299
379
1699
1799
499
749
379
249
1599
895
5299

1500
2650
825
N/A
510
NIA
1850
188
NIA
3500

599
1499
499
299
320
1399
999
119
599
1999

625
1798
1898
1299
2399
1100
1499
8999
4999
449
2250
7800

449
649
795
799
1750
699
749
5995
2499
199
799
4999

1050
N/A
9000
2500
NIA
1300
6500
2499
2499
1499
3289
NIA
2700
2750
749
1000
4850

/ 29
1399
7499
1895
229
495
2999
1399
1099
749
995
699
899
1599
499
649
2250

Balanced S/11
Single ended S'14

Mark
r.1
ISAC
Slandard
.r.en
te ort S/H
_Ifviso
1• d. n'
M•ridian 206 CD Playa, 4/14
Mutircal Fidelity Nu Vi•te CR 3D Player S/H
Orpheus labs On• PAC with enagram s-derno
Primer. VIO CO/DVD Player s•demo
R•ge Jupiter CD Play•r s•d•rno
R•g• planet CD piayer s•d•mo
Sony COP X940 SACO Player S/II
Th•ta G•n•ration V Balanced S/H
Th... Pro B•sic II DAC wItlh Oscorn/Belanced S/H
W•dia 8618 4- demo

Analogue

O
rx
u_

ClearAudio Sionature MC Csrtridge 300hours
Crown Jewel Ltd Edition MC Cartridge 100hrs
EAR-Yoshino MC3 Step up Transformer S/H
EAR The Head Tran sformer S/14
Graham Sie• Elevator EXP MC step up S/H
Kuzma Stabi/Stogi S Turntable New& Boxed
Michell Orbe SE AC Motor Ver•ion SME Cut S/H
R•ge R8300 Ton•arrn ii-d•rno
Roks•n X ..... . Alphason Xenon XPSII S/H
Triplanar VI Ton•arrn IC box s- demo

Preamplifiers

Audio Analogue Bellini R•rnote Preamplrlier 0- demo
Audio eeeeee ch 151 Hybrid Preampliti•r S/H
Audio R eeeee ch SP8 V•Iirce preamplifier S/H
Conrad Johnson PVIObLodo. Preamplifier 0- demo
Conrad Johnson PV14L Remote controlled valve 4- demo
D•n•en 0200 Preamplifier 2 weeks old S/H
Electrocompani•I EC4.7 R•rnole baler-104rd Preamplifier S/H
Krell KCT Preamplifier 0- demo
Mark Levin•on No380 Pr•amplitier S/H
Rolitian 054 Black PSU S/111
Roksan Li Line Preampliti•r Silver S/H
Spectral DMC 305 Reference Preamplifi•r S/H

£895

Trichord Dino strtha Dino psu, sate', 2yrs ordl boxed with manual (£49,
3)
Lehmann Silver :woe SE Phono Stage, quite simply ore cf the very be st
you can current, zuy en-dem as new 0E2256/

Nordost Valhalla 0.6m interconnect as new conditen, (£1995)
botek 2K Qube2, cosed, one owner. r£ 15951 in silwer, sensational
JAS Audio Superzweeters, actual FliFi World Review pai , (£649)
NordostV1s,rs im mains lead,.ome owner as new
Isol8 Sub Station Il 35 150va modules, boxed, as new. ' 1800f
PS Audio P50) power plant + latest Mulawave 2plus nodule flied
Musical Fidelty>-Cansv2 upgraded le v3
Musical Fidellty>10v3Tubebufferstage
Nordost THOR roans aonditioner 1£1799)
Vertex ACfRorairtnrm Plus, mains lead + filter (1430)
Townshend SupenTweers in Titanium -net

DEMONSTRATOR AND
Digital
Audio Synth••is DAX Decade 22 Bit
Audio Synth•sis DAX D•c•de 22 Bit
Copland COA28.9 MOCO player S/H

•

U
—

of
•
I-1-

7

<

Amplifiers

Audio Analogue Donizetti Mono Power Amplifier• 0- demo
Audio R eeeee ch CL60
R• Built S/H
Audio
ech VM220 cebe mono Amplifieras- da rno
Conrad Johnson MV60 SE Verve Amplifier, S/H
Cyrus2 / 1
4 50
Amplifier PSU S/H
Densen DM10 Power Amplifiler S/H
ECS EA, Mono AmplIfiirrif ( Priir/ SIM
Electrocompaniet AW120 Ornb Stereo Power Amplifier S/H
Electrocomp•nlet AW120 Drnb Stereo Power Amplifier S/H
Electrocompaniet AW220 Stereo Power Amplifier S/H
Electrocornpaniet ECI 1 Class A Integrated 5tH
Musical Fidelity A37014K2 Amplifier ( casework damagediS/H
OCM 500 Soloi•I eeeee o pevr•r amp. awesome S/H
Pathos Logos valve Hybrid S/H
Primare I 21 Titanium Amplifier BNIB
Red Rose Sprit Integrat•as-derno
Spectral DMAIOOs Amplifier 0- demo

Loudspeakers

ATC Activ• SCM1OA.2
0- demo
ATC SCM12 Cherry S/H
Audio Pro Blue Diamonds Active S/H
Audio Phy•ic Vera Floorstender x- demo
Audio Physic Vera Monitov Cherry s-d•mo
Audio Phy•ic Spark 2 maple 0- demo
Avalon Acou•tics Symbol a- demo
Oynaudio Crawl 2 way Monitors Rosewood S/H
JM lab Electra 927 be Anniv eeeee y lest pair! New
JM Lab Sib XL • 5 Grey SIN
Martin Logan Aeon I Oak BNIB
M•rtin Logan Clarity Ch•rry 4 montrr• old S/H
1•61C FBI. Black new tw•eter upgrade
Pen Audio Rebel 2 s- dame
R•ga ELA Cherry 0- demo
Sonsuie lab•r Ironwood St•nd• S/H
bonus Faber Leather Stands. fixed height. 4- demo

Cables and Accessories
VI
CÉ

•

CL

(r)

(r)

CO
CL•
r
•

aj

•

Ca

Atacama 50cm Sand fill•d stands S/H
Gerdes Neutrel Ref•rence rm RCA•BNC S/H
Cogan Hall intermezzo EMD 0.75m RCA S/H
Madrigal UDC. 1m AES/EBU ft 006m Digital Cable new boxed
JPS AC, Power Cord3.0m UK SIN
141mber Illuminations 000 0.5m Digital 7506m S/H
Kimb•r illumination. 075
1.5m digital 7506m S/H
Kimber Monocle g 548Ft W137 Spades Sp eeeee cablea S/H
Kimber Select. ( S1121 0.5m RCA Interconnects S/H
Kirnber Sel•ct KS1011 0.5m Ildb alien S/H
Nordost Ouattrofil Arm Cable SME version S/H
Nordost Valhalla 1m Balanced S/H
Nordost Venal'', 1m Balenced Orgital AES.EBU S/H
Sillech FT12 G3 240.8m Silver Spe•ker cable 0- demo
Si/tech HFIO 05 1m AES/EBU Balanced Digital BINB
Siltech HF9 Gi3 rm AES/EBU Balanced Digital BINB
Siltech LS1815 Closers 2e3m Silver & Gold Speaker cable BNIB
Sitech SPX20 0.5m IEC-Shuko Main. cable 0- demo
Sound Organisation Record Rack with CD insert S/H
Spectr•I gm330 2m RCA ECINI3
Spectral MI- 350 2011 Interconnect RCA- RCA x.demo
Spectral 2 Chord Ill 2m main• cable •- demo
Tara labs the 2 SirSlt Speaker cable SIM
Townshend Audio 2e 5m I•olda Bi wired S/H
Transpar•nt Mu•ic Wavle Super 24 4.62m 0- demo
VON CS- 122 HYBRID 503m pair Speek•r ca bic es- demo
VDH Goldwater 253m pair Speaker cable • x- demo

Tuners & Tape decks, power supplies
Magnum Dynalab FT101 A Etude FM Tuner Sr,
Denon TU260 FM/AM ROS Tuner S/H
Magnum Dynalab FOR r•rnote/Tuner for Etude S/H
Martini. 0013400 DUD Playa, S/H
Raga radio 3 Silver 0- demo
Hotel RT 950111X Am/FM Tuner SIN
Sony MOS 4138900S Mini disc S/H
Tice Solo Powerline Enhancer S/H

Midland

Audio 0-chang• ere looking for Audio R eeeee ch. Krell
Norm Audio. SME. wad's

1650
1000
995
999
549
1699
2900
2750
2800
1000
3189
2498
1900
995
749
490
310

1199
649
549
749
399
1199
1999
1295
2000
099
2500
1999
899
699
499
279
199

179
550
N/A
020
579
154
165
587
596
334
599
2195
1680
500
340
250
3950
199
N/A
580
1400
999
1999
1200
2479
172
48

69
375
199
249
299
75
79
295
299
159
325
1299
899
275
199
169
2995
95
40
349
799
499
499
699
1499
85
25

1250
120
395
299
398
N/A
299
N/A

649
69
199
139
279
99
99
199

Mark Levinson .

www.midlandaudio-xchange.co.uk

£1395
£1895
£3695

£849
£749
£549
£349
£395
£1695
£149
£195
£995
£395
£660

MIDLAND

AUDIO

XCHANGE

t.01562 731100 (. 01562 730228

m.07721

605966

THE OLD CHAPEL, FORGE LANE, BELBROUGHTON. DY9 9TD
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Excellence is our
only compromise
KJ West One.
cw,torners.

like any responsive business, is shaped to an extent by il

A distinction we appreciate, this being because our discerning

clientele continue to expect only the best!

With this in mind, we have been

working hard to create an aural declaration' of the absolute finest audio
components available today.

Once again we are so pleased to be working and collaborating with our friends the UK's
most distinguished distributor 'Absolute Sounds:

We are presently jointly

celebrating 50 years of involvement in the pursuit of audio excellence.

Both of our

Companies are grounded in the love of music and between us we have made it
possible to offer asensitive expertise and uncompromised demonstration facilities
which will enable you to complete your search for musical purity and authenticity.

Absolute Sounds have continued to provide us with 'State of the Art' audio
components which exceed all of our expectations.

Right now we are seeing the

intioduction of a wide range of innovative and extremely exciting super audio
flagship products from several renowned manufacturers, each emphatically
demonstrating advances in sound reproduction. KJ West One are proud to be able to
invite you to enjoy an 'audition' at anytime convenient to you. Simply call us on
020 7486 8262/3 or email us on info@kiwestone.com. we look forward to
meeting you again here at New Cavendish Stu erit

Perfection is infuriatingly elusive,
if we were to achieve it what objectives would remain?

I

=
r

m.»

lipt

West
26 New Cavendish Street London WIG 8TY
42 Cowgate

Peterborough PE IINA

One

T: 020 7486 8262/3

T: 01733 341 755

F: 020 7487 3452

F: 01733 358 141

www.kjwestone.com
Ale.

Fit a Trichord
Clock 4 and'
'Never Connected' power supply to
improve the performance of your CD or
DVD player. Let us undertake the work
for you in our Modification Workshop.

:an help you to reduce t
loise in your system:
TRiChORd IRESEARC

Tel: + 44 ( 0)1684 311600

Fax* + 44 ( 0)1684 3

salesetnchordresearch.com
www.trichordresearch.com

HEATHCOTE AUDIO
TEL:01992 653999 MOBILE:07860 511111
FULL LIST & PICTURES ON WEBSITE: www.heathcoteaudio.co.uk
EQUIPMENT URGENTLY REQUIRED FOR CASH PLEASE PHONE GEORGE
ALR JORDAN NOTE-5BOBINGA WOOD (SUPERB)

CD's/ACD/DVD
MICROMEGA DUO TRANS/DAC
TECHNICS SL-Z1000/SH-X1000 TRANSIDAC
AUDIO ALCHEMY DDS-III CD PLAYER/TRANSPORT

MINT/BOXED ... £895
EXCLT/BOXED. £1795
. NOS/BOXED ... £395

AUDIO ALCHEMY DDE V3 DAC NEW OLD STOCK

NOS/BOXED ... £350

AUDIO ALCHEMY DDE V.1.2 DAC NEW OLD STOCK

NOS/BOXED ... £275

AUDIO ALCHEMY DDE V.1.1 NEW OLD STOCK

NOS/BOXED ... £225

AUDIO ALCHEMY ACD-I1 CD PLAYER/TRANSPORT
ACCUPHASE DP-90 TRANSPORT

VGC £295
MINT .. £3250

BARCLAY DIGITAL F-1 TRANSPORT
LINN KAINK/NUMERIK III

EXCLT . £8995
MINT/BOXED . £1295

M1CROMEGA SOLO (NEW MECH)
PERP.TECH PI -A/P3-A/PSU SIG-2

BOXED ... £895
BRAND NEW... RING!

PIONEER PD-95 (VERY RARE)
PRIMARE V-25 DVD (£ 1000) LAST ONO!
ALCHEMIST FORSETTI TRANSPORT/DAC

MINT/BOXED .. £1250
EX DIS./BOXED £450
MINT/BOXED . £1595

THETA CARMAN CO/OVO TRANSPORT

MINT/BOXED . £ 1695

AUDIOMECA DAMNATION TRANSPORT

EXCLT. . £575

TRINITY TRIDENT 3WAY (£2700)

EX.DEM £1250
GC. . £895

RED ROSE SPIRIT MONI -ORS (RIBBON)

MINT £750

CURA CA-30 B.EYE MAPLE (£2700)

MINT/BOXED £1295

CURA CA-21 B.EYE MAPLE (£1800)

MINT £750

KELLY KT-3 (96 DB SENSITIVE)

ROGUE TEMPEST MAGNUM 1NT.(£2800)

EX.DEM. . £ 1895

GRAAF 50/50 POWER AMP

AS NEW.. £1295

AUDION REF, PRE/PHONO STAGE (£2500)
AUDIO INN.1000 MKIII 6L6 MONO'S
JADIS DEFY- 7POWER AMP

BOXED ... £695

NEW OLD STOCK ... £995
MINT/BOXED .. £1250
EXCLT . £2995

SOLID STATE

CASTLE AVON
CASTLE HOWARD-2BEECH

£375
EXCLT . £650

BEL CANTO LINE-1/EVO 200.2

REGA XEL ROSEWOOD (£1275)

EXCLT . £475

DENON P0A-6600A MONOBLOCS

EXCLT/BOXED . £795

ACOUSTIC ENERGY AE109

EXCLT . £275

GRYPHON SONATA ALLEGRO PRE

MINT/BOXED £4995

SONY TAE-1/TAN-1PRE/POWER

MINT/BOXED

66495

SONUS FABER MUS1CA INTEGRATED

MINT/BOXED

61250

AUDIONOTE NNE ROSEWOOD

GC . £795

KEF CM'S SILVER (£400)

MINT/BOXED. £275

VINYL

EX OEM/BOXED.

MUU,FID.MA-65 MONO'S & PRE-8 (CHROME)

62985

EXCLT . £895

LINN LOT 2NORTON AIRPOWER PSU
HADCOCK OH-242 INTEGRAL ARM

MINT/BOXED. £695
MINT/BOXED. £495

AVI S-2000 PRE MONO'S & SYS, REMOTE

MINT/BOXED . £995

THOBENS 2000 PRE/POWER

MINT/BOXED . £695

GRAHAM SLEE ELAVATOR MC STEP UP

MINT/BOXED. £375

ELECROCOMPANIET EC 4.7 PRE

NEW/BOXED . £995

QUASAR SKELETAL TURNTABLE & ARM (RARE AS)
FORSELL AIR FORCE REF./ARM/FLYWHEEL

'THEALCHEMIST' PRE AMP

EXCLT £3750

ID(CLT/BOXED .. £7495

'THEALCHEMIST POWER AMP

EXCLT £2750

MINT/BOXED .. £2795

'THEA-CHEMIST'MONOBLOCS

EXCLT ... RING
MINT .. £ 1695

EXCLT . £1275

CHORD 1500E 96/192 kHZ 3DACS (£6800)

MINT/BOXED. £2850

LP12/LINGO/EIKOS/ARKIV/LINTO/CIRKUS ETC

MSB LINK DAC-3 24/96Khz

MINT/BOXED . £375

ORIGINAL _P-12/BASIK -W ARM/CART

EXCL1. £395

CLASSE CP-60 2BOX REM.PRE

ZSYSTEMS Z3src UPSAMPLER (£1450)

MINT/BOXED. . £495

LP-12NALHALLA/AKITO/NEW CART

EXCLT. £550

CLASSE CA-400 POWER AMP

VGC £3250

MINT/BOXED. £275

PLINIUS SA- 102 POWER AMP
JEFF ROWLAND MODEL 58

EXCLT .. £2795
EXCLT .. £2495

TRAC P-500 TRANSPORT

MINT. . £350

TECHNICS SLP-2000 (£ 1000 TRICHORD MODS)
DENON 200 CO MULTI PLAYER

REDUCED. . £795
EX.DEM. . £ 195

LIMJ AXIS/BAS1K+ ARM/NEW AT110E
ALPHASON SONATA/PSU/HR-100S MCS/GRADO
NOTTS ANA.SPACE.DEV/FIEAVY KIT
CLEAFMUDIO CHAMP LEV. 1& UNIFY ARM

LOUDSPEAKERS

ROKSAN/ COGNOCENTVPSU/RB-300/CART

EGGLESTONWORKS ANDRA-2

BRAND NEW £9995

SYSTEMDEIVREGA RB-303/CARTRIDGE

EGGLESTONWORKS ROSA
EGGLESTONWORKS FONTAINE2

BRAND NEW £6450
BRAND NEW . £4450

ROGUE AUDIO PHONO STAGE MM/MC (£800)

TALON KHORUS-X ($18000)
SOUNDLAB MILLENIUM 3 (£9500)

VGC . £6995
EX.DEM . £4995

SOUNDLAB MILLENIUM M-3

MINT . £2850

MOTH MM.MC PHONO STAGE
AUDIO ALCHEMY VAC IN THE BOX )NEV)

AUDIO RESEARCH LS-8PRE AMP (BLACK)

KLIPSCH K-HORNS B.EYE MAPLE

EXCLT £2995

UNISON RESEARCH SMART 300B MONO'S.

DYNAUDIO CRAFFT/STANDS (RARE)
ALR JORDAN NOTE-5BOBINGA WOOD (SUPERB)
SNELL CMKIV

MINT/BOXED £ 1695
EX.DEM £1250
EXCLT £1250

CELESTION A-2 SANTOS FVWOOD ..... . . BRAND NEW/BOXED . £1195

MINT/BOXED. £795
BOXED ... £275
EX.DEM ... £395
EXCLT £175
NOSABOXED ... £ 150

C. JOHNSON PER.REMOTE PRE

MINT/BOXED .. £1795

MEINDAN 565 PROCESSOR
MERIDIAN 562V PRE

EXCLT ... £895
EXCLT ... £495

TUNERS /TAPE/CD RECORDERS
SONY 700ES 3HEAD TAPE MACHINE
LYNX THETA (VERY RARE)

VALVE AMPS

EXCLT . £2750
EXCLT/BOXED £2750

EX.DIS... £1695

UN:SON RESEARCH S-845 INTEGRATED

MINT. . £250
VGC £195

PIONEER POROS (£ 1300 NEW)

MIRAGE M1si
SNELL TYPE All

BOXED. £995
MINT/BOXED. £950

MINT/BOXED . £295

STANDS

MINT/BOXED ... £895
EXCLT/BOXED . £2195

SONJS ELITE 4SHELF

MINT/BOXED . £1695

SOONDSTYLE XS- I05

EX DEM.. £ 149

EACH £295
NEW £ 199

EXCLT. . £595

SOFINDSTYLE XS- 105

ROGUE MAGNUM 99 REMOTE PRE (PHONO STAGE)

MINT/BOXED .. £1495

SOIINDSTYLE XS-100

NEW £195

ROGUE MAGNUM STEREO 90 POWER AMP

MINT/BOXED .. £1295

SOUNDSTYLE ST-105

NEW £275

ROGUE MAGNUM 66 REMOTE PRE

MINT/BOXED. . £995

SOIINDSTYLE ST-100

NEW

UN. RESEARCH C-5 PRE/MM,MC (£ 1650)

£250
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Front End Problems?
then contact:

High End Cable

MADISOUND PROVIDES SPEAKER

call Dave Jackson 01775 761880

BUILDERS WITH THE HIGHEST QUALITY

or visit www.highendcable.co.uk

PARTS AND ADVICE,

Chord Company

"The Cartridge Man"

Plus cartridge re-tipping service
Web

Q

Nordost UK

It doesn't have to cost an arm and aleg
to get the best — HiFi News awards 2005
"BEST CARTRIDGE UNDER £1000!
Agents for Croft, Moth, Hadcock, E.A.R. and others.
'CARTRIDGE MAN STYLUS GAUGES NOW AVAILABLE'

seas

za• mmar. =-

Stereovox

IsoTe k
Abbey Road Cables
van den Hui

Skaaning
-so Loudspeakers

ACOUSTIC PANELS

Tannoy Mini Autograph
Supertweeters

morel'

Stax earspeakers

site: www.cartridgeman.com

020 8688 6565

Ortofon — Sumiko — Lyra
Echo Busters — Burn in service
Previously owned.
Free delivery worldwide on all interconnects.

furless
VÉTa
NeMDOST

live music at home?
amplifier sound is the key
transistor, valve, class A, AB,
SE, push-pull?

www.dnm.co.uk
Premier Audio

Loud

Too Loud

Way too Loud

It's a common problem. The usable range on the
volume control is all down at the bottom end and
fine control at low listening levels is either difficult or
impossible. The noise floor may be audible too.
There is now a simple and effective solution - the
Rothwell In- Line Attenuators. They can be used
with pre/power or integrated amps to cure the
problems of excess gain and bring sonic
benefits, even with the most expensive equipment.
The cost is only £39 per pair delivered. To order, call

Ilatc.ciammaaawis

Dcs Elgar, Purcell & Verdi Transport, Plisas CD Lad &
250 Power, Verity Fidelo & Sonus Faber Speakers, Sillech
Cables, Isotek Sub Station. RDA Equipment Stands
Audio Acre, Audio Synthisis, Kora Pte & Power, Pink
Triangle CD/Amp, Martin Logan / Audio Physics Speakers,
Arcici Equipment Stand. Isotek Sub Station P/S

Rothwell: 01204 366133 or
www.rothwellaudioproducts.co.uk
See the excellent reviews in Hi Fi Choice,
World,
Hi Fi Plus and on the web at www. tnt-audio.corn

Audio Physics - Audio Acre - Absolute Sounds

DCS - Kora - Plinius - Siltech - Arcici

BOA - Pink Triangle

Avid Turntables - Project - Ortoron - Van den Hull

Pik weLffle

0 0 0

Winne demonstration

Ni

Mirage

good sefection of SAfand

We are tOmins J39 Mt
tOmins J30 M62
Tel : Wakefield 01924 255045 - Colin Grundy

LÑ

fik7TIN

Does This Seem Familiar?

Audio Synthisis

Fostex

BIEFLIEU

Ecosse

Email: thecartridgemanetinternet.com

'Room 2

Solen Inductors
Solen Fast Caps

5E2n-speak
MADISOUND SPEAKER COMPONENTS, INC • •
8608 UNIVERSITY GREEN
PO BOX 44283
MADISON. WI 53744-4283 U SA
TEL 608-831-3433 FAX 608.831-3771
email infoernadlsouncl.corn
'.Voh Paor

1
Stockists of: ARCAM . DENSEN . EPOS . LINN . LOLI‘ L
•
MICROMF,GA ' NA1M AUDIO ' NEAT ' REA ' ROTEL
•ROYD'SHAIIINIAN. TF,AC ' YAMAHA & MORE

nidelitY
indecentlygoodhi-fi

91ligh Street, Hampton Wick, Kingston upon Thames.
'urret KTI 4DA Tel: 020 8943 3530
Open Tues - Sat 10am - 6pm

KLAN Ccscsic

CHOKING
THE SOPRANO WITH YOUR CABLES?

we make choosing the right music or
home-cinema system easy...
Stockists of: Analysis Plus, Audia, Audio Analogue,
Audio Physic, Avid, Ayre, Bel Canto, Chapter Audio,
Cairn, Chord, Einstein, Esoteric Research, Final, Grand
Prix Audio, Heed Audio, IsoTek, Lexicon, Lyra, McIntosh,
Monitor Audio, Moon, Nordost, Parasound, Primate,
Project, Roksah, Stan, Sumiko, Tannoy Prestige, Thiel,
Totem Acoustids, VOH, Velodyne, VPI and many more.

Call 01884 243 584
Open mon - sat : 9am - 5pm
32B Bampton Street, Tiverton, Devon, EX16 6AH
info@audiodestination.co.uk Iwww.audiodestination.co.uk

C

e

.eoge

www.soundcinergy.co.uk

sound cinergy
specensts on Come ennortnonrneeni

AE, Creek, Epos, Exposure, Harmon Kardon,
Infinity, Linn, Morontx, Mordount Short,
NAD, Project, Pure, REL, Rokson, Trichord
37 High Street, Aldridge

01922 457926
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Careless cable choices can strangle your
excellent system. The Cable Company
database, based on feedback from
thousands of US home cable trials, can
tell you what cables will work
best in your system.
•FREE SHIPPING on purchases over $100.
•60 brands, 238 cable products.
•FREE of all US taxes.

r
i\-)
lu COMPONENTS
ACCESSORIES
PT
UBES
Call, write, fax or end for details and free consultation
(215) 862-4870 • fax 12151 862-4871
Visit our website at:
http://www.fatwyre.com

email: fatwyre@fatwyre.com

it
mcomPAny
THE
CABLE

125 Union Square, New Hope PA 18938 USA
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS

Audio servicing
specialists,

upgrades available.
British, Japanese
8, American hi-fi
catered for.
Phase Linear 8, SAE
specialists.
Ctastorn equipment designed
8. built in house.
Sale csf pre- owned
equipment.

01264. 323573
14)4

WILMSLOW
AUDIO

LOUDSPEAKER SPECIALISTS

The first choice for all your
loudspeaker drive units,
components and
accessories
o Phone today for your FREE
i
él FULL COLOUR Catalogue or
(* check out our website.
50 Main Street, Broughton Astley, Leicester LE9 6RD
Tel: 01455 286603 Fax: 01455 286605
Website: www.wilmslowaudio. corn
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MUSIC MATTERS
AUDIO & HOME CINEMA
SPECIALISTS

Our extensive range of products includes
•Arcam • Apollo • Anthony Gallo • Atacama
•Atlas • Base • Bowers & Wilkins
• Nautilus Diamond available at Edgbaston
• Chapter Audio • Chord Company
• Chord Electronics • Cyrus • Denon
• Dream Vision • Dynaudio • Dynavector
• Epos • Grado • Infocus • KEF • Krell
• LAMM • Marantz • Meridian • Michell
• Mission • MJ Acoustics • Monitor Audio
• Musical Fidelity • NAD • Naim • Nordost
• Ortofon • Panasonic • Pioneer • PMC
• Project • Pure • QED • Quad • REL
• Rotel • Sennheiser • Sim2 • SME
• Sonus Faber • Tascam • Spendor • Teac
• Wharfedale • Wilson Benesch • Yamaha

EDGBASTON
363 Hagley Road,
Birmingham BI7 8DL
01121 429 2811
SOLIHULL
93-95 Hobs Moat Road
West Mid ands B92 8JL
0121 742 0254
STOURBRIDGE
9 Market Street
West Midlands DY8 IAB
01384 444184
SUTTON COLDFIELD
10 Boldmere Road
West Midlands B73 STD
0121 354 2311
HATCH END
344 Uxbridge Road
Pinner, Middlesex HAS 4HR
020 8420 1925
DARLINGTON
17 Coniscliffe Road
County Durham DU 7EE
01325 481418

OPEN TUES - SAT 10.00 - 5.30
LATE NIGHT AT BIRMINGHAM AND
SOLIHULL WEDNESDAY UNTIL 6.30PM

We offer custom installation of
complete systems integrating hi-fi,

MUSIC
MATTERS

Interest free credit on selected itcms • 0% APR

f

Written details on request • Locensed credit broker

home cinema, multi- room and

BADA

lighting. Home trials are available

CHM%

for many products

THE AUDIO

www.musicmatters.co.uk

O'Brien Hi-Fi

SPECIALISTS

Martin Logan - Vantage

60 Durham Road. London. SW20 OTW
T020 8946 152190331 E shop@obrenhrfi.corn
Frne parking • Five minutes from A3 • Open Cue - Sat 9 - 5.30

Sones Faber - Domes

Moon - Supernova

Audio Research • Avid • Copland • Chord Company
Creek • Drearnvision • Dynavector • Epos • Gutwire • Lyra
Krell • Martin Login • Michell • Mom - !Maim • Opera
Onkyo • Origin Live • Prima Luna • Renon • Sonneteer
Scents Faber • Stands. L1trique • Sugden • Theta • Totem
Transparent • Unison Research • Velodvne • Waterfall
Please contact us tom a list of ex-dem de display product

Chord - Cables
We are currently
dernonerating these
stunntng new products.
Please con,ect u• to
arrange a demons...shoo

Sugden - A21SE Amp & CD

Lockwood AudiW
VINTAGE GEAR
AND RECORDS
FOR SALE AND WANTED
Spares and repairs
See the TAMMY Cones
Hotline at

Primee

ese

www.lockwoodaudio.co.uk
Call For appointment to visit us

at

Hanwell on

+44(0) 20 8579 7755
or Fair + 44:0: 20 8579 7156
mail: sales@lodmroodaudio.co.uk

atc
arcam
cale
creek
epos
harbeth
lexicon
m+k
mithell
naim audio
neat acoustics
nottingham

spendor
runco

HIGH END SALE
KOETSU URUSHI GOLD.. ..... £ 1800
PATHOS LOGOS
£ 1750
JADIS DA8 amp
CALL
ARC SP- 16 ( w/ phono)
£1950
A/A MAESTRO 24/96 CD
£ 1050
M/LOGAN MOSAIC £ 1100
COPLAND (various)
CALL
TRANSPARENT ULTRA
CALL

signals
hl-fi for grown-ups

ipswic (01473) 655171
fax ( 01 473;

55 172

ail.enq@signals.uk.com

www.signa

uk.co

Plnewood Music 01460 54322
e-mail: brianrivemac.com
Mobile: 07860 351113

System Sounds Flat?
Upgrade to SuperStereo with a Dynavector Adapter
"Improvements to the overall sense of realism were quite startling..."

Hi -Fi News

"Superb"
Hi -Fi World
"Produces astonishing results" Hi -Fi +
"Extraordinarily convincing" Hi -Fi Choice
"Indispensable for listening to music"

Stereo Sound, Japan

Make the most of your LP's, CD's, SACD's & DVD's with an Adp-2 (£ 895) or Adp-3 (£ 1,495).
.
Info & sales direct from: Dynavector SuperStereo

Lei

Tel/fax: 44 + ( 0)1202) 767873. E-mail: dynavectorgoneteLcom
Web: http://web.onetel.com/—dynavector
JULY 2006 •
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NOTEWORTHY AUDIO
hi-fi by enthusiasts

DRIVERS:

Below is just asmall selection of
some of the exciting products we offer.

> ATC
> AUDAX

The Apollo is the
latest player to come
from British firm
Raga. Building on
the strengths of its
predecessoi. the

1--

> ETON
> FOSTEX
> LPG > MAX FIDELITY
> MOREL > PEERLESS
> SCAN- SPEAK > SEAS
> SILVER FLUTE
> VIFA > VISATON

SOLEN CAPACITORS AND
INDUCTORS - USED BY THE
MOST DISCRIMINATING
LOUDSPEAKER
MANUFACTURERS.
HARDWARE
HOW TO BOOKS
Contact us for the
free Solen CDROM

feel

•

Aenir
The £ 695 Consonance CD 120 Linear is the player
we've wished for for
many years. It uses

anon

oversampling tillerless design which ahvays produces
athrillingly involving performance with exceptional speed and
realistic dynamic contrasts.

,e ,
i
ve

202.

findmi Rond. li

,,

,11m. Il\ hull

Pre-rnytied equipment ¡ tradable
with guarantee
Exliort facilities alyillable
Visit our

lléri

Page ivivichifi-stere,,

iiiniun• Pit•stnx .Speakers
SPICA XERS
BKS Hybrid 107 speakers

£ 995

Kef Concord Speakers

£ 150

Mordant Short MS10 speakers

£ 60

Mordaunt Short MS815 speakers

£ 150

Origin Live OL speakers

£ 250

Revel Salon Black gloss, Aluminium side panels. Mint. £ 9995
Spica TC-50 Speakers

£ 275

Theil 2.3 speakers

£1795

RE- AMPS
Conrad Johnson MC- 10 FET pre- amp

£ 395

Mark Levinson 25s phonostage with power supply £ 2395
Mark Levinson 26 balanced pre- amp

£ 1250

Musical Fidelity 3A Pre Amp

£ 175

Naim NAC 92 Pre Amp & Naim NAP
90/3 Power Amp

£595

Proceed PAV Pre Amp

£ 1,395

player Heart fit ahigh quality valse output stage ani tweak

Rotel RC - 995 Pre Amp

many aspects of the design resutting ir afulsome sound with
great scale making it ahighly involving player to listen to.

AMPLIFIERS

um

•

4.1)

The £ 1.250 Unico
CDP is ajoy to use
both for its valve
output/upsampling

sound quality but also for its superb build and finish quality.

£ 295

Advantage Integrated Amp

£ 1,295

Arcam Alpha 8R intergraded amps

£ 195

Arcam Alpha 8P pre-amp

£ 195

Audio Note Nero Mono Blocks

£ 5,495

Audio Note Kegon Mono Blocks
(silver transformers, western electrics 300b's.

St- Hubert, QC, J3Y 7T9 Canada

The £ 1,250
Cairn Fog
V2.0 may
not yet be
that well
known in the
UK but if you're in the market for aplayer at this level then
you really must here this. It has superbly extended and well
defined frequency extremes combined with great imaging.

Mark Levinson 431 Amp Ex Demo

Tel: 450.656.2759
Fax: 450.443.4949

The Consonance
CD2.2 Reference
- ..„j) Linear is similte in
approach to the CD120
linear featured above
arid takes the design
many stages further. It
uses a6H30 triode output stage and has an air of refinement
above most players at its £ 1.395 price tag whilst offering the
exceptional dynamics and erergy this type of design allows.

Clued It Power amp with 22 pre- amp & Tuner

4470 Avenue Thibault

Email:
Web:

solenesolen.ca
www.solen.ca

THE

QUAD
SPECIALIST
Spares and Repairs

Brand new ( retails £28,000)

Replacement panels for ESL 57,
ESL63 and LE I
Refurbished Quad speakers,
amplifiers and tuner.
Restoration of ElectroStatic Loudspeakers.
Contact us for our free catalogue.
QUAD Musikvviedergabe
GmbH
Brunnenstrasse 57,
56751 Gering, Germany
tel. + 49(0)2654 987977 fax.
+49(0)2654 987976
email:QUAD-Gmbil-Igt-online.de
www.QUAD-MUSIK.com
www.quadatelier.de
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£995

Cyrus 2 integrated amp

Shanling COT- 100 is a
modern day classic
Not
only is it a work of art but it
also produces a mid band
with superb delicacy £1.650

,

`.

•
etii_

Ad.

This player has.a very open and airy
presentation with quite stunning
speed and imaging capabilities.

LE 1

£ 15,000

Audio Research D130 power amp

The £2.850 Resolution Audio Opus
21 CD player is split into 2hat( width
boxes to separ:de the power supply
and noisy circuits from the audio
stages.

ESL 57

,,ui

Alain dealer for

The £ 750 Heart CD6000
is structurally based
upon a Marantz CD

14tttk

SOLEN

si4.

Shanling CDT-80 well
deserves the accolades its
already received in the
press. its valve output stage
imbues the sound with great

refinement and its build quality is quite astonishing for a
player costing just £650.

> VOLT

Catalog.

Planet, it reveals more information and places each instrument or voice in its own acoustic space which is a rare trait to
find on a player priced at just £498.

Heatherdale
•audio limited

£ 175

Denon POA - 3ch

£ 275

Jeff Rowland model 5 power amp

£ 1995
POA

Perreaux 200ip integrated amp

£ 1,095

Parasound HCA 1000a Power Amp

£ 345
£ 795

D PLAYERS 45 TRANSPORTS
Arcam Diva CD 82 CD players

£ 395

Counterpoint DA -10E DAC

£ 395

Denon DCD 590

£ 60

Lab 47 Flat Fish Transport, Progression DAC &
Power Dumpty PSU

£ 3,995

Mark Levinson 31.5 CD transport

£ 3,950

Pioneer PD/S502 CD player

£ 95

Roksan Anessa CD Transport with
ROC DA1 and ROK DS4 PSU

£ 895

Sonic Frontier Transport 3
Sony CD pm41 CD player

£1995
...

Accuphase P/1200 mains regenerated

.

Hitachi FT550 Mark II tuner
Isotek mains cables

Each £50

Nakamichi 670ZX cassette deck

£ 295

Sony ST-SE570 Tuner

£ 60

Technics ST-GT 550 tuner

£ 65

Zerodust Stylus tip cleaner gel ( retails £ 35)

performance, with dynamics and eneroy that make the CD
become a seriously enjoyable- format. Prices range from just
£1.600 up to a state of the art £ 36.500
We also offer arange of suitable transports. starling with the
superb Talk Electronics Thunder (
pictured top right) for
£1000
For the best possible performance wig any two box system.
we recommend using the £ 200 Chord Signature Digital
cable which we feel is cne th t finest digital cables available.

Blue Pearl (
the prototype) with gold plated SME V

Fidelity Show on the '- 2 Apnl 2006
where we It be demonstrating and
displaying a wide vanety of purist stereo
equipment

NOTEWORTHY AUDIO
36 Buckingham Street, Aylesbury, Bucks, HP20 2LH
Open 9.30 to 5 30 Tuesday to Saturday

Tel: 01236 422224
www.noteworthyaudio.co.uk

£ 3500
£ 125

If you're alter the absolute best
performance from CD then we
strongly recommend auditioning
the Audio Note range of DAC -s.
These trend setting models use
aone times oversampling.
fineness design and in our opinion offer an unmatched musi.m1

Come and visit us at the Heathrow High

£ 60

ISCELLANEOUS

£ 25

Zerodust CD & lens cleaning cloths ( retails £ 25) £ 17.50
VENTABLES, CARTRIDGES C. TONEAREIS
Audio Note TT2 turntable with arm one

£ 695

Audio Tekne Cartridge with step transformer
(as new)

£2,995
£9995

Project 9c S carbon fibre arm with silver wires
(as new, retails £ 550)

£375

RS Laboratory RS-Al with rotary headshell
(as new, retails £ 850)

£595

Zyx Airey Cryogenic copper cables
(as new. retails £ 1.500)

£ 995

Selection of brand new discounted cartridges
0% FINANCE available for up to 3 years.
On selected items. Subject to status. Conditions apply.
MAIN DEALERS OF MARK LEVINSON, THIEL
WE ACCEPT SWITCH - MASTERCARD
VISA - DINERS CLUB - AMERICAN EXPRESS

01903 872288 or
07860 660001
Fax: 01903 872234
=is,,
Email:
heatherdale@hifi-stereo.com
Tel:

Evenings

1

The HiFi Company's

Trading
Station

The leading reseller ofcarefully
used and mint condition hi-fi
components and systems.
Buy, sell, exchange. Commission Sales.
£300 £95

AUDIO RESEARCH REF2 Phono Stage

£6,999 £ 4,498

ARISTON ODetk

£150 £ 75

LINN Axis Black

£600 £ 195

LINN Basik Turnloble

E450 £ 175

LINN L.P12Nol/CiarTramiAkito
(incl. Dynavetor cart.)

£2,900 £ 998

UNNI.P12/Aft/Bosic Plusleson.
(Ind. origin D.C. Ad. PS)

f1,950 £ 698

LINN LP12 ( Rose) Itlok IV II

£2,300 £ 795

LINN LPI2 RosewoodilCotk IV 11

£1800 £598

ORACLE Alexandria

£1,500 £ 375
£300 £ 148

REGA PLANAR 2/ACOS Arm / Brad° F3
ROKSAN TOURAJ Moghaddam Signature

£5,000 £ 1,998

ROKSAN VERSES aArtemis/DX2 Ref PS/VDH

£3,700 £ 2,198

HOTEL RP830

Audio Tech cart.

£175 £ 75

SME 10A Ex- Demo

£3,581 £ 2,954

SME 20 2A Ex- Demo
SME30

£5,537 £ 4,568

VAnn Series 1

£14,000 £ 6,998

THORENS ¡ DIOS 5M83009 ( incl. SME Plinth)

n

£ 495

THORENS TD150 Rafe

£300 £ 145

THORENS TD165

£300 £ 128

Shure V15 III

THORENS ¡ MO Mk II
TRICHORD Delphini II

£350 £ 85
NOPS

£1100 £ 795

ELECTOR NFL Pre.

£500 £ 118

HAFIER DH101 Pre Amplifier

£495 £ 128

JOHN SHEARNE Phase 3Power

£400 £ 228

MERIDIAN 206 CD Player

£700 £ 195

KRELL FPB250M ( single mono)

MERIDIAN 207 CD Player

£700 £ 228

KRELL. F11700° Power

£14,998 £ 10,498

MERIDIAN 263 DAC

£500 £ 185

KRELL KAV250A Power

£3,750 £ 1,996

Retail
ARCAM Alpha 8

£300 £ 68

ARCAM Alpha One

£300 £ 85

ARUM EAU CD 36

£ 1,500 £895

ARISTON ACOUSTICS CDX720

£ 250 £ 58

AUDIOLAB ( DM CD Transport
AUDIO RESEARCH COO MO II

£ 1,200 £ 345

CALIFORNIA LABS Tempest Mk II

£ 2,995 £ 998

CYRUS 70 CD Player
CYRUS Dad3Q

ID Transpon

£595 £ 495
£600 £ 225

DCS Elgar Plus
DCS Verdi Encore

£ 9,500 £ 5,998
£ 9,500 £ 5,998

£ 2,000 £598

KINSHAW Percepteon DAC
KRELL KAY 250 CD
KRELL SACO Sed

£ 1,700 £398

£5,000 £ 3,796

AVI S2000 MC

EA.D. 08000 CD

£1595 £ 1196

KRELL FP11600C

£14998 £6996

£10,000 £ 4,998

LINN Haire Pre.

£1,750 £ 676

MERIDIAN 861 Incl. FA00/51.00/0E12 Vet 111

£10,000 £ 4,998

LINN LK100 Power

£800 £ 198
£ 3,500 £ 1,496

£ 3,998 £ 2,496

LINN Rork
LINN Humeri,
MARANT2 CD6000SE CD

MICROMFGA Logic CD
MICROMFGA Stage 3CD

£300 £ 95

LINN LK280 /Sparks PS.

£ 1,850 £395
£ 1,500 £ 695
£300 £ 145

£750 £ 288
£1,100 £398

£750 £ 246

LINN Malik int.

£600 £ 228

MICROMEGA T-DAC

£1,000 £ 245

LINO Quasar lot

£300 £ 125

MUSICAL FIDELITY et.1.1

£1,000 £698

MARANT1 PMI7

£795 £ 495

NAIN CDX

£2,200 £998

McINTOSH C26 Pre

£500 £398

PIONEER PDR 04 CD Recorder

£1,000 £ 196

McINTOSH MC2I05 Power

£799 £ 698

QUAD t£6 CD

£700 £ 248

MERIDIAN 541

QUAD 77 CD

£700 £ 248

MERIDIAN 555 Power

£1,200 £ 298
£950 £ 496

AUDIO RESEARCH LS7 Silver
AUDIO RESEARCH REF 2Pre
AUDIO RESEARCH 0060
AUDION Silver Knight Pre.
AUDION Sterling ET Se Mono's
BEARD BB100 Integrated
CONRAD JOHNSON Premier 8Mono's

£3845 £ 2556
£2980 £ 1996

LINN Kober ( passive)

£2,500 £ 496

LINN Kober ( active)
LINN Walls ( white)

£3,000 £895
£300 £ 148

LUMLEY Ref 2Signature
MOIL 590 wall speakers

£4,000 f1,298
£1,200 £ 396

COPLAND C11301
CROFT ' Essense• GC Power ( rare)
CROFT Series 4SA Power
GRAFF GM20 OTL
LEAK Stereo 20 ( rare)
MANLEY Ref 275 vn. Mono's
MrINTOSH MC2102

NA £398
£6,000 £ 2,498

PATHOS Inpol 2 ( new)

£998

£300 £ 75

MUSICAL FIDELITY A3« Pre.

£1,000 £ 596

PATHOS Twin Towers
PRIMA LUNA Prologue 2

MUSICAL FIDELITY'S;

£1,000 £ 496

PM COMPONENTS 845 Mono's

MUSICAL FIDELITY'S; Pre

£1,000 £ 496

QUAD 240 Monoblocks
TRILOGY VTi Integrated

£600 £ 198

THETA Carmen ( Black)

£3,500 £ 1,296
£795 £ 295

THETA Cobalt 307 DAC
THETA Data Basic 11 Trans.

£2,000 £ 898

THETA David Trans.

£4,500 £ 1,998

THETA Progeny DAC

£1,395 £ 506

THETA Pro Prime 11

£1,500 £598

TRICHORD Pulsar 1

£2,000 £ 548

TUBE TECHNOLOGY Fusion 64

£2,000 £998

Retail
ADVANTAGE 0300 Power Amp
ARUM Alpha OP Power
ARCAM Alpha AV50 Saint.
ATC SCA2 Pre

MUSICAL FIDELITY 03 Power

£175 £ 145

MYRIAD MA240

£995 £ 396

MYRIAD MP140 Pre

£750 £ 326

NA1M NAC 32.5 ( incl. 71 boards)

£500 £ 195

NAIN NAC 42.5 Pre.

£500

NYTECH CA302 int. ( doss«)

Offer
£995

£350

£178

£600

£185

£3,995

£1,998

£499

£226

NA

TRILOGY 902 Pre

£8500 £5996

PLINIUS M8 Pre-Amp ( os new)

£3000 £ 1796

PS. AUDIO 6.2/100 Pee.,' Power

£2,500 £ 798

QUAD 303 Power

£200

QUAD 33 Pre Amplifier

£175 £ 78

QUAD 34

£395 £ 195

QUAD 405 Mk11

£495 £ 195

QUAD 77 let.

NAIN Intro
NAIN SOL
NEAT Petite 3

£750 £ 445
£1,800 £ 798

£150 £58
£750 £376
£3,000 £998

SPHINX Project 2Pre Amplifier

£1,600 £498

TUA K6

£3,000

TAG McCLAREN 125 Mono

£2,400 £ 796

Loudspeakers

TAG McCLAREN F3 Prato,

£1,500 £ 408

THETA cosablonca II Pre.

£10,000 £ 2,995

Retail

£1,500 £ 438
£600 £ 195
£1,500 £ 745
£2,500 £598
£4000 £ 2455

DENON AVP-Al AV Pre.

£2,000

£256

DENON P06 Tb OPower

£750

£225

DNM Pre r3PSO's

£2,000

£378

DNM Pre 2 PA1 Pre 8, Power

£2,800

£678

AUD1OPLAN Contrast II
Et 8, W CATO Inc Stands
RS W DM602 13
El 8, W DM1400

AUDIO INNOVATIONS Serees 800 Mono's

Retail
Offer
£1,200 £ 448

AUDIO INNOVATIONS 5800 Power
AUDIONOTE M2 Pre. ( incl. Phono)

£1,200 £518
£2,500 £ 1,245

AUDIO RESEARCH Class° 60
AUDIO RESEARCH 102

£2,500 £ 995
£2,798 £995

Offee

ACOUSTAT Spectra 1100
ACOUSTIC ENERGY AEI20

AUDIO PHYSICS Virgo 3 ( beech)
AUDIO- STATIC DCI ( White)

• Amplifiers valve

£1,200 £ 495

OPERA Mini Stands incl. ( Mahogany)
PLATINUM Studio 1

£795 £ 498
£1,500 £ 495

PROAC 2.5 ( Cherry)

£2,800 £ 1,496

PROAC ( Cl centre

f595

CHORD SPM900 Power

£295

£600 £ 395
£900 £ 226

£275 £ 125

£998

£495

£500 £ 148

0495 £ 278

£1698

NA

£300 £ 145
£129 £58

HOTEL RA 820 EX

£1,798

£ 1,000

£350 £ 165
£1,000 £395
£500 £ 195

ROTEL RC971 Pre

£3,750

DENON AVC-A10 SE

£16175 £ 11996
£2,000 £695

QUAD 44 Grey

£1,998

CROWN DC300A 11 Studio Pro Power ( 2available)

£11,000 £ 4,998
£2,950 £ 1,498

£1,200 £ 446

£4,000

£148

£1.950 £ 998

£2,500 £ 1,120
£1,600 £ 445

SPHINX Project 12 mono's

CASTLE HAREM.'
DCM Time Window, ( classics)
DYNAMO Conform 1.1
DYNAUDIO Contour 5.4 ( Rose)
ECLIPSE - TD 512 , ind stands

£1,200 £ 275

£3,500
£3,000
£1,000
£350

£995
£ 746
£ 495
£ 198

£300
£750
£600
£1100

£ 108
£ 348
£ 185
£ 598

£5,000 £ 3,498
£2000 £ 1298

EPOS ESII ( Block)

£495 £ 298

EPOS £ 522 ( cherry)

£1,600 £ 775

IMPULSE H7 ( horn- loaded)

£1,200 £ 295

PROAC Super Towers
QUAD 111
QUAD E5163 ( Rosewood)
QUAD ES1.63/Grodient SW63 Sub
REGA XEL ( Block)
REL Stadium MkI ( Sub)
REL Strata 5 ( Sub)
RUARK Templar
RUARK Vito 120 Sub
ROGERS 1033 4833 ( Subs)
SHELL Type K
SONUS FABER Eleda Amator II Intl stands
SONUS FABER Strodavari ( ex- demo) Violin Red
SONUS FABER Grand Piano black
SOUNDLAB AI Electrostatic° ( Cherry)
TANNOY 913
TOWNSEND RIBBON Speakers
TRIANGLE Irate
WHARFDALE SFB

2 ( classics)

U NEW Ex- Demonstration
Retail
AERIAL ACOUSTICS Model 8incl. serfs.
AUDIO RESEARCH DAC 5 ( DMA)
AUDIO RESEARCH LSI6 ( Pre)
AUDIO RESEARCH 1521 Mk11 ( Pre)
AUDIO RESEARCH 4/1100 MkIll ( Power)
AUDIOGRAM MBI ( int. amp)
AUDIOGRAM MB2 ( int. amp)
CALIFORNIA AUDIO Alpha DAC
(APLANO CDA 822 ( CD player)

Offer

£5,679 £2,996
£2,500 £ 1,297
1:49 7
7
(3;500 £399
£500 £
i4490°5 £ C
,13
2697
1
£595
£
327

GOLDMUND MIMESIS 6 ( Amplifiee)

£1,750
0847
£1,600 £997
£2,950 £ 1,497

GOLDMUND MIMESIS 68 ( Pre.)
JADIS ORCHESTRA ( CD Player)
JADIS DLP 2 ( Pre.)

£2,500 £ 1,297
£1,295 £897
£1,799 £ 1,397

JADIS DA 5 ( Power)
KOETSU Block ( Corti

£2,199 £ 1,897
£1,200 £997
£1,498 £ 1,257

KOETSU Red T ( Cart.)
KRELL ROC 3 ( Pre.)
LINN Classik Movie Mk I

£3,400 £2,547
£1,995 £ 1,296

MARTIN LOGAN ( briny
McINTOSH CR16 ( Controller)
McINTOSH MC7108 ( 8ch. power)

2:298 £ 1,897
£4000
£
£2
£2,500 £ 1
:
4967
64

McINTOSH MHT200 ( 2box pre.)
PATHOS In Control ( Pre.)

£7,500 £4,327

£1,000 £ 445

PATHOS In Power ( Power)
PERPETUAL TECHNOLOGIES P- 3A ( DAC)

£3,650 £2,896
£7,000 £5,596
f1,000 £596

£380 £ 275
£3,500 £998

RUNCO C1.500 DLP projector
SONUS FABER Amoti Anniversario

£5,000 £2,995
PO.A.

£600 £ 296
£950 £376

PROAC Studio I

WILSON AUDIO Grand Slam Series 11

£2,950 £ 1,298

MONITOR AUDIO Studio 20
MORREL Bass Master

CHORD SPM 1200 Power

£1,000

£3,300 £ 1,796
£3,300 £ 2,296
£2,950 £ 1,498

£700 £ 248

CHORD CPA2800 Pre.

CYRUS AV Master

MERIDIAN DSP5000C MOI
MERIDIAN DSP6000 ( 24 96)

£1,950 £896

£1,000 £395
£18,000 £5,496
£22,000 £8,997
£69,000 £ 24,998

£3,950 £ 1,296
£999 £ 746

MONITOR AUDIO Studio 14
MONITOR AUDIO Studio 12

CHORD CPA1800 Pre.

£295

£2,500 £948

MERIDIAN DSP33 ( 24/96)
MERIDIAN DSP5000 Mk1 ( 18 Bit)

MONITOR AUDIO R652MD
MONITOR AUDIO Silver 56

AUDIO PHYSIC Tempo's

£245

MARTIN LOGAN Aeon ( walnut)

098

£998

£446

£998 £ 745
£3,000 £995
£3,250 £ 1,998

MONITOR AUDIO R252

£295

£600

MARTIN LOGAN ' Grotto' Sub
MARTIN LOGAN SI. Ill ( light oak)

MISSION 774
MONITOR AUDIO ASW100 ( sub)

£2,500

£400

£6500 £4996
£3600 f1798

MISSION 753 Freedom ( Black)

£1,000

£1,500

£5,500 £ 3,756

LIDS

BURMEISTER 850 Mono blocks

CYRUS 5Integrated

£1,400 £445

MERIDIAN DSP7000 Silver ( new)
MIRAGE 18-7si
MISSION 750 ( Anniversary) block

AVI 2000 Power

CYRUS 3Integrated

£2495 £ 1496
£1998 £ 1296

MAGNA PLANAR I, Imp
MAGNA PLANAR MG3R

MERIDIAN DSW 2500 ( 24 96)

ANTHONY GALLO ( Subs/Sats) Red
ARISTON ONR Monitors

AUDIOLAB 8000A

MCINTOSH C5350 ( block)
MCINTOSH LS320

£ 90

PLINIUS 5E1300 Power ( as new)

ROKSAN Caspian Int. Amplifier

£2,699

£1,000 £ 596

MUSICAL FIDELITY 7170 Power

£950 £598
NA £ 1,998
£1,000 £ 495

£2996

f3,500 £ 1,296

£1,200 £598
£3500 f1748

KORA Explora 90 int.

MUSICAL FIDELITY 6308 Integrated £ 2,200

THETA Carmen ( Sil)

£2,00 £996

WHARFEDALE Pacific fro. 30
WILSON AUDIO 5.1 ( Block)
WILSON AUDIO 6.1

£300 £ 126

KRELL Resolution 3 ( as new)
KRELL Resolution CCentre ( os new)

CONRAD JOHNSON PV121

MERIDIAN G9IDH DVD/Pre protessor ( as new) £3895

SONY CDP 555 ES

£500 £ 146

KRELL Resolution 2 ( as new)

MERIDIAN 56202

£1,000 £ 595

REP Ref 1041
KEF Model 1.7

£700 £298
£2,000 £696
£350 £ 175

f1,950
f748
£2,300 £ 1,095

£350 £ 148

ROTEL ROD 965

£1,200 £525
£16,000 £ 5,998

REF 035
REF 055
REF 085 ( Surrounds)

£1,400 £475

£3500 £ 1496

SONNETEER Bronti CD

£1,250 £595
£2,000 £ 1,295

INFINITY KAPPA 70
JAMO Concert 11 ( mahogany)

CONRAD JOHNSON PVII Pre
CONRAD JOHNSON PVI 2find phono)

£1,500 £595

£2,500 £ 396

£2,645 £ 1,195

CONRAD JOHNSON PVIOAL Pre

ROKSAN Apes°
ROTEL RCC 955 ( 5play)

£1,400
f898
£10,498 £5,998

£600
0295
£1,500 £598
£7333 £ 4996

RESOLUTION AUDIO COSO

Offer

£ 450 £ 135

ARCAM Alpha CD

£3,500 £ 1,495

MERIDIAN 800 Trans. Ve, III

Amplifiers solid state

Digital Sources

YOU CAN SUBMIT ON LINE!

BUSINESS HOURS: Tues - Sat: 10am - 5.30pm - CLOSED MONDAYS

£595 £ 198

£2,000 £ 1,496

WILSON BENESCH Full Circle Ex- Demo

WHY NOT LET US ADVERTISE YOUR
'HI-FI FOR SALE' FREE OF CHARGE

email: info(a)hifitradingstation.com

£500 £ 145

Trichord 2

MERIDIAN 507 ( Black) as new

Offer

Tel: 0870 608 8211

MERIDIAN 203 DAC

MARANT1 CD72

Retail

MANY ITEMS REDUCED
GIVE US ACALL

The Trading Station
35Cowgate Peterborough PEI 1LZ

ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED•NEXT DAY DELIVERY AVAILABLPCOMPETITIVE FINANCE TERMS FOR PERSONAL CALLERS

WANT.
/CD67

Vinyl

www.hifitradingstation.com

£1,998
£1,000 £346
£700 £395
£1,000 £395
£800
f298
f500 £ 295
£895 £395
£495 £ 298
£2500 £ 1496
£22000
POA
£1795 £ 1077
£16,000 £5,498
£200 £95

SONUS FABER Cremona Auditor
¡DI Audio transformer

Stds.

THETA Casanova ( Pee proressor)
THETA Compli ( universal player)
THETA David 11 ( DVD
transport)
THETA Progeny
THETA Pro Prime
THETA TLC lifter Buster
TRIANGLE Celius ( Speakers)
TRIANGLE Titus 702 ( Speakers)
TRIANGLE Megellon
WILSON AUDIO Cub ( Wilson gloss) WG
WILSON AUDIO Cub 11 (Wilson gloss)

£2,650 £ 2,165
£399
MC
£4,995 £2,496
£4,500 £3,467
£51:2800 £2,797
£95 £557
£1,450 £677
£150 £ 167
£1,300 £896
£400 £176
£9,995 £ 7,996
4:2997
6:7505 ££ 387
£699
£

£1,295 £ 495

WILSON AUDIO Sophia

£1,200 £ 155
NA £ 398

WILSON BENESCH Centre / intl. stands

£1,775 £ 1,496

WILSON BENESCH Discovery (
Silver)

£11,500 £8,996
£5,500 £3,996

The

Market

For sale

The place to buy and sell audio equipment and accessories

T+A V10 integrated amp £ 1800, Linn LP12,

333871 [ F014)

Ittok LVII arm, Karma cartridge £ 550, NHT

Marantz MA700 monoblock 200W amps,

subwoofer system, active crossover 250 watt

two pairs available as new c/w packing, rare

Sonus Faber Amati Homage, fantastic

mono amp £ 600, NHT amplifiers 250 watt

bargain £ 400 per pair, Tel: 01945 463077 EFH171

sounding speaker, beautiful to see, in perfect

monoblocks £ 400, Audio Quattro Triode 845

Nordost Blue Heaven speaker cable, one pair

condition with all original packaging, located

monoblocks amps, 4boxes £ 1500, Tel: 020 8531

4.5m for £ 300 and two pairs 2.5m for £ 200 each

in Maidenhead £ 7995 ono, Tel: 01628 672663

5979 [ E017]

pair terminated bananas one end, as new, Tel:

/07710 874894 [ EG17]

High- end system - perfect condition, Revel

01945 463077 [ FH17]

dCS Purcell D- Dupsampter - the original

Ultima Salon speakers, gloss black w/walnut

Pioneer Elite MD- 17J MiniDisc recorder c/w

audiophile 16/44.1- to- 24/192 upsampling

veneer £ 6950, VPI TNT HRX turntable £ 5500,

110-230V AC transformer, as new, very little

converter, Dual AES output, superb £ 2000,

Manley Steelhead phonostage/pre-amp w/

use c/w packing £ 325 Tel: 01945 463077 [ FH17]
MVL SES -567 CD and MiniDisc audio enhancer,

dCS Delius D- Aconverter, 24/192- capable

Siemans NOS Tubes £ 3950, Balanced Power

with dCS Ring DAC, bettered only by the Elgar

Technologies 3.5 signature Power conditioner

as new c/w packing, very rare £ 150, Tel: 01945

£3000, both units owned from new, near mint

£1500, email: cohn_richardfdhotmail.com

463077 [ FH17]

condition, all original boxes, remote, manuals

IEG171

Garrard turntable with amplifiers in very good

etc, Tel: 07973 795608 ) South London) [ X]

Audio Synthesis DAX basic Discreet, 12

condition, has new Ortofon cartridge, serious

Mark Levinson 335 power amp, recent

months old, £ 1600 ono, mint condition with box,

offers only, Tel: 0161 792 7007

overhaul by Madrigal, boxed £ 3600, excellent

etc, Tel: 01793 490968 Mobile:07941419196

[FH17]

condition Tel: 07796 545031 [ FH17]

[EG14]

Burmeister power amps 828 Mk 2German

SME Model 30A with SME Vgold-plated

Unison Research 56 £ 1200, JMtab 906

high- end, 200 watt, factory service 3years

tonearm, silver wired and special LFD silver

speakers £ 500, Pink Triangle LPT £ 300, Michell

ago, any trial, ) E4000) £ 1000, Audio Research

tonearm lead, crated, manuals, the best

Is° £ 200, Audiolab DAC £ 150, house move

SP14 pre, silver, excellent condition, valve

£7500, SME Series V, hardly used, latest spec,

forces sale, Tel: 01928 732546 [ EG17]

phono £ 975, Tel: Steve on 01733 561375

mint, tools, boxed £ 1000, Michell Orbe SE

Naim SBL loudspeakers, passive, black, 1995,

[Peterborough) [ FH17]

turntable DC spec, boxed, mint £ 975, Jadis

upgraded base units, excellent condition £ 500,

Valve pre- amp- with phono £ 300, Linn LP12,

JA50 monoblocks, 50 hours use maximum,

SNAXO 2-4, 1999, serviced December 2005

afromosia, SME III, Ortofon VM520e £ 350,

boxed, like new, PUA, Tannoy Dimension 12

£300 Tel: 020 7566 7950 ( W London) [ F014]

Pioneer PDS801 CD player £ 150, Technics RS-

loudspeakers, boxes, manuals £ 6500 new,

Good home needed for Linn Genki CD player

AZ7 cassette deck, mint, boxed £ 160, Tel: Ray

accept E3250, Tel: 01923 235423 [ E03050]

£500, B&W CDM 1SE and CDM CNT speaker,

on 07708 431963 [ Cheshire) [ FH17]

Van den Hut D102 Mark 3interconnect 1metre,

red cherry £ 800, Audiolab 8000 PX power amp

Pro-Ject RPM 9x turntable, Pro-Ject arm,

original price £ 110, sell for £ 50, Tel: Garry on

and 80005 amp and leads pair £ 700, Tel: 01749

Ortofon Kontrapunkt Acartridge £ 700, Musical

07944 447373 [ GH14]

834375 [ F014]

Fidelity X-LPS v3 phono stage E125, all pristine

Quad ESL63 + stands + 2x Quad 405 in single

Naim NAT 01, superlative FM tuner, early

condition with boxes, Tel: 01484 603220

chassis with uprated power supply £ 1000,

model, excellent condition, reluctant sale,

(Yorkshire) [ F014)

Pioneer VSA-E0 7 £ 250, EAR 859 part kit £ 250,

elderly owner, needs remote control £ 830

Arcam FMJ system, CD/pre-power/power

Radford STA25 3 + SC22 unrestored £ 650, Tel:

[includes carriage), Tel: Dublin 00 3531 4591432

amp, large Castle Inversion floorstanders, high

01243 576073 [ EG17]

[FG14)

quality cables, accessories, rack, excellent

Siltech pure silver cables with their top

PMC MB2 oak, plus stands £ 4750 for pair

sounding, classy system, mint, cost £ 6000,

gold WBT locking RCA plugs, pair of 4-56

1£9750), pair Bryston 4B ST and pair 7B ST

accept £ 2750, Tel: 01923 662295 [ F014]

interconnects £ 125(£3901, HFA-9 digital

£1250 each amp (£ 3000), pair PMC XBD2A,

Wilson Audio Watt Puppy 5.1 speakers

interconnect ( 1ml, boxed as new £ 125 (£ 250),

black Et 600 each 1E3250), Tel: 07813 661468

1E18,000 new) £ 4995, Krell FPB 600C power

Tel: 07815 810904 [ EG17]

[F8]

amp 600W/ch Class A (£ 15,000 new) £ 4995, all

Acoustic Zen MC- 2digital interconnect,

DNM 3C Primus pre- amp, m- cphono stage,

crated and in excellent condition, priced to sell,

balanced, 1metre. £ 1251E3281, Pro Silway

boxed, excellent condition £ 920, DNM PA35

can demo, Tel: 07905 338232

2interconnects, 1metre pairs, RCA or XLR,

power amplifier 23W, boxed, excellent

[FH17]

Superlative cables land plugs!) £ 100 each

condition £ 1230, Reson Domo 4shelf amp stand

800 Region 1DVDs, average cost each EIS+,

1E245). Tel: 07815 810904 [ EG17]

£100, Tel: 0141 339 7387 email: mplissi(agmail.

all mint condition and played only once,

Snell Type A/2 with stands £ 800, Croft Vitale

com [ F8]

quantities less than 50 price £ 6each, over 50

£300, Sumo Andromeda power amp £ 300,

Arcam AV8 processor and P7 7- channel

price £ 5each, full list available by email from:

Adcom pre- amp GFP 555 Mk II £ 150, Pro-Ject

amplifier £ 28501£5500), Meridian 598AP DVD

deregle10aol.com Tel: 01945 463077

with carbon arm £ 100, Thorens TD160, RB300

player £ 1450 (£ 3200), Chord Btu CD transport

[FH17]

Michell Tecno counterweight E250, Denon DL-

£2750 (£ 4195), Chord DAC64 Mk 2 £ 1350

EAR V20, superb, boxed, £ 1700, Shanling CDT-

301 moving- coil cartridge £ 50, pop LPs £ 5each,

1E1995), REL Storm III subwoofer in cherry £ 375

100, mint, boxed £ 800, Nottingham Analogue

lists, Tel: 02476 327948 [ EG17]

1E900), Russ Andrews Torlyte 5- tier system

Spacedeck, RB250 with Origin Live upgrades,

Conrad- Johnson PV12AL pre- amp, new

rack £ 4501£1450), all items as new, boxed , Tel:

Sumiko BPS, manuals, boxed, mint, £ 900, EAR

unused valves, perfect, boxed, includes

07879816151 [ Yorkshire) [ F019]

834P- MM £ 250, Quad ESL- 57, sound fantastic

Rothwell input pair attenuators ) E40) € 2000)

Bryston BP25 line stage, remote, black £ 750,

£400, Quadraspire large 4- shelf rack, oak,

£695, Polk LS50 speakers, black, big sound

Audio Synthesis Dax Discrete DAC, black

boxed, £ 200, various Harmonic Technology

(E800) £ 295, Tel: 01280 840823/07803 118566

E1700,Trichord Pulsar Dac 2with external

cables, little use, under half-price, McCormack

email: agardenviewOtiscali.co.uk [ EG17]

power supply £ 700, all mint, boxed, Tel: 01626

Line- Drive Deluxe passive pre- amp, £ 50.
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Contact Chris on 07843 589042 [ FH3050]

Technics direct- drive auto turntable SL-DL5,

Mark Levinson No 380s pre- amp (£ 3800), and

Chord SPM 1400E x2mono power amplifiers,

condition unknown, prefer to sell as one lot, any

No 27.5 power amp ( E18001, Phonomena two

black, £ 6500, Arcam FMJ DV29 OVO player, 6

fair offer, Tel:0142080914 ( Alton, Hants) 1G111

box battery phono stage (£ 700), all in excellent

months old, £ 850, Nordost Valhalla 1m XLR

Mark Levinson 336 power amp, few marks

condition, Tel: 020 8868 0369 / 07711 064480

analogue interconnects, £ 1100, all mint and

£2995 V Okl, Tel: 07966 267404 ( Essex) [ GA141

(please leave message) [ GA16)

boxed. Contact Ian on 07941 424322/01789

Nairn CD1000, Naim 72 pre- amp £ 300, Naim

EAR 834L valve pre- amp £ 295, Cyrus CD6 £ 295,
KEF 01511 speakers £ 100, 24in stands £ 35,

261585 or email: idbruntfaf2s.com EFH171

140 amp £ 300, Naim NAT30 tuner £ 200, Naim

Wilson System 6.1 speakers, piano black,

SBL speakers £ 300, Alphason glass rack £ 50,

Lyra Lydian m- c £ 225, Ortofon MC25E £ 100,

excellent condition, tools, crates, 5years old

Russ Andrews powerblock £ 50, Tel: 077436

Goldring Elite m- c £ 100, all mint/boxed, Tel:

1E18,4501£7000, Transparent Ultra 6metre

30656 [ 08]

01243 863371 [ GA14]

speaker cable, balanced interconnect 1metre

Meridian 201 pre [ mint) £ 280, 204 tuner ( good)

Bohlender Radia 420 hybrid ribbons, mint,
boxed £ 1500 ono Bks 107 Mk II supreme

and 10 ft lengths, Tel: 01344 430376 [ FG14]

£250, 105 monoblocks £ 350, remote £ 50, Pink

Snell Acoustics Type JSpeakers with

Triangle, Cardinal and Ordinal ( vgc) £ 730, all

ribbon speaker, mint £ 1150 ono, may PX, ring

Foundation Stands £ 250, Meridian 200 CD

boxed, except 105s. Tel: 0115 9566288 [ GF117]

for details on 01942 707751 or mobile: 07979

transport with ODE Digital decoder and DIP

Wilson Benesch Full Circle turntable, 0.5

300421 [ GFI17]

£300, Tel:01986 873517 / Mobile:07740644667

tonearm, mint condition £ 1000 (£ 2000), TAG

Wilson Benesch Arc speakers with integral

[F014]

McLaren F3 Series phono pre- amplifier

stands, black and silver finish, one year old,

Leak Troughline tuner, Leak Stereo 30 plus,

PPA20 £ 500 ( E1100), sounds great together or

excellent condition £ 1495, Tel: 01202 767873

Celestion Ditton 33 speakers with stands,

separate Tel: 07766 525927 [ GA14]

(Dorset) [ GH17]
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The Market
Marantz CD 52 Mk 2CD player £ 50 ono, Denon

software and firmware updates £ 5500, B&W

amp, Krell KPS20i/iL CD player/pre amp,

DRM 80 cassette deck £ 45 ono, speaker stands

803, cherry finish, boxed, new £ 2500, Naim

Wilson Watt Puppy 5.1 speakers, metallic

£30 ono, Tel: 02476 422967 [ 08]

NAP 250 stereo power amplifier £ 900, Arcam

Ferrari grey, Cardas Golden Reference cables

SME VGold, 13 months old and used for

AV65 integrated power amplifier, silver £ 250,

throughout, all mint and crated, £ 16995, new

less than 20hrs El 350, Rouge 99/120 pre/

Marantz RC9200 colour programmable remote

house forces sale, can demo, Tel: 07905 338232

mono, been in storage for over 18months

control, boxed, new £ 320, Tel: Wasim on 07740

[D F17]

E1350/E1650, pre has home theatre switch

285087 or email: wkhan_Olfayahoo.co.uk

Meridian 596 5Star OVO (+ Meridian service

mode, VTL 125 mono £ 1400, using at present,

[GA28]

£600 upgrade) £ 1500, Quad 909 £ 750, Cyrus

all mint with boxes and manuals, Tel: Glen on

Meridian 502 pre and m- m & m- cphono BDS +

pre- amp, black £ 400, EAR 8L6 50W rms £ 1950,

020 8357 1264/07962 888988

505 monoblock power amps + MSR + balanced

Exposure 2010CD £ 300, Denon TU260 LII £ 60,

(GA19)

cables £ 15500, Krell KAV300i int amp £ 825,

free delivery, Tel: 01206 510392 / 07966 400745

Pink Triangle two- box Da Capo DAC, boxed,

Marantz PM -15S1 int amp £ 825, SA -15S1

needs new battery hence £ 500 price tag, vgc,

CD/SA CD player £ 825, Nakamichi CR4E £ 350,

B
[Drso
F
ylt
7] n7B SST monobtocks, black, boxed, one

is fitted with 22- bit filter module, Tel: Roger on

Ortofon Kontrapunkt ' a' £ 200, Sony MiniDisc

year domestic use only, 19 year transferable

01565 632796 ( home) or Mobile: 07773 514085

MDS-JA 20ES E325, SME arm M10 £ 525, Tel:

factory warranty remains, perfectly mint

[GA14]

01474 326220 [ 012]

as new, save over £ 2000 off RRP, accept

Soundstyle X5250 CD rack Iblack) £ 150,

Wharfedale Mach 5speakers, Technics RS- T20

£3950, also black TEAC VRDS25 £ 500, email:

Mission 77ds surround speakers ( white) £ 100,

cassette deck, Technics 57-G4L tuner, Technics

bryston7brdyahoo.co.uk or Tel: Mobile 07917

both good condition and half new price, Tel:

SL-QL15 turntable, offers, Tel: Stephen on

334780 [ EF14]

01594 829633 ( Gloucestershire) or email:

01525 403771 Ieveningslor 07817 622679

Naim 135, pair S/N181016, mint condition

talgarthfafreenetco.uk [ GA14]

(daytime) EGA141

£2400, Chord Odyssey 2x4m 1/2 price ATC

Monoblock Marantz MA6100, ideal for centre

Cyrus CD7Q CD player, silver, mint condition,

SCM2OSL rosewood with 21 in slate stands,

channel E150, Totem Dreamcatcher centre

boxed, normal price £ 1100, will accept £ 650,

good condition, genuine fair offers please,

speaker, white £ 250, Cyrus XPA power amp

Tel: 07950 594569 [ GA14]

boxes, Tel: 02380 470107 or mobile 07729

£200, Loewe Aconda 32in TV, black £ 700, Tel:

Complete Naim active system, mint condition,

333748 ( EF14)

Martin on 020 7684 0995 [ 61-114]

still boxed, includes CDX2 CD Player, 282 pre -

Musical Fidelity A3cr pre/power amps, A3 CD

Mark Levinson reference pre- amp and power

amp, 2Hi Cap power supplies, 2NAP -200

player, Michelltonearm,
Gyrodec with RB300

amps for sale, ML 32 ref & ML 33H monoblock

power amps, Snaxo 242, SL2 ( cherry) speakers,

must sell as system with Henley Design Rack &

ref amps for sale, all with manuals original

complete Naim frame 7levels, cost new

QED interconnects free, boxed as new, barely

packaging, link cables, etc, all in perfect

September 2003 £ 17,528 ( receipt available)

past running- in period, £ 1750 ono, email:

working condition and recently serviced

El 1,000, Tel: Owen on 01799 502510 ( GA14]

ddrossfablueyonder.co.uk

-serious offers Tel: 07813 661682

Audio Research LS9 solid-state pre- amp, as

[EF n
L
14]
5

(GA14)

new, boxed, remote £ 600 ono, Audio Research

Linn

Chord CPA320 pre- amplifier, silver, integra

LS2 hybrid pre- amp, black, excellent £ 750 ono,

boxed as new, outstanding £ 1250, 4Linn LK

legs, mint, boxed £ 2250, SME10, one year old,

AVI S2000MC CD player, as new, remote, £ 375

100 Active Modules £ 850, Linn Isobariks, active

mint, boxed, El 700, SME V, fluid damper kit,

ono, Tel: 01782 397971 ( Staffs)

stands cables, Aktiv crossove-, PSU, boxed
E450 Tel: 00 3531 2954076 [ EF14]

MCS150 wiring with Cardas Cross cable, one

[DF21]

year old, mint, £ 900, Lyra Argo, 10 hours £ 500,

Audio Research LS16 Mk 2pre- amp, black,

Nibiru V2 5R phono stage, 9months old £ 1200

remote, 2003 model, absolute sounds, mint,

Tel: Clive on 01590 622573 ( Hampshire)

boxed, manuals ( E3500) £ 1650, Target R2

[GH17)

speaker stands, 4pillar, heavy ( E380) £ 160, Tel:

pre-amp processor, DTS, full spec,

Wanted

Linn pair of Klimax 500 solo power amps, good

07973 189538 EDF171

condition, boxes £ 7500, Tel: 01323 487781 ( East

Chord SPM 600 power amp, black, mint, boxed,

Sussex) [ GH17]

very clean lucid sound, 130 W/ch, 30db gain,

Tom Evans The Vibe - plus £ 2300, Tom Evans

cost £ 2400 new, sell for £ 1050, Tel: 07725

The Groove - plus £ 2300, both one year old, Tel:

583743 [ DF17]

Decca London Cartridges, C4E, all arms

00 49 5192 4426 or email:

Orelle CD100 Evo 2CD player, latest version,

cartridges considered, CD Players original

kenNightfat-online.de ( GH17)

just afew months old, as new condition with

Arcam Alpha, Alpha 5, 5+, Delta 70, Black Box,

dCS Elgar and Purcell, just serviced by dCS

original box, manuals, and remote £ 650

Marantz CD80, email: solderjunky2005(ayahoo.

£4995, Jeff Rowland model 8T and BPS- 8

(£13001, Sonus Faber Grand Piano, original bi-

co.uk Tel: 01642 644064 [ EG17]

Any Condition Syrinx PU1, PU2, Mission 774,

battery pack £ 7995, Krell KAV 300i integrated

wire version, immaculate with box + packaging

Ruark Templar Mk 2loudspeakers, fully

amplifier £ 1195, Wilson System Five

E1000 Tel:07791361620 ( London) [ DF17]

veneered natural cherry, yew or oak, must
be in excellent condition, for sale Rega Alya

loudspeakers £ 5995,

Audio Synthesis Desire Decade power amp

Tel:01403251587 [ GH17]

£1100, optimised for use with CD digital volume

loudspeakers, mint, boxed, £ 175, Tel: 01943

Siltec Signature Eskay Creek gold/silver

control E2995 new, immaculate, Loewe Aconda

463510 ( WYorks1 [ F014]

speaker cables 2m pair spades, boxed, mint

9381, black 32in TV, excellent condition £ 800

E.A.R. 802 pre- amp + 509 Mk11 mono block

£30001£63001, magnificent, Tel: 01904 345374

ono Tel: Martin on 07730912080 or 020 7684

power amplifiers. For sale 2metre pair Nordost

01171

0995, ( Central London) W11

Solar wind speaker cables, offers Tel: 01745

Linn Unidisk 1.1, silver, bought May'05, recent

Krell/Wilson system, Krell FPB600c power

331681/Mobile 07714 530889 ( Rhyl) [ XFOC]
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CD Players and DACs
Accuphase DP 55V
Accuphase DP-75V
Accustic Arts DAC 1mkill
Acoustic Arts Drive 1
Arcam 5
Audia Flight CD1
Audio Research CD 2
Audio Research CD3 Mktl
Audiolab 8000 cd
BOW Technologies ZZ-8 (24/192)
Burmester OOTCDP
CEC DX 51 DAC
Cyrus CD70
Cyrus cd7o/psxr
Cyrus PSX-R
dCS Delius 24/192
EAD DSP 9000 Pro III
EMM Labs DCC2 and COSO
Gamut CD Imkil
Goldmund Meta- Laser-II
kenwood DPF-J5010
Krell KAV300CD
Krell KPS 20 iL
Krell KPS 25sc 24/96
Krell KPS 28c CAST II
Linn Karik
Marantz CD12
Mark Levinson ML 390s
Meridian Audio 200 CD Player
Meridian Audio 203 DAC

£1500
£3100
£2795
£2250
£200
£3795
£1695
£3550
£290
£3300
£6500
£1095
£650
£750
£390
£2500
£1495
£8250
£1495
£1650
£90
£1450
£4250
£9995
£5500
£450
£1195
£3495
£180
£190
£1450
Naim Audio CDS 1CD PLAYER£5 5
Onlryo MSB-1HDD+Cti MSB-1 HOD =friar £500
Pioneer MD707
£75
Pioneer PD- F1009
£120
Rotel RCD 02 cd player £250
Sonic frontiers Anthem
£30
Tag CDT2OR-T2L £675
Teac VRDS 20
£895
Theta Data 1l Transport £ 1395
Theta Data II Transport £400
Theta DS Pro Gen 01
£1195
Theta Pro Prime 2
£695
Theta PRO PRIME 2A DAC
£650
Theta Progeny
£495
Trichord GENESIS
£250
Wadia 2000 Digimaster £1785
Wadia 830
£1595
YBA 3Alpha
£995
YBA CD1 Delta 2PSU
£2895
Complete Systems
Dali 8. Epos
EZO system
Linn active system
Meridian Audio System
Naim Audio SBL System
Naim Audio DBL Active System
Regs
Rotel Rcd02 cd player / Raul amp
Custom installation Products
Linn Knekt Line Drive
OVO Players
Arcam dv79
Lexicon RT10
Pioneer DVD656A
Hl Fl Other
Musical Fidelity T3 Tuner
Nakamichi 682zx
Rotel RT925 tuner
Intergrated Amplifiers
Accuphase E530
Arcam A85
Audio Valve Assistant 200 Integrated
Bel Canto Evo 2i integrated
Chord Electronics CPFA 2600
Krell KAV 300i
Krell KAV 400xi
McIntosh MC- 275 mkIV tube amp
McIntosh MC- 275 SS
Musical Fidelity A1000
Musical Fidelity kW 500
Roksan rocksan handy kal
Rotel RA01 amplifier
Santis Faber Musics integrated

Arcam One
Audio Acoustics Fundamental 62
Audio Acoustics Sapphire TiC
Audio Acoustics Sapphire TiCMocha
Audio Physic Libra
Audio Physic Minos Subwoofer
Audio Physic Padua
Audio Physic Spark 3
Audio Physic Tempo SE
Audio Physic Virgo Ill
Audioveclor M3signature active
Definitive Technology 803000
Dynaudio Audience 122
Dynaudio Contour 1.3 mk11
Dynaudio Contour S5.4
Dynaudio S1.4
Eggleston Works Fontaine
Clac Jet CL310 Jet
Epos ELS 303 Light Cherry
Genelec 205 Active Monitors
Goldmund EPILOGUE 1+ 2
Hales concept 5
Infinity Primus Centre speaker
JAS Oros
JMLab Diva Utopia
JMLab Electra 1027 BE
JMLab Electra 906
JMLab Micro Utopia BE
JMLab Micro Utopia BE + Stands
JR Jordan JR 150 + Stands
KEF 105 mkt
KEF Coda 80
Ieema SPLX12 sub-woofer
Magneplanar MG 20x
Magneplanar MG3.6/R
Mein Logan Ouest
Martin Logan reOuest
Mirage FF0( 9
Mission 780 SE Alder
MORDAUNT SHORT PERFORMANCE 6
Perigee FK 1Loudspeaker

£2000
£2700
£4500
£995
£6975
£19750
£2000
£399
£225
£850
£1395
£150
£250
£390
£75
£3250
£450
£995
£1900
£1950
£1295
£2250
£2000
£2200
£895
£2700
£450
£150
£995
£495
£300
£9999
£19999
£17999
£1695
£2500
£1999
£999
£1595
£2750
£2100
£2500
£595
£600
£2950
£1095
£2850
£550
£225
£395
£26120
£2200
£60
£995
£5900
£3400
£595
£2850
£3600
£450
£450
£60
£650
£8500
£3600
£2200
£1495
£600
£175
£2750
£2995

PMC Loudspeakers 885
£6995
Proac Studio 150
£800
Proac Tablettes mkt
£250
BEL 0200E
£350
BEL Stadium Ill
£650
BEL Strata
£295
Revel bl 5a subwoofer £1800
Richard Allan Dimension Five 3
£300
Sonso Faber Concertos + 1/W Stands £795
SoundLab Al
£8990
Talon Kite Centre
Velodine FSR 10
£495
Vibe Alpha 2sub
£250
Vienna Acoustics BERG
£475
Vienna Acoustics Mahler £4500
Wilson Audio MAX( 2
£28990
Wilson Audio System 5.1
£5900
Wilson Audio System 6.1
£7000
Wilson Audio Watt/Puppy 5.1 £6495
Wilson Audio Watt3/Puppy2 £3750
Wilson Audio Witt
£3495
Multi Channel Amps
Arcam P7
£1995
Bryston 98 ST
£1995
Denon AVC lOse
£600
Parasound A51
£2895
Pioneer VSA-E07
£575
Theta Theta Dreadnaught 11
£3900
Multi Channel Speaker Systems
Audio Physic Centre 1
£450
creative 7700
£150
Definitive Technology 80 3000 + LCR £3250
Genelec 205 Active Monitors £195
JMLab Sib 8. Cub 5.1
£450
Vienna ACOUSliCS 3Webem/2 Berg/ Subm £2650
Power Amplifiers
Accuphase P700
£4000
Accustic Arts Amp 2
£3495
Accustic Arts Power 1
£2150
Albarry 408
£395
Atom aST 13.01
£995
Alois ST 15.01
£1095
Arcam P85
£395
Audia Flight Flight 100
£4495
Audia Flight Flight One Integrated
£3495
Audio Research D400 MKII
£2250
Audio Research M300 Monoblocks
£5000
Audio Research Ref 600 Mkt
£12995
Audio Research V70
£1595
Audio Research VT200 MKII
£6000
Audio Synthesis Desire Decade
£800
Audio Valve Baldar 70
£1795
Audiolab 8000 P/C
£785
Audiolab 8000a mkill
£300
BAT. 150SE
£6950
BAT. 600SE
£4950
B.A.T. VK 600se
£5995
Beard M1000 monoblocks
£1900
Beard M70 Mmonoblocks
£1250
Bel Canto Evo 2Gen 2
£2300
Boulder 500 AE
£1950
Boulder 500 AE Monos
£4650
C.A.T JL2
£6995
Carver A- 500x
£275
Carver TFM-42
£360
Cary 572 SE MONOBLOCKS
£1200
Ca7 SLA 70
£895
Ce Duet 350
£4995
Chord Electronics SPM4000 £6950
Counterpoint NP100 (SA100)
Cyrus 1111
£275
Dared -Vacuum Tube amp MP-60 £1250
Daral -Vacant Ttte amp ezo + s. 2000 Al £1850
Dual mono block- 200w 23.5 £2200
Exposure 18 POWER
£790
Exposure XVIII Monoblocks £895
Exposure XVIII Power Amp
£475
EM K1(face nord) Monoblocks £1100
Gamut D100 mk11
£1395
Gamut 0200 mkiii
£3395
Goldmund 18.4
£7365
GRAAF GM5OB
£2895
Gryphon Reference 1Monos
£8495
Halcro DM 38
£9995
Halcro DM68
£ 15500
Harmon Kardon AP2500/PA2200 £395
Jeff Rowland Model- 2+ battery PSU
£0
Krell FPB 300
£3750
Krell FPB 600c
£5995
Krell FP8 700 cx(600 U/graded) £7995
Krell FPB 750 mcx
£22250
Krell FPB 750mcx Monoblocks £13550
Krell FPB-700C0 £9995
Krell KSA 150
£1295
Krell KSA 80 Ballanced £1295
Lumley Reference M120
£1750
Mark Levinson ML434 Monoblocks £4995
Mark Levinson ML436
£7975
McCormak DNA 125
£1150
McIntosh MC352
£3250
Melon 402 Gold Monoblocks £2495
meracus lntrare 6
£850
Musical Fidelity A300 CR
£1095
Musical Fidelity NuVista 300 power £2495
Naim Audio Nac 62, Nap140 £595
Passlabs X350
£3395
Passlabs x600
£6495
Passlabs X600
£6495
Quad 33, 303, FM3
£280
Tag Avanrgarde 100x4
£ 1295
VERITAS F400
£999
ETC power one
£1300
YBA Passion Monoblocks £6995
Pm Amplifiers
Accustic Arts Pre 1
£1495
Adyton Modus
£1295
Alois PST 11.01i
£1450
Aloia PST 11.01i
£995
Aragon aurum
£1150
Audis Flight Flight Pre
£3495
Audio Note M3
£1795
Audio Note M3 Ultimate £2795
Audio Refinement Pre 5
£395
Audio Research LS2
£795
Audio Research LS9
£895
Audio Synthesis Passion Ultimate £795
Audio Valve Eklipse £ 1500
B.A.T. VK3I
£1500
Bonnec Timpano
£3000
Boulder 2010 Pre
£9995

C.A.T SL1 Signature MK Ill
C.A.T Ultimate Reference
Chord Electronics 3200 E
Conrad Johnson PV5 Pre Amp
DNM series 2/3
Electrocompaniet EC 4.6
Exposure 17 MC Pre
EZO Nanda (face nord)
Gryphon Sonata Allegro
Jadis JP 80mm
Krell KCT CAST 11
McCormak RLD 1
Meridian Audio GO2
Michell Argo HR/Hera
Michell ISO HR/Hera
Pathos In Control
Tact RCS 2.000
Tesserac TALA Pre
Tom Evans The Vibe
YBA 2Alpha
YBA Passion Pre
Protectors
Madrigal MP 9CRT
Stands
Artacama Equinox
Base Cabinet
Black Diamond Racing Shelf A. Cones
In Focus SP 7205
Mana Acoustics reference sound table
Mana Acoustics Reference Table
Partington Dreadnought
Stands Unique chunky

£2995
£5995
£2200
£595
£325
£550
£395
£550
£5500
£3595
£5995
£1150
£1100
£550
£295
£1795
£1995
£495
£1995
£995
£3995
£19990
£175
£550
£400
£2250
£250
£250
£90
1
'275

Tundables/Arms/Cartridges & Phonostages
AHRC Grim Reaper
£80
Audio Note OTO Phono
£1195
Basis Debut Gold Std/SME V
£4995
Breuer Type 8
£2000
Clear Audio Accurate
£2395
EAR The Head
£390
Garrard TPA 10 Pick Up Arm
£200
Goldmund Reference/T3F
£8500
Graham Glee Elevator EXP
£350
Graham Glee Era Gold V
£395
HENLEY DESIGN HMC100 PHONOSTAGE £200
Koetsu Rosewood Sig. Plat.
£ 3250
Kuzma Relereme + AFine Arm +Magee Cart £4995
Linn 69
£40
Linn LP12/ARO/Annegerfon £2495
Mark Levinson JC-1 DC
£ 1500
Origin Live Encounter £750
Ortofon 510 MM
£35
Ortolan 540
£85
Ortofon Jubilee
£ 1000
Ortofon Kontrapunkt B
£550
Roksan Xerxes 10/DS1.5/ArtemiÉJubilee £3500
SME 20/2A Turntable and Arm
SME 30/2A Turntable & Arm £ 10495
SME Series 10A
£2795
SME Series VArm
£ 1400
SME V-Counterweight £20
Systemdek 11XE900
£350
VPI TNT 4 + Rokport Arm
£6500
TV/Plasma/ LCD
NEC 42 XM3/XR3
NEC 50 XMAPAR$
Panasonic 42 PWD8
Panasonic 42 PWD8HD
Accessories
AHRC Gum Reaper
Gryphon Exorcist
Jame i300 iPod Docking+Sats
LP Record Boxes
Ringmat Full Version
Various Valves See List

£1495
£3000
£1495
£1995
£90
£70
£0
£75
£150
£395

AV Processors
Arcam AV8
Arcam AV8
Knell HTS
Lexicon MC12 Rev 4
Lexicon MC12B
Lexicon MC8
Meridian Audio 565
Parasound Halo Cl
Parasound Halo C2
Proceed PAV/PDSD

£2395
£2195
£3995
£9500
£3995
£4150
£695
£4500
£2995
£1995

AV Receivers
Pioneer VSX-D2011-S
Yamaha AX640SE

£450
£225

Cables
Audio Note AN SPX Silver 2metres Bi Wire
Banana
£ 1450
Black Rhodium Requiem £695
Cerious Technologies 1.5 Meters XLR £495
Ecosse Reference MS 2.15
£ 150
Ecosse Reference Quartet MS2
£ 160
MIT Digital Reference Proline AES/EBU £395
Nordost Valhala Digital 1m
£750
Siltech Cables balanced
£200
Siltech Cables 05 S028 WBT 1mt
£0
Sittech Cables 05 S088 WBT 1mt.
£0
Siltech Cables HF9DIG/COAX lmt WBT £0
Siltech Cables Octupus+SPX30 PWR CORDS £0
Tara Labs 0.8 ISM Onboard ( 10m)
£ 1750
Transparent Audio Digilink
£ 125
Transparent Audio Music Wave
£ 150
Transparent Audio Music Wave 10ft Bi Wire £350
Traneparent Audio Ref MM Speaker Cable £ 12990
Transparent Audio Ultra interconnect £900
van den hul revelation £350

8asosfra.

Absolute Analogue®
Address: PO Box 30429, London, NW6 761r

Sti•-••1» 6C1

Tel / Fax: +44 (0)20 8459 8113
Email: Absolute_Analogueg emailmsn.com
Website: wwss.absolu(eanalogne.co.uk

"This

It is not necessary to have great hi-fi

-see.

the best

audio-product

equipment in order to listen to music..
—

res iened to da

011111"

Enjoy The Alas

valve power at very low distortion from 20Hz to 20kHz (+0 -0.1db). Enough
power to drive almost any speaker with warmth & detail. Beautifyl build quality.

Get it right!

IAN HARRISON HIFI
HIFI AT DISCOUNT PRICES. FREE NATIONWIDE DELIVERY

SAL E
£175
£1900
£1500
£1300
£370
£625
£599
£800
£2200
EPOA
EPOA
EPOA
EPOA
EPOA
EPOA
fPOA
&OA
EPOA

IALSO SUPPLY:
VAN DEN HUL, ZYX, SUMIKO, GRADO,
COLDRING, ORTOFON, RESON, SHURE,
CARTRIDGE MAN, AUDIO TECHNICA, SME,
MOTH, HADCOCK, HEED, GRAHAM SLEE,
WHEST AUDIO, CREEK, EAR., OPERA,
TRIANGLE, FINAL, ELAC, HARBETH, EPOS,
MISSION, DIAPASON, BEYER, SENNHEISER,
AKG, HALCRO, CAI, GAMUT, ALOIA,
AUDIO VALVE, GRAAF ORELLE, MONRIO,
PATHOS ACOUSTICS, UNISON RESEARCH
BLACK RHODIUM, TRANSPARENT, SUPRA,
WIREWORLD, PURE DIGITAL, VIRTUAL
DYNAMICS, APOLLO, ALPHASON. OPTIMUM, SOUND STYLE, SOUND ORGANISATION,
CUSTOM DESIGN

PLEASE PHONE TO CONFIRM PRICE & AVAILABILITY PRIOR TO ORDERING. ALL GOODS ARE BRAND
NEW & BOXED WITH FULL U.K GUARANTEES NO EX-DEM OR EX-DISPLAY GOODS. NO GREY IMPORTS.
GOODS ARE NOT SUPPLIED ON APPROVAL. SORRY. NO GENERAL CATALOGUES.
PLEASE PHONE OR WRITE FOR SPECIFIC REVIEWS, BROCHURES OR PRICES.
ESTABLISHED 1986. EPOA • - Exchange price on application.
MAIL ORDER ONLY FROM; IAN HARRISON, 7MILL HILL, REPTON, DERBY, DE65 AGO
TEL: 01283 702875 Raro-9pm INCLUDING SUNDAYS.

Sec‘ige

Chelmsford, Essex

01376 521132
07709 260221
E-MAIL:
soundstage@netlineuk.net
www.sound-stage.co.uk
BY APPOINTMENT ONLY

PRE-OWNED EQUIPMENT
AUDIO INNOVATIONS SERIES 800 4-BOX PRE/POWER/PS/PHONO STAGE £1295
COUNTERPOINT SA100 POWER AMP VALVE/TRANS HYBRID BLACK BOXED
£595
DENON OVO5000 BLACK WITH MULTI REGION CHIP FITTED-SUPERB MACHINE £495
GARRARD 301/SME 3009/SHURE MM CARTRIDGE ON HARD BOARD
£599
KEF MODEL 100 CENTRE SPEAKER BOXED AND MINT
£99
KEF 103/3 ROSEWOOD WITH KEF KUBE EQUALISER AND INTEGRAL STANDS £399
KINSHAW OVERTURE POWER AMP
£299
LFD PA2 POWERSTAGE POWER AMP GREY MARBLE EFFECT
£649
LINN SONDEK LP12 NORTON AIR POWER ITTOK TROIKA WALNUT SUPERB £1295
LINN KAIRN PRE AMP MM/MC PHONO STAGE BOXED AND SUPERB
£695
LOEWE ACONDA 32' WIDESCREEN FLAT SCREEN SILVER + GLASS STAND
£895
MARANTZ PM66SE KI SIGMATURE INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER BOXED
£199
MERIDIAN 606 DAC BLACK/GOLD BOXED AND IMMACULATE
£495
MERIDIAN A500 BLACK ASH LOUDSPEAKERS LOVELY CONDITION
£399
MICROMEGA DVD PREMIUM-MULTI REGION
£395
MICROMEGA DRIVE 3/DAC BOXED AND IMMACULATE
£995
MICROMEGA T-DAC DIGITAL TO ANALOGUE
£395
MONITOR AUDIO MA1800 REFERENCE GOLD LOUDSPEAKERS-BOXED
£495
MOREL BASSMASTER BLACK ASH STAND MOUNT SPEAKERS BOXED MINT
£399
MUSICAL FIDELITY A370.2 CLASS A POWER AMP BLACK VGC
£1195
NAIM NAC 52 WITH POWER SUPPLY
£2495
NAIM NAP 135 OLIVE POWER AMPS
£1895
NAIM FLATCAP 2 POWER SUPPLY SUPERB
£429
NAIM NAP140 OLD STYLE BOXED SUPERB CONDITION
£349
NAIM NAIT3/PRE OUT MODIFICATION BOXED AND IMMACULATE(1999 MODEL)
£349
NAIM IXO 2-WAY ACTIVE X-OVER WITH VARIABLE FREQUENCY
£299
NAIM NAPV 175 3CHANNEL POWER AMP LATE 2004 AS NEW
£975
NAIM NAP 135 POWER AMPLIFIERS PAIR CHROME BUMPER SUPERB BOXED ....£ 1495
NAIM NAC 92 PRE AMP
£229
NAIM NAP 90 POWER AMP
£299
NAIM FLATCAP POWER SUPPLY
£299
PRIMARE D.20 24 BIT CD PLAYER BOXED AND IMMACULATE
£495
PROCEED PCD SERIES 3CD PLAYER (£3500 NEW)
£1295
REGA PLANAR 2 RB250 LINN MM CARTRIDGE
£199
REGA PLANET CAST CASE BLACK BOXED SUPERB UNMARKED CONDITION
£299
ROKSAN DP3T DEDICATED CD TRANSPORT MINT JUST SERVICED
£895
SENNHEISER HD580 PRECISION STEREO HEADPHONES SUPERB
£89
TEAC VRDS-9 CD PLAYER BLACK BOXED
£499
TOTEM MODEL ONE SIGNATURE BLACK BOXED AND MINT-FEW MONTHS OLD ..£ 1195
VIENNA ACOUSTICS MOZART BEECH BOXED SUPERB
£995
PROFESSIONAL RECORD CLEANING SERVICE-KEITH MONKS MACHINE PLEAS! RI\ t; OR FURTHER DETAILS AND PRICES. THREE MONTH WARRANTY ON ALL ITEMS

www.sound-stage.co.uk
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Designed to get the best from the KT88 the Stereo 60 will deliver 65 watts of

...but it helps. Nallie

For more information,1
please see our website. I

KT88 integrated 2x 65w rms
Brand new UK design
All TRIODE Push-pull driver
Triode mode 2x 30w
Remote control. Four inputs
plus tape loop. Hand built
Huge transformers lweinI033kol
From £ 1,399 Inc Russian valves
[Upgrades available'

.a.

....-

DENON DL304
TRANSFIGURATION TEMPER V
TOM EVANS GROOVE
KOETSU RED T
MICHELL TECNOARM
GRADO RS I
TRICHORD DIABLO
TRANSFIGURATION SPIRIT 3
TOM EVANS VIBE
GRAHAM PHANTOM
CLEARAUDIO TURNTABLES
GAMUT D200 MK3 DUAL MONO
GAMUT L3 LOUDSPEAKERS
MICHELL TURNTABLES
E.A.R MASTER DISK
STAX HEADPHONES
CLF_ARAUDIO CARTRIDGES
NORDOST CABLES

cefa. 28.,

9E Lin de rir•—titiltr)
Valve rectification.
Twin choke smoothing.
All triode design
Remote control
Four inputs plus tape loop
Will match any power amp
From £ 699.95 complete
.IS 1 All ITaiireIh ono Stage
Only apure valve design can get the best
from Ifs. All triode. No feedback
Passive RIAA. Custom British moving
coil TX option. Choke regulated PSI1
Separate power supply. High output
Will drive most power amps!
9kg. Upgrades available
From only £449.95 complete
Established Ulf Co. Unbeatable back up service Try for 30 days. refund if net delighted*
For more into visit our website at www.lconaudio.co.uk
Or ask for an illustrated leaflet

Auditions by appointment

Phone 07787 158791 Email sales@iconaudio.co.uk
•
L_OJLpfifxdicr— 351 Aylestone Road Leicester LE2 8TA
*Conditions apply

Visa and MasterCard accepted

CE marked

GRAND
M25
AUDIOJUMBLE
SUNDAY 11TH JUNE 2006
11.00 AM TO 3.00PM
ASHTEAD PEACE MEMORIAL HALL
WOODFIELD LANE, ASHTEAD
KT21 2BE M25 JUNCTION 9

ALL VINTAGE & MODERN HI-FI
PARAPHERNALIA
INCLUDING: VINYL, DISC ETC
FOR STALL BOOKINGS/DETAILS
CALL

:1 1
7730 13497&

(01563) 574185
www.kevingallowayaudio.co.uk
info@kevingallowayaudio.co.uk

Demonstration by appointment

high performance
audio specialists
1111111111, „--e)1g
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MY TOP

FAVOURITE THINGS

GREATS

Which Jazz legend regarded herself as apop singer,
and who had their own bar in the recording studio?
Reviewer Tony Bolton reveals his top 10 Jazz greats

Louis Armstrong and His Orch.
St. Louis Blues
1933 PARLOPHONE RECORDS R 618

Jack Hylton and His Orch.
She's Drivin' Me Wild

begins as atraditionally styled

C1928 HIS MASTER'S VOICE

'New Orleans' number and

Usually regarded as the first • swing • record, this

Tommy Dorsey and His Orch.
Boogie Woogie
1939 HIS MASTER'S VOICE RECORDS
El 8854

RECORDS B 2088

finishes, after achange in

A true 'swing' classic. A steady but

This record captures the freedom and
energy that made the first stirrings of

pace and timing, in away

easy- rolling riff opens here, and the

that leaves the door open for

jazz provoke outrage among the moral

Goodman et al. Armstrong's

rhythm holds centre stage throughout,
with very little in the

guardians of the time. The rhythm is

cornet sounds spectacular.

Charleston flavoured, -the tune catchy,
and the playing,
especially the
clarinet solo toward

The Benny Goodman Trio
Plays For The Fletcher
Henderson Fund

the end, is best

1954 COLUMBIA RECORDS 33SX1020

described as hot

Recorded live off- air from Station WNEW, the
album swings from the opening track ' China

Chris Barber's Jazz Band
New Orleans Blues

Boy', via the classic ' Basin
Street Blues', to my personal
favourite, ' IFound aNew

1959 DECCA RECORDS DFE 6463

Baby'. The band are truly

From one of the best known of the

enjoying themselves, and it

•
50s British Tad Jazz scene comes an

shows. In short, a ' swing'
showcase of the best kind.

EP recorded in 1954, but not released
until 1959. This set is agood snapshot
of the band when
at the height of
their performing
powers, with aline
up including Lonnie
Donegan on banjo.

way of instrumental
pyrotechnics. It
becomes one of those
tunes that has you so
in its grip that you
feel disappointed
when it ends.

Ella Fitzgerald
Ella and Her Fellas
C1956 BRUNSWICK RECORDS
LAT 8223
Although she worked with some of the
biggest names in jazz, Ella Fitzgerald
always regarded herself as apop singer.
Here she takes
popular numbers and
intersperses them

The Jacques Loussier Trio
Play Bach No.1

with the grooving

1962 LONDON GLOBE RECORDS GLB 1002
Iknow that Play Bach 2includes the really

In The Market', and

well known tracks ' Chorale' and 'Aria' but I
have chosen the Trio's first album here. The

'Stone Cold Dead
the smoochy ' IGotta
Have My Baby Back',

music is as good and the group

Fats Waller
The Vocal Fats Waller
1972 RCA VICTOR RECORDS
LSA 3112
According to my school librarian Iwas

has aspark that often appears
on aband's first recording only
to be lost after countless times
in the studio environment.

lot of it came with me, including this

1997 UBIQUITY RECORDINGS INC
CBLP010
This was bought on recommendation
from afriend and rapidly became a

the only pupil to have discovered the
school record library, so when Ileft, a

Various Artists
Latin Jazz Dance Classics Vol2

Jack McVae and His Orch.
Come Blow Your Horn

regular on my playlists. Highlights,
for me, include Cal Tjader 's' Manuel

LP. It showcases Waller's inimitable

1985 ACE RECORDS LTD CH147

vocal and piano style through standards

Deeghit• and Pucho and the Latin Soul

This is where jazz, and Rhythm and Blues start

such as ' Dinah'

to separate into distinct genres, with McVae

Brothers' ' Heat'. The title of the album
says it all. Easy

and his own

bridging the gap. His sax solos are vibrant and

flowing rhythms

compositions like

amatch for Sidney Bechet at

with agood

'Ain't Misbehavin -

his finest. According to the

with its stunning

album sleeve the band had

flavouring of tequila
in the mix.

drum solo.

their own bar in the studio.
It shows.
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fully balanced, linear power supply audio designs.
Leading the way once again, Ayre will change the
way you listen to music with ThermalTrak, EquiLock,
Isola and optoisolated AyreLink technologies.
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Transparent Cables are created through aunique process combining the best of laboratory
technology and critical listening tests by music lovers. Hand- assembled by Maine craftspeople with
years of specialized training, Transparent Cables are the only in the world to have their networks
optimized for each length of cable. With every increase in performance level, the selection, physical
placement and electrical matching of the cable components becomes more critical. It is these
touches and attention to detail that make Transparent Cables rise above the competition, producing
asound unrivalled by others.
Transparent Audio, providing performance and complete audio and AV solutions since 1979, from
entry level prices, to money- no-object ultimate high-end.
Absolute Sounds, leader of high-end audio imports, have built up knowledge and res3 ,
30 for the
cables they distribute. As with all their imports, extraordinary quality and design are pre -equisites of
Transparent Cables. Absolute Sounds invite you, to contact them for your nearest Trar sparent Cable
centre.

r.

absolute sounds ltd
58 Durham Road, London SW20 OTW
T: +44 (0)20 89 71 39 09 F: +44 (0)20 88 79 79 62
www.absolutesounds.com info@absolutesounds.con

